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Preface

This book is a study of a Hindu commentary, the first work paraphrasing and
interpreting Nammalvar’s devotio al poem in Tamil the Tiruvaymoli. The
poem is sometimes called the Tamil Veda, because South Indian worshipers of
Lord Visnu (the Srivaisnavas) consider it equal in sanctity to the Sanskrit
scriptures revered by all Hindus. This first commentary was written between
I |00 and 1150 C. E. by Tirukkurukai Piran Pillfin the cousin and disciple of
the community‘s greatesltheologiaD, Ramanuja.
Pillans commentary provides the earliest unmistakable evidence of a cen-

tral feature of the Srivaisnava tradition: the flowing together of the Sanskrit
and Tamil traditions of devotion to Visnu as the Supreme Lord. Although it is
unusual for a Hindu group to consider a text in any language but Sanskrit to be
scripture. this community refers to its own theology as Ubhaya Veda'nta: the
“dual Vedic theology," that is, the theology based on both the Sanskrit and
Tamil Vedas.

Ramanuja wrote only in Sanskrit and made no direct references in those
writings to the Tamil hymns of Nammalvar. In the traditional biographies,
however. Ramanuja is said to have commissioned Pillan to write a commen-
tary on the Tiruvaymoli. Whether or not that story is historically accurate. it is
evident that Pillan’s commentary contains phrase after phrase close to or iden-
tical with the language of Ramanuja. This is one of the reasons for the new
mixed language of this commentary, which is Tamil in its grammatical struc-
ture and in many of its verbs but is full of Sanskrit nouns and adjectives. The
two streams of tradition clearly come together in this work. Pillan understands
many of Nammalvar’s verses in the light of Ramanuja’s theology, but con-
versely, Pillan's understanding of Ramanuja's philosophy of the Vedanta is
affected by the sentiments in the Tamil hymns.

It is not difficult to find an outline of Ramanuja’s theology in Pillan‘s
comments. It is more challenging to try to see clearly where Pillan differs
from Ramanuja and why. The Srivaisnava tradition has preserved Tamil com-
ments on Nammalvar’sverses attributed to Ramanuja as well as stories about
Ramanuja and Pillar). It therefore regards Ramanuja as Pillan's teacher and is
not concerned with the question of Pillan’s originality. That question is. how-
ever. a puzzling one for the modern historian. Still more intriguing is the
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x ii Preface

question of the extent of the unacknowledged influence of the entire alvar tra-
dition on Raménuja‘s Sanskrit writings.

In our earlier studies we have both recognized that the writings of Rama-
nuja’s immediate disciples can provide the key to understanding Ramanuja’s
link with the earlier poet-saints called the alvars as well as with the teachers
two centuries later whose divergent emphases led to a widening split in the
Srivaisnava community. The writings of these immediate disciples are still
read in both the Tenkalai and Vatakalai branches of the community, and they
providemany clues to the relation (and apparent distance) between Ramanuja‘s
teaching and those of his most famous successors, Pillai Lokacarya and
Vedanta Desika.

These direct disciples wrote both in poetry and prose, both in Tamil and in
Sanskrit. Pillan committed to writing the tradition of discussing and para-
phrasing the Tamil verses of the Tiruvaymoli in a highly philosophical and
Sanskritized Tamil. In doing so he crystallized a new mixed language that re-
flected the mixing of Sanskrit and Tamil traditions in ritual and social institu-
tions, as well as in the community’s theological reflection.

John Carman’s study of the polarity of supremacy and accessibility in
Ramanuja’s concept of God in The Theology of Rdmrinuja includes a brief
treatment of some important themes in the writings of Ramanuja’s immediate
disciples. The same subject is explored at much greater length in Vasudha
Narayanan‘s recent book. The Way and the Goal: Expressions of Devotion in
the Early .5sz Vaisnava Tradition. which is the first of two volumes dealing
with the growing distinction between bhakti and prapatti in the Srivaisnava
tradition. Bhaktiyoga and prapatti come to be understood by both the later
schools as distinct means to salvation, the former the path of disciplined medi-
tation in loving devotion to the Lord, the latter a total surrender to God and
reliance on God’s unmerited grace. Both schools opt for prapatti, but they dif-
fer somewhat in their interpretation of it and even more in their assessment of
bhaktiyoga. The two schools continue at times to use bhakti in a wider sense.
and in reference to the goal of communion with the Lord as well as the means
to that goal. Both schools claim the authority of Ramanuja and all his prede-
cessors, both Sanskrit and Tamil, for their interpretations.

Whereas traditional scholars of both schools affirm the identity of their
views with all their predecessors back to the undivided community and be-
yond, some modern scholars have emphasized either the difference between
Nammalvar and Ramanuja or the gap between Ramanuja's teachings and the
positions of the two schools three hundred years later. Our position lies be-
tween that of the traditional scholars and the more extreme challenges of mod-
ern scholars, for we see both continuities and discontinuities in the large
numberofSrivaisnava writings during the three hundred years after Ramanuja.
Some positions more apparent in later writings are already anticipated in
Pillar] and his contemporaries. a fact that supports both the later schools‘ affir—



mation of their faithfulness to Ramanuju‘s total teaching, in Tamil as well as in
Sanskrit. Nevertheless, there are differences from one generation to another,
and even authors in the same generation are often quite distinctive.

Pillan‘s commentary was followed a generation later by a longer com-
mentary on the same hymn, and two generations later by two much longer
ones. Until very recently both Tenkalais and Vatakalais considered all four
commentaries to be authoritative. The differences between (and sometimes
within) these commentaries could be ore easily tolerated than divergent in.-
terpretations of the Sanskrit scriptures, since the Tamil hymns were consid-
ered to deal, not with tattva. “reality as such," but with anubhava, “spiritual
experience." In recent years one part of the Tenkalai tradition has tended to
ignore Pillan‘s commentary. This neglect may be a sectarian Tenkalai re-
sponse to a Vatakalai claim that the fine of succession from Ramanuja begins
with Pillar) rather than with Paras‘ara Bhattar. "

The positions taken by Pillan in his commentary suggest that the split be-
tween Tenkalai and Vatakalai had not yet taken place. Yet it seems to be this
very commentary, standing at the point of confluence_of Tamil Vaisnava and
Sanskrit Vaisnava theology, that starts to pose questions t'hmiden—tin
either previous stream? that is, Nammalvar’s Tamil poetry or Ramanuja's
Sanskrit prose. The questions raised in Pillan’s Sanskritized Tamil paraphrase
of Nammalvar‘s Tamil verses appear, not as polemic, but as expressions of a
perplexity that the commentator assumes is the poet‘s own.

Our indebtedness to a number of recent scholarly contributors will be
acknowledged in our notes. We do want to recognize the debt we both share to
our common teacher (at different times), Dr. K. K. A. Venkatachari, and
especially for his help to us in India in April and May of 1983. We have bene-
fited from Dr. Venkatachari’s survey of the Srivaisnava literature in San-
skritized Tamil, as well as from his collaboration with Dr. David Kaylor on a
brief interpretation of the Tiruvaymoli. We are also indebted to Professor
A. K. Ramanujan, both for his personal encouragement and for making avail-
able his poetic translations of selected verses of the Tiruvaymoli contained in
his Hymnsfor the Drowning. Our recognition of the importanceof Ramanuja’s
disciples has been stimulated by Robert Lester‘s denial ofthe authority of sev-
eral writings attributed to Ramanuja. Though we disagree with Dr. Lester‘s
conclusions. we appreciate his focusing some important issues in Srivaisnava
history.

We have also benefited from Friedhelm Hardy‘s substantial book entitled
Viraha-Bhakti (The Devotion of Separation). the most recent scholarly effort
to demonstrate radical differences where the tradition sees only continuity. We
shall try in this study to dispute Dr. Hardy‘s conclusion that the Srivaisnava
tradition has misunderstood and reinterpreted Nammalvar.

The two of us come from different religious backgrounds: Vasudha
Narayanan grew up in the SrivaisnavaVatakalai tradition, John Carman in the



xiv Preface

Protestant Christian community in India and the United States. We share,
however, a strong common interest in making available the devotional riches
of the Srivaisnava tradition to students of religion in all parts of the world. We
believe in the value of a historical approach that recognizes both continuities
and discontinuities in the ongoing development of the Srivaisnava tradition,
and of all religious traditions. We have found it easy to agree on the historical
questions with which our study deals and indeed on our basic understanding
of Pillan’s interpretation of bhakti as both longing for God and belonging‘
to God. ' “‘

We write in different styles, which we have not tried to homogenize, and
we have each taken responsibility for different parts of this book. Vasudha
Narayanan is responsible for all the translations of both poem and com-
mentary and wrote the first draft of chapters one, two, four, and twelve. John
Carman wrote the first drafts of the remaining chapters and of this preface. We
have gone over all the drafts together, greatly aided by the painstaking copy
editing of Helen Schultz, Andrew Rasanen, and Joanna Barry; and the ex-
tensive suggestions of Professors D. Dennis Hudson, Glenn Yocum. and
Francis X. Clooney, SJ. We are most grateful for the typing of Helen Schultz.
Peggy Schnoor. and Andrew Rasanen. We also want to express our apprecia-
tion to Andrew Rasanen for all his help on the index. We want to acknowledge
the financial support we have received from the National Endowment for the
Humanities and the Ford Foundation through the Social Science Research
Council, and from the American Institute of Indian Studies.

We are very grateful to Mr. and Mrs. V. R. Rajagopalan of Madras for their
generous help in India. Finally, we want to say a public thank you to our spouses,
Ineke Carman and Ranga Narayanan, for their patience and encouragement.

While this study focuses on Pillan's commentary, we intend it to contribute
to the exploration of Srivaisnava history before and after Pillan‘s time. We
should like to encourage others to undertake a new kind of historical study
of all the major Srlvaisnava commentaries on the alvars‘ hymns. We hope
that this examination of one traditional commentary may increase our mod-
ern understanding of the process of retrieval and translation going on in so
much Hindu commentary and in other religious commentary as well. It is
Nammalvar’s poem. not any later commentary, that bears the epithet of “the
Tamil Veda." It is Pillan's interpretation. however. that first shows us a com-
munity of Hindus ascribing to a poem in their mother tongue the sanctity of
the Sanskrit Vedas and thus finding in those Tamil words the same saving truth
of the Vedas.



Notes on Translations

'l'hc translations in this book form an integral part of our discussions on the
Tiruvaymoli and its earliest commentary, so some explanation of the choice of
verses and style of translation ls necessary.

Our choice of verses for Part Four was governed by several considerations.
The Srivaisnava community has its own selection of twelve decads (known as
the “Temple-Tiruvaymoli”) that are chanted regularly during home and
temple liturgies. Four of the decads in Part Four (1.1, 1.2, 6.10, 10.10) are
drawn from this corpus and are of philosophical and liturgical significance to
the community. Others, like 6.3, were chosen for their theological impor-
tance, while some, like [0.3, were selected as examples of love poems in
which the poet speaks from the viewpoint of a girl separated from her be-
loved. In 7.9, Nammalvar speaks of his poems being revealed by the Lord;
other sets like 9.8 describe pilgrimage centers. We chose some decads be-
cause they were intrinsically interesting; others, because Pillan, the commen—
tator, perceived them as crucial to Srivaisnava thought or said something in
his exegesis that we thought illustrated his style or reflected his preoccupa-
tions. Thus Part Four is a show case, not only for Nammalvar's poems, but
also for Pillan’s commentarial style and theological interests.

Nammalvar’s Tamil poems maintain the conventions of earlier classical p0-
ctry, whereas Pillan‘s comments are in heavily Sanskritized Tamil (manipra-
vala) and include long stretches of Sanskrit phrases drawn from Ramanuja's
philosophical and devotional works. Unfortunately, the differences in style
between Nammalvar’s Tamil poetry and Pillan's formal scholastic prose in
manipravala (a difference that is so obvious in the original) can only be hinted
at in the English translation. To some extent, this distinction is comparable to
one in English: the difference between Anglo—Saxon and Latin derivatives.
Our translations make some use of these two styles of English.

Pillar) writes in long complex sentences, which in most cases we have split
up into smaller units in order to make the comments more readable. In some
places, however, we have tried to retain the intensity that Pillan achieves by
building several phrases and Sanskrit compounds into one long sentence. Al—

though these sentences are written as prose, they sound almost like a Sanskrit
Gadya (prose-poem). We have tried to convey the litanylike quality of these
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comments and remain faithful to the commentator's style by retaining the
length of the sentence but spatially dividing it into smaller units. Thus we
have tried to suggest in a visual format the rhythms that are so apparent when
one hears Pillan’s prose.

The first words of all lines in any verse in the Tiruvaymoli usually rhyme,
as is seen in the following verse (for which both a literal and a literary transla-
tion are given):

En perukku an nalattu
0n porul—iru ila
van pukal naranan
(in kalal céré.

Endless numbers good
bright object—no end
bounteous/praise fame Naranan
certain feet reach.

infinitely good
dazzling goal.
Without end,
his glorious fame.
Reach
Naranan’s secure feet.

(1.2.10)

The poet also makes extensive use of alliteration and we did not attempt to
reproduce either the rhyme or alliteration in our translations. Nor could we
imitate the antdti (“end-beginning“) style of Nammalvar, a style by which
the last word of every verse becomes the first word of the next.

The question of how literal a translation should be is one that can be dis-
cussed at length; the problem is compounded in Tamil where words some-
times have several meanings. Nammélvar sometimes repeats the same word in
the beginning of every line in a verse. using the same word with different
meanings, instead of his usual rhyme. Consider the following verse:

ullam urai ceyal
ulla im mfinraiyum
ullik ketuttu. irai-
ullil otunké

thought word deed
are these three



think; destroy -(Eotl
inside/heart shrink/submit

Just reflect:
thought. word, and deed,
you have these three.

Destroy them.
Submit yourself

to the Lord‘s embrace.
(l.2.8)

The word M! has been used as “thought," “are," and “think" in the first three
lines. The occurrence in the fourth line is more problematic, and the word
may mean “inside," “heart,“ or “mind”; omr'zku may mean “restrain,"
“subservient," “shrink," “shrivel,” “reduce," or “to close, (like the petals
of a flower)." One could translate the line as “shrink/contain/reduce/ yourself
inside the Lord’s heart/mind." We have translated it as “submit yourself to
the Lord’s embrace.” Other words are more complex; ari, for instance, has
more than fifty—three meanings, including “emerald," “horse, “Visnu,”
“snake," “frog, anklet, garland,“ “smoke," and “sun.” Fortunately.
the meaningof Tamil words is generally more fixed, but it is obvious that even
the most literal translation involves decisions about meaning, intention, and
context. The Srivaisnava tradition has made specific suggestions as to what
“correct” interpretations may be allowed. Since the Tamil lexicon occasion-
ally cites these commentaries as the authorities and sources for the meanings
of some words, it does not help in determining what the words mean in the
verses which were written centuries before the commentaries. We have some-
times diverged from the commentaries when the Tamil words lend themselves
to a different grammatical arrangement and alternate interpretations from
those that the classical commentaries suggest. These instances have been ex-
plained in the notes.

The Tamil word tiru (Sanskrit: .i‘ri‘ ) may indicate the name of the Goddess
Laksmi or mean “sacred" or “holy.” We have translated it both ways, but
have occasionally used “sacred" even where the commentators see 3 refer-
ence to the Goddess. We have retained the various names and epithets of
Visnu that the poet or commentators use, as well as specific references to vari-
ous myths, because these usually form an integral part of the poet’s and com-
mentator’s associative framework. These Tamil names include Kannan (or
Karina, vocative) for Krishna. which Nammalvar frequently uses. They have
been retained in the translation, instead of being changed to the more familiar
Krishna, to emphasize the Tamil character of the verses and the intimacy of
the relationship between the poet and the Lord. However, we have rendered
the names of Brahma and Siva/Rudra by their more commonly known forms,
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rather than, for instance. switch between “The Four-facedOne" and “Ayan”
(<aja) in the case of Brahma. In most cases we have tried to keep to the
structure of the verse, except in those cases where the connections between
the segments of the verse could only be made clear by reversing the order.

Since the heavily Sanskritized Tamil prose of Pillan’s commentary is so
different from Nammalvar’solder Tamil poetry, we are translating what is al-
most a “translation." This makes us all the more cognizant, not only of the
problems connected with our translation, but also the common challenge fac-
ing all commentators and translators: to convey a close approximation of
meaning in a different linguistic medium and in a different cultural environ-
ment. Foreign words are like holograms, each part containing a whole picture,
a whole culture; but they remain unrecognizable patterns of whorls until il—

luminated by the coherent light of a translation or discussion which organizes
them into clear three-dimensional images. But no matter how lucid the pic—

ture, invariably there is some detail that has been lost, some nuance that has
been missed in the process of reconstitution, and this is to be regretted. Pillan,
the commentator, re-created the meaning of the poem, illumining it with
scriptural'an‘d'textual light from Tamil and Sanskrit sources. Like Pillan, the
authors of this book have lived in two cultures; and like him, we have tried to
interpret a work done in a different era to an audience that has different ears
and different concerns. The translations, we hope, reflect our understanding
of the original texts, our commitment to make the reconstituted version re-
semble the original as closely as possible, and to make the re—creation intel-
ligible and accessible to a late twentieth-century audience.

Vasudha Narayanan is responsible for the translations of alvar poetry, com-
mentarial literature, selections from The Splendor, Vedanta Desika’s poems,
ManavalaMamuni’s Upades’aramamdlai, and the Sanskrit hymns of Yamuna,
Kurattalvan, and Parasara Bhattar. John Carman translated all passages from
Ramanuja, except where noted. We have both gone through all our transla-
tions together and have revised them extensively. All other translations used
have been acknowledged in the text or the notes. The principal edition of the
Tiruvz'iymoli used in this book is Sn" Tivyap pirapantum: vol. 4, Tiruvriymoji.
edited by Tamil scholars and published by Murray and Co., Madras, I956.
Sri S. Kirusnasvami Ayyankar’s edition of the Bhagavad Visayam (lO vols.
Madras: Nobel Press, l924—l930), which contains Pillan’s Six Thousand.
was used for the translation of the commentary.

Works that are part of the Sanskrit or Tamil canon of Srivaisnavas are
printed in Roman type. Other sacred writings and revered books, including
both the commentaries and the hymns of the acaryas, are printed in italics.
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Ubhaya Vedanta:
The Confluence of Tamil and

Sanskrit Scriptures

The Scriptural Heritage of the SrivaisnavaCommunity

The devotees of Visnu and his corisort Sri became organized as a religious ,

community in South India about the time of Ramanuja (circa lOl7—ll37
(21-1.), the most important Srivaisnava teacher (acarya). This community con-
siders both Sanskrit scripture and the Tamil songs of the twelve mystics re—

vered as alvars (seventh to tenth centuries C.E ) as the basis for its theology.
'lhe word a_lvar1s traditionally derived from the Tamilroot a_l ‘”deep and
the title a_lvarone who13 immersed in the love of God" was used by the
Srivaisnava community after the eleventh century CE. to refer to the twelve
poet-saints who had composed hymns in praise of the Lord Visnu. Because
the Srivaisnava tradition prided itself on its twofold heritage and held the
Tamil poems of the alvars to be equal to the_Sanskrit Vedas its religious
thoughtcaleled the system of twyedanta (UbhayaVedanta)1nd even today, the honorme,‘One who a vances [the cause of ] the Dual
Vedanta." is used as a formal prefix to the names of Srivaisnava men. We
shall begin our discussions ofthe Dual Vedanta by studying the early history of
the Tamil Veda in the Srivaisnava community and by focusing on the impor-
tance of a ' oerfi called the Tiruvaymoli, composed by Cataképan (Nammalvar)
in the ninttflcentury C E.

The Srivaisnava tradition contains elements from the culture that developed l
K’Rb c )
mvvi L4-

around the river Ganga1n Northern India (a culture that wrote principally1n '1 ’

Sanskrit) as well as from the culture of the Kavéri basin1n the South where
Tamil flourished We may perceive the Ganga and the Kavéri civilizations
lorming the cultural and geographical analogue to Athens and Jerusalem
as the joint ancestors of a new way of thinking. The complexities of the
Hellenistic and the Hebraic heritages seen in western thought are paralleled in
the twofold inheritance of the Srivaisnava culture. Like the literatures of
Athens and Jerusalem, the Sans_k_rit and Tamil literatures perpetuatetwo dis- 1

tinctways ol Ercejving the universeanda human being5 placeIn it;andflfe‘ _

qSrivaisnava traditionIS the~_~productOMQJVEE.of thinking.
The scriptural authorities of the early Srivaisnavacommunity are both the

Sanskrit canon and the Tamil works of the alvars. The Sanskrit literature1n-
“iAvieM/MK“

[vs/\\——\‘-’""‘“



cludes the Vedas, the Upanisads, the Bhagavadgita, the two epics, several
Puranas, the Dharma Sastras, the Brahma Sutra and some agamic texts. The
Tamil devotional poems of the alvars are seen as parallel to the Vedas. Specifi-
cally, the Tiruvaymoli, whose title means—yg‘sacred word of mouth" or “word
of sacred mouth,” ' is one of the four works of Nammalvar and is frequently
referred to as the Tamil or Dravida Veda. It is clearly the understanding of the
Srivaisnavas that the Vedas have been revealed in Sanskrit and in Tamil. The
Tamil Veda is not an imitation of the Sanskrit Veda or even a translation; it

>, '1 is considered to have been revealed through the twelve alvars and primar-
l\ily through Namrnalvar, a poet-saint who lived between the eighth and ninth
’centuries CE. The message of both Vedas is considered to be the same and
later theologians went to elaborate lengths to show how their ideas parallel
each other.

Nathamuni, the first Srivaisnava teacher, is said to have called the Tiruvay-
moli the Tamil Veda? Such a claim was significant in the tenth century CE.
because no vernacular language had hitherto been held to be the medium of
revelation within Hinduism; no other work had been called a Veda. For the
first time in Hindu consciousness. hymns in a language other than Sanskrit
were considered to be revealed. The claim was also unique in that none of the
teachers in the Srivaisnava community felt that they were rebelling against
Sanskrit tradition; nor did they hold either Veda to be inferior to the other. In
the Srivaisnava tradition, we see a confluence of two rivers: the coming to-
gether of Sanskrit and Tamil cultural traditions and religious literatures.J

The Tamil Veda‘

Over the last two thousand years in the Hindu tradition, several works have
been honored with the title Veda or considered to be an upanisad. The
Bhagavadgita is said to be an upanisad, the Mahabharata is called the fifth
Veda,S and some puranas have been claimed to be as good as. or better than,
the Vedas." It may be argued that the acceptance of the Veda or of a substitute
is an important characteristic of the Hindu tradition as a whole and that call-
ing the Tiruvaymoli a Veda fits into this accepted pattern. The difference be-
tween the other Sanskrit works and the Tiruvaymoli, however, is remarkable,
because this is a vernacular work and not part of an accepted epic like the
Mahabharata or even a recognizable genre like the puranas. The Tiruvaymoli
is a unique poem, confessional in tone and passionate in spirit, and not quite
like any Sanskrit work of the period.

One of the most popular hagiographical works of the thirteenth century,
Guruparampardprabhdvum (The Splendor of Succession of Teachers, hence-
forth referred to as The Splendor), describes the circumstances which led to
the initial revelation of the Tiruvaymoli and other works. According to this
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work, Visnu in all his glory appeared in front of the poet, who was in deep
meditation, whereupon Nammalvar sang four poems born from his intense en-
joyment of visualizing the Lord and his devotees. The four works, says The
Splendor. are the four Vedas, and the Tiruvaymoli is the last and most impor-
tant of these poems.7

The second revelation is described in a later chapter in the same book. The
songs of the alvars, The Splendor tells us, became lost to human beings and so
had to be revealed for a second time: by the poet Nammalvar to the first
teacher, Nathamuni, around the tenth century. The Splendor narrates his
efforts in recovering the lost poems:

Some Srivaisnavas came from the Western country, worshiped [the
Lord] Mannar [thatis, Visnul and with grace chanted the Tiruvaymoli
song [that begins with the words]0 nectar that never satiates. . .

[TVM 5.8).“1 Nathamuni heard this; with great joy he asked them,
“You said that these are ten verses out of a thousand; do you know
the entire work?” They replied, “We only know these ten songs.”
[Nathamuni] then asked, “Is there a sacred text in your land? Are there
minstrels to sing it?” They replied: “We only know this; we don’t know
anything else.” [Nathamuni] gave them holy water and articles blessed
by the Lord and bade them farewell. Thinking that this sacred work
should be known in the land of Tirukkurukur where Nammalvar lived,
he went to that sacred city. He worshiped the alvfir and the celebrated
Lord. He bowed before Sri Parankus’adasa, the disciple of Maturakavi
alvar and asked, “Are there people here who chant the Tiruvaymoli? Do
you have the sacred texts?" He replied, “The Tiruvaymoli and other sa-
cred works have been lost for a long time. My teacher Maturakavi gra-
ciously taught me the sacred poem called ‘The Short Knotted String.’
Our teacher said that if one were to go in front of [Namm]alvar alone
and with focused thought and subdued senses meditate on his sacred
feet, chanting ‘The Short Knotted String‘ repeatedly for twelve thou-
sand times, the alvfir would be delighted." Nathamuni bowed down,
paid his respects, and prayerfully requested that he be taught the sacred
poem. Sri Parankusadasa graciously taught it, reciting with pleasure.
Nathamuni, reciting it, sat under the sacred tamarind tree in front of
the alvar. With restraint he meditated repeatedly on the poem “The
Short Knotted String” twelve thousand times. The alvar, pleased with
Nathamuni . . . ,asked him . . . , “Why do you meditate so intensely
on me?” Nathamuni submitted, “1 want you to take pity on me and
[teach] me the Tiruvaymoli and other sacred works.” The alvar, pleased,
graciously gave Nathamuni eyes of divine knowledge. . . . Just as the
Supreme Lord graciouslyigave [the alvar] “wisdom and love to cut
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all sorrow" [TVM 1.1.1], he gave Nathamuni the “three secrets,” the
Tiruvaymoli and the other three thousand verses, the truth of all phi-
losophies, and the secret of the eightfold yoga.“

The poems of the second revelation are collectively called the Nalayira
Tivyap Pirapantam (The Sacred Collect of Four Thousand Verses, henceforth
The Sacred Collect). Nathamuni, it is said, instituted the chanting of verses
from the The Sacred Collect alongside the Sanskrit Vedas, which alone had
been traditionally recited, both in home and temple worship.

This use of the The Sacred Collect alongside the Sanskrit Vedas, as well as
statements of the later acaryas, reinforces the idea that the entire collection of
alvar poems is the Tamil Veda. The living tradition of the Dual Vedanta is
seen most dramatically in rituals. When, for example, the processional image
of the Lord is taken through the streets, a group of Srivaisnavas chanting the
Tamil Veda goes in front of the deity and a group chanting the Sanskrit Vedas
follows behind.” Also, during daily worship, the Srivaisnava switches from

“Tamil to Sanskrit frequently, and at weddings, funerals, and annual ancestral
w ‘7‘)rites, selections from The Sacred Collect are recited.”

a Srivaisnava theologians state that the poems of the alvars contain the es-
3“” \ sentialfméanfigyof the Sanskrit Vedas. Consider the following statements of

Vedanta Desika, a thirteenth-century theologian, who likens the ten alvars to
the ten incarnations of Visnu:

We clearly understand the unclear Vedas from the songs of joy woven
like beautiful Tamil garlands by Poykai land all the other alvars].
Through them, the Vedas are made manifest all through the world. In
the form of Parankus’a, Parakala [that is, Nammalvar and Tirumankai
alvar], and others, the Lord made ten new incarnations. Like clouds
gathering moisture from the ocean and pouring it down as rain for the

103 welfare of all, the (essential parts of the meaning of the Vedas Vvere
gathered and given to all in a language which everyone was qualified

vs!“ to know. '3

While all the works of the alvars are said to consistute the Tamil Veda,”
sometimes specific poems are singled out for that distinction, especially the
Tiruvaymoli of Nammalvar. The Srivaisnavas tend to uphold all these state-
ments as conveying the importance of individual works; but on the basis of the
number, frequency, and quality of references to that effect in later commen-
taries, poems, and independent works, we can say that, while all of The Sa-

.\ cred Collect is considered to be revealed. the Tiruvaymoli and its author have
, a special status in the Srivaisnava community.” In declaring the Tiruvaymoli
to be the Veda, the Srivaisnavacommunity stressed the revealed nature of the
work and implied that it contained the same themes and concerns as the
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SanskritlYedam In a larger sense. it was quite clear that it was not a literal
translation of any single Sanskrit work with which it was compared. The no-
tion of translation itself as an attempt to convey the meaning of words or sen-
tences in more or less literal and exact terms seems to have been alien to
Ilintlu theologians. The vernacular versions of the epics (for instance, the
'l'amil Ramayana of Kampan or the Kannada work of Pampa) were free
renderings of the story as a whole. The poet, writing in his mother tongue,
used his poetic license broadly and sometimes included new incidents. How-
ever. unlike the Tamil and other vernacular renderings of the Ramayana and
the Mahabharata, which followed the main story line of the Sanskrit versions,
the 'l‘iruvaymoli does not follow the structure of theHVedas, though later theo-
logians went to some length to show that some of the contents were similar.
Just as the Sanskrit Vedas were‘never directly translated into any other lan-
guage, the Tiruvaymoliwas also never translated from Tamil. The first under-
taking in this direction came only in the nineteenth.century when it was
rendered into Sanskrit. Instead of translations, the Srivaisnava community
used other ways to interpret, understand, and spread the message of the poem.
l’illan, the first commentator on the poem, rendered certain words and phrases
literally into Sanskrit and later theologians also elucidated the verses with
Sanskrit phrases. The Tiruvaymoli was also summarized in both Sanskrit and
Tamil verse; in the thirteenth century, Vedanta Desika summarized it in
Sanskrit verse and called his poem “The Gem—Necklace of the Meaning of the
'l'amil Upanisad” and in the fifteenth century, Manavala Mamuni wrote the
'I'iruvriymoji Ntlrrantdti. The format of this poem is similar to the Tiruvfiymoli
and the gist of the “thousand verses" is given in a hundredTamil verses which
are connected in structure and content.

The basis for regarding the Tiruvaymoli as a revealed text comes from the
work itself. Nammalvar claims that the Lord sings about himself using the
saint as an instrument.

What can I say of the Lord
who lifted me up for all time,
and made me himself, everyday?
My radiant one, the first one,

1 d» W“
My Lord, sings of_himself, 3. \w 32‘”
through me, in sweet Tamil. ‘ 1“MM 3;:.3"»~\ T l5”MM (7. 9. l)

While the acknowledgment of the Tamil works as the Vedas goes back to
Maturakavi alvar and to Nathamuni, according to the Srivaisnava tradition,
other acaryas repeated and perpetuated this notion in the laudatory verses that
they prefix to the hymns.”
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The Commentaries

According to tradition (see chapter 5), Ramanuja authorized his cousin Tiruk-
kurukai Piran Pillan, the son of Sri Saila Purna, to write a commentary on the
Tiruvaymoli. In the next generation, Nanjiyar wrote a commentary on the
Tiruvaymoli and the Tiruppavai; till the time of PeriyavaccanPillai, in the thir-
teenth century, no other commentary on any work from the Sacred Collect
was committed to writing.

The writing of a commentary on the Tiruvaymoli marks a new epoch in
Hindu literature. While commentaries were frequently written in Sanskrit for
Sanskrit literary and religious works, the commentarial tradition in Tamil be-
gan only about the eighth century C.E.'7 No Hindu religious work in the ver-
nacular had been deemed worthy of a written commentary, although a strong
oral tradition on the Tiruvaymoli had probably existed even before Pillan
committed one to writing for the first time.”

Why was the commentary committed to writing in the late eleventh century
C.E.? From The Splendor as well as from the later commentaries on the
Tiruvaymoli, we know that Yamuna, Ramanuja, and several other acaryas
commented upon it orally and that this oral tradition existed prior to the writ-
ing of the Pillan’s commentary. Nathamuni, the first acarya, is said to have
divided the Tamil poems, setting some to music and others to recitation. The
Srivaisnava community understood this to be an act that emphasized the
equivalency of the poems to the Sanskrit Vedas. The Splendor says that just as
the legendary sage, Veda Vyasa, divided up the Sanskrit Vedas into udatta and
anudatta,” so Nathamuni set the Tamil poems to divine music and divided
them into icai (music) and iyal (chant). The act of setting them to a form of
music and chant like the Vedas and introducing them into liturgy was itself a
ritual commentary on the poems, one which emphasized the equality of the
Sanskrit and the Tamil Vedas. Nathamuni is said to have transmitted the
proper chanting of the Tiruvaymoli to his disciples and The Splendor specifi-
cally mentions that one of them, Uyyakontar, was given the task of dis-
seminating the Tiruvaymoli and the other works of the alvarsf” The oral
commentarial tradition must have become popular by the time of fimuna and
his opinions have been preserved in the longer written commentaries on the
Tiruvaymoli.

It was Ramanuja who gave permission for Tirukkurukai Piran Pillar) to
record the commentary for the first time and we may speculate about the rea-
sons which made him endorse this task. It is possible that Ramanuja wanted
the opinions of the earlier acaryas to be preserved for posterity, and com—

mitting the texts to writing ensured that they would not be forgotten. He may
have also believed that the comments and opinions of earlier acaryas would
add to the flavor of the community's understanding of the poems. According



to Tim Splendor. there had been an earlier incident in Rfimanuja's life which,
we believe. may have led to his decision to record the commentary. Appar-
ently. while learning the meaning of the Tiruvaymoli from Tirumalai Antan,
Ramanuja differed from his teacher‘s interpretation of the verses several
titties, offering alternate explanations. After Ramanuja offered a different in-
terpretation for 2.3.4, his teacher ceased his instruction, saying that these
were mischievous explanations, which he had not heard from Yamuna. The
stalemate was resolved by another isciple of Yamuna, Tirukottiyur Nampi,
who reconciled the teacher and disciple by proclaiming that he had heard the
alternate interpretation from Yamuna. What is interesting to note is that
Ramz‘inuja‘s position had to be vindicated by another teacher’s recollection of
Yamuna’s commentary, and there was no text against which to check it. The
Splendor goes on to say that at a later time, Tirumalai Antan again hesitated to
accept a certain interpretation, but Ramanuja said that he was a disciple
of Yamuna as the legendary Ekalavya was a disciple of Drona: a student
who learnt from a master in spirit, without actually ever being in his pres-
eneefI So, even when there was no witness to attest that Ramanuja’s opinion
had been stated earlier by Yamuna, the community assumed that whatever
Ramanuja said would have been said by or at least permitted by Yamuna. The
.S'p/mdor’s account of Ramanuja‘s learning the Tiruvaymoli gives us a glimpse
of the transmission of the poem, which, at this stage, still seems to have been
on the model of private tuition rather than public oration to a Srivaisnava
audience. The commentarial tradition certainly did become that in later years
and we hear of large audiences listening to the acaryas’ exposition of the
Tamil poems.

Ramanuja’s permission to allow the commentary to be written, therefore,
may have stemmed from his desire to preserve all possible alternate opinions
in writing, so that later generations might know that these opinions, and
others within reason, were admissible. Similarly, by not writing the commen-
lary himself, Ramfinuja made sure that the line of commentaries on these
hymns, which were meant to be experienced and enjoyed by all, would keep
growing. Ramanuja’s comments were considered authoritative and would
have been held to be the final word on a topic; and it seems probable that the
teacher wanted to encourage a chain of commentaries, rather than establish
one set of correct interpretations. Usually commentaries preserved the correct
interpretationsand opinions on a text; interestingly enough, the commentaries
on the Tiruvaymoljfipreservea diversity of opinions. However, it is important
to note that the diversityof the opinions‘did not at“ any time involve important
lheological issues pertaining to the supremacy of Visnu, his “wholly aus-
picious nature," and so forth, but usually reflected the flavor of the teachers‘
enjoyment of the poem.

The recording of the commentary also allowed for the elaboration of doc-
trine and the strengthening of the understanding of the Dual Vedanta. The
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need to interpret and comment arises when something is not self-evident. The
languageof the Tiruvaymoli itself was easily understandable; the concept that
had to be communicated to the audience was something already present by
virtue of Nathamuni’s incorporation of the hymn into liturgy: that this poem
was equivalent to the Sanskrit Veda. One of the principal tasks of the com-
nicntarial tradition seems to have been the establishment of this concept. The
commentaries are directed to an audience which is familiar with both the
Sanskrit Vedas and Tamil verses. The lengthiest comments occur either when

l.l.7 and 4.10.] where the supremacy of Visnu is emphasized. Here, there
are long lists of quotations from Sanskrit Vedas and later literature; the written
commentary records and preserves these lists of quotations, thus reiterating
the notion of the Dual Vedanta. An important part of the commentator‘s
agenda seems to have been the highlighting of this concept and proclaiming
the authority of the Tiruvaymoli. By both verbal and ritual comment, there-
fore, the Tiruvaymoli was exalted as the Tamil Veda.

Pillan’s commentary is called the Ardyirappati or the Six Thousand Patis,
while later commentaries are called the Nine Thousand Pan's, Twelve Thou-
sand Patis, Twenty-four Thousand Paris and the Thirty-six Thousand Patis.
The numbers refer to the number of patis, a literary unit of 32 syllables. Thus,
Pillan‘s commentary has 32 X 6,000 syllables and was numerically modeled
on in Sanskrit work of the same length, the Visnu Purana. This self-conscious
modeling is, of course, significant in the twofold Sanskrit-Tamil tradition.22

l’illftn‘s commentary highlighted and articulated certain ideas that chal—

lcnged traditional norms of Hindu culture without rebelling against them. The
very fact that he wrote a commentary on a hymn that was in Tamil and had
hccn composed by a person who was believed to have been from the Fourth
(‘lass was an unprecedented act. The writing of the commentary challenged
two claims made by traditional Hindu society: the belief in Sanskrit as the
exclusive vehicle for revelation and theological communication, and the im-
portance of the hierarchical class system which denied salvific knowledge to
the Sudra. This latter point was openly refuted by Pillan’s assumption that
Nammalvar was the ideal devotee who is always at the Lord‘s feet, whose
name. in fact, was synonymous with the Lord‘s grace. The close connection
between Nammalvar and divine grace is articulated by a ritual included in
Srivaisnava temple practice. A silver crown engraved with the feet of the Lord
is placed on the head of every devotee; the feet symbolize the grace of the
Lord, and the crown itself is called Sathari, which is a name of Nammalvar.
The first written reference to this ritual, significantly enough, is in Pillan’s
commentary.3"

Pillan wrote his commentary in manipravala, a new hybrid language of
communication used in Srivaisnava circles. Maniprava'la means “gems and
corals" or “pearls and corals” and refers to a combination of Sanskrit and
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'l'umil. Unlike other forms of manipravala.“ the Srivaisnava variety always
retained Tamil grammar and endings even though the sentences were heavily
mlerspersedwith Sanskrit words. The language of the commentary itself gave
the message effectively, proclaiming the equivalency of the Sanskrit and
Tamil languages and literatures. This style of communicating—in speech and
In writing—flourishes even today in the Srivaisnava community.

The importance given to vernacular lan ages only grew in India after the
twelfth century C.E., following the South Indian precedent. Hinduism, which
prides itself on its self-conscious continuity with the Vedic Indo-European
culture—ultimately going back to the primal moment of creation—owes
more to its Dravidian genes than is formally acknowledged; thus, one can con-
eeive of Hinduism itself as a product of‘cultures for which we can use the
shorthand names Indo-European and Dravidian: the cultures of the Indus and
(iungetic plains, on the one hand; the Kavéri and the Vaikai, on the other.25

The Srivaisnava tradition as recorded in the manipravala commentary of
l'illz'in and as practiced today can be seen as a striking product of the languages '

and cultures that grew up around the rivers Ganga and the Kavéri. The
Srivaisnava community articulates the terms of the/dual heritage clearly, but
in the process of accepting two models of thinking, moves away from the pri-
mary concerns of both and sets its own priorities. In our search for the begin-
nings of this dual heritage, we shall focus on the Tamil Veda: the Tiruvaymoli
and its first manipravala commentary, the Ardyirappagior The Six Thousand,
written by Tirukkurukai Piran Pillan, a disciple and cousin of Ramanuja. We
hope that this study will aid in the exploration of Srivaisnava history and will
he a first step in a new kind of historical study of all the major Srivaisnava
mmmentaries on the alvars‘ hymns. - f

The Serpent and the Eagle:
Tamil and Sanskrit Literatures in Praise of Visnu

In myth and iconography. temple worship and popular calendar art, Visnu is
represented as being served by an eagle, Garuda, and a serpent, Ananta
or Sesa. Just as the serpent and the eagle are combined in iconography and
theological reflection, the Srivaisnavas combined the Tamil and Sanskrit lan—
guages and heritage in the formation of a new manipravala style of communi-
cation as well as a whole new way of life. Garuda is the mount on which
Visnu travels, and his image is directly in front of the inner shrine in most
Srivaisnava temples. On the other hand, in many temples, Visnu is depicted
as reclining on a giant five-headed serpent. In some pictures, Visnu rides
(iziruda whose talons hold a serpent—a picture which gives the theological
message that the deity is all-pervasive (visnu), simultaneously present in the
serial and terrestrial realms. Garuda and Ananta symbolize that ancient polar-
Ity between the celestial and earthly forces.

In Srivaisnava mythology. the two creatures, antagonistic even in early
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Hindu tales,“ are reconciled in the common goal of serving Visnu. The very
first paragraph of Pillan’s Six Thousand commentary says, . . the Lord
with all auspicious attributes shows his generosity to the serpent, Garuda and
others. . . ."37

In Sanskrit literature, Garuda is the personification of the Vedas and
wisdom,“ on the other hand, the serpent Ananta (literally, “without end")
symbolizes eternity. The term ananta might well be applied to the continu-
ous, “endless” line of commentaries in which the community relives and re-
experiences the emotions of the alvars. Sanskrit literature, on the other hand,
is perceived as embodying one truth for all time—after Ramanuja‘scommen-
taries on the Bhagavadgita and the Brahma Sfitras, no Srivaisnava wrote an-
other commentary on them.” One may carry the analogy a little further: just
as Visnu harnesses the celestial and terrestrial forces for his service, the
‘S’rivaisnava utilizes Sanskrit and Tamil literatures in worship of the deity. Just

yWas his Lord rides the eagle to travel to distant places to help his devotee,” the
Srivaisnavauses Sanskrit to communicate with theologians all over India. But

’ Visnu, in the privacy of his temple at Srirangam, the heart of Srivaisnava cul-
ture, reclines on the coils of the serpent which is his couch, warm and intimate
as one‘s favorite armchair. And so too, in the familiar milieu of “the Tamil
land, where musicians and devotees can sing and proclaim about the Lord
who is wonderfully auspicious" (1.5. l l), the Srivaisnava uses Tamil, the lan-
guage that he is most accustomed to, in expressing the joys of serving the
Lord like the paradigmatic, eternal servant, Sesa-Ananta. Commenting on the
polarity between Garuda and Sesa, Heinrich Zimmer says: “This is paradox
with a reason; for Vishnu is the Absolute, the all-containing Divine Essence.
He comprises all dichotomies. The Absolute becomes differentiated in polar-
ized manifestations, and through these the vital tensions of the world process
are brought into existence and maintained.” -“ For the Srivaisnava community,
it is this Visnu who brings into existence the Sanskrit and Tamil Vedas; these,
then, form the basis for its theology and shape its world view.
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The Alvars and Their Sweet
Tamil Songs

Introduction

the 'l‘iruvaymoli is a complex and powerful composition. It begins and ends
wrth triumphant notes of union between the Lord and the‘ poet. For about a
thousand verses there are separations, patient and anguished expectations,
lounging, missed meetings, gentle unions, brisk happy lines, exhortations t0
the world at large, and slow melancholy passages. And yet the end is reached
With a sense of majestic inevitability, a sense that thwarted expectations are
luutlly fulfilled with grandeur and grace.

Perhaps the closest analogy to the experience of reading the Tiruvaymoli
would be the emotional and intellectual satisfaction, both sensuous and sub-
que. that one may derive from auditory participation in a Beethoven sym-
phony or a complex raga. Like the musical composition, the Tiruvaymoli
makes demands on its audience; complex themes lead the audience through a
long journey of latent and articulated expectations, resistances, delays, and
uncertainties. Leonard Meyer, in Music: The Arts and Ideas, says that some-
times an uncertainty is slight and evanescent, as when a chromatic note is in-
troduced within a central cadential progression or when the portamento of a
Violinist delays the arrival of a substantive (expected) tone ever so little. At
other times uncertainty may reach heroic proportions. The tremendous impact
at the new theme, when it arrives, is clearly a product of the uncertainty of the
antecedent situation.I One could use similiar terminology to describe the
| u'uvaymoli. The uncertainties of the (expected) meetings with the Lord pro-
voke behavior in Nammalvar varying from quiet longing to anxious frenzy.
When the Lord finally arrives, the relief and impact are felt in brilliant clarity.
the power of the Tiruvaymoli, at least in part, lies in witnessing this journey
ot Nammalvar. A tonal progression or theme which moves in an expected way
without deviation or resistance is said to be a musical cliche’ quite banal in
us information value. Value in music seems to have “something to do with
the activation of a musical impulse having tendencies toward a . . . definite
goal and with the temporary resistance or inhibition of these tendencies."z
We suggest this analogy as one mode of apprehending the grandeur of the
l‘iruvaymoli. Like a piece of sophisticated music, the pace of gratification is

I}



slow in the Tiruvaymoli. There are many distant departures from the certainty
and repose of the tonic note (or state of union in the Tiruvaymoli) and lengthy
delays in the fulfillment. The tonal repertory of Nammalvar is scintillating.

The analogy with great music need not stop here. Three aspects of musical
enjoyment—the sensuous, the associative, and the syntactical characteris-
tics—would be applicable to the Tiruvaymoli. Just as in music, where brief
musical events on a higher architectonic level are part of larger musical sec-
tions, so in the Tiruvaymoli each verse is part of ten verses; this becomes one
segment in a block of a hundred verses, and ten sets of these are eventually
linked by content and themes in physical and structural blocks. This chapter
will present some of the connections and weaving patterns by presenting the
Tiruvaymoli in the context of earlier classical romantic (akam) and heroic
(puram) Tamil poetry in order to show some of the powerful references and
associations that would occur to an audience familiar with the classical Tamil
tradition: the uncertainties and ultimate fulfillment of Nammalvar’s love will
be viewed against a backdrop of Tamil notions of romance and war.

The Tamil Heritage and the Works of the Alvars

The bhakti movement began in South India about the sixth century C.E. when
several saints wandered from temple to temple singing the praise of Visnu or
Siva. The twelve devotees of Visnu who are recognized as poet—saints by the
Srivaisnava community were called the alvars and the sixty-three devotees of
Siva were known as nayanmars. Tirumankai alvar and Nammalvar wrote over
half of the four thousand verses that forms the Divya Prabandham or Sacred
Collect for the Srivaisnava community.J For the first time within Hinduism,
devotion was expressed in a mother tongue, a “language . . . continuous with
the language of one’s earliest childhood and family, one‘s local folk and folk—

lore.”4 Unlike Sanskrit, it was a spoken language, associated with powerful
emotions, and the deity of the Tamil hymns was brought close to the wor-
shipers by language fraught with the tender words used for beloved ones. The
Tamil songs of devotion glorify the inaccessible Lord who became accessible
to human beings; while the “Sanskrit’: God is distant, the “Tamil” God is the
distant one who makes himself cloEto his devotees and who is as close as the
nearest temple, where he graciously abides.

Before the composition of the bhakti hymns, Tamil had a long history of
sophisticated poems, grammar, and drama. A. K. Ramanujan observes the
following about earlier Tamil poems:

In their antiquity and in their contemporaneity, there is not much else in
any Indian literature equal to these quiet and dramatic Tamil poems. In
their values and stances, they represent a mature classical poetry: pas-
sion is balanced by courtesy, transparency by ironies and nuances of de-



sign. impersonality by vivid detail. Icamicss of line by richness of
implication. These poems are not just the earliest evidence of the Tamil
genius. 'l‘he Tamils. in all their 2.000 years of literary effort, wrote
nothing better.5

‘l'licre are many legends about the origin of this Tamil culture; almost all of
them trace it back to a sage called Agastya. A late myth explains the begin-
ning in 'a curious way. A divine marriage was to take place and the whole
world was going to the reception. The weight of all beings was to be concen-
trated in one area and there was fear that the earth—imagined at the time to be
a giant teeter-totter—would become permanently tilted. To maintain the bal-
ance. the sage Agastya, a gentleman of short and rather squat stature, was sent
to the south of India. Agastya came, bringing with him a wife and the Tamil
language that had been communicated to him by the god Siva. According to
a lluddhist version of the tale, Agastya was taught Tamil by the bodhisattva
Avalokita." Agastya is credited with spreading “culture” to the south; his dis-
”pic Tolkappiyar is said to have written the first Tamil grammar Tolkdp-
,uvum. The Tamil people continued the legend: Agastya started the three great
('m'ikums ("Academies”), involving the Tamil poets and literati. The first
('ar'ikam, it is said, lasted 4,440 years; the second Cankam is said to have
lasted 3,700 years; and the third a mere 1,850 years. Agastya is also credited
with dividing Tamil literature into three major categories: iyal (prose, poetry,
in‘arnmar, or anything to be read); icai (that which is to be sung); and natakam
(that which is to be performed and acted).7 We shall see that this division is of
some significance in the early life of the bhakti poetry in the Srivaisnava
community.

The myth itself is significant in that it ascribes the beginnings of Tamil cul—

Iurc to Agastya, a sage mentioned as early as the Rig Veda, reaffirming the
ironic fact that at many times in the history of the Tamil language, acceptance
was sought by claiming a connection to the Sanskrit tradition, in this case, a
figure in Sanskrit scripture. It is undeniable that even in the earliest written
material, which is probably the original stratum of the Tolkappiyam,“ we find
similarities to Sanskrit literature. The Tolkdppiyam, which is (in part) a Tamil
grammar, is said to have many parallels to Sanskrit grammatical works.” The
(‘ar'ikam poems which follow chronologically have many loan myths and
words from Sanskrit. And yet, Tamil literature is on the whole neither imita-
tive of, nor derived from, early Sanskrit material. Tamil literature includes the
earliest and'sofn'earthe most unique compositions among the non-Aryan lan—

guages of India. Records of Tamil writing in the old Brahmi script go back to
inscriptionsof the third century B.C.E."’ The earliest extant compositions fol-
lowing the Tolkdppiyam and the other grammars are sophisticated poems
known as the Ettutokai (Eight Anthologies) and the Paltuppdttu (Ten Songs).
The earliest c‘o‘mp‘os-imns from this corpus date back to the first to third cen-



_tur_ies C.E. The later parts of this collection, along with the Patinenkilkanakku
(Eighteen Short Classics), which includes the didactic Tirukkural, were
finished before the sixth century C.E.

The earliest sections of the EightAnthologies and Ten Songs deal primarily
with two themes: akam (referring to romantic love) and puram (frequently re-
ferring to chivalry and war)." The early poems were unique in that they were
not religious or moralistic in tone. Zvelebil correctly comments: “What is so
important about these poems is that they are the only example of Indian secu-
lar literature dating from so ancient a period." ‘3 And yet, these works had
been lost for over a thousand years and were rediscovered in the nineteenth
century primarily through the efforts of S. V. Damodaran Pillai and U. V.

Swaminatha Aiyar.” ln contradistinction to these secular poems of chivalry
and romance from the classical age, the later bhakti hymns of the alvars and
the nayanmars have, at least since their revelation in the tenth century C.E.,
maintained a significant place in the piety and ritual calendar of the Vaisnava
and Saiva devotees. The devotional hymns have been studied, appreciated,
committed to memory, recited, enacfEd, enjoyed, and commented upon orally
(or in writing) in every generation since the time of the preceptors.

The Cankam poems (also known as the poems of the classical age or the
bardic corpus), dealing with romantic or heroic themes, refer to five basic
situations. These situations correspond in poetry to five landscape settings
(tinai), for each of which there are appropriate birds, flowers, times, and
gods. The five basic settings for akam are love-making, waiting anxiously for
a beloved, separation, patient waiting of a wife, and angeTat a lover’s real
or imagined infidelity. These correspond to the mountainous (kurifici), sea-
side (neytal), arid (palai), pastoral (mullai), and agricultural (marutam) land-
scapes.” In these poems, trees, flowers, birds, landscapes, and gods were
fitted into a symbolic mesh, each expressing a mood, attitude, or situation in
love and war. A reference to the seashore, for example, meant that there was a
separation between lovers; the jasmine plant indicated the patient waiting of
the dutiful wife for her husband; the mountains indicated a rapturous union. A
poem had an underlying structure of meaning understood by everyone in the
tradition. Consider the following example. A patient wife tells her husband:

You come from the lands by the gem-colored sea. The jasmine plant,
rich in pollen and covered with thorns that are sharp as the squirrel’s
teeth, grows there.

If this state of life should change and we are born again, may you
continue to be my husband and 1 your beloved.

(Kurumokai 49)

Ostensibly these are the statements of a happy and dutiful wife hoping that she
and her husband will be together in all their future lives. The references to the



«en and the plant, however. indicate the underlying tension. The sea indicates
that there has been suffering in separation; the flower, that the wife has been
puttently waiting; the thorns, the sharp pain inflicted by the circumstances of
the separation; the pollen, the virility and the inherent attraction of the hus-
lmnd. And so, we have a more complex picture: the audience understands that
tlte wife and the husband have been separated; the behavior of the virile hus-
lmnd has caused her grief (which in the Tamil context would mean that he has
been cohabitating with women of quettionable reputation); however, she du-
tttully expresses her desire always to be his spouse.

In Tamil literature written between the fourth and fifth centuries C.E., there
ttl't' many works authored by Buddhists and Jains. In the Tamil drama Mani-
mekului (The Jeweled Girdle), the heroine, the daughter of a courtesan, be—

tomes a Buddhist nun. The Tirukkural, a book of.moral aphorisms, could
have been authored by either a Jain or a Hindu. There are also many Sanskrit
loanwords in these Tamil texts.”

Devotional poems were written between the fourth and fifth centuries C.E.
A hymn in the Paripdtal (included in an anthology of early classical poetry,
but probably later than most other poems in that collection) addresses the de-
tty thus:

ln fire, you are the heat; in blossoms, the fragrance;
among the stones, you are the diamond; in speech, truth;
among virtues, you are love; in valor—strength;
in the Veda, you are the secret; among elements, the primordial;
in the burning sun, the light; in moonlight, its sweetness;
You are all, and you are the substance and meaning of all.”

After the seventh century C.E., the devotional movement gained momen-
tum. 'l‘he devotees of Siva and Visnu drew freely upon their Tamil heritage.
( )l' the twelve devotee-poets of Visnu, the one most revered by the Srivaisnava
t-ommunity since the tenth century CE. is Nammalvar,” a Sudra born in a
Vellftla family.”

Nammalvar in Traditional Biography and Ritual

l'he traditional biography of Nammalvar as given in the thirteenth-century
hagiography, The Splendor, lists the calendrical details of his birth and the
names of his seven forefathers, emphasizing that they were all devotees of
Visnu.” The Lord at Tirukkurunkuti answered the prayers of Nammalvar’s
parents and said that he would be born as their son. The story is then picked
up in the biography of Maturakavi alvar. The newborn child did not eat or cry.
After ten days his parents took him to the temple, named him Miran, and
raised him under a sacred tamarind tree, which is reported to be an incarnation

\a
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of Ananta, the cosmic serpent on which Visnu reclines. The boy stayed under
the tree for sixteen years and his parents were convinced that he did not speak
because there was no one else as spiritually qualified as he.

Meanwhile, Maturakavi alvar, who was on a northern pilgrimage, saw a
light in the sky; after a few days, he was convinced that the light was divine
and followed it south. It went beyond Srirangam and disappeared when he
reached Tirukkurukur. Here he searched and, under the tamarind tree that
never closed its leaves, he saw a sixteen-year-old boy sitting in a lotus posture
with his eyes closed. This was Nammalvar.

To find out if the boy was conscious, Maturakavi alvar threw a pebble at
him. Startled, Nammalvar opened his eyes. Maturakavi alvar posed a ques-
tion: “If a little thing is born in the stomach of a dead thing, what will it
eat and where will it lie?" This question is normally paraphrased by the
Srivaisnavacommunity as: “When the soul (atma) becomes associated with a
body, how will it subsist?" Nammalvar answered softly, breaking the silence
of sixteen years: “It will feed on that and live there.” This answer is variously
interpreted as “it will assume an earthly body and subsist on food" or “it will
be nourished by God and abide in God.” 3" Whatever the interpretation, Matu-
rakavi alvar was convinced of Nammalvar’swisdom. Subsequently, the Lord
appeared before Nammalvar, revealed his divine nature, his handsome form,
auspicious qualities, and other divine attributes. Out of the love born from this
experience, Nammalvar burst into song. He first composed the Tiruviruttam,
the Tiruvaciriyam, and the Periya Tiruvantati which, according to The Splen-
dor. have the essence of the Rig, Yajur, and Atharva Vedas. Finally came the
Tiruvaymoli, which is said to contain the essential meaning of the Séma
Veda.2| According to some accounts, Nammalvar lived for thirty-five years,
and after his “attainment of release," Maturakavi alvar established festivals to
honor his teacher.22 Srivaisnavahagiographies say that Nammalvar sang all his
songs while immersed in yoga under a divine tamarind tree and that the pre-
siding deities of all the various holy places appeared in front of him. The com—

mentators on the Tiruvaymoli. however, speak about his going to the various
places, and either “gaining union” with the Lord there, or moving on to a
different place, disappointed.“ Recent Srivaisnava scholarship has also reiter-
ated this and acknowledged that he must have traveled to all the shrines.24

Srivaisnavas frequently refer to Nammalvar as “Maran, who rendered the
Vedas in Tamil.”25 In the fourteenth century, Manavala Mamuni, a very im-
portant Srivaisnava teacher and theologian, wrote:

In that wonderful month of Vaikaci
When the star Visakha was ascending,
the handsome lord of Kurukur
the precious lord, the true one,
who rendered the Vedas in Tamil, was born.
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I speak of the grandeur of that day
so the people of this earth may know.

( Upades‘aramamdlai, v. 14)

The Srivaisnavas believe that he was the incarnation of Visnu, his sacred
wwcl (kaustubha), and his divine commander in chief, Visvaksena, but do
not attempt to reconcile these various statements.26 One may say that these
statementswere made at different times to indicate the special status of Nam-
Iualvz'ir and to emphasize that he was more than just a human being. The
poet was celebrated in songs composed in his honor over the centuries. A
work called Caraképar antdti attributed to the renowned Tamil poet Kam-
pan is well known in the Srivaisnava community and is sometimes pub-
lished in editions of the Sacred Collect. A hagiographical composition called
Nummajvdr Tirutdlldnu (Lullaby for Nammdfvdr), composed around the
thirteenth century CE, glorifies the childhood of the poet in the medium of a
lolk song.

Images of Nammalvar are installed in almost all Srivaisnava temples and
he receives special honors several times a year. In daily worship his name is

synonymous with the feet of Visnu. The little crown inscribed with the feet of
Visnu is called Sathari, another name of Nammalvar, and it is this crown that
is ceremoniously placed on the devotees head to indicate the bestowal of di-
vine grace. Nammalvar’s role in liturgy and theology is perceived to be that of
mediation between the Lord and the devotee. By becoming the master forMa-
turakavi alvar, he becomes the spiritual teacher of Nathamuni and the rest of
the Srivaisnava community. While achieving salvation, he remains as an in-
dispensable link between human beings and the Lord. A ritual culminating the
chanting of the Tiruvaymoli during the annual Festival of Chanting illustrates
this notion. When the penultimate decad of the Tiruvaymoli which describes
Nammalvar’s ascent to heaven is chanted, the image of the poet (who is
dressed in white, to symbolize his death) is placed at the feet of the Lord. The
poet‘s head is made to touch the divine feet and both are covered with tulai
tlulsi) leaves. The verses in Tiruvaymoli 10.9 are chanted twice and then the
leaves are removed, and Nammalvar is, in a sense, returned to humanity.
llaving reached salvation, he is yet one with the living, drawing them to the
feet of the Lord, where he abides. Through his presence and by the sacred
words that he spoke—words that are considered divine, yet spoken in a hu—

man voice (tiru vay mo_h')—he binds the devotee to the Lord and becomes the
person in whom the divine and the human realms intersect.27

The Tiruvaymoli

()f the songs of Nammalvar, we have noted that the Tiruvaymoli has been ex—

alted above all other works. It has l,|02 verses but is usually spoken of as
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being 1,000 verses long. The poem is divided into 10 sections (pattu) of about

i 100 verses each. Each hundred is divided into IO decads (tiruvaymoli)2“ of IO

verses (pacuram) each. Thus we have:
[0 sections X 10 decads X IO verses = 1,000 verses

However, to each decad of 10 verses is added an extra verse called a phala
sruti; this indicates the benefits that will ensue if one recites or even hears the
poem. A hundred phala sruti verses added to the original [.000 brings us to
l,l00. There is one decad of verses (2.7) in the Tiruvaymoli which recounts
twelve names of Visnu, one in each verse, so this set is a numerical oddity,
having 13 verses rather than the usual I I. This brings the total to l,102 verses
in the Tiruvaymoli. A special feature of the poem is that it is in the style of an
antati: that is, the last words of one verse form the opening words of the next
one. This is carried on through all l,102 verses and the last words of the very
last verse of the poem are also the words with which it begins. The poem itself
is like a garland woven lovingly to encircle the Lord, a point made several
times by Nammalvar himself.

The poems were meant to be set to music and sung. Nammalvar says that
these “thousand songs are to be spread abroad by people of the Tamil land,
musicians and devotees" (l.5.l l); he calls it a “garland of music" (3.2. l l).
He later claims that the Lord sang "songs filled with melody about himself"
through Nammalvar (10.7.5).” The Splendor states that the preceptor Natha-
muni had them set to music after their revelation. Nathamuni divided the col-
lected works of the alvars into icai (musical works) and iyal (that which is to
be recited); and while some sections were chanted, others were set to music
and performed on a regular basis. Most editions of the Sacred Collect specify
the raga in which the verses are traditionally sung. It has been an ongoing
tradition for several centuries to render different versions of these songs in
South Indian music and dance.‘“

The deity who is addressed in these poems—Visnu—is one who is exalted
in Sanskrit myth and epic; and yet, curiously enough, Visnu is himself a sym-
bol of the coalescence between Tamil and Sanskrit literatures. Nammalvar‘s
poems are addressed to Tirumal or Mayt‘m, “the dark one,“ the god of
the mullai landscape and of Cankam poems. Sanskrit myths are known to
Nammalvar, and he alludes to them frequently," but it is Visnu cast in the role
of a king and a lover, reminiscent of the heroes of the war and love poems of
the ancient Tamil. that we encounter here. Also, the devotion to the deity here
is strong, vibrant, and colorful. While devotion appears in Sanskrit literature,
especially the cpics (which are themselves a product of both lndo—European
and non-Aryan cultures), it is almost bland when compared to the variety that
we encounter in the Tamil hymns. Drawing upon classical Tamil poetry,
the conventions are adapted to the devotional milieu. Historically. the move-
ment is significant: later Sanskrit literature produced in thc South—like the
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lllntgavata Purana—is strikingly “South Indian“ and it is this Purana which is
vcry influential in the devotional movements of North India in the centuries
to follow. '3

In a curious attempt to show the continuity of Nammalvar’sworks with the
classical period (just as the Srivaisnavas strained to show its parallels to
Sanskrit literature), an anachronistic tale is recounted in the thirteenth-century
hagiography The Splendor. "‘ The sto y goes that before Nammalvar could be
accepted as “the lord who rendered the Vedas in Tamil." some students of
thc (‘ar'ikam poets came and asked that his words be defended in a fair debate
and that he should mount the “Cankam seat.“ Apparently the Cankam seat
tcankappalakai) was a miraculous plank that was capable of accommodating
only the most brilliant of scholars ahd was believed to have been granted to the
ancient Cankam poets by Siva. According to the story, when Nammalvar was
invited to mount this seat, Maturakavi alvar replied that his master would not
lcave his meditation under the tree. Instead, Maturakavi wrote down the
words “the feet of Kannan" (10.5.l) and gave these words to the students to
icpresent Nammalvarat the Cankam academy.When these words were tested,
they were placed on one side of the cankappalakai. and three hundred Cankam
poets. it is said, stood on the other side. The cankappalakai apparently threw
oil the three hundred poets and only the words of Nammalvar were held
alol't. This miraculous event convinced the head of the Cankam academy of
Nanimalvar's greatness.

It is interesting that this tale was recorded in the thirteenth century when
the classical poems had long ceased to be the object of any study. While there
is no historic value in the anecdote (the Cankam academy and the poets prob-
ably existed about six or seven hundred years before Nammalvar), it is signifi-
cant that the Srivaisnavas did not stop at showing Sanskrit—Tamil parallels in
the 'l‘iruvaymoli. The story shows how highly they valued their Tamil anteced-
cnts and reflects a desire to understand the Tiruvaymoli as being continuous
with the classical age of Tamil poetry and' of a literary calibre that ’met
with the approval of the poets of the Cankam academy. The heroic (puram)
and erotic (akam) elements in Nammalvar’s poems are striking.“ We shall
conline ourselves to showing a few important themes from earlier classical
literature that are adapted to a devotional context in the Tiruvaymoli.

Puram Elements in the Tiruvaymoli

From the Tamil poems to the devotional literature there is a gradual transition:
the generosity of the protector-king becomes the generosity of God. the pro-
tector; the chastity and exclusive love that the heroines had in love poems is

applied to the exclusive love that the human has for the Lord.
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Praising the King and Lord

The bard spoke of the king protecting the land (“You guard the land like the
tiger watching her cub") and destroying enemies; the alvar speaks of the Lord
vanquishing his enemies (for example, 7.4) and, more directly, conquering
the alvar himself with his grace (“With gentle grace he conquers my heart and
enters it" 9.6.5) and destroying his sins and ignorance. The bard speaks of the
strong fortresses of the king; the alvar frequently says: “My Lord‘s feet are
my fortress" (8.4.5). The old hard praised and delighted in the exploits of the
king, singing of his gallant deeds:

His army roars more than the seven seas.
The elephants trumpet and thunder

louder than the clapping rain clouds.
Who is the victim, caught in the hands

\ of this brave king . . . ?

(Purandzuiru 8|)

Nammalvar exults in the victories of Visnu:

When our Lord managed
that spectacular Bharata war,
what noises!

Noise of well-fed wrestlers
falling in combat,
the jitter
of whole armies
of regal men,
and the noises of the gods
jostling in heaven
to watch the fun!

(7.4.5)
(Translated by A. K. Ramanujan)"S

Nammalvarpraises the military prowessof Visnu several times. The killing of
Ravana and other demons are frequently referred to and the recollection of the
Lord's vanquishing of his enemies seems to reassure the alvar of the Lord’s
might and grace.

The King’s Generosity and Grace

In classical Tamil heroic poems. the bard spoke of his own poverty, praised
the king‘s bravery and generosity, and asked the king to be generous:
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“My days and years of living are many.
my life does not end."
My mother complains again and again.
My wife’s body has faded; she has no peace.
In her misery, she plucks from the spinach plant on the heap
a young shoot not yet grown,...
she cooks it in saltless water....
Your fame is such
that you can make my mother and wife happy,....
giving like a cloud pouring down lightning and roaring thunder....
My whole family that now suffers from hunger
you could make happy.... 1

I who sing you ask this gracious act of you:
() Lord of exalted fame,
born in a faultless line renowned for its victories.

(Purandguiru 159)
(Translated by George Hart) 3"

Ntunmalvar praises the actions of the Lord—creation, or any particular act of
redemptionor grace—and then speaks of his own human, sinful predicament
ttllti asks the Lord to bless him with a vision, to end his sins or grant that he
may serve him:

Creator of the three waters and the worlds!
0 Lord, with the color of the sea!
I whirl in the body that you gave me
that day; l have lost my way.
I know not when the day is
when you will cut my sins (vinai)J7 at their roots
so the agony of these seething days will go.
and I shall reach your sacred feet.

(3.2.1)

This acknowledgment of one's helplessness and spiritual poverty is contrasted
with the Lord’s supremacy and power. He had the power to create the worlds;
the implication is that he has the power to destroy the sins of the alvar. Like
the king of old who is asked to give like a cloud that so generously pours down
ruin, the Lord is asked to shower grace on the devotee. Visnu is “dark" like a
life-giving cloud; he is frequently referred to as “he who is dark as a cloud”
(5.2.3) or “a dark rain cloud” (10.5.8). Like rain to parched earth, his grace
gives life to the poet. His generosity to his devotees is extolled and his grace is
sought throughout the poem. Only he can give; indeed, he must give to one
who is so helpless, to one who seeks his refuge and protection. This Lord
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,burnt Lanka for his beloved; he will destroy his devotee’s sins (3.6.2). The
Lord’s victories are lauded and celebrated with enthusiasm and these are fol-
lowed by petitions for grace.

Guiding the Traveler to the Patron

An arruppatai is a “poem in which bards are directed by their fellow profes-
sionals to famous heroes who are patrons of art.” "" In the classical anthology
of Partuppdnu, there are three long poems in this genre. The poems usually
depict a bard addressing another and telling him of a certain king‘s wealth,
prosperous lands, and generosity; he then advises the other bard to take the
same road. Frequently, there are biographical details about a king, his prow-
ess, his conquests, and benign rule; these exalted descriptions are contrasted
with the minstrel's poverty and lowliness. The descriptions occur both in
arruppatai and some other puram poems:

O singer with a glowing forehead! The kuvalai plant abounds in the
deep mountain pools [in his land]; . . . beetles live in its fresh blown
petals. Whether it rains or not, cascades of water flow down the lofty
hills . . . and irrigate large tracts of ploughed land. . . . Pari, softer
than these cascades, will give you fine gifts, if you go sing to him.

(Purandmiru 105)

In the Tirumurukdrruppagai, one of the works in the Pattuppdnu, but possibly
later in date than the other songs in the corpus,“9 we encounter a different goal:

For here, in the place of worldly gifts from kings and chiefs, spiritual
blessings of God Muruga are received by a devotee and the worshiper
directs another, who is after salvation, to approach God Muruga for the
boon. The nature of God Muruga, the way one should approach him and
how He blesses His devotees, the six places or shrines where He has
taken his abode are all described in the poem.40

Instead of being guided to the king, we are directed to the deity. The jour-
ney is both outward and inward; this passage describes a part of the inter-
nal change:

If keeping your heart pure, . . . you strive to attain the state that avoids
self-conceit [of thinking yourself responsible for all good things done by
you] then all your urges to action arising in your pure heart at God‘s
will, will speedily realize [their] objective and you will quickly attain
salvation for which you yearned.

(Tirumurukdrruppatai ll. 62—66)
(Translated by Mudaliyar)‘l
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Nummalvfir writes in a similar vein, addressing his poems to Visnu:

Pull out by the roots
thoughts of “you” and “yours."
Reach God; there is nothing
more right for your life.

Move to his side,
Your bondage will loosen.
At the time your body falls,
think of him.

1 (1.2.3 and 9)

He has a thousand names,
The Wondrous One who abides in Anantapuram
where flowers bloom in gardens
and terraces loom like mountains.
If you would go, no sins will stick to you.
Each name is like a thousand. Say it
and this is then a celestial city.

(10.2.2)

In the religious arruppatai songs, the poet counsels others to control their
senses and travel to a sacred place where they will receive the Lord’s bless-
mgs. The Lord’s grace is radiated by the sacred place that he abides in and the
my or town itself seems powerful enough to destroy a pilgrim’s sins.

A Localized Theology: Praising the Lord‘s Domain

The last verse glorifying a city of the Lord recalls another typical feature of
puram poetry and the arruppatai works: a description of the wonders of a
king’s land.“2 In the Tamil verses of classical poetry, we find roaring cascades
tlhc presence of water indicated prosperity in South India where drought was
all too common), fertile fields that are well irrigated, lush fields of paddy and
sugarcane, blossoming lotuses, and bees sucking honey from laden flowers.
The waterfalls and rivers carry gems fallen from the jewels worn by people
who bathe in them—obviously indicating that the king’s land is filled with
uch people. This is also seen in a description of Murukan‘s domain in the
'l'irumurukdrruppaMi.‘

The cataracts of the mountains look like varied waving flags of vic-
lory. . . . They spill sweet-smelling, huge honeycombs built upon lofty
hills that kiss the sky. . . . The cascades gush along. . . . The falling
waters bear in their bosom lhc pearl-bearing white tusks of huge ele-
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phants; the torrents leap along with fine gold and gems shining on their
surface, washing aside glittering dusts of gold. . . . The hills abound in
groves with ripening fruits. God Muruga is lord of such hills.“

The cities are also described in considerable detail: prosperous seaports, ter—

races looming like mountains, tall palaces rising to the sky; they are centers of
culture where bards and courtesans flourish. ln akam poetry, the place is not
named. It is a landscape frozen nameless for all time in the words of the poet.
ln puram poetry, the places are specified, the land is named, the king to whom
it belongs is extolled in a litany of praise. The same theme is encountered in
Nammalvar’s poetry. In the Tiruvaymoli over thirty-one places where there
are shrin s of Visnu are sung about in about three hundred and seven verses,“
in addition to these, in several phala srutis, Nammalvar identifies himself as
Miran or Cataképan of Kurukur—which is then described in glowing terms.
We quote here just two brief examples to convey the flavor of the lines:

. . . this primordial God stands in Tirukkurukur
where jeweled terraces rise like mountains. . . .

(4. [0. l)

. . . [He] stands in Tirukkurukur,
where the red paddy grows in fertile fields
and the lotus blossoms thrive.

(4. [0.6)

The significant difference between the bard and the alvar is that the bard re-
quested earthly sustenance; Nammalvar seeks only a life with God, serving
him. Nammalvar sings, therefore, only about Visnu; he contemptuously de-
rides anyone who will praise a human being to get material wealth.

You are not going to like what I have to say;
but I shall say it yet.
Listen! I do not lend my tongue to sing
and praise any human,
when my Lord, my father, the mighty elephant,
abides in Tiruvénkatam
where the bees hum and sing.
I am not a poet come here to mouth the praise
of mere mortals,
the Lord with a discus, the flood of goodness,
is all for me. . . .

(3.9.1 and 9)
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Akam Elements in the Tiruvaymoli

liist its puram elements are incorporated in the devotional poetry of Nam-
iiiiilvur the romantic themes of akam poems also find expression The love
[NDCIIIS in the Tiruvaymoli are drama_tic and pasSionate and their Similarities
with the romanticflm) verses_are quite striking. In the recitation of early
liiiiiil love poetry, we hear verses spoken by the mother or friend of the hero—

iiic who is languishing out of her love for the hero. These verses portray the
Iii-i'oine‘s condition and the measures taken to alleviate it; the poet sometimes
"('0le the stance of a lovesick heroine and speaks of “her” love for the Lord.
Sniiietimes, the poet speaks of himself in the third person, through the words
ml the heroine s mother, foster mother, or girlfriend.“

While the akam themes are 1present in the Tiruvaymoli, two distinctions
must be made. First, akam poetry should mention n0 names—in these poems,
t'llill‘uClCl'S should remain nameless; and, second, the love situations should be
"universal ” that is, they should be situations with which many people can
ltlt iitily Nammalvar'5 poetry does not conform to these rules; he18 named as
ii person in the love poems and the love situations seem unique to the progress
nl his particular relationship with Visnu. Asin the previous sections, we shall
discuss here only a few themes encountered in both classical erotic poetry and
III the Tiruvaymoli.We shall focus on the lament of the “heroine,” possession
iiiiil ecstatic dancing, desperate love (riding the palmyra horse), and the send-
ing 01 messengers These are representativeof a broader base of parallels seen l
iii both classical poetry and the Tiruvaymoli. Out of the hundred decadsin the
'l'ii'uvz'iymoli, about twenty-five are spoken__from_ the viewpoint of a girl. We
iillier hear Nammalvar as»fiwrbiflrhear the voices of her mother or
liiuid lamenting the heroines lovesick condition caused by her separatioii
lioiii the Lord _\_,_. '7

The Lament of the Heroine

Where do I go from here?
I can‘t stand the soft bells, the gentle breeze,
the dark waterlily, darkness that conquers day,
dulcet notes. jasmines, the refreshing air.

The Lord, my beguiling one,
who creates, bores through,
swallows and spews this earth,
who measures here and beyond,
who destroys the demons,

does not come.
Why should I live?

(9.9.2)
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.Herelthe longing and waiting seen in earlier Tamil poems is reflected in a fa-
miliar landscape; the jasmine, the darkness, the separation from the hero, all
figure in this verse from the Tiruvaymoli.

Possession and Ecstatic Dancing

In classical Tamil poetry, whenever a heroine seemed to pine for her love, her
family frequently thought she was possessed (usually by the god Murukan).
They worshiped the god with frenzied dancing and the sprinkling of wine and
blood to exorcise her. Hart translates the following from the Akandmlru:

“If we worship the long-speared god
whose mighty hands are famed
for crushing all who do not bow to him,
she will recover,"
women who know the ancient arts said
as if it were the truth.
They arranged the place of worship,
garlanded the spear,
sang so the town resounded,
offered sacrifice,
spread lovely red millet and blood,
and worshipped Murugan. . . .

(Akandmiru 22)

. . . they cry out the name of the god,
throwing up their hands,
and the priest makes a show on the wide floor
with his frenzied dancing. . . .

(Akandmiru 98)
(Translated by George Hart)“

In the Tiruvaymoli, the motif is used in a slightly different way. Here, the
ecstatic dancing and worship is seen to be useless, because it is directed to the
wrong god; the “friend” of the “heroine" who is diagnosed as being pos-
sessed speaks in this poem and suggests that the real cause for the “heroine s
illness is separation from Visnu:

Worship the sacred feet of the Lord of the celestials,
with those who know the Vedas
and cure the disease of this girl.
Instead,

you speak improper words,
do improper deeds,
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you sprinkle liquor. your kettle drum roars,
you dance in ecstasy.

All this is base.
(4.6.8)

The theme of ecstatic dancing (ananku atutal, dancing under possession) oc-
curs several times in the Tiruvaquli.Nammalvar sings and dances like a girl
“possessed” in the early akam poetry.

There is none equal, none superior to the Lord.
My tongue sings only his songs.
My limbs dance it ecstasy (ananku).‘7
My limbs dance in ecstasy "
and bow before him. . . .

(1.6.3 and 4)

I'llscwhere, in a “girl” poem, the mother describes the heroine:

Dancing, dancing, her body wilting, J; (I q 44/: V}
IL, a»

singing, singing, eyes pouring tears, ‘ "

ever seeking, crying “Narasimha”
is my girl with a glowing forehead.

(2.4.l)

In other verses Nammalvar directs others to sing and dance passionately. One
I.\ told to worship the Lord with abandoned fervor and with tears in one's eyes
( LS, l.lO). These symptoms of ecstasy are also described in Nammalvar’s
vision of the great age to dawn when the earth swells with devotees chanting,
singing. and dancing (5.2.1—10).

In a rather unique set of verses, the theme of possession appears in a differ-
vnl way:

“I’m the earth you see," she says.
“I’m all the visible skies," she says.
“I’m the fires,

the winds,
and the seas," she says.

Is it because our lord dark as the sea
has entered her and taken her over?

How can I explain my girl
to you who see nothing
but this world?

(5.6.3)
(Translated by A. K. Ramanujan)“
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In this verse, it is not separation, but an ecstatic union which makes the “hero-
ine’s” (Nammalvar’s)mother speculate that her daughter is possessed by the
Lord, even as in earlier poetry the heroine is perceived to be possessed by
Murukan.

Desperate Love: “Riding the Palmyra Horse"

Another theme from classical poetry seen in the Tiruvaymoli is known as
riding the matal. A man would sometimes try to force the hand of the elders to
give permission for him to be united in marriage with his beloved. This act of
desperation was called “riding a palmyra horse” (matal). The lover would
mount a “horse” made of sharp palmyra leaves and announce his love for a
girl in public:

When love is ripe beyond bearing
and goes to seed,
men will ride even palmyra stems
like horses; will wear on their heads
the reeking cones of the erukkam bud
like flowers; will draw to themselves
the gossip of the streets;

and will do worse.
(Kuruntokai l7)

(Translated by A. K. Ramanujan)“

In the Tiruvaymoli the theme of desperate love and riding the matal is encoun—
tered with a minor change of convention. Nammalvar announces his intention
to ride the matal:

Lifting my modesty and chastity, stealing my heart,
the Lord of the divine ones reaches the high heavens.
My friend, this I swear:
I shall shock all earth,
I shall do weird deeds,
and ride the palmyra stern [like a horse].
With no sense of shame, I shall ride
that palmyra stem through every street in town
and women from all lands will cheer me on.
And 1 shall demand from my Lord,

who holds the discus in his splendid hand,
a cool blossom from the tulai plant
and adorn myself with it.

(5.3.9 and 10)
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fending Messages

t )m of the more common themes in Indian love poetry is the hero or heroine’s
st riding a messenger—usually a bird, the wind a cloud or even bees—to
turry tl message of love across thestreams, towns and mounfains' to the be-
luvul. Usually the physical appearance of the hero or heroine, the message of
love. and detailed descriptions of towns, hills, and vales that the messenger
will pass over figure prominently in the lyrics. One of the best-known works
In this genre is Meghadiita (The Cloud Messenger) by Kalidasa, written in
Snnskrit around the fifth century CE. However, Hart has convincingly shown
that this theme appears in classical Tamil poetry almost two hundred years
before Kalidasa.” In the Sacred Collect, Antal, Tirumankai alvar, and Nam-
mulvfir communicate their love to the Lord through messengers; in later exe-
gesis, the commentators take the messenger to be symbolic of a teacher who
mediates between the human beinmt’he‘LortT—'1\Tzimmalvar sends mes-
wngers to inform the Lord of his love and to speak on his behalf:

0 dark bird, seeking food with your beloved mate!
Go see the Lord who devoured all the worlds,
The master of Tiruvanvantur, the beautiful city,
which rings with sounds of Vedic sacrifices.
Worship his feet with your hands, and tell him
of my excellence.

I am his servant.
(6.1.2)

The alvar’s waiting, however, is not all in anxiety and separation. There are
several verses where there is a gentle longing and which are not necessarily
spoken from the viewpoint of a girl:

You became
water, land, fire,
time, the soaring sky,

The radiance
of the sun and the moon.
You became Siva and Brahma.

Hold aloft your discus and conch
and visit me, a sinner, some day.

Heaven and earth
will rejoice.

(6.9. l)

A little more than a quarter of the poems are spoken with asense of separa—
tion. There are many occasions, however, when there is an alleviation of the
separation. The alvar speaks sometimes of a union:

.

/
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Who is my companion? Frightened,
I search, sinking like a ship,
in a stormy sea of life and death.
Radiant and glorious,
bearing aloft his discus and conch,
graciously he comes to me, his servant,
and becomes one—even with me.

(5.1.9)

While this verSe speaks of union, the underlying relationship between the
deity and the alvar is seen more as that of master and servant: . . gra-
ciously, he comes to me, his servant (atiyén)." In the Tiruvaymoli, there is a
frequent and smooth shift between the alvir speaking as a servant and as a
beloved of the Lord.

The Tiruvaymoli combines the literary conventions of earlier Tamil litera-
ture with mythology drawn primarily from Sanskrit texts. The voices of 3 her-
oine confessing her love or a poet praising the generosity of his king are
juxtaposed with mythical allusions, philosophical and didactic statements,
and an exaltation of the sacred land over which the Lord reigns. What emerges
is a work whichIs at once majesticyet accessible, philosophical yet passionate.

In the nineteenth century, the Tamil scholar Sri UW. Swaminath’a Aiyar
discovered manuscripts of the Tamil Cankam anthologiesIn a monastery. He
expressed his delight thus: “There appeared in the structure of the content of
that literature of the Sangam, a greatness, larger than the earth, and height
higher than the sky, and a depth deeper than the sea.”' These words are a
close reflection of a classical Tamil poem in which the heroine exclaims:

Bigger than earth, certainly,
higher than the sky,
more unfathomable than the waters
is this love for this man. . . .

(Kuruntokai 3)
(Translated by A. K. Ramanujan)52

Centuries later, Nammalvar uses similar words to describe his expansive
love for the Lord:

My friend,
bigger than this dense earth
and the seven seas,
higher than the skies,
is my love for the one
who has the color of the ocean. . . .

(7.3.8)
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Home of these terms may be used to describe the impact of the Tiruvaymoli
Itsc II. For later devotees and_commentators, the profundity of the Tiruvaymoli
Nt‘t‘llls unlathomable_. Since the eleventh century, the meaning and the pas-
\Itlll ol the poem have been unfolding1n 3 commentarial tradition within the
Snvuisnavacommunity. Just as the leitmotifs in musical compositions are de-
veloped by the orchestra as “reminiscences" to express the dramatic and psy-
rlmlogical development of the action. the leading motifs of the Tiruvaymoli
and their impact on the teachers nd the community of devotees were devel-
oped by later commentators. These reminiscences continue to reverberate
within the Srivaisnava tradition.
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, The Vedanta in Sanskrit according
9” to Yamuna and Ramanuja

The AuthoritativeTradition in Sanskrit

One side of the Srivaisnava tradition rests on the Sanskrit scriptures, both the
pan-Hindu Vedas and the sectarian Vaisnava Agamas, and the succession of
authoritative teachers (acaryas) interpreting the Vedas and leading the com-
munity. The first of these acaryas was Nathamuni, and the traditional accounts
of the acaryas' lives begin with the story of Nathamuni’s pilgrimage to the
sacred places of Lord Visnu in North India.I lndeed, Nathamuni had decided
to settle down and spend the rest of his life in Brindavan, the boyhood home
of Visnu’s incarnation as Krishna the Cowherd. However, Mannanar, the
image form of Lord Visnu in Nathamuni’s hometown temple, appeared to
Nathamuni and ordered him to return to Tamilnatu. When Nathamuni reached
home he was given a position of some responsibility in Mannanar’s temple in
Viranarayanapuram, and later in his life was appointed as the manager of the
much larger temple of Lord Visnu on the sacred island of Srirangam. The tra-
dition attributes to Nathamuni not only the collection, setting to music, and
incorporation into the temple ritual of the hymns of the alvars, but also the
beginning of the distinctive philosophical tradition of the Srivaisnavas. The
names of Nathamuni’s writings are remembered, but only a few fragments
survive.Z

It was Nathamuni's grandson Yamuna (Alavantar)who wrote in Sanskrit on
all the principal facets of the Srivaisnava tradition and articulated many of
the positions that would be developed by Ramanuja. One work defends the
authority of the Pancaratra Agamas and the Brahmanical status of the priests
who follow this ritual. Another sketches the correct understanding of Vedantic
ontology (an apparently incompletecollection of three short pieces, called col-
lectively the Siddhitraya). A third summarizes the teaching of the Bhaga-
vadgita in thirty-two verses.J Yamuna‘s two hymns, which will be discussed in
the next chapter, mark a clear influence of the alvars' hymns on devotional
poetry in Sanskrit.

The most famous Srivaisnava teacher, Ramanuja, was the nephew of one
of Yamuna’s closest disciples, Periya Tirumalai Nampi (Srisaila Pflrna), who
was the father of our commentator, Tirukkurukai Piran Pillan. Ramanuja was

34
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miiverted from his youthful adherence to a rival interpretation of Vedanta, but
Iiist too late to have been himself Yz‘imuna‘s disciple—to his bitter disappoint-
lltt‘lll. Yi'imuna had died just before Ramanuja arrived, and he therefore had to
learn Yt‘iinuna‘s teachings secondhand from five of Yamuna’s disciples, all of
whom linally acknowledged him fully as Yamuna’s spiritual heir and the new
lt'llthl‘ of the Srivaisriava community.

Ytimuna had been unable to do more than sketch the correct interpretation
ut the two works that all Brahmin students of the Upanisads considered the
tu-ys to Upanisadic interpretation.‘ One was the Bhagavadgita, even though
this was strictly speaking not part of the Vedas (including the Upanisads), but
«it the great epic, the Mahabharata. The second key text was the Brahma Si'itra
tiilso called the Vedanta St'itras), the systematic summary of the Upanisads in
the brief, easilymemorizable lines dalled sfitras (threads). Three of Ramanuja’s
writings, including his longest work called the Sribhdsya, are verse-by-verse
miiinientaries on the Vedanta St‘itras. A fourth is a more general summary of
Illitinisadic teaching (the Vcddrtha Sarfigraha) and a fifth is a lengthy com-
iiii-iittiry on the Bhagavadgita. Ramanuja's equivalent to Yamuna's hymns are
three short devotional works called the Three Gadyas. (A modern dispute
about their authorship will concern us later.) A ninth work is a manual of pre-
scriptions for daily worship at the home shrine.5

Rainanuja’s effort to establish the correct interpretation of the Vedanta in—

volves debate with all rival schools of Indian thought, but it is clear that his
major debate is with a small number of other positions. For the most part he
i'unlines his criticism to those who accept the authority of the Vedas; with
it-spect to Buddhists and Jains, he only rehearscs older arguments present
in the Vedanta St'itras and the older commentaries. He spends considerably
tIlUl'L‘ time trying to establish that the Supreme Person, the Brahman of the
tlpunisads, is Visnu rather than Brahma or Siva. His disciple Pillar) follows
him on this so closely, with some support from Nammalvar’sverses, that we
run wait until chapter 6 to consider that line of argument.

What is much less reflected in Pillan‘s commentary, however, is the debate
with the Brahmanical schools that also assume the authority of the Vedas.“ For
Itiiiiifinuja, as for Yamuna, these include the followers of two rival interpret-
t‘l'S of Vedic ritual, Kumarila and Prabhakara, and two rival interpreters of
llpiinisadic meditation, Sankara and Bhaskara.7 In the course of these de-
bates Ramanuja has to develop further Yamuna’s presentation of a distinctive
Srivaisnava position regarding the nature of language, of valid knowledge,
and of reality. The practical debate with both ritualist schools concerned the
iilentity of true Brahmins (dealt with extensively by Yamuna), the appropri-
ateness of sectarian Vaisnava systems of ritual (especially that of the Pan-
t'uratra Agamas), and the meaningfulness of statements concerning the nature
of reality in Vedic texts (especially the Upanis‘ads).

The Prabhakara School of Karma Mimamsa finds the significance of Vedic
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. texts only in the imperative mood: the injunctions to action. lndicative state-
ments, in particular descriptions ofvarious deities, or ofthe supreme Brahman,
are held to be meaningful only as inducements to perform Vedic sacrifices.
This interpretation puts the Karma Mimamsa in diametrical opposition to all
the schools of Vedanta, which regard the Vedas as providing authoritative
knowledgeconcerning the nature of Brahman. The Vedanta began as the latter
part of Vedic learning, with the “later inquiry" (uttara mimamsa) following
and closely connected with the “earlier inquiry" (pfirva mimar'nsa), and the
Vedantic interpretation of particular texts makes considerable use of the Pfirva
Mimar'nsa’s elaborate rules of exegesis.“ Moreover, it is likely that at an early
stage many learned Brahmins considered the Vedanta an addendum to the
analysis of Vedic ritual. All those engaged in ritual performance would need
the “earlier inquiry," while the “later inquiry” was ofdirect relevance only to
those at a stage of life when they could consider ending their ritual respon-
sibilities and possibly making a radical renunciation of their social existence,
in pursuit of permanent liberation from all bodily existence. This way of
combining ritual action to achieve worldly ends and meditation to reach the
highest human goal is clearly articulated in Hindu treatises of social ethics
(Dharma Sastras) and is assumed by Bhaskara’s socially conservative inter-
pretation of the Vedanta Sutras. Both Advaita Vedanta and the developing
Vaisnava interpretation of Vedanta rejected Bhaskara‘s view, but in different
ways and for different reasons." Sankara and his followers, while accepting
the authority of the Vedic social system and its ritual prescriptions for those
who had not yet renounced life in society in order to seek liberation, held that
the desire to seek the supreme goal overrode social duties at whatever point in
life that revulsion to worldly existence arose. There was therefore no practical
reason to insist on ritual analysis as a foundation for the meditation of as-
cetics, and Sankara’s sharp distinction between liberating insight and all lower
forms of knowledge undercut the theoretical connection.

The Vaisnava position that Yamuna and Ramanuja articulated stood in a
more complicated relation to the conservative position of Vedic Brahmins like
Bhaskara. On the one hand, they wanted to defend the caste standing and rit-
ual qualifications of the Brahmin leadership of the community of Visnu wor-
shipers. On the other hand, they held that complete renunciation (sannyasa) of
the traditional kind was a matter of secondary importance. What was primary
was a renouncing of worldly goals even when continuing one's previous oc-
cupation and ritual observance. Perhaps even more important in practice was
the greatly increased involvement in non-Vedic rituals prescribed by sectarian
Vaisnava texts (Vaikhanasa or Paficaratra). For Brahmin men these rituals for
the temple and the home shrine were intended to supplement Vedic obser-
vance; for all other castes and for Brahmin women these rites following the
Agamas or Tantras defined their religious existence. For serious devotees of
Lord Visnu, whether Brahmin or non-Brahmin, it was important that all these
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ritual actions, from whatever source, be undertaken in single-minded devotion
to the Lord.

Although Yamuna and Ramanuja had both renounced their marriage ties
(at Ramanuja‘s case, fairly early in life) and became sannyasis, they led a
eotnrnunity largely composed ofmarried men and women continuing to carry
on their social and ritual obligations.'0 The Brahmins among them had both
practical and psychological reasons to affirm their continuity with the Vedic
ritual tradition as well as with the Vedanta. Yet the emphasis was clearly re-
versed. Instead of emphasizing the ritual acts that eclipsed the deities to whom
they were offered, as did the Karma Mimamsa, Vaisnavas kept central the
l.t|l'tl who inspired and enabled all acts of worship as well as receiving them as
devotional offerings. It was essential that Scripture disclose the nature of this
supreme Lord as well as prescribe how the Lord Gas to be worshiped.

Interpreting the Vedanta: Ramanuja’s Principal Doctrines

for all schools of Vedanta, there is one perfect reality, the Brahman, for this is
rlearly stated in the famous texts of the Upanisads. How this one reality is
related to the evident variety and imperfection of the world we experience
mound us is a primary concern of Vedanta. The answer closest to the Vedic
speculation on the origin of the cosmos is given by Bhaskara’s “Difference
and Non-difference" (Bhedabheda). Reality is one without a difference when
at is tightly held together in the state before creation (more literally, “emana—
Iron"), whereas in our world, distinctions abound; this is the world of differ-
ence. Both Sankara and Ramanuja reject this cosmogonic understanding of
heme or reality. They both maintain that no change is possible in ultimate re—

llllly or being (sat). For Sankara this means that Brahman is the sole reality or
being (sat), and the differentiated reality of our ordinary practical experience
is not truly real but is like a magician‘s trick (maya), which vanishes once its
ratuse is known. Thus from the varitage point of higher consciousness or in—

‘-I)'_lll, our everydayworld isfalse? Ramanuja rejects Sankara‘s solution of two
levels of knowledge, which expWains the problem by reference to a change in
ronsciousness rather than by a change in the evolving cosmos, as in Bhaskara.
ltoth Yamuna and Ramanuja see the unity of ultimate reality as permanent.
Inn regard it as unity at the essential core of a reality that in its modes or
bodily expressions is always manifold.

Instead of Sankara‘s view of illusory or false consciousness, moreover,
Ramanuja elaborates what might be considered a hyper-realistic view. No pre-
sumed knowledge is totally erroneous: what we consider errors are disordered
perceptionsor faulty inferences concerning something that is really there. The
lwo worldly sources of knowledge, perception and inference, are basically
Imstworthy, despite the general human subjection to “beginningless igno—

rance.“ Even knowledge in dreams is real. but it is a perception of a very
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temporary Divine creation. The third source of valid knowledge, Scripture
~ (sastra), based on the eternal sounds (sabda) behind the Vedic words, does not
contradict perception and inference but supplements and confirms them,
providing knowledge of what is uncertain on the basis of sense perception and
inferential reasoning: the unity and the specific nature of ultimate reality
(Brahman)."

Ramanuja rejects Sankara’s doctrine of two levels of truth in Scripture,
maintaining that all scriptural texts are at the same level of truth; apparent
discrepancies must therefore be resolved without giving more weight to some
texts than to others. He resolves the contrast between the emphasis on unity in
some texts and the emphasis on plurality in others by noting the synthetic
principle evident in a third group of texts. According to Ramanuja, these texts
declare that in the relation between the atma and the body it ensouls (and like—

wise between a substance and its mode) there is both radical distinction and
inseparable connection.

Scripture testifies to a Supreme Soul who is the inner soul of finite souls.
Thus the finite soul is to the Supreme Soul as the material body is to the finite
soul. This is Ramanuja’s celebrated doctrine of s’arira-jariri-bhdva: the rela—

tion of the soul to the body, which corresponds to the relation between gram-
matical subject and predicate adjective, or substance and mode. It is the
special characteristic of finite souls to be a mode in relation to God but a sub-
stance in relation to material things, which are their bodies or instruments.
The entire finite universe of souls and material bodies is also the body of God.
Thus God is the only ultimately substantial reality, and reality may be viewed
as vis’istddvaita (the later philosophical label for this school of Vedanta,
not used by Ramanuja): the nondual reality of that which is (internally)
distinguished.

Ramanuja defines the soul-body relation in terms of three subordinate rela-
tions, those between the support and the supported the controller and the con-

-03’1rolled and the owner (sesi) and the owned (sesa). ' ItIS the third relation that
‘ is most distinctive. for ownershipIS understood to include the obligation of
the slave to serve the master and the confident expectation that the master will
lookafter the slave. In each case it is the Supreme Soul who provides the
defining instance; the finite soul's relation to its body is only a limited approxi-
mation of complete supporting, controlling, and owning its body.

Ramanuja assumes that there are three kinds of reality: nonsentient matter
(acit), sentient but finite souls (cit), and the Lord (lsvara), who is the Supreme
Soul.” The world consists of material bodies controlled by finite souls. While
the particular bodies are temporary, the basic matter of which they consist and
the souls that they embody have no beginning in time. The bondage of many
souls to “beginningless karma” causes their repeated return to the world in
new bodies, but the entire world of material bodies and embodied souls is
intended to glorify God, that is, to express in the finite realm his power and
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goodness. Those who escape the ignorance induced by karma can see that the
ltmte world is now. along with God‘s infinite world. a realm ofglory (vibhfiti).
Despite his horror of linkingGod with anything defiling in the material world,
ltmnanuja insists that the entire”finite universe is the body of God. "'

|-'initc souls and the Supreme Soul are similar but not identical in their
I \scntial natures: both have consciousness and bliss as their essential charac-
II IIstics, but the finite soul “(limitedinits powerIand extent whereas the Su-
pIeme Soul is all-po-werful and l--pervasive Moreover finite souls still
hound to the material world have t eir secondary consciousness (that which
they possess rather than are), obscured by the ignorance produced by “begin-
nmgless karma.”

'l‘he Vedanta is concerned with the proper knowledge of reality in order to
lmIl liberation from this bondage. In Ramanuja's interpretation of Vedanta
lmth performance of social and ritual duties and k‘nowledgeofreality are aux-
IIIIIry means in seeking liberation, but the chief means is bhakti (devotion), a
I ulling to mind of God’s attributes with an attitude that should become as con-
stant as the flow of oil, as vivid and immediate as sense perception, and so
emotionally gripping that the devotee feels unable to live without the pervad-
Ing presence of God.'5

The ultimate reality thus remembered in devotion is not an abstract prin-
IIpIc but that most concrete and substantial reality who is the personal Lord,
lilt' Lord who escapes all self—confident seeking by finite souls but who
(“00808 to become available to those who acknowledge their dependence. The
lord descends and condescends out of his great compassion to save, but those
who most deeply feel their need for God’s presence learn the deepest secret:
the Lord also needs them. This emphasis on God’s initiative along with the
surprising secret that the Lord who owns everything needs his devotees’ love
leads to a second way of talking about the salvific process that is quite differ-
l'lll from the first. Instead of loving devotion being the means to attaining the
Lord‘s presence, the Lord is the means to enabling devotion that is a mutual
participation of the Infinite Soul and finite souls. The end is revealed to be the
means, and the means is recognized as the end. Ramanuja seems to be able to
move back and forth between the older concept of devotion as means and the
Implications of a radical doctrine of grace."‘

Two Distinctions within the Divine Nature

Since all finite reality is part of the one infinite Lord, the Divine nature is all-
I'ncompassing. Ramanuja’s doctrine of God in some ways therefore includes
all his teaching. The doctrine is characterized by two different kinds of dis-
tinction within the Divine nature: first, between the “inner” and “outer” sides
of God’s essential nature, and second, between God‘s supremacy (paratva)
and accessibility (saulabhya).
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Ramanuja uses two terms that could be translated as “essence” or “essen-
‘ tial nature”: svariipa and svabhdva.” Though he never explains the differ-
ence, his usage suggests that svarupa refers to the interior nature of God
without reference to any finite reality. God's defining attributes therefore con-
stitute his svarupa. These are the terms drawn from the Upanisads defining the
soul (atma). Ramanuja defines them all in such a way as to make clear that
they apply primarily to the Supreme Soul and only secondarily, in a reduced
sense, to finite souls. It is these attributes that are so much at the core of the
Divine nature that they must be remembered in all meditations on God. The
five attributes are understood as follows: . ,. -
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sarya true or real being; 6'. =

jfidna unlimited consciousness or “knowledge";
anamatva infinite, free from all limitations of place, time, or particu-

lar nature;
dnanda joy or bliss, the infinite multiplication of the bliss of the

finite soul, purified of all unhappiness;
amalarvu stainlessness or purity. being “opposed to everything defil-

ing," “free from even a trace of subjection to karma,"
“without the defiling qualities of matter.”

Taken together, these attributes indicate that God’s essential nature is an in-
finite and joyous self-consciousness that is externally real and flawless.”

All the other Divine attributes constitute God’s svabhava: his nature in rela-
tion to other entities. These include his metaphysical relation to the cosmos as
ground, controller, and owner, and his active role as periodic creator, main-
tainer, and destroyer. They also include his “treasure trove" or “ocean" of
auspicious qualities, and the various forms of his presence in the cosmos, as
cosmic emanation (vyuha), occasional incarnation (“descent," avatara), and
inner controller (antaryamin) of every soul. Sometimes, moreover, Ramanuja
speaks of the Divine svabhava as including the eternal heavenly realm (nitya-
vibhfiti) of the Divine consorts and ministering angels and even the earthly
realm of embodied souls subject to karma, known as the realm of the Lord’s
play (lilavibhuti). This last aspect is definitely at a lower level, as the realm of
transience and imperfection, yet even this realm is inextricably linked to God.
“When Brahman is experienced as superlative bliss, there is nothing at all
to be seen apart from him, since the totality of beings is included within
Brahman’s essential nature and the realm manifesting his glory.” '9

The other kind of distinction is the division of the Lord's attributes into
those that indicate his essential lordship (isitrtva) or supremacy (paratva), on
the one hand, and those that show his accessibility (saulabhya) to finite be-
ings, on the other.20 The Sanskrit word para is related to the English word
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"hn'." and it means both “far away“ and “high above.” Those Divine quali-
ltt's that express “highness” or majesty include a list of “six attributes" of the
I ord (Bhagavan) frequently mentioned in the Par'icaratra Agamas: unlimited
knowledge (jr'iana), untiring strength (bala), sovereigntyand wealth (aiévarya),
tnnnnlubility (more literally, “fortitude," virya), creative power (sakti), and
«plendor (tejas). The farness or distance of the Lord from finite beings is both
it n-eognition of the Lord’s inherent supremacy and an inability on the part of
tnnte beings to bridge the gap, to hvercome the distance between finite and
lnhnite. The Lord is inaccessible to all other beings. including the greatest of
the lower deities, Brahma and Siva, even when they use such normally effec-
llvc means of establishing spiritual contact as meditation or worship. For-
tnnntely the Lord takes the initiative in overcoming the distance and makes
himself easily attainable (sulabha). This easy attainability or accessibility
mnilnhhya) is expressed by a number of Divine attributes. Most frequently
mentioned are compassion or mercy (karunya or daya), gracious condescen-
non (sausilya), motherly love (vatsalya), and generosity (audarya). There
me also two related qualities: concern for his creatures' welfare (literally,
"txood-heartedness," sauharda) and tender (literally, “passionate") affection
Innnra‘iga).

In his Introduction to his Commentary on the Bhagavadgita, Ramanuja
im-ntions these two groups of attributes.“ There is one other attribute that he
Includes in both groups. This is beauty (saundarya), the extraordinary attrac-
th‘llL‘SS of all the Lord’s bodily forms, both in his transcendent realm and
when descending into the finite realm as an incarnation (avatara). Ramanuja
nlw indicates the difference between the two sides of the Divine nature in
more personal and dramatic terms. On the one hand, the supreme Brahman,
who is Narayana (Visnu) ever united with his Divine consort Sr], dwells in his
mpreme heaven in incomparable beauty, adorned with magnificent jewels and
t'tllllppcd with powerfulweapons. He causes the origination, continuance, and
.Imolution of the cosmos out of the sheer urge to self-expression, without al-
n-iing his own essential nature. On the other hand, without losing his own
mnnre the Lord repeatedly descends to earth, taking bodily forms similar to
those of the creatures among whom he dwells so that they can see him and
mlore him. He grants the requests of his worshipers, both for worldly goods
and for the supreme good of liberation from the transient world and union
With him. His mighty feats rid the world of evildoers, but their deeper purpose
o. lo captivate the hearts of his creatures and thus accomplish their salvation.

There are two levels in the Divine accessibility. In his incarnations he “be-
. omes a mortal to benefit the universe,” but he remains essentially supreme.
In the Lord’s longing for communion with his chosen devotees, however, his
motherly love (vatsalya) overwhelms the rest of his nature and seemingly can-
u-ls his metaphysical superiority so those his own soul (atma) and those of his
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devotees depend upon and support one another. This deepest mystery of the
Divine nature is only open to those rare souls who are exclusively devoted to
the Lord and feel their very existence depends upon his continual presence.

The Question of Ramanuja’s Relation to the Tamil Tradition

Ramanuja’s presentation of Vedanta cites in support only those Sanskrit texts
that all Brahmins would recognize as part of or closely connected to the
Vedas. These include the universally acceptable Bhagavadgita and Visnu Pur-
ana. Ramanuja does quotethe Pancaratra Agamas, but only in the section of
the Sribhdsya where he is directly defending their validity and authority.22
Concerning the alvars’ poems or any other Tamil works he is completely
silent.

What then are we to make of the traditional understanding that he com-
mented on the Tiruvaymoli in conversations with his disciples and commis-
sioned one of them to write a commentary? In some respects this entire book
is an attempt to answer that question. Some Western scholars reject the tradi-
tional understanding completely, in particular the claim that Ramanuja taught
an alternative spiritual path to the bhaktiyoga he saw as central to Vedanta: the
alternative of abject surrender to the Lord and reliance on unmerited Divine
grace, called saranagati or prapatti. The works of Ramanuja in which both
branches of the Srivaisnava tradition see prapatti clearly taught and exem-
plified are the Three Gadyas. “prose poems." Indeed one of them, the
Sarandgati Cat/ya, is believed to contain Ramanuja’s own solemn act of sur-
render. Recently the authenticity of the Gadyas has been questioned, but we
believe that they are genuine.‘They belong, however, to a different genre.
They are not commentaries or philosophical arguments, but hymns in prose,
and they therefore should be considered alongside the Sanskrit stotras (hymns
of petition and praise) preserved by the tradition two of them by Yamuna and
several more by a number of Ramanujas disciples. Itis in these Sanskrit
stotras that there1s the most evident link between the Tamil devotionOf the
alvars and the Sanskritwritings of the later acaryas. After looking at these
stotras in the next chapter we shall consider what we can learn from the
Gadyaxabout Ramanuja's indebtedness to the Tamil side of the Dual Vedanta.
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Reflections of the Alvar Hymns
ND“; 9 in the Sanskrit Stotras

References to the Alvars in Early Srivaisnava Literature

l‘hts hook is mainly concerned with1the commence of Tamil and Sanskrit tra-
ditions occurring in Pillan‘s Sanskritized Tamil (manipravala) commentary on '

Nammalvar's Tamil poem. This chapter, however, is concerned with those
\‘anskrit writings in which the same confluence can be discussed, the hymns
humans) in Sanskrit of Pillan’s predecessors and contemporaries.

'l'hc Srivaisnava community looks back to a new beginning in the life and
work of Nathamuni. As we saw earlier, the Srivaisnava community believes
that Nammalvar’s poems were revealed to him when he was in a yogic trance.
lie is also said to have collected the poems of the various alvars, set them to
music, and instituted their recitation in Srivaisnava temples. Nathamuni’s
Sanskrit philosophical works are lost; a few sentences are quoted by later
authors. The work of Nathamuni‘s grandson Yamuna constitutes the oldest
Sanskrit writing produced in the community.I

Yamuna’s Stotra Rama (The Jewel ofHymns. henceforth referred to as The
It'HY'I) not only expresses his veneration for his grandfather, Nathamuni,
whom he acknowledges as his spiritual teacher, but also his adoration of the
sage Parasara (the traditional author of the Visnu Purana) and of the saint
"whose feet are adorned with vakula blossoms.” The saint thus described has
always been identified by the Srivaisnava community as Nammalvar, who re-
“111.11 to himself in the Tiruvaymoli as the one “on whose chest is the fragrant
garland of makil (Sanskrit: vakula) blossoms" (4.10.1 I). This is the earliest
u-tcrcnce that we have to Nammalvar in Sanskrit literature.

Although Ramanuja did not mention Nammalvar in his writings, the
Snvaisnava tradition describes his passion for the Tiruvaymoli and the works
ol' the alvars in many ways. The later commentaries on the Tiruvaymoli, as
well as the thirteenth—century commentary on the Tiruppavai by Periyavaccan
l’illai. record distinctive interpretations of certain verses.2 They also refer to
the manner in which he understood and enjoyed them. The earliest hymn of
praise written in honor of Ramanuja by his contemporary describes him as
one who was “at the feet of Nammalvar.m Other biographies of Ramanuja
confirm this. We have already noted that the Srivaisnava community has
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always understood that the first commentary on the Tiruvaymoli by Pillar]
was written by the command, or at the very least, with the permission, of
Ramanuja. Ramanuja’s scribe and disciple, Kurattalvan, does refer to Nam-
malvar as the one adorned with vakula flowers or by his Sanskrit name Para-
nkusa in a few verses.‘

The paucity of explicit references to the alvars in early Srivaisnava litera-
ture would be surprising and strange were it not for the evidence at another
level of the community’sunderstanding that the early theologianswere strongly
influenced by the hymns of the alvars. The evidence comes from the stotra
literature or the hymns of praise written by Yamuna, Kurattalvan, and Para-
sara Bhattar. These hymns (stotras) echo the phrases, images, sentiment, and
the devotion seen in the Tamil verses of the alvars. In some places, Tamil
phrases are simply translated into Sanskrit; in others, the structure of the
verses and the imagery follow patterns seen in Tamil literature. Srivaisnava
theologians even today frequently quote from the alvars when they are com-
menting on the hymns of Yamuna, Ramanuja, and other teachers to show the
similarity in phraseology or imagery and thus elucidate both the Tamil and
Sanskrit verses in terms of each other. A systematic and detailed study of
these parallels is beyond the scope of this chapter. We shall limit ourselves to
a study of some striking images which show the heritage of the alvar poetry as
reflected in the early stotras of the Srivaisnava community. We shall focus
primarily on Yamuna's The Jewel, the Gadyas (prose poems) of Ramanuja,
and the stotras of Kfirattalvan and Paris'ara Bhattar.

The Stotra Tradition in the SrivaisnavaCommunity

Yamuna, Ramanuja, and the other teachers wrote several works of praise in

Sanskrit, addressed to Visnu or Sri. The format of these verses resembles the
stotras found in the Sanskrit Visnu Purana, but the stotras also reveal the influ-
ence of the Tamil hymns on the Sanskritic Vaisnava tradition.

Yamuna composed two stotras; one of these, The Jewel, was in praise of
Visnu; and the other, known in Srivaisnava parlance simply as the “Four
Verses" (“Catuhsloki”), was addressed to Visnu‘s consort Sri. Ramanuja, the
most important Srivaisnava teacher, wrote several philosophical works in
Sanskrit and three gadyas (prose poems) in praise of Visnu.S His scribe and
disciple, Kfirattalvan, wrote five hymns, four in praise of Visnu and one in
praise of Sri.“ Kurattalvan’s son Parasara Bhattar was the author of a long
stotra in praise of the Lord at Srirangam and a shorter work where he glorifies
S’ri.7 A study of these works shows how the heritage of the alvar poetry was
incorporated and preserved as part of the Srivaisnava Sanskrit literature.

The striking areas of similarity between the works of the alvars and the
stotras are the assertion of exclusive devotion to Visnu and a desire to serve
Visnu continuously; a contemplation of one's unworthiness and grief at one’s
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~mlu| past; reminders to the Lord about the devotee's relationship with him;
and u seeking of the Lord as one‘s only refuge. The stotras differ from the
ulvurs‘ verses, however, in some important ways. With the exception of Matu-
mkuvi alvar, all other alvars emphasize their immediate and direct relation-
ulnp with the Lord and seek refuge on the strength of that relationship. The
alvurs depict Visnu as their parent, master, lover and protector; the teachers
u-Itcrule most of these relationships." While the alvars focus on immediate,
Illlt‘L‘l relationships, the acaryas foll w Maturakavi 51er in also stressing a
lllt‘tlllllc, indirect connection to the Lord, through association with their spiri-
ttml leucher and/or their association with Sri. Maturakavi alvar is the only
nlvur who did not compose a hymn in honor of Visnu. In his only work, “The
Short Knotted String” (“Kanninun Ciruttampu”), he praises his teacher
Nununalvar. The later Srivaisnava acaryas share both Maturakavi alvar’s em—

plmsis on reverence for one's own spiritual master and the other alvars’ effort
to seek God directly.

The Sanskrit stotras also differ from Tamil poetry in placing stronger em-
phasis on Sri and in addressing some verses or occasionally entire stotras to
her. We shall discuss this issue later in this chapter.

Several verses in The Jewel state in Sanskrit what the other alvars had said
rurlier in Tamil. We shall focus on some of these verses and phrases now,
noting the similarities in several general areas: descriptions of the Lord and
his entourage, the relationship between the poet and the Lord, and the poet’s
lt-elings of sinfulness.

Descriptions of the Lord and his Attendants

I‘lu' Jewel begins with lengthy expressions of reverence and surrender to
Ymnuna’s grandfather Nathamuni, the sage ParaSara, and Nammalvar. In his
description of Nammalvar, Yamuna evokes familiar images used earlier by
Nzunmalvar himself, as well as by Maturakavi alvar. Nammalvardescribes the
l.nl'(l thus in the Tiruvaymoli:

Women with beautiful eyes,
Great wealth, good sons,
Father and mother—

Only he
is, all these, and more.

(5. l .8)

You became
father, mother, and children
and all other things. . . .

(7.8. l)
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Maturakavi alvar, who, according to Srivaisnava tradition, was the dis-
‘ ciple of Nammalvar, had hailed his teacher as his “father, mother and master"
(Kanninun Ciruttampu, v. 4); Yamuna pays homage to Nammalvar using al-
most the same phrases:

1 place my head before the holy feet of [Nammalvar] the master of our
clan; the feet adorned with vakula blossoms, the feet which are to me
and my descendents, for all time [as dear as one’sl mother, father,
wives, sons and great wealth.

(The Jewel. v. 5)

Later, the same epithets are used for Visnu: he is hailed as “the father, the
mother, the beloved son, friend, and teacher” of the world (The Jewel, v. 60).

The Lord is also portrayed as the only refuge of human beings. The alvars
and Yamuna resort to poetic hyperbole to make the point. The Lord, whether
merciful or not, is still the only refuge:

My Lord of Vittuvakkottu
city surrounded by groves,
filled with fragrant blossoms,

A mother may push away her infant in anger,
and yet it thinks of her loving face and weeps
You may not dispel my grief [yet I say]
There is no refuge other than your sacred feet.

(Perumal Tirumoli 5.1)

Yamuna makes the same point:

0 Supreme Lord! You may reject me, but I will not leave your lotus feet;
just as the child which suckles its mother’s breast does not leave her
even if she pushes it away. . . .

(The Jewel, v. 26)

The alvars celebrated both the Lord’s supremacy and accessibility and re-
joiced in the might as well as the mercy of the Lord. Nammalvar exulted in
this paradox and Yamuna speaks of the Lord as the supreme one and as an
ocean of mercy in the same verse:

0 Lord, it is because of your glance that the three worlds exist. . . .

[But you are also] our friend; . . . is it surprising that you have such
affection for us?

I bow (namo) before you, I salute you over and over again; you who
are the very ground of speech and mind. I salute you again and again.
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You have inlinite powers; I salute you. | how before you who are an
ocean ol~ boundless mercy.

(The Jewel. vv. l0 and 21)

Ninniniilvz'tr had said that the Lord is extremely accessible to those with devo-
tion but beyond the reach of others. As an example of the Lord‘s accessibility,
Iu' mentions the incident of Krishna stealing butter and being tied to a mortar
m. u punishment (1.3. l )." Tirumankai alvar also refers to this incident several
Hint-s and contrasts it with the Lord‘s elusiveness to all but his devotees. In a
wt of verses in the Periya Tirumoli, he celebrates the paradox of the Lord’s
Ntl'llclllc nature and his accessibility in an imaginary conversation between
two lricnds:

1

Spanked by the cowherd lady with jet black hair,
He was tied up by a short, knotted rope, look my friend!
He was tied up by a short knotted rope, but still, /He is beyond the grasp of even the Celestials‘ thoughts
0 calalé! “’

(Periya Tirumoli 11.5.5)

Kuruttz‘ilvan makes a similar contrast:

They say that you cannot be grasped by even those with pure minds; You
are the supreme Lord who can cut all bonds. But we heard that you were
tied by a string; were you incapable of loosening that knot?

(Atimdnusa Stava, v. 36)

the attraction of the adolescent Krishna to the cowherd girls that Periyalvar
envisaged is rendered in Sanskrit by Kfirattalvan:

Behind the many cows, under the hanging groves,
The radiance of his sacred body glimmers.
His dark handsome head is adorned with a peacock feather.
Amidst the circles of cowherd folk,
He, whose beautiful eyes are like the red lotus,
plays his flute, sings a song and /’
comes dancing.

My daughter gazes at the beauty
of this cowherd boy
and is faint.

(Periyalvar Tirumoli 3.4.7)

Then,
(at the time of the festival of the dance,) "
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Your body dark as the cloud,
eyes like petals of a lotus blossom.
a peacock feather in your hair,
hands holding aloft a flute,
your body radiant in its cowherd dress,

The fortunate ones saw you.
(Atimdnusa Stava, v. 48)

Like the alvars, the teachers also celebrate the Lord‘s “permanent" in-
carnation as an arca in a holy place. The Lord at Tirumaliruficélai whom the
alvars sang about is praised by Kurattalvan in his Sundarabdhu Stava. The
Sanskrit work follows the Tamil poems in (a) descriptions of the hill (“here
the moonlight caresses the crests of the hill") '3; (b) references to special inci-
dents that are connected with Tirumaliruficolai (“this is the hill where the
king Malayadhvaja served your feet" I"; “this is the hill where in the midst of
a lovers’ quarrel the male elephant swears on the Handsome Lord")”; and
(c) even trying to translate a Tamil pun into Sanskrit verse.IS

Tirumankai alvar had hailed the Lord as the “Precious One who [was] the
ver uspiciousnessof the goddess of au‘spiciousness (tiruvukkum tiruvakiya
celva)” in Periya Tirumoli 7.7.l. Yamuna translates this distinctive Tamil
phrase into Sanskrit twice:

. who else but you can be the very auspiciousness (sri) of the god-
dess of auspiciousness? (Sri)

. . . You are the very auspiciousness (Sri) of the goddess of auspi-
ciousness. . . .

(The Jewel. vv. l2 and 45)

Kurattalvan also follows the alvars closely in describing the beauty of the
Lord: the Lord‘s hair is described as being spun out of intense darkness (Nam-
malvar‘s TVM 7.7.9 and Kfirattalvan’s Sundarabdhu Stava. v. 40). while his
nose is compared to a climbing plant and a limb of a kalpaka tree (TVM 7.7.2
and Sundarubtihu Stavu. v. 45).

Yamuna's description of Sesa, the serpent which serves the Lord. is like
that of Poykai alvar. The serpent is the paradigmatic servant and is therefore
called the “owned one" (sesa). Yamuna‘s images are similar to those used by
Poykai alvar:

The serpent is an umbrella [for the Lord] when he moves. a throne when
he sits. sandals when he stands. and a bed in the large ocean. It is a
brilliant lamp. a soft silk garment. a cushion for his hand. . . .

(Mutal Tiruvantati. v. 53)
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. the great serpent serves you in endless ways assuming various
lnrtns; he is your dwelling, bed, scat, sandals, robes, pillow, and um-
brella against rain and sun.

(The Jewel. v. 40 |“)

“ten: are several verses of description and petition which are strikingly simi-
lm In the alvar poetry and in the stotras of the later teachers.”

l
The Acaryas’ Contemplationof Their Sinfulness

llu- sense of humility and feeling of unworthiness felt by the teachers is in-
trnse, 'l‘hese verses, perhaps more than others, reflect the mood of the alvar
hymns. The alvars contemplated their‘past sins with fear and felt unworthy to
ml the Lord’s grace. Yamuna calls himself a shameless poet (The Jewel,
v 7) for attempting to sing of the Lord. His lines echo Periyalvar who said,
"My tongue is not pure, 1 should not call you, my Lord, but my mouth knows
um other name" (Periyalvar Tirumoli 5. l . l). Yamuna says, “There is no evil
Ilt't‘ti that l have not done . . and later continues:

() woe unto me, the impure, immodest, cruel creature without shame;
with avarice. I long to be your servant, my Lord. . . .

. . . though lowly and beastly, though I am an abode of sins which have
no beginning and from which I cannot escape, I pray to you, 0 Sea of
motherly love (vatsalya), for my fear vanishes when I think of your
:tltributes. . . .

(The Jewel, W. 47 and 58)

lun‘lier, Tirumankai alvar had confessed his unworthiness in several verses, of
which the following is a typical example:

Without any feeling, and with cruel mind,
with actions filled with rage,
wandering with packs of dogs,
rejoicing in sport,
I ran and roamed, destroying several lives.

(Periya Tirumoli 1.6.2)

Kuraltalvancontinues this self-deprecation, referring to his general lack of
qualifications to reach the Lord:

. . . I am the ground of hate, pride, and avarice; I desire the wrong
things; I am greedy, deluded; who am I to attain you? I have neither



faith (sraddha) nor devotion (bhakti), with neither the power nor even
the desire to sing your praise or to bow before you; nor have I any regret
for not embarking upon the right path. . . . Alas, [join the ranks of your
enemies.

(Vaikumha Stuvu, v. 96)

Filled with a sense of their unworthiness, both the alvars and the acaryas
sought refuge at the feet of the Lord:

I

I was not born in the four clans,
I have not learnt the four good arts;
I have not conquered my senses,
0 pure Lord! I have no fortune;
My Lord, I have nothing to grasp

but your twin feet.
(Tiruccanta Viruttam, v. 90)

0 Perfect Lord! I have not taken the [ritual] baths
nor kept alive the three fires as befits a brahmin,
I am not your bhakta, O sea-colored Lord!
How can I be happy? I cry in distress.
Embrace me, shower your grace upon me,

O Lord, who are in the great town of Arankam!
I do not worship your golden feet all day
with faultless words.
I do not talk of your auspicious attributes,
and my heart is not tinged with love.
I feel nothing towards the Lord of Arankam.

Alas! Why was I born?
(Tirumalai, W. 25 and 26)

I have not done any [ritual] act;
I have no intelligence;

and yet,
I cannot move away from you and survive.
0 king of Cirivaramankalam,
I am not a burden on you.

(5.7.1)

Yamuna echoes this mood in The Jewel:

I am not established in dharma; nor do I have knowledge of my soul;
I do not have devotion (bhakti) to your lotus feet; I have nothing; I
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huve no other refuge (ananyaguti) () protector (Saranya)! I take refuge at
your feet.

(The Jewel, v. 22)

kmntti‘ilvfin repeats these sentiments in several places, and the following
Wises are striking examples:

Having no other way, no knowled e, no other refuge, I keep pleading
this again and again: I am guiltyi am of a sinful nature, my mind is
disturbed, but I am a vessel for your compassion.

(Sundarabdhu Stava. v. 132)

l have not done any good deed, nor have 1 any knowledge. I have no
hhakti to your lotus feet. I am a vessel for your compassion.

What is the use of my ranting? l have consciously and unconsciously
done every act, big and small, that can be called sin. Forgive me
through your grace!

(Vaikumha Srava, W. 88 and 89)

I'm‘us‘ara Bhattar, the son of Kurattalvan, also talks of his unworthiness and
luck of qualification to seek refuge with the Lord:

() Lord in Srirangam! l have always transgressed the laws that you or-
dained; knowingly and unknowingly, l have offended you and other de-
votees through thought, word and deed.

(S'ri Rarigardja Stava. v. 91)

I do not have the wealth of knowledge (jr'iana), good works, or devotion;
I do not have the strength to even desire you or to repent for it; 0 Lord of
Rungam, with confused mind, I say: “I take refuge in you!"

(Srl‘Rarigardja Stava, pt. 2, v. 89)

Submission and Surrender

II is not only in the confessions of sinfulness that we find the stotras similar to
Ihc poems of the alvars. ln Yamuna’s submission of himself and in his later
self—conscious contemplation of his surrender we find strong similarities to
Nuinmalvar's poetry. Both Yamuna's and Nammalvar’sverses begin with the
submission of the soul, followed by the realization that the submitted soul has
always belonged to the Lord who is the supreme master and owner of all. The
human being has, in a sense, nothing to offer or to submit.

You mingled with my soul; and for that great aid,
l rendered my soul to you.
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Can I retrieve it? You are the soul of my soul,
0 Lord who devoured the seven worlds!
Who is my soul? Who am I?
You who gave it have now claimed it again.

(2.3.4)

. . all that I am, whatever qualities l have, from this very day I offer
myself at your lotus feet. . . .

O Lord, whatever is mine, whatever I am, are all truly yours. When I

am awakened to this knowledge, what can I offer you?
(The Jewel, W. 52 and 53)

The alvar and Yamuna submit their souls to the Lord, and then feel that this
is a superfluous act, since the soul has always belonged to him, and was never
the property of the human being. This deep sense of being “owned” by the
Lord is a theme that we see repeated throughout the Tiruvaymoli. And yet,
Nammalvar surrenders himself several times to the Lord and sometimes this is

accompanied by questions of its appropriateness. Yamuna’s verses are inter-
preted in different ways in the thirteenth century by the theologians Periyavac-
can Pillai and Vedanta Desika, who differ on the necessity of surrendering
oneself to the Lord.

Sri in the Stotra Tradition

The Jewel is a model for later stotras of Kurattalvan, Parasara Bhattar, and
still later for Vedanta Desika in the thirteenth century. Similarly, Yamuna‘s
“Four Verses” (Catuhsloki), a poem written in praise of Sri, sets the pattern
for later compositions by Karattalvan and ParaSara Bhattar. This genre of
hymns, directly honoring Sri, the consort of Visnu, owes more to Sanskrit
models found, for instance, in the later appendices of the Vedic literature (Sri
Siikm) as well as in the Visnu Purana,” than to earlier alvar works. While the
model and some descriptions of Sri closely follow the early Sanskrit litera-
ture, it would be fair to say that these new hymns to Sri are extremely signifi-
cant in the Srivaisnava community. They express Sri’s mercy, unbounded
compassion and generosity. A verse by Parasara Bhattar is typical:

0 Mother Maithili! Even while the demon women were taunting you,
you saved them from the wrath of Hanuman. Because [of this act] Rama’s
[compassion] seems small, for he only protected lthose . . . who]
sought refuge. But you protected the demon-women at the very time
they were tormenting you, even though they did not ask for protection.

(Srigunaramakos’a. v. 50)
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The theological discussions in the thirteenth century emphasize the distinc-
tion and contrast between the Lord‘s sense ofjustice and Sri‘s overwhelming
mm‘c that expects no gesture from a human being. They also glorify her role
us 11 mediator. This_1s one area where the influence othheTlvarsISonly_indi-
n-it All that we note in the alvars poems is the inseparable nature of Sris
u Iiitionship to Visnu and some indication (again, indirect) of her patience.

Sn is not the only mediator for the acaryas; they take refuge in their own
lt'tlt'llL‘l‘S. who are seen as mediatol's in a line going back to Sri. Listen to the
words of Klirattalvan:

() Vurada! I am one who has sought refuge at the feet of Ramanuja. That
Rainanuja is the light of Yampna's clan and Yamuna is from the line of
Nuthamuni who hails from the line of Parankus’a [i.e. , Nammalvar]. That
Nanimalvar is a servant of your consort; so I am worthy of your gaze!

(Varadardja Stava, v. 102)

Kurutlfilvan repeats several times that he takes refuge with his teacher; for
lum 11s for Yamuna this seems to be a premise for the compassion of the
I unl. Kurattalvantakes refuge with a teacher who is alive, just as Maturakavi
llIVlll' surrendered himself to Nammalvar. However, for Maturakavi alvar the
unrender to his teacher seemed to preclude his seeking refuge with the Lord
while for both Yamuna and Kfirattalvan, taking refuge with their teachers
m-ms to be a preliminary step to seeking refuge with the Lord.

In the assertion of exclusive devotion to Visnu and the repeated expression
nl one‘s desire to serve him continuously, in the meditation on their sinful past
and in the seeking of the Lord as the only refuge the acaryas continue the
ll IVt)l' seen in the poetry of the alvars. In the stotra literature, the Srivaisnava
mmmunity once again affirms its dual heritage of Tamil and 's’fiékifi’fefis.
Ilit bilingual Srivaisnavaacaryas render distinctiveTamil phrases and thoughts
ml the alvars into Sanskrit and make it available for a pan-Indian audience.
the Tamil idiom is brought out in the familiar format ofa Sanskrit stotra. The
more popular of these stotra verses are incorporated along with the Tamil
verses of the alvars into temple and home rituals.

Raménuja’s Three Gadyas

Riiinanuja’s Three Gadyas share certain themes with the alvars’ Tamil verses
and even more with the later Sanskrit hymns to Visnu and to Sri, but they also
have some unique features. The most obvious one is that their devotional con-
ll'lll is expressed in prose that shares the emotional intensity of poetry but
lacks not only the formal requirements of Sanskrit verse but also its playful
spirit. There is no play of images, and there is no bantering wordplay between
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‘the devotee and the divine lover. Ramanuja’s mood is one of unremitting
praise. In these respects as well as in most of their vocabulary, the Gadyas are
just like his philosophical works. They are also like those other works in their
silence about the alvars, whereas many of the Sanskrit stotras make either
veiled or explicit acknowledgment of their indebtedness to Nammalvar. Since
these stotras were written by the teacher whom Ramanuja acknowledges as
his master (Yamuna) and by disciples who acknowledge the whole line of their
predecessors, emphatically including Ramanuja, we face a puzzling fact that

We of the Gadvgs as of Ramanuja s other works. Ramanujaintended his
philosoph1cal works to be convincing to an audienc\of Brahmin scholars out-
side the community, who might have been shocked by ascribing authority to
Tamil poems composed by poets of various castes. The Gadyas, however,
have always been used within the Srivaisnava community and are little known
outside it. It appears, therefore, that Ramanuja was such a conservative
Brahmin that when he was writing in Sanskrit he did not make any explicit
reference to anything not written in Sanskrit.

That distinctive silence makes it all the more striking that the Gadyas
do contain the devotional themes that we have noted in this chapter. The
exclusive devotion to the Lord and the yearning for fulfillment are often ac-
companied in both the Tamil and the Sanskrit poems by self—denigration, con-
fessions of sin, and appeal for the Lord’s grace. The stotras differ from the
alvars’ poems. we noted, by a greater willingness to approach the Lord
through intermediaries and by much greater emphasis on the joy of serving
the Lord than on the bliss of erotic union. There is a range ofdevotional moods
among both alvars and acaryas, to be sure, and the devoted wife provides a
model for devotion that encompasses eager service, passionate longing, and
joyous fulfillment. Nevertheless, there is clearly a change in emphasis in the
stotras, and it is one quite characteristic of Ramanuja’s devotion.

In the Sarunagati Gadya Ramanuja follows temgpracticeinfirsthumbly
approaching the goddess Sri and gaining her blessing before making his sur-
render to Lord Visnu (Narayana). Ramanuja uses Arjunas wordsin the Gita
in requesting the Lord’s forgiveness and Gandhari’s words in another pas-
sage in the Mahabharata in addressing the Lord as his “father, mother, friend,
teacher, wealth, knowledge," indeed as his “all." The Lord’s promises to his
devotees in various scriptural passages are also brought into the “conversa-
tion.“ In the Sri Rwiga Gadya Ramanuja admits he does not deserve the privi-
lege of service that he has requested since he is unable to practice bhaktiyoga
and possesses no other good quality. Therefore he takes refuge at Narayana‘s
lotus feet. The close relation of some phrases in the Vuikumha Gadyu to vari-
ous other stotras is shown in the notes.

The Dual Vedanta to which Pillan gave explicit recognition in his commen-
tary included not only the Sanskrit scriptures (Vedas, Epics. and Puranas) and
the alvars’ Tamil hymns, but also the sectarian Vaisnava Agamas and the writ-
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mus ol' the lirst generations of Srivaisnava teachers. Most of these writings
lu‘lot't' l’illan. at least those that survived, were written in Sanskrit. and they
hit luded both philosophical works in prose and more imaginative devotional
rlpt‘essitms in poetry. Ramanuja‘s Three Gadyas fall in the latter category,
rut-pt that they are not in verse but in prose. Ramanuja‘s prayer of surrender
In the .Sl'urumigati Gadya has a special place in this legacy. It became a model
to: later generations—and even more than a model. for his disciples were
IltllVillCCd that this prayer was answered. that the Lord accepted Ramanuja‘s
mnender and also accepted Ramanuja‘s disciples because of their connection
With him. There is little doubt that Pillar) felt this living link through Ramanuja,
mud II is therefore fitting to end this description of Pillan's double legacy with
u t-ondensed version of Ramanuja’s prayer of surrender .

1

() you who are opposed to all filth and are Entirely auspicious. your
essential nature is infinite consciousness and bliss. Your unique celestial
Iorm is a treasure trove of infinite qualities. You are an ocean of aus-
picious qualities of matchless excellence. You are adorned with celestial
ornaments and wear celestial weapons.

() Narayana, beloved consort of Sri and of Bhumi and Mia, your feet
are eternally waited upon by countless male and female attendants. You
are the Lord of Vaikuntha. Your sport consists in the origination, main-
tenance, and dissolution of the whole universe. You have eternally real-
l/L‘Ll all your desires and your will is ever accomplished. You are the
Supreme Brahman, the Supreme Person, who possesses the great realm
of your glory.

You are the refuge of the whole world. You dispel the distress of
those who bow to you and are entirely an ocean of motherly love to
those who lean on you for support. You always know the true nature and
condition of all created beings. You totally control both animate beings
and inanimate things.

You are the Owner (sesi) of all spiritual and material entities. You are
the support of the whole universe. You are the Master of the universe.
You are our Master, and you are different from everything else. You are
the friend of those in distress.
0 Narayana unitedwith Sri, refuge of those without refuge, l have no

other resort. 1 surrender myself and seek refuge at your two lotus-like
feet.

(Sttramigati Gudya)
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The First Commentary on Nammalvar’s
Tiruvaymoli: Tirukkurukai Pirfin

Pillan’s Six Thousand

Introduction

I'nllnn's commentary is the briefest1as well as the earliest of the written com-
nn-ntnrics on Nammalvar’s Tiruvaymoli. This first. commentary, believed to
lmvc hccn written at the specific request of Ramanuja, is considerably less
unnnlnrdixcd than its successors. There is great variety in the length of com-
nn-nls on particular verses, ranging from just a single sentence to the several
pngcs of comment on l.l.7, which include seventy—three quotations from
‘mnskril scriptures.I Apart from this comment and the comment on 4.10.1,
“Illt'll includes seventy—one Sanskrit verses, Pillan’s quotations from Sans-
lun or Tamil texts are relatively rare, either as proof texts or as literary
rrnhcllishments.

‘l‘hc Six Thousand is the earliest extant work written in the so-called mani-
lnnvnla style, the name indicating that the language consists of Sanskrit
'yynis" mixed with Tamil “coral." The sentences have a Tamil structure and
usually Tamil verbs but a great preponderance of Sanskrit nouns. Indeed the
words of Sanskrit origin outnumber the Tamil words by about two to one. In
”W subsequent commentaries on the Tiruvaymoli the proportion of Sanskrit
tnnllis decreases, but the mixed language in all of them is a reflection of the
novel character of these works. Commentaries on Sanskrit works, both sacred
and semi-secular, had been written for centuries. What is unusual in this case,
lmwcvcr, is the fact that a poetic work in a language other than Sanskrit was
mnsidcred by a community led by Brahmins to be of equivalent value to the
Sanskrit Veda and hence as worthy of a commentary as the books of the
Sanskrit Veda.

It was considered appropriate for the commentary to be in Tamil, the same
language as the verses, a language not far from the ordinary speech of most of
I'Illnn‘s non-Brahmin contemporaries. However, the particular dialect of
lnrnil spoken by Pillan and other Brahmins was quite different from this ordi-
nary Tamil because of the large number of Sanskrit words. The language of
this commentary, moreover, is that of a student familiar with Ramanuja’s lec-
tnrcs, and possibly with his teachings in written form. When some philosophi—
t'lli clarification is needed, it is provided in words similar or even identical to
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those of Ramanuja. often in long phrases consisting entirely of Sanskrit nouns
and adjectives. The later commentaries are also in manipravala, but the
Sanskrit is less prominent and more evenly distributed. The sentences are still
heavily Sanskritized but quite recognizably Tamil.

Pillan’s commentary thus appears to be the first written work in a style that
was to become characteristic of much of the writing and speaking in the
Srivaisnavacommunity during the subsequent centuries.2 Pillan’s rather pecu-
liar mixture of Tamil and Sanskrit is also an important anticipationgf the
Srivaisnava doctrinenofUbhaya Vedanta: the Dual Theology or the Theology
of the Dual Veda, consisting of scriptures in both Sanskrit and Tamil.

The Structure of the Commentary

Pillan tries to fit his comments to the structure of the poem. Unlike the later
commentators, he does not start with a general introduction, but he recognizes
the obvious division into sets of decads (actually eleven verses including the
phala sruti) by introducing each set before he comments on the first verse of
the decad. There are also hints, however, of the tripartite division present in
many Srivaisnava (and other Vedantic) philosophical works: tattva (reality,
here ontology), hita (way or means, here soteriology) and purusartha (goal of
human life, here eschatology or conception of final salvation). The suggestion
of this division does not come at the beginning of Pillan’s commentary but in
his introduction to some of the decads in the Tenth Hundred.‘ Wherever
the exact line of division may be, it is clear that he considers most of the
poem to be concerned with the means or path to salvation, and he interprets
Nammalvar as recognizing that the truly effective means is bhaktiyoga, the
concept in the Bhagavadgita so emphasized in the commentaries of Yamuna
and Ramanuja.

The poetic form of the Tiruvaymoli is known as antati: the last word of
each verse is the first word of the next verse, and the last word of the very last
verse, 10. ID. I l, is the first word of the first verse, l.l.l, thus completing the
poetic circle. Pillan sees a unity in the meaning of the poem corresponding to
the unbroken circle of its form. [n his introduction to each decad, he tries
to bring out the connection between the previous decad and the one just com-
mencing. For example, in the Fifth Hundred he links the fourth and fifth de-
cads with a passage discussing the relation between the praise of God in one
temple and the praise of God in another temple. Then the passage between the
seventh and eighth decads summarizes their similar content and notes their
connection.

Thus, the alvar, who is in Cirivaramankalam, could not obtain his de-
sired goal and is sunk [in grief]. Now thinking deeply about the divine
knowledge that he has gained, that is, that the Lord’s sacred fiowerlike
feet are his way and his goal (prapakamum prapyamum), he becomes
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Hill" and goes to Tirukkutantai. Not gaining a union with the Lord here,
either. he falls down [in grief] and cries aloud.

(5.8 intro.)

”It' commentator interprets the poet’s moving on from one sacred place to
MIUIIICI‘ as being caused both by his frustration and by the knowledge he has
pIIIIIt-tl. The frustration at the first temple is in not gaining intimate (erotic)
lltlltlll with the Lord. He does, however, reflect on the knowledge he has
.mIIIetl that “The Lord’s fiowerlike feet are both my way and my goal." This
knowledge, which is the basis for later Srivaisnavas’ reliance on God’s grace
In III-complish their salvation, has a sufficiently calming effect on the poet, as
I'lllttll interprets the matter, so that Nammalvar goes on to another temple.
”we too. however, he tries to gain‘intimate union with the Lord and cries
ItiUlltl when he is again disappointed. Even though the knowledge he has
named is considered a Divine gift, it is not enough to satisfy the poet; he con-
tIIIIIt's to yearn for complete union.

Many of Pillan’s connecting passages are more perfunctory and less il-
IIIIIIIIIIIting than this one. for the link between decads is not always clear, and
I'IIIIIII seeks to make his comments as brief as possible. Since he does not
iM'Mlll with the general introduction that starts each of the later commentaries,
lmwcver, we have to attend to these connecting passages to each decad in
tlltlt‘r to discover Pillan’s sense of the dynamic movement within the poem.

Translating Tamil into Sanskrit

Many of the distinctive features of Pillan’s style as a commentator stem from
it“ understandingof the scriptural authority or revelational significance of the
nlIIt-ct of his commentary. If, as his community believes, the Tiruvaymoli has
authority comparable to the Sanskrit Vedas and expresses the same saving
IIIItII its meaningought to be elucidatedIn the precise philosophical language
tit' Vt lopedIn the commentaries on the Vedas, more specifically the summing
IIII ot the meaning of theUpanisads invthe commentaries on the Vedanta
\ntrus. Pillan’s teacher Ramanuja had written three such commentaries. uti-
II/IIIg the ideas and specific terms of his Srivaisnava predecessors Nathamuni
Illlti Yamuna as well as the general Vedantic vocabulary of twenty to thirty
III-IIcertions of previous commentators. In this case, however, Pillan recog-
III/es that since the poem is in Tamil the commentary should also be in Tamil,
|"V( II it the paraphraseIs in a Tamil filled with Sanskrit philosophical terms.
lhough two- thirds of the words areSanskrit the commentary is considered

by the author and by the entire Srivaisnava community to beIn Tamil. Some
nt thcsc Sanskrit words had already been part of Tamil for centuries, espe-
tltliiy the Tamil of the Brahmins, but even long Sanskrit compounds are not
tell to be out of place in a Tamil sentence. They are considered appropriate to
upress the precise meaning of the Tamil poems. The reverse is not the case.

.__‘—
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.however. Words from the local vernacular are not allowed in Sanskrit writing.
Sanskrit is samskna. the culturally refined or polished language. with ver-
bal forms generated by its own special rules from its own eternal Vedic roots.
I! must remain pure. It is true that there was an ancient notion of a pure
Tamil faithful to its own distinctive grammar and syntax, a notion that has
recently been brought back in the modern Tamil cultural revival. ln Pillan’s
time and cultural milieu however Sanskrit hasgreater prestige than Tamil It
is the language of revelation (srutI). ot the eternal Veda The Way Pillan
quotes from Sanskrit and Tamil sources illustrates this difference. Unlike
many other commentators. Pillan concentrates his citations from the Sanskrit
scriptures in comments on only a few verses. Most notable are the seventy-
three verses in 1.1.7 in support of the doctrine that God ensouls the universe
and the seventy-one verses in 4.lO.l affirming the supremacy of Visnu-
Narayana.‘ In view of this imbalance and the lack of any general notion of
authoritative scriptures in Tamil, the high view Pillan has of the Tiruvaymoli
itself is all the more remarkable. Pillar) only once quotes from another alvar’s
hymn the way he occasionally does from the Sanskrit scriptures, but he does
occasionally quote from other verses in the Tiruvaymoli. This may mean that
the Tiruvaymoli is the only Tamil poem that Pillan considers equivalent to the
Sanskrit Vedas. However, there is one exception that should leadrus to hesitate
in reaching this conclusion.

This is in the paraphrase of 2.1.6, where he quotes the Lord’s words given
in Tirumankai alvar’s Periya Tirumoli 9.3.3, “0 innocent girl! I shall not be
separated from you." He then immediately goes on to cite a few words from
two Sanskrit texts (one the words of Rama in the Ramayana, the other the
words of Krishna in the Gita) that Srivaisnavasconsider key verses in the doc-
trine of prapatti (humble surrender to God). This strongly suggests that he
considers Tirumankai’s verse containing the Lord’s words in Tamil to have the
same scriptural authority as the Sanskrit words of Rama and Krishna re-
spectively. A second possible exception is Pillan’s use of the expression Tiru-
pallantu ([Live for] "many auspicious years") familiar to all Srivaisnavas. It
is not clear whether Pillan uses the greeting with scriptural authority (Peri-
yalvar‘s hymn) or simply as a pious expression equivalent to “Blessed be the
Lor " or “God be praised.”

The most characteristic linguistic shift in Pillan's paraphrases is from a
Tamil dominated by verbs to a Tamil filled with Sanskrit compounds and
nominal phrases. Pillan’s frequent use of phrases reminiscent of Ramanuja is
one indicationof his acceptance and utilization in this commentary of the views
of his teacher. which we shall examine in more detail in chapter I 1.

Why does Pillan s paraphrase seem so different from the original poem?
Clearly the shift to prose and the use of Sanskrit equivalents for the Tamil
words in the poem are important reasons, but there is at least one other. Pillan
thinks that Nammalvar is responding to questions in the minds of his listeners.
Thus Pillan frequently writes. “If it is asked . the alvar replies. “
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Hm notion of question and answer is itself a product of the scholastic com.-
im-nlurial tradition, butThere is no reason to suppose that Pillan uses this form
utnnply as a literary device. He doubtless believes that Nammalvar. as a great
lt'm'llcr of divine truth, would anticipate the questions of those he was ad-
ulu-ssing. The fact that the poetry is dramatic or even lyrical does not prevent
H, m l’illan’s understanding, from also being didactic. This, after all, is how
llmlunin scholars have treated much of the poetry in the Sanskrit scriptures,
lwginning with the Vedic hymns themselves.

“Translating” Poetic Images into Concepts

Interpreting poetry in prose is the task of much commentary, both aesthetic
nml rcligious. There are some examples in the Sfivaisnava tradition of poetic
works commenting on and certainly inspired by earlier poetry, but generally
t mnmcntary is in the language of conversation, which is prose. When conver-
mtlmn is used for clarification it tends to move from images to concepts. Tra-
tlmonal Hindu commentators did not suffer from any modern Western doubts
about the possibility of translating images into concepts, but neither were they
no overconfident as to allow the translation to replace the original. It is the
poetry itself that has revelatory significance and salvific power. The commen-
tary is enlightened and empowered by that poetry and therefore intends to be
as faithful to its meaning as possible. It is important to emphasize this, since
hum our modern perspective the difference between commentary and original
put-tn may be more evident than their affinity. Generations of Srivaisnavas,
however, have believed that the commentaries only bring out the meaning of
the verses, and in particular help those who recite or listen to the verses better
In savor their distinctive flavor.
()nc function of such a prose commentary is to spell out in greater detail

the points briefly stated or alluded to in the verse. Here is a typical example:

Worshiping the Lord,
who runs the seven worlds alone from heaven,
who has undecaying fortune,
who rules with great capacity,
who split the angry beast,

until my hands feel comfortable.
Praising him . . . ,

ls there any need lunfulfilledl in seven
generations

for one who has the capacity to say
garlands of words [for the Lord]?

Sing Tirupallantu (lLive for] “many auspicious years") to the Lord,
who graciously wills that his rule of all the worlds should originate from
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[his seat] on the Primordial Serpent in the supreme heaven; who by one
thousandth part of his will rules all the worlds; who has unique, eternal,
faultless, unsurpassed, auspicious qualities, and is perfect in every way.
In order to protect his devotees, he always destroys their enemies. With
such a nature he descended to the house of Vasudeva. “Sing thus and
bow in such a way that all the weariness in my hands will vanish,” says
the alvar. [He continues], “I have the great fortune to sing the
Tiruvaymoli. Now 1 need nothing.”

(4.5. I)

In many verses Pillan has difficulty conveying a poetic figure of speech in a
straightforward prose “translation." Sometimes the meaning is kept but the
forceful image is lost. We see this in Pillan’s comment on 3.5.3.

To protect the cowherds and all the cows,
from the rain and the stones,
the Lord lifted up the mountain.

Those who do not sing continuously
turn somersaults, dance in joy
and spread the word of this Lord,

are worthless beings sunk deep,
toiling in miserable hell.

Those few who do not become excited (aprakrtinga) when thinking of
the one who has the great virtue (maha guna) of enjoying protecting
cattle and other beings who are ignorant of [God's] aid (upakarabhijfia)
are equal to those who experience Raurava and other hells.

(3.5.3)

The commentator here also adds an idea that was to have central impor-
tance in subsequent Srivaisnava theology, especially in its Tenkalai formu-
lation. This is the idea that the Lord enjoys “protecting cattle and other
creatures that do not recognize his help.” The Lord enjoys helping those who
are incapable of repaying him and who are not even aware of his aid. This idea
is extended in the striking Tenkalai metaphor of the mother cow’s enjoyment
of—indeed, frenzied excitement at—the opportunity to lick clean her new-
born calf. ln Nammalvar’sverse the excitement is on the part of the devotees
thinking about the sheer grace and maternal affection of such a magnificently
generous Lord. If one is not moved “to turn somersaults," one really deserves
no better fate than some loathsome hell.

One striking poetic term is that of the thief. Pillar) is not shocked by the
poet calling the Lord a “thief” (cf. 9.6.3 and 9.6.5, quoted in chapter 12),
since in the context of Divine-human love “stealing my heart” has the same
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"ruining as in Western romantic language. In one verse, however, the lovesick
mil (representing the poet) is referred to by her mother as “my little thief,”
though it is she who experiences cruelty. It is interesting to see what the com-
mentatordoes with this verse.

[The words of the mother]:
“My inner soul is parched,

my dear on ,

my gracious one!"
she cries; and then:
“And you recline on the flood!”
O, the cruelty experienced

by my little thief! -«

Since she is grief-stricken at being separated from God and cannot bear
that distress, she says, “My Karina!” just as thirsty people say, “Water,
water!" And then she says, “You recline on the floods.” [The mother
says], “How did this girl whose beauty is capable of conquering even
the Lord become so entangled in his qualities?"

(2.4.7)

The meaning of the girl 's thievery is made explicit: her “beauty is capable
nt conqueringeven the Lord," but it is she who has become so “entangled” in
the Lord‘s attractive and enthralling qualities that she cannot bear her separa-
tum from her Divine lover. Pillar) shortens the phrase in the verse, “My inner
will is parched, my dear one, my gracious," to the short cry, “My Karina
tKrishna)!" said with the same force as the thirsty person cries “Water,
water!" In this case both poet and commentator impose one image on another:
Itchind the Divine lover who becomes so involvedwith the human devotee is
the all-sufficientLord of the universe, surrounded by milk, in the midst of the
t‘usmic flood. In this case, therefore, Pillar] leaves out the striking phrase “my
little thief” but manages to make more explicit the complicated double image
ul the verse.

In commenting on some verses, Pillan gives the symbolic or theological
equivalents of the terms used in the verse. A special case of this is in his com—

ment on 8.2.7, where the verse contains a list of names of God (Visnu-
Nurtiyana). Pillan indicates the meaning of this list of proper names with a list
ol Divine attributes or qualities, all of which also appear separately in his
t'mnments on a large number of verses.S This inclusion of a whole list of
cquivalencies occurs only rarely in Pillan’s commentary. It is as close as he
(times to a full-blown allegorical interpretation, in which each item men-
tioned in a particular verse has its true meaning in a higher, spiritual realm.
Neither Pillan's commentary nor any of the three great commentaries follow-
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ing Pillar) has such a systematic allegorical scheme. Such allegory first ap-
'

pears in the Srivaisnava tradition more than two centuries after Pillan.
In the following chapters a number of attempts at harmonization will be-

come evident. The comments on two verses in 6.3 illustrate this tendency to
resolve apparently conflicting doctrines in the verses. The most frequently uti-
lized principle in such harmonization is to see paradoxical contraries as the
diverse expressions of the Lord’s cosmic body. Pillar] repeats the words “pov-
erty and wealth, hell and heaven . . . enmity and friendship, poison and am-
brosia" in 6.3.l as “My Lord is the inner soul (antaratma bhuta) of poverty
and wealth, hell and heaven, enmity and friendship, poison and ambrosia.“
Interestingly, the paraphrase of the fifth verse in the decad (6.3.5) simply
restates the paradoxical list of Divine qualities: “My Lord whose form is

straight and crooked, white and black, truth and lies, youth and age, new and
old. . . In the paraphrase of the next verse (6.3.6), Pillar) explicitly intro-
duces his harmonizing principle:

. . . He is the indweller of all the worlds, love and hate, Laksmi and
anti—Laksmi, praise and blame; he fills all auspicious (kalyana) and
filthy (heya) things; and he is their inner soul. . . . he is without stain. If
it is asked, how is this possible? [the alvarl says: It is because he has
entered my filthy heart and is still not affected by the evil; he is the un-
surpassed flame.

(6.3.6)

The fact that the commentary is in prose and shares the concern of much
prose discourse for rational precision and consistency does not mean, how-
ever, that the commentator is unaware of the poetic character of his subject or
that his own comments lack affinity with that poetry.

Pillar) is well aware. moreover, of the different dramatic voices that Nam-
malvar uses throughout the poem, and, as we shall see in chapter 8, he tries to
interpret the meaning of individual verses or decads according to the specific
mood of each distinct dramatic dialogue. There is one poetic image that oc-
curs so frequently and in such important contexts that it is a crucial metaphor
in the entire poem. This is the image of eating, swallowing, or even devour-
ing. It is, indeed, so important that we shall devote all of chapter 12 to exam-
ining its ramifications.

The Commentator’sView of the Poem as a Whole

Since Pillar) does not begin his commentary with a general introduction, it is
difficult to determine his overall view of the Tiruvaymoli. Because of his own
view of the commentators role, he tries to allow the poem to speak for itself
by paraphrasing each verse and summarizing the significance of each decad.
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WI' could therefore ask: what does Pillan understand Nammalvar to be saying
tlunugh the verses themselves about the signilicance of the entire poem?
()ne place to look for such overviews is in the commentaries on the phala

mitts. the extra (usually eleventh) verse attached to each decad that, following
um lutliiin literary convention, indicates the benefit or “fruit” (phala) from re-
tttmg or listening to the previous set of ten verses. The phala srutis are an
lttlt‘pJ'tlI part of the poem, for they are part of the antati chain (the first word
telx-itting the last word or syllable of\the previous verse, etc.).

A good example is 4.9.1 1, coming at the end ofa decad full of yearning for
the Lord and a plea for the Lord’s gracious presence.

These ten verses
on the sacred feet of the Lord

out of the thousand Tamil versés
composed by Kurukur Cataképan

with the goal of reaching
the sacred feet of Narayana,
Kesava, the radiant flame,

will make one reach the sacred feet.
Reach the sacred feet
and be united with them!

This Iiruvdymoji. which praises the Lord out of the wondrous love of
seeing him, will by itself cause those who recite it to obtain the Lord’s
Ieet. [The alvar] says: be attached to his sacred feet like the lines
on them.

(4.9.1 1)

Here the commentator adds a striking image (the unity of the lines on the feet
With the feet themselves) and accurately paraphrases the apparently extrava-
will promise of the verse. The commentator shares the poet's confidence in
the saving power of the poetic words themselves. For both author and com-
im-ntator. the significance of the poem may lie not so much in the delineation
nl 1111 intellectuallycoherent vision as in the communication of salvific power,
and that power is communicated unit by unit in the very act of recitation.
“we may be hyperbole in the description of each specific fruit, but by such
livperbole the importance of reciting the Tiruvaymoli is made dramatically ap-
parent. Near the end of the poem, for example. in a decad that describes the
heavenly goal or sacred land (Tirunatu). Pillan paraphases the phala sruti as
|o||t)WS: “Heaven (Tirunatu) is under the orders of those who recite these ten
verses” (10.8.11).

l’illan is confident that the poem he is paraphrasing and explaining is a very
special one. in which the Lord inspires the poet and speaks through the poet‘s
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words. This is not because of the inclusion of discourses by the Lord, as in
the Bhagavadgita, still less because of any thundering “Thus saith the Lord"
passages, as in the Hebrew prophets. The poet docs speak as different per-
sons. with different voices: these are all human voices, speaking the human
language of “sweet Tamil." In several verses, however, Nammalvar clearly
states his belief that the Lord is speaking through the words of his verses, that
the Lord is entering and using him to sing the Tiruvaymoli. Pillan’s comments
on this subject of divine inspiration or revelation follow directly from the con-
tent of several of Nammalvar’s verses.

The decad that deals most explicitly with this subject is 7.9, which is in-
cluded in its entirety in Part Four. Pillan anticipates the content of the verses to
follow in his introduction: “The Lord enters the alvar and speaks (sings) the
Tiruvaymoli through him." The first verse of the decad has been quoted in

chapter I. Pillan interprets Nammalvar to mean that the Lord makes the poet
his own by purifying him every day, taking him as an instrument and by his
omnipotence and radiance causing him to sing the Tiruvaymoli (7.9.1). By the
same indwelling presence that enables the Lord to accomplish the creation,
maintenance. and destruction of the world through actions of the lower gods,
“He took me as an instrument and graciously sang the Tiruvaymoli" (7.9.2).

In the sixth verse Nammalvar sings, “Not just singing poems to exalt him-
self through the great poets who sing sweet songs, today he came so joyously,
made himself [one] with me, and through me sings mighty songs about him-
self. My Lord of heaven!" Pillan’s paraphrase shifts the emphasis: it is the
Lord who does not sing about himself through the great poets, and the Lord is
“the poet who is not limited by the Vedas or by himself.” Pillan’s paraphrase
of verse 9 says that having taken Nammalvar, the Lord and the Goddess
(Laksmi) sing the poem. and the paraphrase of verse ten includes the line,
“You thus took me and graciously sang the Tiruvaymoli."

In l0.6.4 Pillar] follows the verse closely in virtually repeating the senti-
ments expressed in 7.9.5 above: “Without regarding my insignificance, using
me as an instrument, the Lord uttered the Tiruvaymoli. ls Heaven (Tirunatu)
any better than my good fortune in his taking me and making me say the
Tiruvaymoli?”

In the introduction to the next decad (10.7) Pillan puts this idea of Divine
revelation in his own words: “The Lord who mingled with the alvar and lis-
tened to the alvar does as the alvar said and [thus] makes himself conformable
to the alvar‘s words."

Although this exalted view of the Tiruvaymoli would seem to move di-
rectly towards the Srivaisnava doctrine of Ubhaya Vedanta, Pillan‘s most ex-
tensive comment on the nature of the Vedas makes clear that the Tamil
“scripture" is not simply identical with the Sanskrit scriptures. Here is his
expanded paraphrase:



The First Commentary on Numumlvur‘s 'l'iruvaymoli (it)

”re Vedas. which are transhumzm and which are l‘aultless. exalt and
proclaim the soul of the Supreme Person who is difficult to obtain. [The
Supreme Person] is the supreme goal and the medicine for all the sorrow
ol people still in transitory existence. He is also known by the human
beings who with ascetic prowess, wisdom, and yogic attainment have
nll their sins destroyed and in whom has arisen devotion towards his sa-
l'l't‘tl feet. I got to know the Lord, without there being any reason for it,
says the alvar, that is, without any re' son I have come to know him who
cuuuot be known as he really is by t e Vedas and those who know the
Vedas.

(9.3.3)

llu- emphasis in Pillan’s comment is1on the Lord and the knowledge of the
I nl‘tl. It is the function of the Vedas “to make known and exalt the Supreme
I't'rson," yet Pillan’s final sentence interpreting Nammalvar’s words clearly
miles that Nammalvar has come to a knowledge of the Lord far superior to
Vt'tllL' knowledge, for the Lord “cannot be known as he really is by the Vedas
«ml those who know the Vedas.“ This would suggest that Nammalvar's words
'nllnllltl supersede the Vedas. That does not happen in the Srivaisnava tradition,
but the commentarial tradition certainly lifts the Tiruvaymoli to a level equal
In the superhuman Vedas, and, incredible as it might seem in a tradition so
dominated by Brahmins, sometimes even higher than the Vedas and the entire
\‘imskrit tradition of sacred lore.
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§PAltliough Pillan takes seriously his task of writing a commentary on particular

y.” .5“ 3 verses of the Tiruvaymoli, he also makes a number of summary statements of
, xix ~ Srivaisnavadoctrines. The phrases in these statements are often very close to
V“ \‘

GI \those of his teacher Ramanuja, and he shares Ramanuja’s tendency to turn
WV} brief doxologies into short credos. Here is one example:

- The Lord is the controller (niyanta) of meritorious (punya) and sinful
If E (papa) deeds (karma), and of the results (phala) of deeds. He is the

.

'

'3, 7 cause of the entire earth, has the divine form of the unsurpassed glow of
3.5" \f «a blue gem and has eyes like the lotus leaf. He is worshipped by Sesa
‘5, N (the primordial serpent) and . . . other angelic beings (suris). Worship

.
-' \Q; him with superlative bhakti, without the defects of egoism, and withoutWE 3‘. being associated with an th' th t"d‘ t' tf h' '.l\ act . y mg a is 15 me mm m.

x [:HA (3.5. IO)

«(4 A different kind of general statement is that contained in the unique decad
2.7, which actually consists of thirteen verses, one for each of the twelve
names of God (Visnu), plus the usual phala sruti.Z Interestingly, the brief in-

“ troductory statement points not to the specific content of the names but to their
9? significance for Nammalvar‘s followers: "These verses discuss the meanings

X [ relevant to the fact that because of the affection [the Lord] has for me [that is,
R;

,

the alvarl even those who are associated with me [the alvarl are accepted gra-
,r/ ,5 ciously by him.“ Here are some lines from Pillan’s paraphrases:

:9“ JJ By . . . Narayana who is Lord of all, master of the never-tiring immor-
$.5ka tals, and my master, those who are associated with me for several gen-

erations become those whose only enjoyment is the Lord.
(2.7.1)

lsvara is the inner soul of all beings, the Lord of all the worlds and the
meaning of all the Vedas.

(2.7.2)

70
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With unsurpassed beauty . . . its one who is accessible to those who
tnke refuge [in him], the Lord of supreme compassion entered and
\ltlthl in me, and by banishing [my] faults obstructing our union, he
became my supreme enjoyment.

(2.7.3)

Thus he enters into me, . . . makes me sing and dance [proclaiming] his
lordship over all, his dependence bn his devotees and his essential na—

ture. lle corrects me, accepts me, and . . . even takes those connected
with me, uniting them with his auspicious feet.

(2.7.4)
1

The Supremacy of Visnu-Natfiyana
A major theme of the commentary, sometimes in a mood of sheer praise,
Mllllt‘lllllCS in a more argumentative mood, isNammalvar‘s exaltation of the
\uprcme Lord, the true God, Visnu-Narayana. We see this clearly in Pillan’s
t moment on the very first verse of the poem through a paraphrase that draws
'lt'thlly on Ramanuja’s language.

The alvar with his holy soul experiences the Supreme Person as he
icully is. This is the Supreme Person who has transcendent, extraordi-
utiry. [and] divine ornaments, weapons, consorts, and attendants; and
whose sport is the creation, development, [and destruction] of this
universe.

The alvar speaks as he experiences the love that arises from his being
with the Lord. [The alvar says]: [The Lord] is wholly opposed to all
luults, and [is characterized] by the statement “He who has the bliss a
thousand times that of human beings" (Taittiriya Upanisad 2.8. l). [The
Lord] is an immense ocean of infinite bliss that is multiplied a thou-
suntll‘old and other auspicious attributes. He who has this bliss and other
auspicious attributes further has that great quality, like gold having a
lrugrance, of making himself known to me, without any reason, so that
there is not even a trace (literally, “‘whiff”) of ignorance. [He arouses
In] me unsurpassed bhakti toward his sacred feet. This Lord who has all
tiuspicious attributes shows his generosity to Sesa, Garuda, and other
utnumerable divine beings who are naturally and wholly without fault
and who have unflickering wisdom. His flowerlike feet have the inher-
ent nature of dispelling all sorrows of his devotees. . . .

(l . l . 1)

Pillar) interprets the next verse to be about the essential nature of the Lord’s
tlivine (celestial) self. The main point of these definitions is to distinguish the

/’l
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Lord from all other entities and to make clear the superiority to all finite be-
ings of the Lord who is “opposed to everything defiling” and “wholly and
infinitely auspicious” (heya pratyanika and kalyanaikatanataya, two favorite
phrases of Ramanuja). The Lord

is different from the non-sentient things that are known by our sense
organs, . . . is different [lit., “of a different genus"] from the essential
nature of the extremely pure soul known by the inner organ that has
been made extremely pure by the practice of yoga.‘ [He] has no equal in
the three\times . .has no equal or superior, [his] essential nature is

M (Wildlywisdom nd bliss . . . [and] is my support.
v.) (l.l.2)1,

In a similar way Pillar) sees the third verse as a description of

the wealth of the universe which belongs to the Lord whose essential
nature, auspicious qualities, and realm are distinct from all other en-
tities. . . . The Lord [who] is the soul of everything, including the
earth. firmament. all worlds, animate beings, and inanimate things,
who is the owner of all things, who is the soul of the universe, but . . .

is free from their shortcomings, . . . is pure. His . . . [dominion] is
such as to control the universewhich is his body, but he is different from
everything.

(l.l.3)

A different kind of assertion of Visnu-Narayana‘s supremacy is contained
in those comments that speak of Lord Visnu‘s superiority to all other deities.
especially the two other deities in the trimurti (Brahma and Siva) and the chief
Vedic gods, lndra and Agni. Thus Pillar), citing a number of verses from
Scripture in support, says of l. l .8 that “this verse refutes those who hold het-
erodox doctrines, who identify the Lord described in Scripture with Brahma
who creates or Siva (Rudra) who destroys." Commenting on 2.2.2, Pillar)
quotes Visnu Purana l.22.2|, “Except for Hari [Visnu] who is the guardian
of all, no one is able to protect me," and then continues, “The protector who
banished the great sin (papa) of Rudra [that is, enabling him to lose the skull
of Brahma that had stuck to his wrist since he had cut off Brahma’s fifth head]
became the lion [that is, Krishna the fierce protector] of the cowherds and, by
dispelling the sin of all the worlds became the protector (savior) of all."

Another comment is more extensive and more striking:

Praise the lotus-eyed Lord
Who is the form of the three gods
Whois the first among the first three
Who removes curses ’ ‘
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Who lies on the deep ocean
Who is the Lord of the divine beings
Whose bow burnt the beautiful Lanka and
Who destroys our sins.

“It: Lord . . . is thus in the form of the trimurti. He is the support of
lliiihma, Rudra, and lndra who bring forth all the worlds. He saves
them from the danger of the demons who cause grief and who steal their
Vedas. He has the Sea of Milk as His abode. Being all this, with the
Intention of being a refuge, he descended as the son of Das’aratha [i.e.,
ltunial. Though a man. by virtue of his bodily form, personal qualities,
uiiinil‘cstations [incarnations], and deeds, he is as different from the
llowcrl divine beings as they are from human beings. His only enjoy-
ment is expelling the enemies of his devotees. . .,.

(3.6.2)

l'wo other comments bring out two related facets of Pillan’s treatment of
this topic. In a comment in the first decad Pillan agrees that lndra and other
duties do have the power to grant worldly benefits (including svarga, the
lower and temporary heaven within the continuing cycle of births and deaths)
to those who perform the scripturally prescribed rituals. This is because “it is
the Supreme Person himself who is the inner soul of lndra and other divine
brings and becomes the one propitiated by all rituals" (l.l.5). Pillan then
ptlt'H on to give a long list of scriptural verses, many of them already quoted
lw Ruinfinuja to establish the same point.

‘I'Iic second comment closely follows the sense .of the verse.

The divine beings with whom you take refuge are merely mediators of if)the Lord’s protection. . . . When scripture says that [these gods] are —

worthy of being worshiped, it means only that the Supreme Person is
their inner controller. He has them as his body, and he receives all [sac-
iiliciall action (karma) and worship.‘

(5.2.7)

this comment comes in the middle of one of the most triumphal decads in the
lii'uvaymoli, that celebrating the spread of the devotion and the breaking of
lllt' power of the present evil age (Kali Yuga). This gives the context for
l'illzm‘s comment three verses later in the same decad:

Brahma. (the four—faced one), Siva (Pasupati). lndra. and other divine
beings, by taking refuge in the Lord, become guardians of the world. So
if you should also take refuge in the Lord. there would be no more
Kali Yuga.

(5.2. l0)

file? ,”We” ‘
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The parallel between the poet and the lesser gods is taken even further in a
verse already cited in chapter 5 above: Just [as the Lord existed] as the soul
of Brahma, Rudra, and other deities and caused creation and destruction, [sol
“He took me as an instrument and graciously sang the Tiruvaymoli" (7.9.2).
These gods, like human devotees. have "taken refuge" in Lord Visnu to attain
salvation, and the Lord is their inner controller as he is that of every soul, but
what is special about Nammalvar's vocation, according to Pillan, is that, just
as the Lord creates the world using Brahma as his instrument, so he sings the
Tiruvaymoli using the poet as his instrument.

The central theme of the last decad in the Fourth Hundred is the supremacy
of Visnu-Narayana. For this reason we are including all of 4. [0 in Part Four.
Some of the verses and their commentaries are similar to the verses already
cited. 4.10.8 closely resembles 5.2.7, which we have just quoted. A con-
densed version of the commentary on three of the verses is worth includ-
ing here.

“Is there a Lord other than Narayana?" asks the alvar of those who are
devoted to lesser gods. [He is the support, controller, and owner of
these other gods and is worshiped by them] (4.10.l). But then why
should Narayana make us take refuge in other gods? . . . [He has done
so because] if everyone were to be liberated, this world . . . would
cease to function. Thus, to ensure the continuation of this world [the
Lord has arranged] that you who have done evil deeds will . . . resort to
other gods and go through births and deaths. [Now that you know this]
go to the Lord immediately and take refuge in him, so you can stop the
wheel of birth and death and obtain [the privilege of] loving service to
the Supreme Person (4.10.6). What have you achieved by resorting to
other gods from beginningless lime? Leave them and take refuge with
the . . . Lord.

(4.10.7)

The same sentiments are expressed in Pillan’s comment on the very last
verse of the poem, the final phala sruti: “the . . . verses of Kurukur Catakopan
who obtained the Lord and who passionately spoke of the Lord as the inner
soul of Brahma, Rudra, and all other souls” (10.10.11).

The Divine Consorts

The self—designationiS’rivaisnav“ not found in any of Ramanuja’s Sanskrit
writings, occurs seveFal'fifnes in Pillan’s Commentary. It means those who
worship (or follow, or belong to) Visnu in conjunction with his consort Sri,
the Auspicious One, which is another name for Laksmi, the goddess of
wealth. In fact, Srivaisnavas recognize three goddesses who are the consorts

5N"
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ul Visnu-Narayana. In addition to the “(lreat Mother," as she is called in
lumll (l’eriya Piratti), who is always recognized as the first consort, are Bhu,
Ilw goddess earth. and Nappinnai, KLis‘lma’sgcgwherdwjrfefiin the Tamil ver-
nton ol' the Krishna story, whose Sanskrit name is Nila. Onceiwherethe verse
nu-utions only Sri (Tirumakal) and Bhu as the Lorfi goddesses (devi), Pillar)
pulupltrases “You who are the Lord (and lover, nayakan) of Laksmi, Bhu and
Nllu.” ‘ The wives of Visnu in his various incarnations or descents (avatara)
mr considered incarnations of Sri, though occasionally some distinction is
mmlc between the Goddess in her supl'eme form and in her incarnational
lotm. especially as Sita.

111ch is also the woman-saint Antal, who is said to have been married to
the Image form of the Lord (Lord Ranga) at the Srirangam Temple. Like the
male alvars, Antal is treated as a human figure of special rank because of the
I uul's special favor, and therefore worthy of worship; but she is not a fourth
ultvmc consort. Sometimes shgis considered as an incarnation of Bhfi. Nap-
pmnai (Nila) is definitely third in\ra_rtkjand migthEem—to’be equivalent to
lmslina‘s other wives, or to Rama‘s wife Sita, but she is frequently, though
not always, mentioned with the other two divine consorts. Likewise Bhu is
also the wife of the incarnation Varaha, the giant boar who rescued her (the
with) from the demons. Such inconsistencies in the scheme seem not to have
troubled Pillan or any other Srivaisnav'afior does there seem to have been
any problem of jealousy between the goddesses themselves, or between the
goddesses on the one side and the passionate human devotees of the Lord,
notably Nammalvar himself, on the other.

There was a later dispute among Srivaisnavas concerning the ontological
ntulus of Sri, the Tenkalais holding that she is the most exalted of all finite
wuls. while the Vatakalais hold that she is a part of ultimate Godhead, and
thus infinite rather than finite. This theoretical difference does not seem to
have affected the practical significance of the goddesses for all Srivaisnavas.
llley are almost always iconically represented along with Visnu, and their
luvor (especially that of Sri) is prayed for by the devotee before he or she ap-
puoaches Visnu himself.
()ne significant comment is the following.

The radiant One,
infinitely blissful,
infinitely handsome,

is captivated by the delightful spell of the
Lady of the Lotus.

My father is infinitely wise,
with infinite wisdom, he acts.

I clasped the feet of Kannan who is
infinitely wonderful.

I am without grief.
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,
[The Lord] has not [even] a touch of sorrow. He is auspicious and ex-
ceedingly radiant. Because of the love born of his constant union with
Sri, who is exceedingly tender and beautiful and possesses other fully
auspicious qualities, he is excited. Because of this union he possesses
unsurpassed divine knowledge. With this knowledge and Sri he creates
the world, etc. as his sport. After clasping the auspicious feet of this
“Wondrous Lord of Beautiful Dvaraka,” all my sorrows were expelled.

(3.108)

In his very high view of Sri,Pi11a1_1 seems to expand the suggestion of the
verse. Later Srivaisnava theology generally associates Sri with the salvific
but not the creative work of God, possibly to make more explicit a distinction
between Sri and the various saktis (“creative energies") conceived as consorts
or partners of Lord Siva. On the other hand in one verse Laksmi and her elder
sister “Anti-Laksmi” (that15, misfortune) are mentioned1n a series of con-
trasting elements in the universe, in all of whom the Lord is the indweller
(6.3.6). Here Pillar] closely paraphrases the verse itself.

At the end of a decad in which the poet assumes the role of the love-sick
maiden, the maiden’s friend speculates, “Perhaps she is Pinnai; perhaps this is
the Lady of the Earth; or perhaps it is the Auspicious Lady (Laksmi) who is
reborn here?” P1115113 paraphrases this part of the verse as follows:

Is this girl who is drowning in the flood of her longing for the Lord, the
Lady Nappinnai? Or is she the Lady of the Earth? Or could she be the
Great Lady (Sri)? No, we know that it is our friend by her exceeding
love.

(6.5.10)

An important reference to Sri by Pillan is in the verse he interprets as Nam-
malvar’s decisive act of surrender or to “taking refuge” in the Lord (6.10.10,
included in Part Four). The verse starts as follows: “0 you on whose breast
resides the lady of the flower who says, ‘1 cannot move away from him even
for a second,‘ ” and proceedswith further invocations up to the conclusion “1,
your servant, who am without shelter, sat at your feet and entered [your safe
haven] Pillan brings these two sentences together: “1,‘ your servant, who am
without refuge and without any other goal, having the Divine Mother as the
mediator (purusakara), took refuge at your sacred feet” (6.10. 10). In Pillan’s

1
commentary, the term purusakdm is used in other ways, to refer to the media-\\ tion of other deities through whom one worships Visnu or the mediation of
Srivaisnavas. The comment on 6.10.10, however, is the first reference in

1‘1“"fro/y
I

)7 Srivaisnava literary tradition to the mediation of the Goddess Sri. Full of com-
passion and motherly affection, Sri might be expected to win for the suppliant

, :9 a ‘ the favor of the Lord in whose nature paternal love is balanced by the resolve
0\S’\, to do justice. Because the need for such a mediator, who reinforces father love

(fffi/lyt’
;



“till mother love is not made explicit until two generations after Pillan, his
um ot the term purusakara is signitieant. It is not used in Yamunas short
hymn to Sri oreven in Ramanuja‘s"Hymn ofSurrender' (SaranagatiGadya),
wht re the suppliant takes refuge with Sri before addressing the Lord himself
to a similar act of surrender That double surrender may have been very much W:in l’ tllan‘s mind as he interpreted Nammalvar 5 “taking refuge.”qu/cGod’s Relation tp the Universe “kt/p .tv’“
hunt a modern historical perspective, it is not surprising that the philosophi-
tttl developments during the hundreds of years between the poem and the
. utmncntary have changed the commentator's ideas as well as his vocabulary.
It may be harder for us to grasp what the tradition has simply assumed: at
Iltttst‘ points where the poet is singing about the unity of God and the universe,
lllt' commentatorexpresses this common Hindu sense of non-duality (advaita)
Ill lllt' more precise if more prosaic terms of scholastic Sanskrit. It would not
tmw occurred to Pillan and the later commentators, however, that the transla-
tion of the poet’s words involved a metaphysical as well as a linguistic shift. [I
may not occur to us, unless we pay close attention, what a serious and system-
Illlt‘ translation was going on. The whole of this book is an effort to explore
this process of translation or transposition. Because the following comments
i-tprcss a favorite theme of Ramanuja’s, we need to take special pains to dis—

.ovcr his disciple Pillan’s own intentions.
I’illan regards the poet’s Tamil words to be in perfect agreement with the

nurturing of the Sanskrit scriptures as expounded by Yamuna and Ramanuja.
ttt Ramanuja's concepts concerning God’s relation to the universe, the most
Important one, which is also most evident in Pillan’s comments, is the analogy
til the indwelling soul to the body that it animates. It is worth noting here that
What simply assumes that this analogy is well known to his readers and to
Ntttntnftlvar.

We noted above that much of Pillan’s philosophical position is spelled out
tn his paraphrases of the first three verses of the poem and that those com-
ments are filled with the theological and philosophical terminology of
Rntnanuja. When we come to the fourth verse of the first decad, which ap-
pears to be one of the most pantheistic or paradoxical verses in the whole
pot'tll, we may be surprised to see that Pillan's comment is very brief.

We here and that man, this man,
and that other in-between,

and that woman, this woman,
and that other, whoever,

those people, and these,
and these others in-between,
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this thing, that thing,
and this other in-between, whichever,

all things dying, these things,
those things, those others in-between,

good things, bad things,
things that were, that will be,

being all of them,
he stands there. /

[Translated by A. K. Ramanujanl“

The previous [verses] of the tiruvdquli are now explained. The essen-
tial nature of all the objects mentioned with various descriptive phrases
is said to be that of dependence on the Lord.

(l.l.4)

Pillar] evidently found this interpretation so self-evident that it had neither to
be defended nor explained. The Tamil word that dominates this verse is the
past participle dy. “having become,” which is very frequently used in Tamil
and sometimes means “as" (A. K. Ramanujan translates this as “being”).
Thus the verse could be translated either (I) “having become this, this, and
this, he stands" or (2) “as this, this, and this, he exists.“ Pillar) seems to be
following the latter course, but even to understand this interpretation we need
to be aware of a concept of Ramanuja‘s almost as fundamental as his concept
of the soul-body relationship.

This is the relationship of substance and mode. Sometimes this is ex-
pressed in grammatical terms as the relation of the subject of a sentence to a
predicate adjective. It is understood that the substance is the fundamental real-
ity that includes but is distinct from its own adjectival qualities. Because the
substance (or grammatical subject) is the foundation, the modes (or predicate
adjectives) completely depend on it. Pillar] makes this point a few verses later
when he says that “coordinate predication” (samanadhikaranya) means “that
the creation and movement of the earth is dependent on the Lor " (l.l.7).
Pillar) has thus put into the language of dependence Ramanuja’s doctrine that
the Lord is the underlying substance qualified by a number of diverse and even
opposite modes. Taking fly to mean “as," Pillan thus interprets Nammalvar to
mean the Lord is qualified as quality A, as quality B, etc.

While this doctrine may be initially puzzling to us, it was not paradoxical
for Pillar) or anyone else who had accepted this notion of substance and mode
in understanding the nature of God. What is paradoxical. or at least myste-
rious, is the Lord‘s disclosure, which both the poet and commentator do not
emphasize until later in the poem, that the Lord is dependent on his depen-
dents (asritas), that is, on those persons who are not only metaphysically de-



lwmlent on God but are emotionally aware of that dependence, being utterly
.Irvnletl to God.

l'Illain follows the sequence of Ramanuja‘s own discussion of this subject,
Im ltmnainuja treats dependence as the first element in the definition of the
mnl's relation to its body, but expresses it as the relation of support to what is
.uppurted. His second element in that definition is what Pillan points to in his
In tel comment on verse six: “This verse says that all action (pravrtti) and non-
... Imn (nivnti) of all sentient and non-sentient realities, and all other objects,
.ur Incumbent on the will of the Supremb Person (bhagavad sankalpadhi-
mun)" (I. | .6). Here the dependence is more personal: on the Divine will. not
MN on the Divine substance.

l'hc seventh verse illustrates Pillan’s relation to Ramanuja most vividly. It
In by far the longest comment in the entire work, not because Pillan’s para-
lulunse of the verse is so long but because he finds it necessary to support it
w llll seventy-three scriptural quotations, most of them used by Ramanuja for a
ultlllltll‘ purpose in his Sanskrit writings. (The verse and the entire comment
preceding the quotations are translated in Part Four.) The verse itself reads
an lnllows.

Becoming all things
spread on open space, fire,
wind, water, and earth,
he is diffused through them all.
Hidden, he pervades,
like life in a body.
The radiant scripture [speaks]
of the divine one who ate all this.

(I. l .7)

Ilu- sentence, “Hidden, he pervades, like life in a body" is one of the clearest
links in the poem to Ramanuja‘s celebrated doctrine that God is the hidden
mm-r soul of the universe just as each individual soul is of its physical body.
llns may suggest a definite influence of Nammélvar's ideas on Ramanuja's
thought. something that the tradition has always assumed but that Ramanuja
does not acknowledge in his Sanskrit writings. In any case, given the impor—
tant-e of the soul-body doctrine to Ramanuja, it is not surprising that Pillan
wrs this verse as summarizing what he thinks Nammalvar has been saying in
the previous six verses. The grammatical relation between subject and predi-
mtc adjective is comparable to the relation between soul and body, which is
mmparable to God‘s pervading and ruling the five basic elements and all other
lunte things. This, Pillar) says, is irrefutably established by (scriptural) au-
thority (pramana).

l’illan then states the nature of the Supreme Person, using phrases that
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could well have been dictated by Ramanuja himself. The Lord is “different
, from all objects in the two states of cause and effect“; that is to say, not only is
he different from the material world in its “spread out" state after creation.
but also, contrary to the Bhedabheda position, he is distinct from the compact
mass of finite entities before creation. The Lord is also different from all other
“conscious beings, whether bound. liberated, or eternally free." Here Pillar)
refers to the notion of three kinds of finite souls: those imprisoned in the round
of existence, those liberated from it, and a third category, those “angels“ or
divine beings who are eternal servants of the Lord.

Pillén then continues to define God’s nature in a way that sounds very much
like Ramanuja:

His essential nature consists of wisdom (jr'iana), bliss (ananda), and pu-
rity (amalatva). He is opposed to all filth (heya) and possesses un-
limited, auspicious, glorious attributes; his pastime is the sport (lilz'i) of
creating, protecting, and destroying the worlds; he is the soul (atma) of
the entire universe; his body'is the entire universe. He who is without
any karma has as his body all souls and matter, and is their soul (atma).
He is pure (asprsta) and not affected by the happiness, sorrow, change,
and the imperfections (dosa) of all other things. This is the Supreme
Person.

(l.l.7)

Even so, when Pillar) comes closest to defining the soul-body relationship, he
uses only one of the three elements in Ramanuja‘s definition: that the soul is
the controller of the body. He does use another idea that is important to his
teacher—that the soul pervades its body—but that is not part of Ramanuja's
definition. As we have seen, Pillan dealt with the first element of that defini-
tion (support-supported) in commenting on the previous verse, when he
speaks of the soul’s dependence (paradhinam) on God. The third element
(owner-owned) is as important to the disciple as to his teacher, as we shall see
in chapter l0.

These slight changes suggest two facts: Pillan can be somewhat indepen-
dent of his master Ramanuja; and he considers his chief mentor in this com-
mentary to be the pocm’s author, Nammalvar, for it is clear that he raises only
those points that seem to him implied by each specific verse. In this case he
thinks he has found a verse in which both his master and his mentor converge
to disclose the truth established by the Sanskrit scriptural text concerning
God’s relation to the universe.

Since Pillan is convinced that the doctrine of God as indwelling soul in a
cosmic body is Nammalvar’sbasic metaphysical position, it is natural that the
central doctrine provide the key for interpreting such passages as the follow-
ing one, in which God “is" or “becomes” certain parts of the universe.



Being the deeds
that are sorrows and joys,

being the worlds,
being the oppressive hell

where there is no happiness,
Being the sweet good heavens in the sky,
Being the many lives,

By many entrancing marvelous (powers)
he holds all this as joyfullsport.

l have obtained him,
and now lack nothing.

I‘l'hc alvarl says: I have obtained him who is the inner soul of karma,
which consists of both meritorious‘and sinful deeds, of the worlds that
are the space for experiencing the consequences of' karma, of the heav-
ens and hells that result from karma, of the souls (atmas) that experi-
ence heaven, hell, etc.; him whose sport is the origination, preservation,
mid dissolution of all the worlds—and now I lack nothing.

(3.10.7)

A briefer statement that similarly interprets some of Nammalvar‘sparadoxical
mnlrasts is Pillan’s comment on 6.3.1: “My Lord is the inner soul (antarat-
mnhhflta) of poverty and wealth, hell and heaven, enmity and friendship, poi-
mm and ambrosia." Finally, in the same vein, is the comment on 6.3.6, noted
nlmve but here quoted in full.

Being
the three worlds

Being
nothing,

Being
love, being anger,

Being
the Goddess [fortune] who dwells on the flower,

Being
her sister [misfortune],

Being
praise, being blame,

the Lord resides
in the Sacred Celestial City.
where the divine ones worship with love.

The supreme radiant flame
abides in my mind,
[the mind of me,] a sinner!
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He is the indweller of all the worlds, love and hate, Laksmi and anti-
Laksmi [goddess of misfortune], praise and blame; he fills all aus-
picious and filthy things, and he is their inner soul. Being the indweller
of all auspicious objects, he is not affected by any evil, and though he is
the indweller of all filthy things, he is without stain. if it is asked, how is
this possible? [the alvar] says: It is because he has entered my filthy
heart and is still not affected by the evil. . . .

(6.3.6)

This comment ends with Pillan supplying the poet’s answer to the religiously
important question. The proof of the Lord‘s capacity to indwell opposite states
of being is his power to dwell “in my filthy heart."

Comments on Other “Religions” or “Philosophies” (Camayas)

Neither the poem nor the commentary is primarily polemical; there are rela-
tively few verses that can be interpreted as refuting some other religious group
or philosophical school (camaya). The term itself is of interest. it is used by
the alvirs in a negative sense, speaking of other positions than one’s own.
Nammalvar uses the phrase “six camayas," which along with Sanskrit and
Prakrit equivalents was used by many sects in ancient India to designate col-
lectively the chief rival and misguided positions. Surprisingly, Pillan does not
expand on the sentence, “He stands against the six camayas" (9.4.8) but para-
phrases this as “He protected me from joining the six camayas.”

If God is present in all things, it might well be asked whether Lord Visnu is

even immanent in rival sects, especially since Nammalvar believes that other
deities can reward the worshiper. though finally all worship is directed to Lord
Visnu, the inner self of the deities worshiped. In one verse the poet says, “In
each camayaHe [the Lord] is not sunk [or merged[." On this Pillan comments
as follows:

He is connected to all objects by virtue of being their soul. Neverthe-
less, because he is opposed to all filth and is of a different nature from
these objects. having knowledge as his essential nature. he is untouched
by all the defects of all the objects which form his body. If you ask, how
is this possible. [the alvarl says: just as it is possible for the individual
soul which lives in this body to have the characteristic nature of being
untouched by the defects of the body, so too is it possible for the Lord.

(3.4.10)

This statement about the connection of the pure soul to the very impure
material body follows very closely Ramanuja‘s various statements on this sub-
ject. Here. however. the doctrine is inserted in the midst of a different topic.
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tlu- superiority of Lord Visnu to all other deities, and in this comment Pillan‘s
Intention seems to be to emphasize the negative implications of the phrase
'uot merged.“ The Lord is present in other deities and in the theological and
ritual systems related to them, but the emphasis in this verse is more on the
thstutction than on the connection: the radical difference between the pure
mill and the impure material entity it embodies.

Anotherverse, however, sounds more positive: “He exists as you followers
ul the Linga Purana (that is, Saivas), as you Jains and Buddhists, as you crafty
tlt-huters (Iogicians).” This Pillar] interprets with the same soul-body analogy,
but used with a positive emphasis: "God (Narayana) is the soul of you who
take your stand on the Linga Purana, you followers of the Buddhist. UlL'tkya
|Vuisesika|, Nyaya, naked Jain, Samkhya, and Yoga sects” (4.10.5).7

l’illan‘s longest comment aboutthe six camayas is his paraphrase of a verse
that asks, “When there are so many divergent views, how can we establish the
ttuth'.’" The answer to this question is that the omniscient Lord has set forth in
the (that the real meaning of the Vedic way:

He is the person discussed in all the Vedas. . . . Since the other camayas
are opposed to the Vedas, they cannot be authoritative. He revealed the
six camayas to the people opposed to him and the true way to the fol-
lowers of the Veda who are favorable to him in such a way that the con-
troversy between them is resolved. He can show the real meaning of the
Vedas; stand in bhaktiyoga which is a way to him.“

(1.3.5)

l'hc Bhagavadgita is here given a crucial role: Lord Krishna‘s teaching indi-
cates the true meaning of the Vedas. Moreover, the Gita is understood to teach
that the Lord is superior to other deities, including them and the worship
ot'l'ercd to them in his own gracious approach to all finite beings.

There are a few verses that Pillar: interprets as being directed against spe-
t'lllC opposing views. This is true of the somewhat perplexing 1.1.9, which he
takes to be a refutation of the Buddhist Sunyavada (the translation is included
III Part Four). The point of the verse seems to be that even a denial of the
Lord’s existence affirms the Lord‘s existence as underlying all other forms of
existence. Pillan explains that when the Buddhist says that God (fsvara) does
not exist, this is only attributing a negative term (non-existence) to the God
whom the scriptural texts cited affirm to have the qualities of being and non-
heing. So Nammalvar concludes (according to Pillan’s understanding): “Even
when he does not seem to exist. he is the inner soul of all and therefore
cxists.""

Comments on the same subject come in the other very philosophical decad,
8.8. Pillar] interprets the ninth verse to be speaking against advaitavada and
the tenth verse to be denouncing samkhya. The first of these two verses ap-
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pears to ridicule the notion of a complete merger between God and the human
soul. There are two analogies that the commentator points to as fundamental
in this objection. First, God’s reality is so much more fundamental than that of
the human soul that their qualitative difference is like that between existence
and non-existence, a difference which it is impossible to overcome. Second,
God and the human soul are both persons; their relation is analogous to that
between finite persons, each of whom has a distinct individual reality. Here
again there is a distinction in reality that cannot be‘denied. We have to see that
Pillan is using these analogies in order to see why he considers the poet's
ridicule to have such self-evident force. Then Pillan comments that “to
say that the Supreme Person and the (finite) soul are one is to say that exis-
tence and non-existence are one," and that “that man is this man." But ex-
istence and non-existence could not be more opposite, and “that man cannot
be this man.” “The Advaitins," who hold such an untenable view, “interpret
the scriptures wrongly.” Pillan interprets Nammalvar as indicating through
sarcasm that neither the scriptures nor common sense support the notion of a
distinctionless merger of the Supreme Soul and a finite soul. Both the distinc-
tion between existence and non-existence and the distinction between one
existent being and another are fundamental. They cannot be transcended.
Since Nammalvar has a great deal to say about merger and about two becom-
ing one, this is an important verse. However Nammalvar himself would have
interpreted his verse in philosophical terms, the verse is a sardonic criticism of
a different notion of union than that which the poet himself is trying to ex-
press. It is not unreasonable, therefore. for Pillar) to see this verse as a criti-
cism of the Srivaisnavas’ chief philosophical opponents.

The second of the two verses is even more difficult to interpret, especially
since existence and non—existence are brought together in the Lord. It is the
Lord who both “exists and does not exist” who “came and dwells in me."
However transitory in this life the poet’s experience of union with the Lord
may be. it is clear this union produces a lasting knowledge. “Together we
destroyed the knowledge that waxes and wanes like the moon or fluctuates like
sunlight and darkness.” Pillan does not seek to demonstrate but simply
assumes that such “flickering" knowledge refers to the “heretic godless
Sfimkhya.” It is in any case the Lord’s direct self-revelation that saves the
poet—in Pillans interpretation—from falling victim to the wrong kind of
knowledge about the soul.

It is true that the finite soul, like the Supreme Soul, has the essential nature
of consciousness, but for Srivaisnavas the distinction so emphasized in the
Samkhya between consciousness and material nature is secondary to another
distinction that classical samkhya does not recognize. between the finite con-
sciousness of the human soul and the infinite consciousness of God. For this
reason Pillar) calls the Stimkhya “godless" and also for this reason he gives
the relational definition of the soul, not its essential nature of consciousness
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but its fundamental belonging (sesatva) to God as his property and its goal of
tuttmulc union (samslesa) with the Lord.

Ilel'ore that [gracious disclosure of the nature of the soul], with this goal
of union, showing his unsurpassed beauty, fragrance, tenderness, youth-
l'ulness and [good] qualities, his auspicious divine ornaments and divine
weapons, he entered me. . . .

(8.8.10)
l

In the context of the entire decad. which is very much concerned with the
yogic path to knowledge of the pure soul, this final statement of the finite
mul's true nature as the servant or property (sesa) of the Lord is a fitting con-
t-Iusion. Here we have no attempt atqphilosophical refutation. only a poem of
praise to the merciful and captivating Lord. ,.



7

God’s Manifestations in the Universe

The Divine Descents

The wonder of the Lord‘s accessibility, a major theme in Pillan's commentary,
is discussedhi the comments on the first three verses—of l.3. Pillar) interprets
the first verse as a response to those discouraged by the alvar‘s earlier verse
(I. | .2) that the Lord is not within the range of the outer sense organs or even
the inner sense developed by yogis. The alvar answers them: “The Lord is
accessible to those who wish to see him but very hard for his adversaries (to
approach): this is his wonder.” Then the alvar begins to talk about the incident
that shows the extent of this accessibility. As the little boy Krishna. the Lord
allows himself, when caught stealing butter. to be tied by his chest to the mor-
tar, where he “huddles close to the stone and gazes out wistl‘ully." Moved by
the Lord’s quality of accessibility, the alvar asks the Lord.

If you want to show that you are dependent on those dependent on you,
is it not enough to be born as their equal? Should you start trembling,
bound to a mortar? O my Lord. what are you doing? Why are you do-
ing this?‘

(1.3. l)

Meditating on this “unsurpassed accessibility" the normally calm alvar be-
comes physically agitated and in the following verse, says Pillar], the poet
sings about the accessibility of the Lord, who disregards rank and becomes
equal to his devotees. Yet when he is born he does not discard his Divine at-
tributes. He brings with him to earth “his auspicious qualities, his complete
joy, his very real [or immediately visible] form, his ability to grant liberation
and his universal lordship.”

Pillan‘s paraphrase of the third verse, quoted in part here, is like a brief
creed or doxology:

Narayana, the highest human goal, who has the lordly power to create,
maintain, and destroy complete worlds, who is the soul of Brahma,
Siva, and other divine beings, as well as the soul of all conscious and
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non-conscious beings, |ycl| who is indifferent to his lordly power, was
born as an equal and became accessible. Can anyone comprehend this
wondrous quality?’

(1.3.3)

(‘ommcnting elsewhere on a verse (2.5. l0) dealing with the impossibil—
ity of graspingjhe Lord’s nature through ordinary categories of knowing
1prumz‘ma), Pillan emphasizes the theme of inaccessibility to others and ac-
u-ssibility to his devotees, even the talking of the divine bodily form desired
by his devotees. He also says (in 3.6.9) that the Lord’s accessibility is shown
by assuming the forms imagined by mortals, notjust his form in Vaikuntha. In
I '/.2 he paraphrases the verse to emphasize the Lord’s love towards those
who take refuge in him: “though superior to Brahma and other deities because
ul such auspicious qualities as his bliss, he was graciously born equal to his
devotees.” Moreover, commenting on 2.3.2, Pillan says: “Though a won-
tll‘tms being who needs nothing, you are born as one equal to your devotees
lllltl are extremely accessible to them."

But he returns to the decisive contrast in his comment on 2.3.5:

He is not to be known by those who are not his devotees, however high
they may be. [But] he is supremely accessible to those who have ex-
clusive devotion, and though I am without devotion, he became one
whom I could enjoy without any effort on my part. . . .

(2.3.5)

In language similar to that of Ramanuja, Pillan‘ interprets two verses deal-
mg with the ideaoffiavaifla.

To kill Kamsa, the oppressor of the good.
he, the first one of the Vedas,
left his primordial form of effulgence there,

and was born here.
Those who do not sing of him
and dance through the streets,
may be learned in the chants,
But—

what prayer can they say?
what kind of men are they?

Though proclaimed by all the Vedas as the Lord of all, with the inten-
tion of expelling Kamsa and other demons who were the enemies of his
devotees, he assumed a divine form unique to himself and was born as a
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man in this world. Those who do not wander in the streets singing of the
one with the great quality are of no use, however learned they may be.

(3.5.5)

Becoming human and everything else,
The unique One, wondrously born,
ls the Lord who belongs to the deep sea.
Those who, without rancour, dance and praise,
The tender fruit, the sweet juice of sugarcane
Sweet as candy, honey, and nectar,
Know well his goodness.

He who is distinct from all other entities, who is not born like men
under the sway of karma, who has his abode in the sea of milk, for the
sake of protecting his devotees, has by his own will descended into hu-
man and other wombs in such a way that his incarnate bodies have not
even a whiff of the faults of material nature.

(3.5.6)

In these two verses Pillan has expanded on the references to the Lord‘s hu-
man form—both the wonder of the Lord's appearance in our world and the
wonder of his retaining his purity within this world. But he passes over the
devotees’ dancing and singing the Lord’s names, so important to the verse, as
well as the “tasting” of the Lord’s sweetness.‘

References to specific avataras and their deeds are frequent throughout the
Tiruvaymoli. There are also specific “tens” celebrating the different deeds of
the Lord in his avatara forms. Significantly, he gives special attention to
Rama. even at times interpreting verses that appear to be about some other
avatara to refer to Rama. For example, he interprets a verse in 7.7.1 about
Krishna to refer to Rama and Sita, and he takes a whole decad, which refers to
the deeds of a number of avataras (7.5), as referring to Rama, as the following
comment reveals:

He was beseeched by the divine beings, who wanted (the demon-king)
Ravana to be destroyed, so he graciously descended as an equal to this
world of human beings so dissimilar to him. If a single person was dis-
tressed, he too was extremely distressed. On the pretext of fulfilling
his vow to his father, he searched out and killed all of Ravana’s min-
ions. . . . He went back to the city preparing for death because of sor-
row at his absence and gave life to all animate and inanimate beings.‘

(7.5.2)

This emphasis on the Rama-avatara might be taken as an evidence of the
growing ascendancy of Ramabhakti (in the mode of humble surrender) over



Krishnabhakti (in the mode of the gopis‘ erotic love) in later Srivaisnavism.
While this would seem to fit the increasing emphasis on humble surrender in
Srivaisnava doctrine and practice, Pillan is by no means exclusively interested
Ill Visnu's avatara as Rama. In general, however, Pillan seems to move back
und forth very easily from thinking of one avatara to thinking of another. In
the previous decad (7.4), where each verse is clearly devoted to a different
Incarnation, Pillan gives equally brief space to paraphrasing each verse.

l’illan comments on a verse in 8.5‘.10 that suggests to him both celebra-
tion of the avatara form of God and also its limitation for a devotee living in a
later age.

0 wondrous one who was born!
0 wondrous one whb fought the Bharata war!
Great one, who became all things, "

starting with the primal elements:
wind, fire, water, sky, and earth.

Great one, wondrous one,
you are in all things
as butter lies hidden in fresh milk,

you stand in all things
and yet transcend them.

Where can I see you?

He says: 0 wondrous one, born in Sri Mathura with the intention of
protecting the good and destroying the evil. You reside in everything
and yet do not show yourself to me. Where can I see you?

(8.5.10)

l’illan is right in considering “Where can 1 see you?" to be one of Nam-
malvar’s central questions. In our present age, with no avatara present in
person, the poet must find some other way of seeing the Lord. One important
means is visiting the form of the Lord incarnated at the holy shrines of Visnu,
and to that we now turn.

God’s Presence in Holy Places

In later Srivaisnava theology the term arcdvatdra (derived from the Par:-
caratra Agamas) became the standard term for designating the image form of
the Lord, that is, the descent of. the Lord permanently/into a consecrated im-
age in which he is henceforth truly present. Nammalvar addresses many ofhis
tlccads to the Lord present in some particular temple or sacred place, but does
not use the term arcavatara or any Tamil equivalent, and Pillar) in commenting
on those many verses, does not do so either (here again in agreement with
Ramanuja).
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_Yet whether the Lord’s presence in a particular temple should be called an
avatara or not, it is clearJy a very important form of God’s manifestation in the
world, and it is the form that seems to make it possible for the devotee to see
the Lord with his or her own eyes.

The first comment by Pillan we shall look at is on l0. l .4:

To be accessible to the prayers of Brahma and other deities desiring
him, he graciously entered the ocean of milk. Similarly, to become ac-
cessible to our prayers desiring him, he graciously entered Tirumokur.
Come let us embrace his auspicious feet.

([0. 1.4)

It is remarkable in the first place that Pillar) differentiates Visnu’s state of
yogic sleep on the milk-ocean from the Lord’s presence in his highest abode
(Vaikuntha or Tirunatu) and thus seems to present this state, so central to
Srivaisnava iconogr’aphy, as itself a kind of avatara or “descent,” for the sake
of the lesser deities beginning with Brahma. There is then a second level of
“descent,” or at least of “entry,” into the temple of Tirumokur, for the sake
of his human devotees. One of the links between the two states is that the form
of the Lord is the same, that is, the consecrated image of Tirumokur is of
Visnu reclining on the primordial serpent, Ananta-Sesa, in the midst of the
milk-ocean. Compare also l0.5.4: . . my Lord who with the intention of
protecting the worldcomes to the sacredocean of milk, and is in semislumber."

The whole of this decad concerns the Lord’s presence in Tirumokur. If we
turn back to the first verse, we might then be a little puzzled that Pillar) com-
ments as follows:

There is no other goal than the Lord who has strong arms with which he
long ago vanquished the enemies of his devotees. His sacred locks of
hair, sacred eyes, sacred coral-like lips, and auspicious body resembling
a dark cloud are beautiful and extremely enjoyable. He graciously
stands in Tirumokur extending more affection here than he does even in
heaven.

(l0. 1
. I)

Pillar) seems to be describing the standing form of the Lord rather than
the reclining form on the milk-ocean. Does this description, then, have any-
thing to do with the specific form of the icon at Tirumokur? As it happens,
Tirumékfir is one of those few Srivaisnava temples that has two central icons,
one of the Lord reclining, the other standing. (A few temples also have a third:
Visnuin sitting position.) Thus although the Lords presence is spokenof in
connectionwith the sacred place and notexplicitlyIn connectionwith the cen-
tralimage in the temple, both poet and commentator along with the entire
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mmmunity, are very well aware of the specilic iconic form or forms for which
t'llt'll major temple was famous. Pillan‘s last sentence is also important. In the
lm'ms in which he makes himself accessible, the Lord shows his affection
rvrn more clearly than he does in his supreme state.

There are a great many statements about the value of worshiping in some
pmticular sacred place; for example, verse 3.3.6 advises: “Say nama—Ii in
ln'uvénkatam‘and a1] your sins will vanish." In 8.6.6 the verse reads: “He
lth‘s in the cool Tirukkatittanam. . . . anise him and your grief will vanish."
l'llllln interprets this as “All this good fortune came about by resorting to
I Ii'ukkatittanam.”

In 9. |0.8 Pillan comments: . . just as he stands in Vaikuntha, he stands
in 'l‘irukannapuram," but in lO.2.6 he goes further:

x ‘— ‘

If you ask, “Is @not the goal to go to heaven and starve our Lord?" [the
shin] replies: Even those who are there come to perform service in
'l'iruvanantapuram!Therefore, to do service here is itself the goal: we
should come here and perform service.

( [02.6)

Here the sacred place seems to be given a higher status than heaven itself,
I"|)l‘CSSing through the hyperbole of praise the real presence of the Lord in his
trmplc and therefore the opportunity to anticipate heavenly service here on
with.

The Heart as a Holy Place

Vcrsc 8.6.5 reads as follows:

The very father who danced with the pots
and who has heaven as his temple.

while worshiped by the divine beings
who reside in temples,
took Tirukkatittanamfiashisternple.

He also ‘7-seized my he’afirt’as his temple.

l'Illzin’s comment is very brief: “Over and above the grace of residing here
nnd there, because of the wonder of his affection, he took Tirukkatittanam
nml entered my heart." However, in his comment on 8.6. l0, five verses later,
I'Illzin follows the verse in returning to this theme.

The marvelous one. Narayanan, Hari. Vamanan,
stands and abides with desire in my heart.
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(He abides) in Tirukkatittanam,
where the wish-fulfilling groves
reverberate with the sounds
of the four sacred texts
chanted by praiseworthy scholars
well versed in the Vedas.

He stands in 'l‘irukkatittanamthat is superior among the sacred places
including even heaven and the milk-ocean, but the place where he de-
sires to abide is my heart, says [the alvarl.

(8.6.10)

The references to the heart as a temple do not here, as in Vira Saiva poems.
suggest a critique oftemfitiwflorshifirf far less a rejection of it, but they do
point to another important dimension of God’s manifestation in/the universe:
his dwelling in the heart Oflhe devotee. We see this thought in both the verse
of 9.4.7 and—the- comment upon it.

Praising you,
ever thinking of you,

is my inner heart.
0 pure one who seizes
and abides in my inner soul!
Taking the form of a Man-Lion

with your sharp claw?
You split into two

the chest of the demon.

My heart contemplates and praises the beauty and the deeds of you who
' graciously entered it. For this reason you became delighted. By taking it

-v' 5‘ as a permanent place to reside, you graciously calmed my heart that was
‘- disturbed because it could not get a vision of you.

(9.4.7)

Here Pillan goes beyond the content of the verse to stress a central theme evi-
dent elsewhere in the poem: Nammalvar’sdesire for more immediate or per-
manent vision of the Lord than he had yet been able to secure. Pillan seems to
suggest that the Lord’s “taking this heart as a permanent place” is not so
much a granting of this “sight” as it is the maximum solace that the Lord can
provide the alvar while the alvar is still in his earthly body.

There is one other brief comment that gives a more exalted view of the
Lord's dwelling in the alvar's heart. In the midst of the last decad in which
Nammfilvar takes the role of the lovesick maiden, Pillar] comments: “The
Lord considers her heart to be the supreme heaven” (9.7.5).
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Qualities Expressing God’s Saving and ProtectingGrace
I site Ramanuja, Pillan often refers to the Divine attributes collectively as an
m-can (or treasure store) of auspicious qualities, and he also mentTons particu-
lm qualities in paraphrasing or interpreting particular verses. There are two
INS of Divine qualities that Pillar) gives that are important in relation to God's
nuuiil‘esfing himself in the universe and especially in his establishing a rela—

tionship with his devotees. The first is in the comment on 3.7.1]:

This verse says that the supreme goal is to be the slave of any Srivaisnava
who is captivated and enthralled by the/ Lord’s innumerable auspi-
cious qualities like motherly love (vatsalya), gracious condescension
tsausilya), compassion (karunyal, beauty (sauflarya), fragrance (sau- ’1

gandhya), tenderness (saukumarya), and youthfu'lness (yau/vana). F .

—' (3.7.11)

Ilu- second, much briefer list is in Pillan’s comment on 4.3.6:

The alvar says: You who are omniscient and almighty united with me in
such a way that we could not be separated. You bear the conch, discus,
and other weapons that destroy the enemies of your devotees. You have
auspicious qualities like compassion, friendship, gracious condescen-
sion, etc. Even if you do not unite with me, you made me in such a way
that your being became my complete enjoyment.

(4.3.6)

Perhaps the most general quality is one not mentioned explicitly in these
ltxls but clearly implied in the frequent references to\the “nature of destroying
your dcvotee’s enemies." This quality isQ‘aksakatvd; “being the protector
Isnvior)?’ The noun raksana is frequentlyTfirTSlated “salvation," but the
tmsic meaning is “protection,” as one sees in the word for sandal, pdtaraksa,
"loot-protector.” Pillar] speaks in 2.2.1 of the Lord as the “protector of all
wills“ and of the Lord in l .5.8 as “protecting all devotees without perceiving
tlu'ir defects." (This quality is part of a later definition of vatsalya.) Com-
uu-nting on 2.2.8 Pillan also says:

Just as the motherwho gives birth to the child also protects it, it is fitting
that the one who creates also protects. Therefore for the Supreme Per-
son who protects, the acts of creation and protection are a single act.

(2.2.8)

l’illzin frequently uses one of the Sanskrit nouns meaningmercy or compas-
-.mn (karunya, daya, krpa) in interpreting the meaning of the action expressed
Iw 'l‘amil verbs in the verses. Two uses of karunya are particularly striking.

,x/

I/
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He who is perfect in every way, out of extreme compassion, made me.
who am vile in every way, have exceeding devotion for him.

(5.1.7)

Can 1 not be caught in the overwhelming flood of compassion that pro-
tects the unfortunate ones and those who are devoid of any means of
salvation (upaya)?

(9.4.3)

Elsewhere, Pillan does not name the quality, but speaks in terms similm
to Ramanuja’s definition of compassion or mercy (daya): “the nature of ex

1‘ pelling the sorrow of others because he cannot bear this suffering." 5

The alvar has been captivated by the Lord’s gracious condescension, but
the Lord thinks, “lfl go to unite with him, he will, as before, feel un-
worthy and move away. To attain union with him 1 must separate from

,’ ; him, so that he will cry out his desire to unite with me; then it will be
‘

fitting to unite.”
/

(1.5.5)

Pillan continues his comment as an expression of Nammalvar’sdesire for God.

To protect your devotees you were born equal to human beings. Dis-
regarding your devotees‘ imperfections, you made them the objects of
your grace. You banish their defects, and you even protect animals. . . .

Graciously will that l, a sinner, may join your feet that are [like] flowers
filled with honey.

(1.5.5)

\\ A (\A The starting point is the Lord’s sauéilya, which, according to the later defini-
2\\'\ W tion, is the capacity of a superior to put an inferior at ease by making him

forget (become unaware of) the great difference between them. There are
" \ hints 95El1l§121fln9 quality throughout the passage, but the main point here is

separation in order to increase erotic attraction, which is a different one from
that of gracious condescension. There may, however, be some connection.
only the heightening of passionate desire for the beloved object will blind thc
devotee to the vast gulf between the devotee and the Lord. This awareness in

clearly indicated by Pillan’s comment two verses later.

The alvar, who longs to see the Lord, later thinks of the Lord’s superi-
ority and his own inferiority and thinks, “Woe is me! How ignorant of
me to want to see him instead of moving away. . .

(1.5.7)
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One of the most celebrated qualities of the Lord is WW. the original
meaning of which is the mother cow ‘s lender love and even frenzied concern
Ior its newborn calf. In the bhakti tradition it has two distinct meanings, for it
can either indicate the devotees taking the role of mother (or affectionate par-
l'lll) with respect to the Lord (this is called the vatsalya mode of bhakti) or it
can indicate the Lord’s motherly love for his devomthought to
Include a forgiving or ignoring of their faults. It is vatsalya on the Lord’s part
with which we are here concerned, and references to it in the commentary are
lmth frequent and important. The following comment is significant:

When her child falls in a well, the mother, because of her excessive vat—

salya, jumps in and saves it. Similarly when Earth (Prthivi) was sinking
in the underworld, the Lord look the form of a boar and in the twinkling
of an eye dived in and brought her out. . . 7

(7.5.5)

l'illan often uses the phrase, asritavatsalya, “motherly love for the devotee.”

usrita as “refugee” if recent English usage had not preempted the term to
mean “fugitive” in a positive sense, that is, those fleeing their own countries,
not because of wrongdoing, but because of the devastation of war or natural
disorder. Such refugees are characterized by their searching for some refuge,
which, alas, they do not always find. That asma is such a common term in
I’illz‘tn‘s commentary shows the direction in which the Srivaisnava community
I\ moving, for as’rita suggests both the taking refuge at a sanctuary and the
surrender to a victorious conquerer. What might seem a lowering of the de-
votce's status, however, is balanced by the apparently extravagant lengths to
which the Lord goes to accept the “refugee" and lift him up into a state of
Intimate service. So in commenting on 7.10.7 Pillan says, “Though being
'the Lord of the never-tiring immortals,’ he is a great ocean of asritavatsalya,
and because of this [quality] graciously descended to Mathura to save his
usrilas. . . .” The extent ofthisDivine motherly love is suggested in the com-
ment on 8. 1.4: “Your quality of asritavatsalya, expressed as divine deeds that
vnu perform under your ESritas’ commands in the divine incarnations, is my
only support.”

Experiencing the Lord’s Beauty

Not only do the grandeur and winsomeness of his personal qualities give an
impression of the Lord to the devotee, but also the fascinating beagty of his
lmtlily form, which is represented in his consecrated images or icons. These
lt‘ttnsi\WHlCh faithfully copy textual descriptions of the Lord in a particular
lmdily pose, contain the very presence of the Lord. Nammalvar‘s inner vision
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of the Lord with his mind‘s eye is reinforced by his memory of his beholdings
or “visions” of the Lord in image form. Pillan‘s paraphrases of Nammalvar's
verses retain the celebration of the Lord’s beauty. One example is his com-
ment on 2.2.5:

The Lord has excellent qualities befitting his lelE nature. This Lords
d1v1n_personal1ty containssuperior qlfilitTes he possesses the entire
universe generated byhiswill,andhehas beautiful auspicious eyes
that befit his being the Lord of all. Can anyone know him?

(2.2.5)

In his paraphrase of [0. l . l, Pillan writes as follows:

There is no other goal than the Lord who has strong arms of surpassing
might with which he long ago vanquished the enemies of his devotees.
His sacred locks of hair, sacred eyes, sacred coral-like lips, and aus-
picious body resembling a dark cloud are beautiful and extremely enjoy-
able. He graciously stands in Tirumékfir, extending more affection
(sneha) here than he does even in heaven (Tirunatu)!"

(10.1.1)

The decad 8.9 is one of the dialogues between the lovesickmaiden (that is,
the poet) and her friend. Pillar) introduces this dialogue as follows:

The alvar speaks of himself in the guise of another, relating how the
Lord, out of sheer grace, manifested his beauty. captivated him, and
united with him. Then he describes the satisfaction that came about be—
cause of their union.

(8.9 intro)

Commenting on the first verse Pillar) paraphrases: “When they ask, ‘Will
his beauty be equal to hers‘?’ her friend replies. ‘lt is in his beauty that she is

caught!” "
In paraphrasing the second verse of the philosophically important decad

8.8. Pillar) notes the crucial role of the Lord’s beauty in winning Nammalvar’s
love:

Not content with being in all the worlds. etc., he who is omniscient
showed me his beauty so that I would not move away, aware of his supe—

riority and my inferiority, and he also entered my body.
(8.8.2)

Here there is another allusion to a fundamental problem in bhakti, how the
Divine can be related to the human when there is a double gulf between
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the Supreme Person and human persons: the inlinite superiority of God and
the vast impurity realized by the sensitive human subject. The problem of this
1le votional relationship seems to be even more severe when bhakti15 described
111 the language of erotic love. Pillan repeatedly states his understanding of
N11111malvar’s‘ ‘solution”: the gulf canonlybebuggflby the Lord5 grace. "’
Only the superior party can remove the psychological discomfortof the in—

l11ior party: by causing the inferior to forget the gap between them. In this
case it is the overwhelming experience of the Lord’s beauty that engenders
that l‘orgetfulness.

It may seem paradoxical that a tradition that puts so much emphasis on
knowing God’s nature and remembering God’s past deeds especially God‘s
piccious acts and appearances, should here find asolutionin adouble forget- q
1mg. The Lord acts as if he held forgotten the vast metaphysical difference

'

lwtween himself and his devotee and must so charm the human devotee that
the latter is so filled with love as to forget his lowly state and hence be rid of
the object of embarrassment. lf bhakti here were some lower stage than the in-
tuitive knowledge (jfiana) of union with God, there would be no paradox, but
1111 Pillan, as for the entire Srivaisnava tradition. bhakti includes jfiana. The
paradox seems deliberate, even if it sometimes seems to be philosophically
resolved, as in the following comment:

Not content with captivating me with his beauty, lest there be an 0b-
stacle to continuing our union, he says [in utterly compelling fashion]
that he is the meaning of that which appears as l. . . .

(8.8.3)

Here the Lord‘s intimate disclosure, to overcome the soul‘s shyness in entering
11111) a loving union, is put in terms of the fundamental Vedantic teaching that
the Lord is the Supreme Soul, the Infinite Soul within the finite soul. That
basic metaphysical affinity and internal relationship might seem to make any
Iorgetfulness unnecessary, but salvation remains a question of relationship,
not metaphysical identity, and for such an improbable if not impossible rela-
111111shipto be realized. the paradox of “remembering" and “forgetting" must
11-111ain.

In the following chapters we shall be looking more systematically at
I’illan’s understanding of the devotionaLrelatixmshipand of the necessity of
the Lord’s grace. Again and again that grace is manifested through the Lord's
all-surpassing beauty.
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Separation and Union
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,_ -QSIM/' Separation and Longing

flMuch of the Tiruvaymoli uses the language_ol erotic love to express_ Nam-
malvar s relationship with God. In roughly a quarter of the entire poem the
poet uses the conventions of earlier Tamil poetry to express the alternation ol
separation and unionbetween the lovers, adiramaIn which the Lord1s the lover
and the alvar his beloved, though the poet sometimes speaks as the young
woman’s mother or friend rather than as the young woman herself. The domi-
nant mood of these poems is one of yearning and unfulfilled longing, but there

‘

are also vivid recallings of past experiences of romanticmeeting and sexual
union and even rare glimpses of such union as a present experience.

Pillan explains why the Lord separates himself from his beloved devotee.
The alvar’s sense of unworthiness for union with the Lord would cause the
poet to withdraw if the Lord did not fan his desire by creating the separation.
The Lord thinks, “In order to attain union with him, I must separate from
him; then he will cry out his desire.” ' The comment two verses later continues
this theme:

The alvar, who longs to see the Lord, later thinks of the Lord’s superi-
ority (utkarsan) and his own inferiority and thinks, “Woe is me! How
ignorant of me to want to see him instead of moving away! Those who
desire kaivalya or other things have attained good fortune, for they
do not desire to see him. 1 don’t even have that [lower gift],” he says
painfully.

(1.5.7)

The irony in this comment is the suggestion that both kaivalya and worldly
fortune have tmLadvantage of avoiding the pain of longing and separation that
is the price of aan relationsh1p w1 t e . t is important
to recognize here who are included among “those who desire kaivalya."
Kaivalyameans the absolute isolationof an individual center of consciousness
from any entanglements with material nature. Jain monks and nuns as well as
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yums following the philosophy of Sz'imkhya and classical or "royal“ Yoga
lum- this kaivalya as their goal; it means for them the realization of the full
potential of the individual consciousness, untrammeled by the constraints of
1M physical body or even the operation of what is called the “subtle body,”
litt‘ mental apparatus for everyday practical thinking. According to Ramanuja,
however. followers of the rival school of Vedanta, Sankara’s Advaita, who say
Itwv are seeking to realize their identity with the transpersonal Brahman, are
111 lllL‘l also among “those who desire kaivalya,” for the distinctionless con-
11 musncss they seek is only that of the individual soul separated from matter.
‘1111'l1 an isolated individual salvation is quite attainable, Ramanuja thought,
but 1t is an infinitely lower good than union with the true Brahman, who is the
111|1u1nc Soul (Later Srivaisnavas would debate among themselves whether
tlum attaining kaivalya could move on to true union with Brahman or would
lu‘ stuck lor all eternity in their self—chosen isolation.)‘

Pitt-:11; clearly recognizes that there is an enormous difficulty, both meta-
physical and psychological, in the way of attaining such union in love. The
|lt|t'ln\illn( is precisely the one most aware of the qualitative difference be-
twrcn the Lord’s superiority and the human devotee’s inferiority, even if the
tlt'VtilCC is a great saint. To yearn for intimate union with such a vastly supe—
11111 Lord does seem ignorant, yet Pillan‘s comments throughout the poem in—t

#1

«Male his conviction that Nammalvar‘s emotionally intense relationship withi »,.c‘\, ‘

Itml. with its intermittent phases of separation and union, is the only path to ‘1‘

mtlvution, the same path to God as the “discipline of devotion" (bhaktiyoga)
111 the Bhagavadgita.

I'hc most dramatic expressions of Nammalvar's desperate sense of separa—
t11111 and fervent longing for the Lord come in several sets of poems in which
"It‘ poet takes the role of wilo'vesick maiden, pining for her absent lover.4
I111-dhclm Hardy calls these d'ecads the “'gifi poems," and finds in them the
umhu (anguished separation of lovers) that he takes to be the most character-
tuln' and authentic mode of the devotion of Nammalvar and the other Tamil
[met—saints of Lord Visnu.S

l’tllan explains the dramatic context of the girl poems in his introduction to
tllll‘ of the sets of verses (6.2). There he emphasizes the girl’s anger and de-
lm-ssion, which are part of the erotic relationship. Since the Lord has not re-
mmdcd to the girl's urgent messages, she decides he has abandoned her for
other women. Filled with jéaTous angeryshe resolves not to see the Lord,
"t-vcn if he does come." As Pillar) interprets these verses, the distress is mu—
Iunl: “The Lord is also depressed by the intense grief of being parted from
I11 1 "He comes and pleads with her friends to serve as go--betweens, but since
tlu girl will not change her mind “to support his soitl he looks at her play-
thmgs touches them, and1s comforted."“

l’illan comments on the extremity of the maidens state in introducing an-
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other set of girl poems (9.5). The poet-saint, says the commentator, does not
obtain “external" (that is, physical) union with the Lord; “she” is therefore
depressed like a maiden who has enjoyed sexual union and is then separated
from her beloved. Indeed the maiden is so depressed that she thinks that the
Lord wants to “finish her off" and that even his previous act of uniting with
her is to make the subsequent separation mortally wounding.7 The maiden
then goes on in her revenge to imagine that her Divine lover, when he sees that
she has not totally succumbed in this separation, tells the cuckoos to praise his
attractive qualities in her presence. “This is even crueler than separation it-

self," she thinks and imagines him saying, “thus you can finish her off.”
In another set of verses (5.6), the maiden seems to be possessed in a way

that bystanders interpret as the kind of trance familiar in traditional South In
dian society: possession by a spirit or a village goddess. In this decad the poet
uses the device of having the girl’s mother describe the girl's strange actions.
When others ask the mother for her explanation of her daughter’s behavior.
she replies, in Pillan’s paraphrase, “1 cannot diagnose her state as some spe~
eific malady, but I wonder whether the Lord has possessed her."N It is when
expressing herself in such a state of possession that the lovesickmaiden some-
times speaks as though she had assumed the identity of her Divine lover. What
distinguishes this “madness" from the usual kind of spirit-possession, how-
ever, is that the girl has not slipped off into some semiconscious state of vivid
hallucination. She is fully conscious, indeed sharply aware—not of her iden-
tity with her Divine lover but of their excruciatingly painful separation. It is in
this state that she talks as if she were the Lord.

Most of these girl poems represent a situation similar to that of the young
Krishnas girlfriends, the milkmaids (gop1s) of Brindavan. There1s one set of
poems (l0.3, translatedIn Part Four)1n which Nammalvar seems to be taking
the role of a gopi, as the woman poet-saint Antal does in her much-recited
poem, the Tiruppavai. This is an exception, however. In general, Nam-
malvar’s lovesick maiden is the creation of a dramatic persona directly ex-
pressing his own identity as a passionate devotee of Lord Krishna, a persona
modeled on classical Tamil love poetry of previous centuries. The commen—
tator Pillan is aware of this distinction between the Tamil maiden and the
milkmaids 0f Brindavan, but he draws on one element in the story of the
gopis’ relation to Krishna to explain the maiden’s strange behavior.

This is the gopis’ practice of consoling themselves during Krishna’s ab-
sence by dramatically reenacting his presence among them. In the tradition of
Krishna plays that have come down through the centuries, the concept [I‘M

refers to the Lord’s creation, maintenance, and destruction of the universe “in
sport,” to Krishna’s love play or “sports" with the gopis, to the gopis‘ little
“plays" in which one would take the role of the absent Krishna, and to later
“plays” in which the actor taking Krishna‘s role is treated by the audience as a
“real presence" (svarfipa) of Krishna. Pillan interprets the maiden‘s speaking



m. though she were the Lord of the universe to be such "play": an attempt to
nmlu: bearable the absence of her Lord.

In other respects as well. Pillar] harmonizes the specificity of the dramatic
mnation in a particular verse with somewhat comparable parts of the total
Inulition. One example is where the commentator compares the maiden’s
yrnrning for Lord Krishna with Sita's calling out for her husband Rama and
luolher-in-law Laksmanawhen the demon-king Ravana held her captive in the
Asoka forest (7.7. I). In his paraphrase on another verse, Pillar] changes the
poet's “l" to “we," moving to a more general devotional attachment: “Capti-
nun-(l by the Lord’s accessibility to his devotees and his other qualities, we
become his slaves. Now we cry out that we cannot bear the agony of separa-
llnll from him" (2.l.7).

A number of other verses put the de‘votee’s longing in general and not spe-
. Iln'ally erotic terms. Pillan paraphrases one as follows:

You are all; thus there is no distinction between here and the supreme
llcaven (Tirunatu). Yet even if I know you are everything, because I

cannot see you here as you are in heaven, I deem [this existence] to be
hell and fear it extremely. O graciously give me your feet!

(8.1.9)

In another paraphrase, Pillar) interprets the alvar, because of his own lone-
IIm-ss in a state of separation, to be empathizing with the loneliness of
the Lord:

As a result of the alvar’s loneliness, he thinks of the Lord’s loneliness
and laments, “I am of no help in his loneliness. . . . When he went out
to destroy [the demons] Marica or Kara-Dusana, he was without a com-
panion. He carried the conch and discus and other divine weapons him-
self. There was no one to follow him carrying his sword and bow. When
he went alone, . . . I did not get to see and serve his sacred feet and
shoulders in such a way that the yearning in my hands would vanish.“

(8.3.3)

I ollging here means “longing to see and to serve” and is tangibly felt by “the
warning in my hands." The following verse, which includes the line, “With—
not seeing your captivating form 1 am drowning," is paraphrased as follows:

Because there is no companion for you in that state [of the world‘s dis-
solution], and because I long to see your beautiful figure, [a desire] that
is not fulfilled, 1 am submerged in an unfathomable flood of grief, and
each moment of this dark night crawls like an aeon.

(8.3.4)
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To end the separation, the Lord incarnates himself in two holy shrines in lhc
‘form of the reclining image of Visnu, the Lord in yogic sleep on the milk
ocean, but even that does not satisfy the poet. Pillar] paraphrases the continu
ing lament as follows:

“There you do not see us with your eyes; you do not utter a word; you
do not perform any divine action; you sleep all the time! ls it because
you are tired after destroying the enemies of your devotees? Or because
of the effort of pacing out the three worlds?” Thus he grieves, assuming
that the Lord is grief-stricken.

(8.3.5)

Even when the Lord “searches for me like a mother and father," the poet's
sense of separation continues:

Thus I stand in distress. Unless he comes my grief will not go. . . . He
searches for me . . . and graciously comes into this world alone, (but
people] do not tell him that there is a servant here who will follow him
like a shadow.

(8.3.7)

There is another decad, sometimes interpreted as another set of girl poems.
that is more likely to be another reflection on the meeting with and longing for
God in a particular place, the temple of Tirunfivfiy.“ The longing for the Lord
in a particular “image-presence" is expressed by both poet and commentatol
throughout the set of verses, but especially in four of them. In the second
verse the poet asks when he can enter the temple (Tirunavay) where the Lord
dwells with his consorts Sri and “young Pinnai." In the next verse the ques-
tion is repeated while “tears flow from my eyes.” In the fourth verse the pocl
seems to have entered the sacred precincts “longing to do unending service to
you who are the enjoyment of the incomparably beautiful Nappinnai.” In the
fifth verse his question is, “Where can I see him and drink him with my
eyes?" In this verse he mentions the Lord’s first two consorts, Sri and Bhu
Devi (the Goddess Earth). but Pillan adds the Lord’s third consort (using her
Sanskrit name Nila instead of the Tamil Pinnai). And he paraphrases the ques-
tion by asking, “Where can I see the Lord with these earthly eyes and become
intoxicated at the sight of him . . . ‘2” '”

The yearning of the devotee may seem less erotic here because he acknowl-
edges the Lord‘s special relationship with his consorts. including his human
wife Nappinnai, but his intense yearning for physical sight of the Lord unites
the apparently distinct relationships of servant and beloved. Pillar] makes this
clear in verse 6.
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|'l'he alvar asksl: 0 king of Cowherds! For my sake you took Tirunavay
as your temple and abide there. I have great affection for you and desire
nothing else. When can these eyes of mine see you and rejoice?

(9.8.6)

In verses 7 and 8 the emphasis is on humble service, but Pillan’s paraphrase of
vt'tsc l0 illuminates the theme of erotic union again.

l
And so, though I desired you and did not obtain you, [I] did not stop
there. I contemplate the quality by which you came and stayed in
'l‘irunz'wz'iy, only to unite with me (samslesa). My mind is confused.
Wondering when I can clasp you, 11stand here, calling "0 holy entranc-
ing Lord!" a (9.8.l0)

Union: “Mingling”
In the loving relationship of devotion the apparent opposites of separation
tvtxlesa) and union (samslesa) are closely linked. Not only do they alternate
tmt each also presupposes the other. The most erotic allusions to union occur
tn the midst of an agonizing lament on the Lord’s absence. It is the memory of
the lover’s past embraces that evokes both passion and jealousy, and it is the
warning anticipation of union that evokes the most vivid imagery. Pillar) puts
this dramatically in his paraphrase of the lovesick maiden’s words to the bees
llml live on the jasmine flower adorning her hair:

Abandoning me, he sits in Heaven under a great canopy of gems. . . .

Look at him, drink from the flood of honey . . . in his hair. Ask him: A
girl pines for you, she calls your name. Do you display your mercy by
not thinking of her?II

(6.8.4)

I Iwwhere the girl’s mother speaks, reporting that at the appointed time for
lllt‘ll' tryst, when her daughter does not obtain union with the Lord, her eyes
me “tilled with tears" and she cries out for him. Her daughter’s grief at sepa-
ltllltm is intense: “she is extremely distressed and listless." '3

Introducinganother set of girl poems (5.5), Pillan says that because the girl
ulm-sn‘t have the patience to remember the qualities of the Supreme Lord
whom she has experienced,

her mind is in a turmoil through the night. With daybreak, however, she
remembers the beauty of the Lord‘s city and his countless auspicious
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attributes. Yet this remembrance again kindles her love, which again
leads to distress at not having gained the desired union.”

(5.5 intro.)

The two most frequent words for union are “entering” (pukutal) untl

“mingling" (kalaivi). Both words may mean sexual union, but they are used
by poet and commentator in a variety of devotional settings in addition to those
of the lovesick heroine of Tamil classical poetry or one of Krishna’s gopis.

He looked and stayed:
Crushing my wild senses
that ruled my lowly heart,

He dwelt within it.
I do not comprehend now

the grace of the mighty lord
who showered his grace on

the elephant with mighty legs.

He entered me; he graciously stayed in me in such a way that all my
sense organs were engrossed in one attribute and were oblivious to his
other attributes. Therefore I feel that there can be nothing more than this
and do not consider the grace he has shown me before as any grace
at all.

(8.7.2)

The paraphrase leaves out a reference in the verse to a familiar story: the
Lord's descending to earth for the specific purpose of rescuing his elephant
devotee, Gajendra, who had been caught by a crocodile. That story suggests
the extent of the Lord’s grace and also a salvation that is primarily rescue or
liberation. The commentator concentrates on what he takes to be the main
point of the verse: the Lord’s grace in entering and filling the devotee, includ-
ing his “wild senses" and his lowly heart. Pillan glosses the phrase from the

verse, “You enter insidemy soul (avi), melt it and eat it” (5. IO. l), as follows:
“I stood in the agony of separation and you entered the secret part of my soul
(atma) and did not leave it. You held it in close embrace, which never seemed
to end.”

Elsewhere, Pillar] shows the flexibility of the word “mingling”:

Now [the alvar] speaks of the manner in which [the Lord] mingled with
him: “Sri, Bhu, and Nappinnai are his divine queens, the earth, the fir-
mament, and all the worlds are his playthings; the creation, suste-
nance, and destruction of these worlds are his play. And now, just as that
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Kunnan with . . . wondrous auspicious attributes graciously perched on
Mother Yasoda’s hip, he now climbs up on mine.

(1.9.4)

lhe multiple senses of ma, mentioned above, are evident in this paraphrase:
luveplay with his heavenly queens and play in supervising the cosmic process
one mentionedexplicitly, and the perching of the baby Krishna on his mother‘s
hip and his perching on the devotee’s hip ar certainly also “play" or “sport."
l'tllun seems aware, moreover, of the gradual transition between the motherly
allot-lion for Krishna as a little boy, in which the gopis shared as older girls
luluymg with him and carrying him around on their hip, and the gopis' erotic
warning to “mingle” with the teenage or adolescent Krishna. Mingling
m't'lns here to apply to all the various modes of Divine activity, relating to the
mnltlesses, to the cosmos, to Krishna’smother, and to the poet devotee. They
all seem to be different ways in which the infinite Lord touches or pervades
ltmle beings, from the most exalted to the humblest, and those different ways
rvoke the different modes of bhakti: reverent worship of the Lord of the uni—

mse. motherly care of the Lord coming to earth as a mischievous little boy,
and passionate attachment to the Divine lover.
lle discusses mingling further (in 2.3) when he says the alvar “talks as the

l ord mingles with him, manifesting himself graciously within his life.” Then
lu- paraphrases the first verse as follows:

The Lord whose only enjoyment is union with his devotees, whose na-
ture (svabhava) is to banish the enemies of his devotees, who is my mas-
terathis Lord and l mingled so that we enjoyed every kind of “taste'l
by this union. 0 my heart! You have obtained right on this earth the
exclusive enjoyment of the Lord that one enjoys only in heaven. . . .

(2.3.1)

Ile escalates the rhetoric concerning the quality of this mingling still fur-
ther in another paraphrase:

l'l‘he alvar] says, “He graciously mingled with me, even more com-
pletely than with the Supreme Mother who is the Goddess of all or with
such divine adherents as Brahma and Siva, for such is his affection for
me that every inch of his radiantly auspicious body he mingled with
mine.

(2.5.2)

This theme of mingling or intimate union is frequently related to one of the
other themes of the poem, that of the Lord’s inspiration of the alvar, which we
tllquSCd in chapter 5." We see this in one of Pillan’s introductions.
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[The alvar speaks] out of the unsurpassed love (priti) born out of the
union caused by his mingling with the Lord, who listened [to the alvarl,
did as he said, entered into his heart, and made himself conformable [to
the alvar’s words].

(10.7)

Pillan continues in the same vein in his paraphrase of the first verse of this
decad.

[The alvar] says to those who sing songs about the Lord: when you serve
[him] guard your lives. . . . He took me as an instrument and made me
sing about him. Then using that as a pretext he entered into me and
mingled with me.

(10.7. I)

Pillan interprets the Lord’s entering the alvar as an expression of the Lord's
unmerited grace. Without there being any reason for the alvar tojhave ob-
tained the Lord’s grace, “the Lord together with the Supreme Mother [Sri]
came and filled my heart fully and mingled with me” (10.8.1).I5

Mingling can also be expressed in the image of swallowing, which is im-

portant for Nammalvar, so important in fact that we are devoting a separate
chapter to explore the different dimensions of that image. Let us, however.
already look at one verse that is particularly revealing of Pillan’s notion
of union.

By himself. he became the earth and life,
and now he will not relinquish my flesh.
Walking and treading
over this earth, and in-between
he (found) our mountain,
and he will not relinquish
Tirumaliruficolai, the jewel of the south.
The demons are distressed by this:
But what can 1 say of his grace?

Though he enters my material body and graciously consumes my soul,
he is the Lord of the entire world. He took even my material body as
something that he enjoys, and he will not leave it even for a moment.
Now asking, “ls there a place fit for us to have a union?“ he searched
and “entered” the sacred hill and there, with great love (priti), he united
with me, as he intended. Now he says, “It is this hill that made our
fortune grow." Considering this sacred hill as enjoyable as my body and
my life, he will not let it go. He “experiences" my life, my body, and



the sacred hill and loves them. Our enemies saw our good fortune
and were crestfallen and bit the dust.

(l0.7.4)

l"t‘icdhelm Hardy believes that later Srivaisnavas lost the special emphasis
ol the alvars’ devotion, adopting the pan-Indian normative approach in which
~n|vution lies in separating the soul or spiritual self from the physical body
through systematic suppression of ‘he senses.I6 In the concluding chapter we
shall consider this and other interpretations of the historical developments
utter the alvars. Here we want simply to note that Pillan‘s interpretation of
Nmnnialvar's bhakti shares one emphasis of Hardy’s own interpretation of
Nummalvar: the LordMfiphysicalbethe/filflr as wefljLs/hiisoul
tnlmt‘i) in a way comparable to his 1696 for the magnificent celestial bodies of
his divine consorts, and on his part the alvar yearns for physical sight of the
Lord‘s body, a sight that is provided through the image form of the Lord. But
l’tllan goes even further: the Lord has a similar physical attachment to the sa—

t‘l'L‘tl hill. “He will not let it go." Hardy believes this notion of physical union
between a finite being and the Absolute to be a metaphysical impossibility and
thus an imagined experience that drives the alvar to the edge of madness.
Ilurdy therefore considers the viraha poems of Nammalvar more realistic and
more profound: the intensely painful recognition of the Lord’s absence made
the more poignant by the illusory memories of and heroic yearnings for the
l,ord‘s presence in the most intimate union.l7
There is no evidence, however, that either poet or commentator believed

the slate of union less real than the state of separation. It is not that there were
no problems for the commentators in the poet’s bold assertions of a bridge
ht'lWCCnmatter and spirit, finite and infinite, but the commentators considered
Nammz‘ilvar to be celebrating the amazing reality of that connection. Pillan
t't‘l'lttlnly recognized the rarity and the fleeting character of mingling in our
lilt‘Scnt human existence, even in the existence of the poet-saint, who there-
lore yearns fervently for the unending communion of his heavenly goal. Yet
the reality of that experience he does not doubt. nor does he miss the reflection
in that momentary experience of the fundamental truth of God’s presence in a
physical world apparently so alien to his unblemished being. In chapter 12 we
uhztll try to demonstrate that Nammalvar, as well as the later commentators on
his poem, holds such a vision of the unity of God and cosmos.

Reversing the Normal Hierarchy
At the height of the devotional experience the normal one-sided dependence
ot the devotee on a vastly superior Lord is (or appears to be) mysteriously
altered. Sometimes that unusual state is presented in terms of mutuality: a re-
t'lpl'OCEll relflonship. This is the case in 4.3.8. \\
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You who are in my soul.
You whose form is of radiant knowledge,

became the beautiful seven worlds
and everything attached to them.

You stand such that
My soul is yours, yours is mine.

I What can I say of this?

He stands inside all the worlds, ruling them all. His desires are all ful-
filled, and yet I am his only support. My soul is yours to command. The
essence of your divine soul is mine to command—in this manner you
mingled with me. He says this is how he mingled with him. Further, he
says “That union being inadequate, again you mingled with me. Now
what can I say?"

(4.3.8)

In many other verses, however, the poet and/or the commentator go even fur-
ther. The sharp hierarchical arrangements of both cosmic and social reality are
reversed in the devotee’s experience. The Lord is lower than the devotee; earth
is higher than heaven. We saw above that the Lord’s union with the alvar was
considered more complete than that with his highest consort Sri or with the
great gods Brahma and Siva, here conceived as Visnu's devoted servants
(2.5.2). The commentator paraphrases another verse to express the same sen-
timent: “Even if the Great Mother (Sri) and 1 should [both] take refuge at his
feet today, he will show greater passion for me than for the Mother” (4.5.8).
The same mood of reversal seems to be behind Pillan’s use of a reference to
Sita as an occasion for giving her extravagant praise as the human wife of the
avatara Rama. She is said to be “by both the beauties of her soul and her body
superior to Sri, the crowned queen of the Supreme Person and the Goddess of
all" (4.2.8).

A characteristic if apparently extreme expression of this reversal is the
following:

I! is as if Ithe alvarl says: The Lord cannot be separated from me even
for a minute and survive; he is solely supported by me; how could he
have been without me: how could he have been separated from me from
time immemorial?

(l0.8.9)

The “as if" is reminiscent of a paraphrase of a verse in the Bhagavadgita by
Pillan‘s teacher, Ramanuja.

Those who worship me out of intense love because they cannot sustain
their souls without worshiping me. which worship is their sole aim,



whether they are born in a high caste or a low caste, exist within my
very scll‘ provided with every happiness as though their qualities were
equal to mine. “I, too, am in them" means: “I treat them as if [iva] they
were my superiors.” “‘

vacn presuming equality with the Lord seems to deny the primary affirmation
nl Lord Visnu’s metaphysical supremacy; to place the devotee above the Lord
u-rms both preposterous and insulting, yet here it is the Lord who makes such
it strange declaration, qualified only by an “as though” or “as if” (iva in
Sanskrit). ln Ramanuja's case this paradoxical reversal of values can be under-
stood on the basis of the Lord’s generosity (audarya), which is so great that
he speaks with hyperbole, forgetting the great value of his own gift and treat-
mg the one who accepts it as having done him a favor. There is a self-
lurgetl‘ulness on God‘s part that is even more proniinent in the divine attribute
nl sausilya (“gracious condescension"): the conduct ofa superior person who
no charms those inferior to him that they are not frightened or embarrassed by
his presence, for they temporarily forget his superior status. For Ramanuja the
rquulity or the reversal of roles is not real but “as if" or “as it were” (iva),
and at least in this case Pillar] agrees. Whether for Nammalvar the role rever-
ml is real may be harder to say, but certainly for both poet and commentator,
llN indeed for Ramanuja, the mutual dependence of the Lord and the devotee is
the second, mysterious side of God’s gracious giving of himself in love; the
lust side of which is the all—sufficiencyof God.”

()nc recurrent type of reversal is the preferring of this world to heaven,
provided one is already united with the Lord here and now. Pillan interprets
Nnmmalvar to be saying in 2.9.] that “connection with |the Lord’s] feet is
better than moksa of any kind."3“ The same point is made in Pillan’s para-
phrase of 8.10.4:

Should we not go to blessed Vaikuntha in order lovingly to serve the
Lord‘s own people and to acquire fully the ever-increasingexperience of
the Lord? If this were asked, [the alvarl would say, “If we get that expe-
rience here, we don’t lose anything by staying here!“

(8. 10.4)

(‘ertain earthly “sacred places" are sometimes preferred to the preeminent
heavenly “sacred place" (Tirunatu). “The Lord extends more affection
tsneha) here than in Tirunatu.“ (l0. l .1)

Should we go to Tirunatu to see him? Why has he graciously come to
Tirumalai nearby to stand there? So what is it to me? It is the “never-
tiring immortals" who go there [Tirumalail and serve him.

(9.3.8)
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Finally, Pillar) extols the value of the Tiruvayinoli itself with similar senti-
ments of devotional reversal.

Even if samsara should come to an end and I should gain the experi-
ence of the Lord’s love and share the Lord’s delight in having all the
worlds under his control, would all that measure up to the love 1 know in
experiencing the Lord through the Tiruvaymoli?

(8. IO.6)

Commenting on the very last verse ofthe Tiruvaymoli (10. 10. l 1), Pillar] con-
cludes: “Those who know these ten verses in which [the alvar'sl desire was
fulfilled and his thirst was quenched, though being born [as mortals], are
greater than “the never—tiring immortals." There is perhaps a rhetorical flour-
ish in this statement of the “fruit” (phala) of “knowing" the final set of
verses. The pardonable exaggeration of such rhetoric is even more difficult for
those outside the community to comprehend than the extravagant exaltation of
the saints spiritual state. For those inside the community, however it is im-

portant to feel so closely connected withour saint” (Nammalvar) through
“inwardly digesting” his closing verses that they share in his spiritual victory.
In any case there is a conscious paradox in all these reversals. It is only through
the Lord’s grace that any mortal, whether the poet-saint or those who meditate
on his verses, can be said to be greater than “the never-tiring immortals."



The Means to Salvation:
The Question of Upaya

Bhaktiyoga

“lt' devotional relationship treated in the previous chapter was a fundamen-
ml fact in the lives of Nammalvar and the other poet-saints. For the later
Niivnisnavas, looking back admiringly at the alvars and seeking to share the
nperience of their hymns, the devotees’ relation to God was both fact and
ll‘illll'ililOI'I; yet their present state of spiritual life as well as the future heights to
which they aspired had to be interpreted in terms of the Vedic understanding
ul

hhakthi,eespecially that given in the Bhagavadgita. In both Yamuna’s short
wurk.t “Summary of the Meaning of the 01121" (Gitdrtha Sarhgraha),
which sums up the meaningofeach chapter1n a singleverse, and in Ramanuja’s
wvcral hundred pages of commentary (the Gitdbhcisya),' devotion is inter—

im-lcd in terms of the Gita’s category of bhaktiyoga. The Sanskrit hymns of
the community, beginning with Yamuna’s own Stotra Rama (The Jewel) and
t'nmhi’loki. indicate, however that there are asmects of the community’s
understanding of bhakti that are hard to fit with the accepted definitions of
bhaktiyoga. Kurattalvans son Parasara Bhattar, in his commentary on the
Ninskrit work The Thousand Names of Visnu (V1$nusahasranama),presents
"singing of the Lord’s names” as the easier and generally preferable path of ’3-

W\ “JV. tea"bhakti, in comparison to the arduous requirements of bhaktiyoga.
In his commentary Pillan generally assumes that the bhakti that fills“

”Il' poem is bhaktiyoga, as defined. taught, and practiced by Yamuna and
ltmnfinuja. All around the edges there are questions, however, as to whether
nit-h bhaktiyoga has some easier alternative, whether bhaktiyoga is even pos-
~1h|e for devoteeswho despair of their own abilities, and finally why as well as
hmv salvation is attained. Behind the human means to salvation so carefully
defined in the Sanskritic tradition is the graceBffiod so often celebrated in the
liunil (and later also the Sanskrit) hymnsWhat is the reason for God’s
i'lthC?" Pillar] often asks, and he sees Nammalvar himself asking this ques-
tmn. In this chapter we shall look at the categories of definitions andthe
doubts about these definitions that Piliar_1_ assumes to bein Nammalvar s mind
I\ well as in his.Thmsame divine-human relationship, explored1n more
d1 votionaland psychological terms in the previous chapter, is here treated
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from the theological perspective of the early Srivaisnavacommunity. lts tentu
tive definitions were sharpened and enlivened by succeeding generations and
finally organized in such diverse ways as to mark, if not to precipitate. a wide
ning rift in the community.

Pillan's long comment on verse 1.3.1, cited in chapter 7. begins with the
assertion that “Devotion (bhakti) towards [the Lord] and detachment (vairag
ya, lit.. making the world distasteful) towards [worldly] things will not arise
unless one can perceive the Lord with one’s eyes and other sense organs."
The commentator then imagines that “some dispirited people" remind the
alvar of what he had sung at the very beginning of the poem (l.l.2) where
the Lord “is not within the scope of the outer sense organs of [even] a mind
made extremely pure by the practice of yoga." “One cannot approach such In

person: would it be fitting to draw near to him?" According to Pillar), the alvzu
answers that question here: “The Lord is accessible to those who wish to see
him; he is invisible [or very rarely (ariyan) visible] to his adversaries.” We

saw the great extent of that accessibility above but note that the very opening
statement undermines the received Sanskritic tradition that bhakti18 a meam

’\ i to the vision ofGod. ItIS the otherway round.Pillan says clearly: both posi-
' tive anmhmem to the Lord (one meaning of bhakti) and cultivating detacII-

ment from the things of this world depend on the vision of God—indeed
not only vision, but a grasping of the Lord by all the sense organs. This is

surely the full-blooded bhakti of the alvars; but what then of the initial credo.
shared by the Tamil and Sanskrit traditions that VisnuIs the supremely tran-

”A“ scendent Lord who eludes not only our ordinary external senses but even the

w, ”JV/q finely honedInner sense of the yogi '.’ Such a Lord can only be seen when and
‘w 9)} ' where he wills, but the wonder of it is, as Pillar] never tires of repeating, that

1”,. N‘ he does so will for those who desire to see him and who humbly come to him
for refuge.

Later commentators. and indeed both branches of the Srivaisnava tradition,
I

do not want to use the term bhaktiyoga to designate this bhakti as a Divine
/ \gift. considering this Divinely given devotion rather as the presupposition

3" .V‘“ ” (‘ ' of the alternative means of prapatti (surrender). Pillan follows hIs teacher
1- $3.6;er Ramanuja however in frequently considering bhaktiyoga to bgsynonyrnous
] with bhaktiIn general. Thus in a comment cited in chaptef 4, Pillan says

‘The Lord has the great quality of making manifest the real meaning of the
Vedas; stand steadfastIn bhaktiyoga on his side" (l.3.5). In another comment
he even goes back to the more Sanskritic interpretationof bhakti as the means:

The full experience of the Lord that one obtains by the practice of bhak-
,

tiyoga accompanied by karmayoga and jfianayoga and by which samsara
3‘

I

' isstopped—quickly and without effort I have obtained this during this

/-. ES?
a" ‘ fl‘present life." Thinking this the alvar relivesIn his experience the for-

\f) 1N” tune that he has received.
" “ (2.3.8)



”It' cud of this comment presents the same paradox. It is accepted that the
thaw yogas taught in the Gila. of which [Wt—akiiyoga is the crown, are the
nwuus to the “experience“ (anubhava) of God. but the alvar has acquired
thrw dil'licult yogas without effort in no time at all as a Divine gift, and thus
hr celebrates his good fortune.

In his introduction to the fourth decad of the Tenth Hundred, Pillan inter-
l""“ the alvar as there concluding his treatment of “the easy nature of bhak-
ttvugu that was started in the verse. ‘H‘e is accessible to those with bhakti' "
II t I). which is the verse with which we started above. It is remarkable, in
new of all the doubts and alternatives that we have yet to explore, that Pillar]
m-s more than nine-tenths of the Tiruvaymoli as elucidating the nature of -

bhaktiyoga. and what is more, believes that bhaktiyoga is easy! Pillan’s para—
phmsc in the first verse of the ten1(l0.4.l) reiterates this understanding:
though possessing the fullness of beauty, lordship,1ind wealth. the Lord in
tlltit‘l' to become accessible to his devotees descends to the earth and becomes
lllt‘tt‘ equal. “We can grasp the Lord’s sacred feet by bhaktiyoga.” 1

How easy this bhaktiyoga can be is suggested by Pillan‘s paraphrase of a
wtw in the Ninth Hundred (9.|.7). This spiritual path is not conditional on
tum-ting qualifications or limited to certain times or places. It is not difficult,
utllt‘t‘ some remembrance of the Lord’s great qualities happens automatically 5

«ml Nammalvarassures us in this verse that the remembrance will not be fruit-
Ins. Indeed, “since this happens by itself, it will be enjoyable and esteemed. ” ‘

l’illan regards lO.4.l0 as the real conclusion of the alvar‘s treatment of
Inhuktiyoga (despite the “postscript" in the following decad) and therefore in-
tt-tprets that verse as providing a summation of the topics occupying most of
the entire Tiruvaymoli.

Immortals from all directions
with foeussed minds

worship Madhava with incense,
lamps, fresh flowers and water. fl Wu .4 \9’“

«20’1“ \His feet, so fit to be worshiped
Loware the refuge of his devotees. K

llaving begun to talk about bhaktiyoga. [the alvarl goes on to talk of his
having procured without reason (nirhetuka) the fortune of doing service
to the Lord. The Lord fulfils the desires of lndra and others who seek his
feet as refuge. They come to him controlling their inner organs, [and
with minds] foeussed on the Lord. . . . lndra and others bring articles
that are excellent for worship. If one holds the Lord’s feet to be the only
goal. one’s desires will be granted graciously. There is no doubt about I «A "‘

V

.
1,\«

this. Thinking this [the alvarl concludes, saying that [the Lord] is to be /obtained by bhaktiyoga.
(lO.4.lO)
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difficultiesin the way of worshiping him properly; just serve him.

I I4 The Commmlalor‘xSynthesis"

“Being without bhakti”—What then? Alternatives to Bhaktiyoga

To have you
is what 1 want for all time.

My Lord, radiant as a dark smoky gem!
Give me your hand of knowledge
So that I may approach your feet

without wasting a single minute.
(2.9.2)

In his comment on this verse, Pillan says: “This is the goal that I always dc-
sire. If it is asked, can you accomplish it without bhaktiyoga, [the alvarl rc-
plies: Graciously give me that bhaktiyoga yoursel/f, quickly.” Here it is clear
that Pillan is considering the possibility of a distinct alternative to bhaktiyoga
as a means to his final goal. It is also clear, however that the commentator
shrinks back from having the alvar accept such an alternative. Instead thereis
the seemingly evasive answer thatis actually consistent with everything pre-
sented thus far: there is no alternative, but bhaktiyoga itselfIS not a human
accomplishment but a Divine gift.

Elsewhere, however, Pillan seems to be willing to have the alvar consider
some possible alternatives.

To one whose great love of the Supreme Lord has been generated by his
gracious condescension and who believes that he can destroy all ob-
stacles, who wants to gain fortune by constantly blessing him and re—

maining in his presence [never parting from him], who despairs of
practising bhaktiyoga because it is so difficult . . . . [the alvar] says:
Take a flower or leaf, which is available everywhere, and perform any
[act of] service to his sacred feet. Because of his unsurpassed gracious
condescension he will accept it. Therefore do not be despondent at the

(1.61)

It may be that here. too, Pillar) stops short of admitting an alternative, but if
so, then he believes that the simplest act of worship will be accepted by the
Lord as bhaktiyoga. In any case, Pillan clearly states in another paraphrase
that daily bowing to the Lord’s feet or folding one's hands in reverence is a
form of worship better than bhaktiyoga.

Cruel sins that cling,
constant and enduring since ages past.
will vanish in a flash;
there will be no imperfection.
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Cleanse the dirt from your inner mind;
worship daily the graceful feet,
the feet of our [Lord]
that have auspiciousness.
To die with [an act] of worship
at the place of one’s death
is victory.

ll' without any other goal, we bow before the beautiful ankles and feet of
the Lord, which have auspiciousness, the karma that has accumulated
from beginningless time and has constantly been a hindrance to our ex-
periencing the Lord will vanish that very instant when we bow. Now we
lack nothing; we can obtain and éxperience the Lord as we desire. If it is
asked, if we have not done any bhaktiyoga and have not the time nor the
power to do so in the last moments of our life, [is everything lost]? [the
alvar] says: Even in the last stage but to fold one's hands in adoration, to
say a single sentence, or to think [of the Lord] is better than bhaktiyoga.

(l.3.8)

Along similar lines are the following comments:

Is he thus accessible to those who merely fold their palms in reverential
greeting? The answer is: for those who think he is the goal, he is
accessible.

(9.10.7)

He is beyond the reach of even the divine ones and others who are his
devotees but accessible to his [humanl devotees. Consider him to be the
only goal; only fold your hands in obeisance and all obstacles [in the
path of] loving service will vanish.

(l0.5.9)

Elsewhere, however, Pillan questions whether salvation depends upon even
\uch a minimal gesture. “Because my essential nature (svarfipa), sense or-
gans, and deeds are by your will and form a body of which you are the soul
(atma). there is no action I can do, so I do not know [even] how to bow"
tX.l.8). “lWhen the Lord asks,| ‘Can you not by yourself perform some
npaya to obtain me?” [the alvar] replies, ‘How can I with my effort obtain you
who are my support‘?‘ " (8. l .5).

A similar interpretation is given of the following striking verse.

I, a dog at your feet,
call you with cringing heart
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Like a dog wagging its short tail.
0 you who held aloft the mountain,

and protected the cattle from the rain,
I am distressed without your grace.

“My heart does not see its unworthiness and total imperfection; it is

fickle, but it desires you and does not leave you. While all my organs are
so weak, you remain without speaking. Can 1 not be caught in the over-
whelming flood of compassion that protects the unfortunate ones and
those devoid of an upaya? And so I stand afraid,” [the alvar] says.

(9.4.3)

Here the alternative to bhaktiyoga appears to be, not another upaya, however
simple, but the acknowledgment that one has no means to gain salvation and
therefore must rely on the sheer mercy of the -L_ord. The elaboration of this
stance of helplessnessfifto‘a'prflefid'means'ofreaching the Lord was a grad-
ual process taking over a hundred years to develop into its two crystallized
forms. In this process we see not only the cry of helplessness but also the
ritual act of obeisance, both to the Lord and to the Lord‘s consort Sri, which
had long been recognized in both the Sanskrit and Tamil traditions as the in-

dispensable beginning to a serious exercise of worship. The final Tenkalai
position puts slightly greater emphasis on the “l have no means” acknowledg-
ment; the Vatakalai p/osition puts more stress on the act of surrender as a mini-
mal requirement of devotional seriousness, but both positions contain both
elements. In the following section we shall look'at Pillan‘s comments on both
subjects, remembering that what he states is what he regards as Nammalvar‘s
view: the meaning of specific verses regarding the means to salvation.

Taking Refuge with the Lord (Samasrayanam)
In his introduction to 5.7 and his expanded paraphrase of three of its verses.
Pillar] develops the theme of having no upaya into what comes close to a litur-
gical act of surrender. (In this case, his introduction to the decad is continued
with his comment on the first verse.)

0 Lord who has the serpent for a bed!
I have not done any [pious ritual] act
I have no intelligence,

and yet
I cannot move away from you and survive.

0 King, sitting in state,
enthroned in the city of Cirivaramankalam,

a city
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filled with fertile fields of red paddy
interwoven with blossoms of lotus flowers,

I am not a burden on you!

I-lven though he thus imitates the nature, form, and activities of the Lord
who is the Lord of all, the alvar does not find anything to hold onto and
says. “I am separated from him and suffer so, and yet the Lord ignores
me. This is because I have no upétya in the form of karmayoga, jfiana—
yoga. and bhaktiyoga [to make it possible] for him to unite with me, but
even though I do not have any of them [upayas] I cannot survive if] am
to be separated from you who are extremely enjoyable. Therefore, since
you have come to the city of Cirivaramankala to make me an object [of
your love], and since it does not befit you to let go of this atma, which is

your servant, you cannot let me go. Therefore‘you have to make me,
who am your servant (atiyén), an object of your grace.” J

‘ ‘r‘""" ""’ ‘ (5.7.1 and 5.7 intro.)

lixpanding the “1 am neither here nor there . . . I am nowhere” of the sec-
ond verse, Pillar) says, “I have not obtained your . . . feet. . . . In my
ragerness to see you, 1 do not now have the patience to observe any upaya”
(5.7.2). In his comment on the fifth verse Pillan answers the alvar‘s question
to the Lord, “Is it right for me to call you?”: “It is only while you are in the
midst of your enemies that you should not manifest yourself. Should you be
difficult to grasp even by them who desire you, . . . [even though] I cannot do
any upaya that is good enough to come near your feet?" Pillar) then imagines
Ihe Lord replying, “What more can I do? I have entered Cirivaramankala so
that all those who have me as their sole enjoyment can see me with their eyes
and experience me" (5.7.5).S

ln commenting on two verses in 9.10, Pillan clearly seems to conceive of
grasping the Lord’s feet, thus taking refuge with the Lord, as an important
utual act. His first paraphrase follows the verse very closely: “Grasp the Lord
as the protector, place a lotus flower at his feet, and worship him in such a way
that your sinful deeds will be destroyed.” Pillan then adds, however, “For this
there is no injunction concerning the [appropriate] time."“ The fifth verse
walks of the Lord granting heaven when they die to those who reach his feet
as their refuge, and continues, “He who rules the earth from Tirukannapuram
ltemple] . . . is all love for his beloved ones.”7 Here Pillar) gives a paraphrase
that sounds like a ritual statement of faith for those humbly seeking the Lord’s
protection. ”MW“ ”#7-“?

Thus [the Lord] becomes the protector, not merely in one way, but in all
ways, of those who do not have the patience to take refuge in him
through bhaktiyoga, but who grasp his sacred feet as the upaya. Imme-



diately he wants to liberate them from material existence, take them to
the supreme heaven, and [he] feels that he cannot survive without unit-
ing with them. As they have been connected with matter for a long time.
at the appointed time when this matter falls off by itself, the Lord gra-
ciously gives them heaven and even then, because of his affection for
them, he feels that he has done nothing for them. He asks, “What can I

do for them?"
(9.10.5)

Pillan considers Nammalvar’s cultic act of taking refuge to occur in 6.10.l().
In addition to his comment on the verse itself. he alludes to this decisive step
in his introduction to 6.10. Since this set of verses is climactic for all the
Srivaisnava commentators, we are including this entire set of verses with
Pillan’s comments in Part Four. In his introduction Pillan states that when
Nammalvar does not gain a vision of the Lord despite a cry “so loud that it

could be heard in heaven," he concludes that “the only way to see him is to
seek refuge at his sacred feet; there is no other way."

The verse 6. 10. IO begins by referring to the “Lady of the Lotus” (Sri).
“who says: ‘I cannot move away from him even for a second‘ " and ends with
a definite act of surrender: “1, your servant, who am without shelter, sat at

your feet and entered [your safe haven] Pillan has combined these aspects of
the verse in the affirmation that the Divine Mother is Nammalvar’s mediator:

1. your servant, who am without refuge, without any other goal, having
the Divine Mother as the mediator, took refuge at your sacred feet. And
now, immediately, with all my obstacles gone, I. your servant, desire at
all times to do all possible loving service.“

(6.10.10)

In a long introduction to the following decad (7.l), Pillar) speculates as to
why the Lord did not immediately take Nammalvar to heaven after this sur-
render. This introduction serves as an important postscript to 6.10, as well as
establishing a connection to what follows.

Even though [the alvar] took refuge in the Lord and requested the Lord
to sever his connection with his material body, the Lord does not do so
because he covets (lobha) [the alvar’s] auspicious body and because it is
his will to use [the alvar] to complete the Tiruvaymoli. So [the alvar]
finds himself in the midst of his sense organs, though he is quite antago-
nistic to the [physical] organs and worldly objects and is only disposed
towards God. . . .

(7.] intro.)



l'hIs remarkable comment sheds a great deal of light on the very special rela—
ImII of the Lord to the alvar, in Pillan’s view, as well as to the importance and
the limitationof the poet-saint‘ssolemn prayer of taking refuge. Since for later
SI IVIIisnavas Nammalvar's surrender is the prototypical act to secure one’s sal-
vation, it is important to note that Pillar) uses neither the term that was to be-
mmc standard, prapam', nor even the expression s’arana‘gati, so central in
Rumanuja‘s Sarandgati Gadya. Moreover, his expectation of the result ofthis
special cultic act is not the assurancq of the saint‘s ultimate salvation, which
Ilor him was never in doubt but the immediate removal of Nammalvar from

“his material body to direct relationshtpwith the LordIn the supreme heaven. \M
Yet this does not happen; the Lord does not grant the saint’ 5 request.

I“ lhe first reason may seem peculiar, if not bizarre. The Lord is greedy
tlohha) for continued contact with the very physical body that the saint would
Ilke to be rid of. Of all the reversals in the devoti'onal meditation, this may
seem to outsiders the strangest, yet it is highly characteristic of Srivaisnava
theology. It is only from the standpoint of our human ignorance and sinfulness
that the senses and physical existence generally are undesirable or even dis- -

gusting. From the divine standpoint the entire physical universe is part of the I

l.ord‘s vibhuti, his wealth or the manifestation of his glory. Embodiment is i

eertainly not evil: God embodies himself in every aspect of his universe.
While it is true that the material bodies of human beings are tainted by sinful
Ileeds stretching back through innumerable lifetimes, the saint who is in a spe-
t'llli sense God’s instrument has a physical body purified to such an extent that
II can be enjoyed by God. In the hagiographies and ritual it is recounted of two
ml the saints, Antal and Nammalvar, that they merge with the Lord’s physical
embodiment in the temple.

The second reason is equally important to note and is even more crucial
Ill understanding Pillan’s interpretation of the Tiruvaymoli. He conceives
Nummalvar not only to be expressing his own heartfelt feelings but to be
Ievealing the divine wisdom. This teaching is far from finished at the end of
the Sixth Hundred. For the sake of the Lord's community on earth, it is vi-
IIII for the poet-saint to remain on earth until he has completed the poem,
that is, until the Lord has finished the teaching he is giving through the lips of
the poet.

It remains true, however, that the very verse that Pillan sees as a climax of
Nummalvar’s spiritual journey is turned by the commentator’sown interpreta-
IIun into an apparent anticlimax. Pillan often asks for reasons, and here he
supplies reasons for what must have appeared to his contemporaries, as well
as to himself, to be a most puzzling failure of the saint’s heartfelt petition and
solemn act of surrender before the Lord. In the following section we turn to
other examples of Pillan’s asking, “What is the reason?" as well as to the
occasions when he answers his own question: “For no reason at all.”

peg“)?



Hetu and Nirhetuka: The Poet’s Celebration of
Grace and the Commentator’sQuestion

The Tamil verses of Nammalvar frequently contain the word am]. as a noun
meaning “grace" and, even more often, as a verb meaning “graciously
gives." Also common is its adverbial use with the verb can “to do,” thus the
frequent “He graciously did.” This usage in Nammalvar and the other alvars
has had an impact on the speech of latter-day Srivaisnavas as a polite and hon
orific adverb before various verbs. In the verses themselves, however, frc
quency of occurrence should not be taken merely as evidence of a linguistic
convention. Arul connotes the favor of a superior. often an unmerited favor.
and certainly not a favor on which a suppliant can count with certainty. The
meaning is thus close to “grace" in theological English. (“Grace” in the acs~
thetic sense is also important for Nammalvar, but he uses one of the many
words for beauty in expressing that kind of grace.) Am! in common speech
refers to the gifts or the deeds of the superior person in a relationship; in thc
Tiruvaymoli that superior person is almost always God.

Pillar] frequently asks why God did something. What reason or cause (hetu
or karanam) is there for God‘s action‘.’ He asks this especially abtfit’God's
gracious actions in all hi'sTmfififestafifins. yet because he asks this about some-
thing that often appears as a sheer. unmerited favor. he sometimes has to con-
clude. “Without any reason (nirhetuka)."

We see this close juxtaposition of grace and reason/cause in the com-
ments on two significant verses. The first is the third verse of8.8: . . by the
grace of the highest conscious being I placed him in my mind. . . . Tran-
scending consciousness, life. and body, . . . he himself became me.“ Pillao
paraphrases this to say that the only reason for the Lord to do this is his wish to
do so.

Not content with captivating me by his beauty, lest there be any obstacle
to continuing our union, he acted in a manner that 1 could do nothing
about. saying that he is the meaning ofthat which appears as “"l. He
also graciously gave this soul itsfgtimate goat/the intuitive knowledge
that its sole essence is being a servant at his disposal (sesa)."

(8.8.3)

Commenting on the phrase. “0 pure one who seizes and abides in my
soul,“ Pillan paraphrases. “My heart contemplates and praises the beauty and
deeds of you who graciously entered it. For this reason you became delighted.
By taking this heart as a permanent dwelling. you graciously calmed my mind
that was disturbed because it could not get a vision of you." "' In one comment
Pillar) gives a straightforward answer to his own question: "The cause (ka-
rana) for moksa is association (sambandha) with our Lord" (2.8.2). Another



answer is tnore paradoxical: “What is the reason (hetu)? By accident (yaddrc-
I nyu) I mentioned a word spoken by a follower of Sri" (2.7.3). The emphasis
may fall on the insufficiency of the reason: “The Lord . . . uses only the de-
sll‘L‘ that l have to serve him as the reason" (8. ID. I). This motif is elaborated
m the following comment.

I just recited the words, “The Grove and Hill of My Lord" (Tirumflli-
rur'tcélai). There is no further reaspn (hetu) on my side. Thinking that \ “If"
I said these words in truth and using this as the reason, the Lord . . . -. 26 {L‘V
lillcd my heart fully and mingled with me. . . ." ’

(10.8.1)

Usually the poet speaks of grace and the commentator asks “Why?" but
mntetimes the poet also asks a question. ‘

Today he made me an object [of his grace] and kept himself inside me,
Why did he let me go astray at all?
He. of the City of Names, shows his grace to me

I don‘t understand it.

What is the reason (hetu) for the One in Tiruppér today to enable me to
have celestial wisdom (divyajfiana) concerning him, and to come and
reside in me? What is the reason for his not having done this before? I

shall ask this of him. If he is capable of answering. he will do so. . . .

(l0.8.9)

In commenting on the very next verse. however, Pillar) abandons the attempt
Io give a substantive reason.

The Lord, without finding an answer. says: “All that l have done for you
was done. as you said, without reason (nirhctuka). Let that be. Now
what can I do for you?“ The alvar says: “I obtained your feet; I am
obtaining them. Doing high service I have obtained your sacred feet.
Now all that I want. my Lord, is to do service at your feet." The Lord
graciously replied, “I shall fulfill your wish."

(10.8. l0)

Pillar) uses the same phrase in two introductions: . . the alvar who has
without reason (nirhctuka) united (sarhslcsa)with the Lord . . (l0.9); and:
"Without reason (nirhctuka) the Lord showed tne his beauty . . (8.9).
Similar usage is found in two verses from 2.3: "Like one who without reason
(nirhetukanay) rescues a drowning person . . and: “You gave yourself to
me without reason (nirhctuka). Without you I have no support (dharaka)."
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Another form is the petition: “By your mercy (krpaiyalé) without reason
(nirhetukamaka), fulfill my desire, just as you measured the world." Herc
Pillan comes very close to the later expression of nirhetuka krpa: “mercy fol

no reason at all."
We look finally at a verse in which Nammalvar himself speaks of “gracc

without re son.
A)“:

\9/2:77 4)" The Lord, who rules me,
{6‘7 q).hows his grace without reason.

r id." He rejoices at those who do [good].
(a?)Without allowing them to collide,wjfi‘ /((4% he holds the three worlds in his stomach,

[,9\‘ 3A} and stands in my thoughts,
[the thoughts of] me, a little man.
I do not know of any other grace.

Pillan’s paraphrase goes as follows:

If it is asked, what is the reason (hetu) for him to come with so much
affection and grandeur and graciously enter me, [the answer is,] without
there being any reason (oru hetu inriyé), he simply did it.

(8.7.8)

When God’s action is conceived as utterly gracious, then to find the reason
for his compassionate entry into a much-sullied world and equally-sullied soul
is to discover that there is no reason, no reason in our human worthiness for
such a gift, and certainly no human achievement in moral purification or as-
cetic prowess that wouldmake such a Divine act “reasonable." Thus the com-
mentator only echoes the poet in concluding, “Without there being any
reason, he simply did it!"
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The Devotee’s Final Goal
(Purusartha)

Liberation (Vitu-Moksa)

In his paraphrase of 2.2.1, Pillar) says that “the Lord . . . who gives moksa
tlllti other goals to all those who are his servants (sesas) . . . is the Lord of the
world; there is no other Lord." ' In the verse the equivalent word to moksa is
vttu.’ the Tamil term that for centuries had been understood as having the
same meaning as moksa, both in its literal meaning (being set free from) and
In its connotations: on the one hand referring negatively to a breaking of the
bonds holding one within the world of karma-samsara, and on the other hand
pointing to the suprem_e¥’bliss of final salvation, and, more concretely, to
"heaven.” The passage above makes clear that both poet and commentator
accept this pan-Hindu usage, yet the mention of vitu or moksa is less frequent
than that of other more specifically Srivaisnava terms we shall be noting later
III this chapter.
()ne meaning of the Tamil verb vitural is “to leave" or “to abandon." That

word is repeated four times in one verse which Pillan paraphrases as follows:

Relinquish (vitumin) everything, and having relinquished it, abandon
yourself to the owner of vitu (heaven). Relinquish your association with
all objects that are distinct from the Lord. Make aworshipfuloffering of
your soul, for it is hisprop:r_tyf(§esa). When you offer it, offer to the one
who possesses it. By offering we mean that the soul is his property.

" (1.2. l)
./

We shall come back to the importance of the second half of Pillan’s comment
In the last section of this chapter, but we should note clearly that Pillar) follows
Nummalvar in holding together what for the sake of clarity we are here distin-
guishing. On the one hand, there is the negative sense of vitu shared with the
Hindu ascetic tradition. This abandoning of worldly objects and worldly at-
Iuchments is the meaning of sannyasa, from which one derives the general
“lie of an ascetic, sannyasi. On the other hand, there is the positive sense of
Vltu as a joyful offering to the Lord in worship and service of the human soul
that he already owns.

I23
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’
The negative sense of vitu as discarding or abandoning is the starting point

for many of the other verses in this decad, but in almost every case Pill'im
interprets the conclusion of the verse on a positive and theistic note: the estab-
lishment of a relationship with the Lord. We see this progression in the fol»

lowing abbreviation of his comments on the next few verses.

When you understand that the body and other earthly things connected
with this soul are temporary and have other faults, you can easily relin-
quish them.

(1.2.2)

Discard the notionsof ego and individualownership that destroy the soul.
Take refuge in the Supreme Lord, who is the soul’s greatest wealth.' (l .2.3)

[The Lord] is opposed to all filth and is wholly auspicious . . . and is the
supreme object of enjoyment; therefore discard your association with
worthless things and take refuge in him.

(1.2.4)

When you discard your association with [earthly] objects, the soul
which is free from earthly nature and which has the form of happiness
will manifest itself; do not get entrapped in it. If you want to know your
essential nature. whose sole essence is that of being a sesa of the Lord,
grasp our Lord at the same time you discard your association with
[earthly] objects.

(I .2.5)

Note the warning at the end of the last comment: Pillar] follows Ramanuja in

believing that material attachments and finally the body itself can be aban-
doned, but that that achievement can turn into a terrible trap. The individual
soul does have the nature of happiness which can be enjoyed in splendid isola-
tion (kaivalya), but the individual soul might stay forever enjoying itself, in-
stead of moving as quickly as possible to the incomparably higher goal of
realizing one’s own essential belonging to the Supreme Soul and participating
in his joy.J

Here is another important verse concerning vitu (moksa).

We swim in the waters of birth
and other [afflictions] that flow with grief.
These we shall overcome,
and the cause of [obtaining] release will be

rfi‘ - ()5 intimate union with our unique Lord
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who wears the flowering cool tulai
and who removed the grief of the elephant
[caught] in the cold waters of a flowering lake.

It explains the phrase "cause of release" (vitu mutalam). The cause for
moksa that is free from birth, old age, death, and all other immeasurable
grief is the connection with our Lord. If it is asked, when do we see it?
[the alvar] says: We see it in the case of Gajendralvan.

(2.8.2)

Mnksa (vitu) is conceived as release from the sorrow of this world. It is ob—

tained by connection with a Lord whose compassion is so great that he made a
special descent to earth just to rescue his elephant devotee Gajendra from the
laws of a crocodile. "'

The Supreme Heaven (Tirunatu-Vaikuntha)

Much more frequently Pillan speaks of the supreme goal as “heaven,” not the
temporary abode (svarga) in which the fruits of one’s good deeds are enjoyed
until the credit is exhausted and one returns in a new body to samsara, but
Visnu's permanent home in which he is joined by his devotees. Pillan some-
times uses the Sanskrit term for this, Vaikumha, but even more frequently the
Tamil term Tirundtu, the “sacred (or auspicious) land.” Heaven is thus a
"place," and traditional Srivaisnava lists of the sacred places (divyadeéas) in-
clude Tirunatu among the hundred and eight.
Tirunatu is described as “the land where there is no end to goodness”

[2.84). The most important verses concerning it come at the very end of the
‘l'iruvaymoli. The last two decads of the tenth “Hundred" describe Nam-
Initlvar‘s triumphant ascent to heaven, not alone, but in the company of the
Lord’s devotees. Here is an abbreviation of Pillan's paraphrase of three of
those verses.

Even the unthinking clouds, by adorning and filling the sky, applaud the
Srivaisnavasproceeding heavenwards. . . .

(10.9.1)

As some [residents of heaven] gave the fruit of their sacrifices, others
worshipfully offered fragrance and lamps; some blew trumpets and
conches. . . .

(10.9.6)

Like a mother overjoyed at the sight of a long absent son, [the Lord‘s
consorts] are filled with love at seeing [the new arrivals]. . . . [and]
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come with their divine attendants, bringing . . . their greatest treasure.
which is Sri Sathakopa, along with fragrant powder, large lamps, and
other auspicious articles with which to honor them.4

(10.9.10)

Pillan interprets the Tamil word “treasure” (niti) in verse ten to mean Sr!

Sathakopa, which is the technical term for the little crown engraved with
the “Lord’s feet" that is ritually placed over devotees” heads at the end of
Srivaisnava worship. Sathakopa is also an honorific name of Nammalvz‘ir.
which Pillar] sometimes uses in paraphrasing the name the poet gives himself
in some of the eleventh verses (phala srutis). Here Sathakopa means the pre-
cious temple object that represents the devotees‘ physical link with the Lord‘s
feet. Pillar) here suggests that this ritual symbol is present in the heavenly
temple and is used by the Lord‘s consorts to honor Nammfilvarand his fellow
arrivals. For Pillan no honor could be more appropriate, since Nammalvar is
his saving connection with the Lord's feet.

The New Age on Earth

lf heaven resembles a Srivaisnava temple, it is because. as both poet and com-
mentator hold, the temples and sacred precincts are holy places in which the
Lord of heaven chooses to dwell. At these special places, therefore, the line
between Divine space and human space almost disappears. Is the same thing
true of time? Are there points at which God’s time and our human time in a
“fallen" world can somehowmeet? On the whole both Nammalvar and Pillar)
accept without question the Hindu scheme of four ages (yugas) in the last of
which human beings have been living for the last five thousand years. This is
the degenerate age, under the spell of the demon Kali, an age in which the
“cow of dharma" tries to stand on only one leg. Eventually this evil age will
come to an end; the future avatara Kalki will usher in a new age of righteous-
ness, and a new cycle of ages will begin. There is relatively little emphasis on
the Kali Yuga (cf. 10.4.8) in the Tiruvaymoli and there is only one reference
to the Kalki avatara (in 5.1.10).

There is, however, one decad (5.2) in which the verses suggest that already
in the present the evil age is ending and/or that the power of Kali is coming to
an end. The first verse is as follows:

Rejoice! Rejoice! Rejoice!
The persisting curse of life is gone,
the agony of hell is destroyed,
death has no place here.
The [force of] Kali is destroyed.
Look for yourself!
The followers of the sea-colored Lord
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swell over this earth, singing with melody,
dancing and whirling [with joy].

We see them.
(5.2. I)

this entire set of verses with Pillan‘s commentary is included in Part Four.
llcrc is an abbreviated version of Pillan's paraphrase of this opening verse:

All the sins of all the souls have gone; the hells . . . become powerless
to cause torment. . . . Now the non—Vaisnava people . . . are not here.
Only Srivaisnavas . . . come and fill this earth. We see them singing
about and acting out the Lord’s . . . qualities . . . and actions. This
good fortune must become established for all eternity.5

" (5.2.1)

It is striking that the novel feature that the poet celebrates is not the inter-
vention of a new avatara but the spread of the devotees of Visnu, singing and
tlllllClng the praises of the Lord. The new age is not simply in this world, how-
rvcr. Nammalvar says in the first verse that “the agony of hell is destroyed,"
which Pillar] understands to mean that the destruction of the sins of multitudes
nl Visnu's devotees (Srivaisnavas) has emptied the many hells and put Yama,
the god of death, out of work! Verse 3 states explicitly that this means the end
ml the Kali age and the dawn of the golden age. Pillan‘s interpretation is a
strong one: “The age of Kali is stopped for all time and only the golden age
tKrta Yuga) exists." The fourth verse states that the non-Vedic “religions”
tt'umayas) are being weeded out by the host of the Lord’s followers; the fifth
vcl‘sc makes this more emphatic: the Lord’s followers will destroy those “born
mnong demons or ungodly folk."

The sixth verse is worth quoting in full along with Pillan‘s surprisingly
lu'icl‘ comment.

Those beloved
of the discus-wielding Lord

uproot disease, hatred, poverty,
and suffering
which kill and conquer this earth.
Singing melodiously, they jump,
dance, and fly all over this earth.
0 servants [of the Lord]!
come, worship, and live.
Fix your minds [on him].

The Srivaisnavas, whose real nature (svarfipa) is to do loving service
(kaimkarya) to the Supreme Person who has divine weapons like the
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_
them. . . (9.10.8). The comment on the following verse continues the
same thought:

‘ As we thus resort to his feet, all previous and future obstacles in the way
i of experiencing them will go [away]; there is no doubt about this. [The

alvar adds:] “I have obtained his feet as both way and goal. What more
do I need?” Thus he speaks of his gain.

(9. [0.9)

In addition to the impatient yearning for a vision of God right now, there is the
repeated concern that the vision be, not fleeting, but peLnlanent. God‘s posi-
tive response to that deep desire of the alvar is the theme of the follow
ing verse:

Praising you,
ever thinking of you

is my inner heart.
0 pure one who seizes
and abides in my inner soul!
Taking the form of a Man—Lion

with your sharp claws,
You split into two

the chest of the demon.

My heart contemplates and praises the beauty and deeds of you who
graciously entered it. For this reason you became delighted. By taking it
as a permanent place to reside, you graciously calmed my heart that was
disturbed because it could not get a vision of you.

(9.4.7)

Those outside the Srivaisnava community may well be puzzled at the refer-
ence in the verse to the violent act of Visnu incarnate as half-man, half-lion.
In addition to the analogy between the Lord‘s spiritual entry into the soul and
the man-lion’s clawing open the chest of the demon-king Hiranyakasipu, there
is the well-known purpose of this frightful deed: the vindication of the king‘s
son Prahlada, the prototype of loyal devotion under severe adversity. Perhaps
for this reason the figure of Narasimha, far from repelling the devotee by its
violence, is conceived by Srivaisnavas as the embodiment of masculine hand-
someness or beauty. In any case, Pillan does not mention the man-lion incar-
nation in his paraphrase of the verse. What is decisive is that the Lord stills the
restless heart of the alvar, questing for a more immediate vision of the Lord,
by entering and occupying the alvar’s heart.“
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Service to the Lord

Ila- theme of grasping the Lord’s feet blends easily into a major motif in both
lltlt'lll and commentary: service to the Lord. The most frequent word for ser-
\’lt‘l' (atimai) and servant (atiyén) both contain the noun for foot (ati). Despite
Ila- originally disagreeable associations in Indian culture connected with
touching someone else's feet and the degrading associations of service itself,
wrviee for Nammalvar is not a disagreeable chore that must be performed in
oulcr to gain the highest goal, but a privilege that is end as well as means.
[here is no higher goal—than to serve the Lord and the Lord’s devotees. (Cer-
tain other Tamil terms—for service will be taken up in specific cases.)

In more than half the cases where Nammalvar uses atimai, atiyén or some
variant from the same root, Pillar) keeps the same word or a closely related
one, In other cases he uses the late Sanskrit wo'r'd kaimkarya for service and
the venerable Sanskrit term sesa for servant. Both words have interesting his-
Iories and reveal a great deal about the distinctive mindset of Srivaisnavas.
Willi all of these terms there is a common problem of translation. It could be
argued that “slave" would be a more accurate translation than “servant,” and
"slavery" or “servitude” than service, but we have chosen the more positive
lunglish terms, partly because the religious meaning is so overwhelmingly
positive. We should remember, however, that both the Sanskrit and Tamil
terms convey a status that in an ordinary social context is decidedly inferior
and that the term sesa has as one of its meanings “property that is completely
at the disposal of its owner.” It is precisely this degrading relationship that is
transformed in the devotional context. Ramanuja begins the conclusion to his
\"t'r/(irthaSamgraha by quoting from the Laws of Manu, “Service is a dog's
lite." only to disagree with the venerable Hindu authority. It all depends who
yourmaster is, Ramanuja goes on to argue. Provided you are in the service of
the Supreme Master, the state of service is a higher state than the vaunted
independence or isolation considered by rival religious schools as the final
goal of human life.'"

A deliberate reminder of the inferior social value of service (or slavery) is
wen in the following statements by Pillar): “We were defeated (captured, con-
quered, enthralled) by the Lord’s accessibility to his devotees and his other
qualities, and we became his servants (or slaves, atimai)” (2.1.7); “0 you
who defeated me by your extremely captivating divine deeds and by your
wondrous beauty, and made me your servant (slave)” (5.7.9). In the following
statement, however, it is liberation rather than captivation that makes service
possible:

So that [our] strong bonds of attachment
[caused by] previous deeds may be cut;
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So we may serve [him] and prosper,
the strong [one],

who held aloft the great mountain,
abides in this temple.

Rain clouds arrive and flow
over this grove

where the entrancing Lord dwells.
Reach that sacred hill:
that is the righteous path.

To take us who are bound [by karma] and to make us live by doing ser-
vice at his sacred feet, he, the extremely compassionate one,’ has come
and dwelt on the sacred hill which destroys all distress; to reach this hill
is the means (upaya) to do service.

(2.10.4)

In 8.3.7 (cited in chapter 8), the sense is both positive and poignant: “People
do not tell him that there is a servant here who will follow him like a shadow."
Service as goal is clearly significant in the following:

If you ask, “Is not the goal to go to heaven (Tirunatu) and serve our
Lord?” [the alvar] replies: Even those who are there come to perform
service in Tiruvanantapuram! Therefore to do service here is itself the
goal. . . .

(10.2.6)

We have previously noted the comment, . . we can only do service at

(l0.5.6). Two verses later Pillar) comments that saying the sacred name is
the means to the goal of service: . . for those few who say this sacred
name, all their obstacles will vanish and they will obtain service at his sacred
feet” (10.5.8)."

In the same decad are two other paraphrases that use, not the Tamil word
atimai, but the Sanskrit term kairhkarya.

K
Those who are not qualified for bhaktiyoga should say the sacred name

_,\ Madhava. Say it with intense excitement; as you say it all the sins (papa)
11,: which are obstacles to your doing loving service to the Lord will be

destroyed.
(10.5.7)

He is beyond the reach of even the divine ones and others who are his
devotees, but accessible to his [human] devotees. Consider him to be the
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only goal; only fold your hands in obeisancc and all obstacles [in the
path of | loving service will vanish. '* r—J"""""

, ,,77777 (10.5.9)

IIII- Sanskrit word kairhkarya we have translated as “loving service.” It is
I!" IIch as an abstract noun from a word for service (kimkara) that comes from
"w servant's question, “What may I do" (kim-karomi).” One other usage of
lIIIIIiIkaryaidearly shows it as the oal. Commenting on 1.2.9, Pillan says,
" Now that all the sense organs have been restrained, all the obstacles to serv-
my, the Lord will vanish. Then we shall see this present body also disappear.”

Service to the Lord’s Followers: Means and Goal
1

We devotional experience of Nammalvar and the other poet-saints is intensely
III-I'sonal, but it is not individualistic. Some kind of community of devotees is
both presumed and extolled. This community is not given an abstract name
like sangha or sampradaya until later, but service to other devotees of the Lord
lN highly esteemed. Pillan follows Nammalvar in using the same words to
IIII.III service with respect to God and the servants of God. Pillar) uses both
hungavata and SrIvaisnava to refer to the followers of the Lord. (His is the
IIIIlicstwritten use of the latter term which since then has been the chiefdes-
IIIIIIItion of this partIculardmnal community) Some of his uses of the
"mile SrIvaisnava occur in different contexts than that of service. These too,
«how the importance of the communal aspect of the religious life. In one case
III- IIscs Srivaisnava to refer, not to the persons bearing that name, but to the
human: such persons share.

Kesava’s followers,
for seven generations before and for seven
generations to come,

have great fortune and prosper along with us,
through the Lord, my dark gem, my adored one,
the Lord of the celestials, my god, my Narayana.

By virtue of Narayana, who is the Lord of all, who has wondrous beauty
and other auspicious qualities. who is the master of the immortals, who
is my master, those who are associated with me for several generations
have become those whose only enjoyment is the Lord. By this associa-
tion there will grow in us the Srivaisnava wealth (sri). which is to bear
the mark of having the Lord as our sole enjoyment.

(2.7.1)

Reflections of the significance of the SrIvaisnavacommunity are also evi-
dent in the followingcomment: “What is the use of people being born amidst
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Srivaisnavas if they do not become excited by the wondrous love that is born
-out of thinking of the [Lord's] passion and other virtues” (3.5.4).

In one verse, Nammalvar is represented as a maiden so sick with yearninu
and anguish that people are trying to cure her “disease" by resorting to trudi
tional healing practices related to local spirits and village goddesses. This is
noted critically in the verse with the words, “Instead of using those who know
the Vedas and worshiping the auspicious feet ofthe celestials’Great One. . .

Pillfin‘s paraphrase substitutes "Srivaisnavas” for “knowers of the Vedas."

Instead of resorting to Srivaisnavas and using them as mediators, thus
curing this girl’s disease, you are [engaging in mere] magic by saying
improper words, performing improper rituals, sprinkling liquor, singing
songs, and dancing under the influence of spirits.

(4.6.8)

There is a sharp contrast here, drawn by both poet and commentator, between
the healing effects of worship within the Srivaisnava community and the as
sumption that psychic illness is really possession by some village spirit or
goddess and is best treated by propitiating the bewitching spirit. Thereis in

certain irony here, since in this case thebewitching possessor is the Lord him-
self, but the point of this particular verse is that the cure for such devotional
4distress is to be found in the community of “knowers of the Vedas," which

if“), Pillan identifies as the Srivaisnava community.
In the midst of the exultant optimism of the verses celebrating the end

of the Kali age (5.2.),‘4 Pillar) goes still further: “Srivaisnavas make this
world perfect (pflrna)" (5.2.8). In 8.6.6, the mood is similarly optimistic:
“ ‘Come let us praise the one who lives in Tirukkatittfinam,’ [the alvar] tells
the Srivaisnavas. He takes them and with them he praises and enjoys [the
Lord[.” We have noted above that at the very beginning of Nammalvar’s tri-
umphal ascent to heaven, Pillar) says that the clouds and the seas applauded
“the Srivaisnavas proceeding towards heaven (Tirunatu)” (10.9. I ), and a few
verses later Pillar] paraphrases the residents of heaven as saying, “What for-
tune (bhagyam) have we gained that would account for the Srivaisnavas of
earth to come to heaven?” (10.9.9).

With this view of the Lord‘s followers in mind, it is easier to understand
Pillan’s apparently extreme statement in his introduction to 3.7:

Because of the great love developing from his experience of the Lord’s
accessible form, [the alvar's] only enjoyment is to be a servant of the
Lord’s followers (bhagavatas), which is the ultimate way of being the
Lord‘s servant.

(3.7 intro.)
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Villa" has the same emphasis in his paraphrase of the phala sruti at the end of
Hm set of verses, which states that “the supreme goal is to be the servant of
any firivaisnava, whosoever he may be, provided he has been captivated and
enslaved by the Lord’s auspicious qualities” (3.7.11).

The eleven verses in the set 8.10 are particularly expressive about the goal
nl becoming servants (or slaves, s’esas) of the Lord’s followers. Pillan para-
plu'uses these sentiments as follows:

\
'l'hough goals like wealth which are connected with Lordship abound,
they cannot equal the goal of service to the Lord’s followers.

(8.10 intro.)

I want only to be with the servants of this Lord who takes me as his
servant. I do not want even the wonderful three worlds.

(8.10.1)

liven obtaining the Lord is not equal to service to the Lord’s fol-
lowers. . . .

(8.10.3)

Please enable me to become the servant of their servants.
(8.10.9)

llus last paraphrase sticks very close to Nammalvar's words in the verse: “I
ulmuld only have the fortune of being the friend (or servant, tamar) of the
luend of his faultless servants."

How are we to interpret this apparently egrayagamrheQric?It seems to be
another instance of that mysterious inversion of the normal hierarchy of
'K'Illg, an inversion due to the Lord‘s gracious condescension. The Lord em-
phasizes his willingness to regard his devotees as higher than himself by in-
aluring the poet-saint to regard service to these devotees as his highest goal.
We may also look at the matter from another angle. The devotee yearns for a
visible and tangible connection with the Lord within this present world, and
that connection is possible through the community of devotees.

It is significant that Pillan usually speaks of Srivaisnavas in the plural.
Much is made in Srivaisnavism of the saving connection through the acarya,
standing in a whole line of acaryas, as the conduit for the Lord’s saving grace.
llt-re. however, the primary emphasis is on the whole community of the
lord ‘s devotees. In their worship this present much-flawedworld is somehow
Imnsmuted into a foretaste of ultimate bliss, so to be permitted to serve them
|\ not only an exercise of humility but a joyful entry into the heavenly pre-
uncts; it is, indeed, therefore, the devotee’s highest goal. To be a servant or
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slave is to be a Sesa, one who belongs to the Lord and to the Lord’s commu
nity. To the implications of that belonging we now turn.

Belonging (Sesatva) as Metaphysical Reality and Highest Goal

We have already noted several cases, both with respect to the Lord and to the
followers of the Lord, where the word for service Pillan uses is s’esarva. Since
this is the most distinctively Srivaisnava concept of service and is the term
most difficult to translate, we should try to determine what the word means I‘m

the commentator. Pillar) no more defines this than he does the other terms hr
uses, but whereas in most other cases we have to wait for the commentaries ul
the following century to define such important theological terms as the Lord's
qualities (a few are defined only a few years later by Pillan’s younger contem
porary Parasara Bhattar), in the case of sesa and sesatva we have both defini
tions and extensive use of the terms by Pillan’s teacher Ramanuja.

The noun s’esa comes from the verbal root s’es, “to leave remaining," and
thus means “remainder.” In the Karma Mimamsa the derived meaning ol
“subordinate part” or “accessory" was used: “One constituent is s’esa when it

is subservient to another.” Thus the sesi is defined as “the principal element
to which other elements are sesas." It is in the course of a debate with the
Prébhakara school of Karma Mimamsa that Ramanuja defines these terms, but
his definitions themselves show that he also had in mind another meaning
of sesa further away from the original meaning of “remnant.” One of the
Sanskrit grammarians writes: “‘Sesa is an object possessed, whereas the pos—

sessor is the sesi.” Ramanuja himself says the following:

' The s’esa is that whose essential nature consists solely in being useful to
something else by virtue of its intention to contribute some excellence

‘ to this other thing, and this other (parah) is the sesi. Thus sacrifice . . .
‘ and the effort it entails are undertaken by virtue of the intention of ob-
taining its meritorious result (phala), while everything else . . . is
undertaken with the intention of bringing the sacrifice . . . to a success-
ful conclusion (siddha). In the same way, the essential nature of born
slaves (garbhadasa) and other servants is solely that they are beings who
have value for their masters (purusa) by virtue of their intention to con-
tribute some particular excellence to him. Likewise, the essential nature
of all entities. eternal and non-eternal, intelligent and non-intelligent, is
solely their value for the Lord by virtue of their intention to contribute
some excellence to him.“

Some additional light on the relationship between sesi and sesa is shed by
Ramanuja’s briefer comment in the Sribhdsya:
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. . the chiel~ person (pradhana) is capable of action aimed at his servant
or dependent (bhrtya). If it is objected that in keeping his servant fed the
chief person acts in his own interest, we reply, No, for the servant also
nets in his own interest when he keeps his master fed."‘

Whereas in the first definition in the Veddrtha Sarr'rgraha, the sesa exists only
In benefit the sesi, here the benefit, and the interest in providing benefit, is
mutual; the sesi also benefits the sesa. In the later development of the theology
nl prupatti (surrender as an alternative to bhaktiyoga) this second idea is cru-
.ml. for the prapanna’s confidence in his salvation depends on its being the
«rat‘s function to look after his sesa.” Some suggestions of this are found
m the Srivaisnava stotras we have surveyed and possibly in the work of
Nummalvar himself.” Even without lhis emphasis on mutual benefit and mu-
quI support, however, it is clear that the relation between sesi and sesa is per-
nunul rather than impersonal. Even with respect to the impersonal accessories
I "things”) needed for the sacrifice Ramanuja uses personal language: “its in-
lt'llllUn to contribute some excellence to this other (superior, parah) thing."
llu- force of this rather awkward expression is enhanced by its repetition with
H'spcct to “slave or other servant": “their intention to contribute some par-
mulur excellence” to their master, and once again with respect to all entities
in the universe: “their value for the Lord by virtue of their intention to con-
Inhute some excellence to him." To this “intention" of the Sesa the passage
hum the Sribha'sya adds the further important personal dimension of mutual
llllt‘l'L‘Sl (artha)."’

We stress the personal dimension of the s’esi-s’esa relation both because the
literal meaning of the terms could lead to an impersonal interpretation and
lit't'llllSC the sesi-sesa relation is one of the three constituent elements in
ltnmz’tnuja’s most celebrated doctrine: that the soul-body relationship is the
uuuprehensive concept, as well as analogy, that defines the relation between
the three kinds of reality—the Lord or Supreme Soul, finite conscious souls
u Ill, and unconscious matter (acit). The Lord is the indwelling soul of finite
wuls, as these souls are of their material bodies. At both levels the definition
ol the body is the same:

Any substance (dravya) that an intelligent being (cetana) is able com-
pletely to control (niyantum) and support (dharayitum) for his own pur-
poses, and the essential nature of which is entirely subservient [or
serviceable (Sesatva)] to that intelligent self, is his body (sarira).20

l‘he definition in Ramanuja’s Veddrtha Sarr'zgraha makes exactly the same
point a little differently.
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The relationship between the self and the body is: (I) that between the
‘

support and the thing supported, which is incapable of separate exis-
tence (prthak-siddhi-anarha); (2) that between the controller and what is
controlled; and (3) that between the sesi and the Sesa.2|

In his commentary on the Gitfi, Ramanuja utilizes this definition to clarify
both the relation between the Lord and “all beings” and between the finite sell
and its body.22

With these definitions in mind we can now look at some of Pillan’s frequent
uses of the terms sesa and sesatva, bearing in mind that the term is always I:

“translation” of a Tamil word in the particular verse meaning “servant, serve.
or service/servitude. ” 1’

ln commenting on the very first verse ( l . l . 1), Pillar) glosses the verb tojutu
(to worship or serve), as “Serve these feet in all places, times, and conditions
[as befits] a sesa." Later Pillén interprets “Conform yourself within his circle"
as “to him who is the abode of all sesas" (l.2.6). “He is the strong heavenly
home (vitu)" elicits the comment, “to all those who are his sesas” (2.2. l). The
words in the verse, “Siva and Brahma are the bodily form (uru) of Damodara"
leads Pillar) to a comment much more intelligible in the light of Ramanuju's
definition of the body: “Siva and Brahma who are his sesas” (2.7.12).

Perhaps the most revealing comment of this type is the following:

Saying, “Serve only me forever,"
Come and reside in my mind

without separation.
Take me for yourself.
My glory is in Kannan having me.“

He instructs the Lord to take him as a servant: “Please graciously say
with your mouth, ‘Serve me forever‘, enter and abide in my heart with-
out losing even a second. Take me as a sesa, like the sandal, garland,

. robes, etc. This is the glory of Kannan having me.
(2.9.4.)

Here we see the ambiguity of sesa, which means both personal servant and a
piece of property contributing to its owner's worth. but the same ambiguity is

present in the notion of finite souls being the Lord’s body: their relation to the
Lord is both personal and impersonal. In the latter respect they contribute to
the glory of the Lord. like the robes he wears. or the sandal or garlands that
adorn him. This same meaning of the property of the Lord is reflected in a
number of other comments.

One significant verse ends, “my mind, life. and body are useless; I realized
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this when, transcending lalll, he himscll~ became me." Pillar) ends his com-
ment as follows:

Lest there be an obstacle to continuing the union. he [says compellingly]
that he is the meaning of that which appears as “1”. He also graciously \

gave this soul (atma) its ultimate goal: the intuitive knowledge that its \
sole essence is in being a sesa (Sesataikarasa).

‘
(8.8.3)

Such an interpretation of “he became me” certainly reflects both Ramanuja‘s
tlrhuition of sesa and the importance attached by Ramanuja’sfollowers to this
ttut-trine and to the related teaching that the Lord‘s presence in the finite soul
is that of the indwelling Supreme Sml who supports, controls. and “owns"
tit-sitva) it. Pillan’s comment on the very next verse (8.8.4) repeats this
phrase. “its essence is solely in being a sesa,” and then adds, in the same
hpll'll as the comment on 2.9.4 above, “the soul is also like an anklet for God,
in some other ornament."

It" the devotee believes that he already belongs to God, as God’s property
(“'5“). how can he offer himself to God? In later Srivaisnava tradition, this
question is felt by some Tenkalai theologians to constitute a serious theologi-
tul question demanding an unambivalent answer: No, one cannot ofler to God
what has always been his property. For Pillar], however, this question seems to
uprcss a teasing paradox in which the mystery of God's relation to his de-
vutcc can be sensed. Pillar) seems to enjoy giving a number of different an-
swcrs to this question.

We have already noted his comment on 1.2. l. but it is so central that we
repeat it here.

Rclinquish your association with all objects that are distinct from the
| 0rd. Make a worshipful offering of your soul, for it is his property
tscsa). When you offer it offer to the one who possesses it. By offering
we mean that the soulIS his property.M I» \J t k \‘ .\A.

t. Mu»? w“ (1.2.1)
MN HW\W

Here we see an archaic notion of sacrifice, whether from Vedic or ancient
l'antil sources or both. that appears quite opposite to the consequential reason-
tug of later Tenkalai theologians that one cannot offer the Lord what is already
lus. Pillan shares the ancient view that you offer to a particular deity that
which is appropriate to its nature and which it in some sense already pos-
scsscs. Here the offering is to the Lord of All. the Supreme Soul, who already
possesses finite souls as his sesas. In another paraphrase. Pillan says: “Offer
yourself and all that you desire to his sacred feet and Iconsider them] as his
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Part Three
Beyond the Commentary
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The Commentator as Disciple: \n
Pillan’s Relation to Ramanuja cw”,

Pillan and Ramanuja in the SrivaisnavaTradition

In: lhose scholars whose only knowledge of the Srivaisnava tradition comes
Innn the Sanskrit writings of Ramanuja, it may seem strange that Ramanuja is
not the preeminent figure in the history of the community. For various ritual
plltpttscs Nammalvar is certainly more important; in other respects each ap-
prim preeminent in his own category of spiritual leadership. Nammalvar
.nnnng the poet-saints (alvars), Ramanuja among the expositor—teachers
nu :n'yns). Each represents one wing of the Ubhaya Vedanta: Nammalvar. the
lunnl Veda, and Ramanuja, the Sanskrit Vedanta. According to the various
Implographies, Ramanuja had to learn the correct interpretation of Nam-
nmlvur‘s verses from Yamuna’s disciples. He himself then commented on the
Innvnymoli, and later appointed one of his disciples to produce the first writ—

n~n commentary, thereby fulfilling one of the three dying wishes of Yamuna.'
In Ramanuja’s Sanskrit writings, however, there is no mention of either the

lnnvziymoli or any other Tamil writings. This fact does not constitute a prob-
Inn for those within the tradition, but may pose difficulties for the historically—
unmlcd interpreter who approaches the hagiographic reports of Ramanuja’s
mvtngs and doings with a modern Western skepticism or with a concern for
mnunal consistency.
There are Tamil and Sanskrit writings, both in poetry and prose, that are

“In Ihuled to some of Ramanuja’s disciples. These writings are explicitly and
nnplicitly linked to both the Sanskrit and the Tamil streams in the tradition.
‘nunc disciples express their indebtedness to both Nammalvar and Rz‘Imanuja.Z
I'Illnn's commentary does not have any opening stanza in praise of his teach—

nx. but it makes such frequent use of so much of Ramanuja's terminology as
In suggest that its author was indeed a disciple of Ramfmuja. What kind of
tlm‘iplc was Pillar)? Do his echoes of Ramanuja’s phraseology suggest his fun-
tltllllcntal agreement with his teacher? Can we rely on Pillan’s comments to
nulicate Ramanuja’s position on those points on which Ramanuja, at least in
his Sanskrit writings, is silent?
The traditional biographies consistently point out that Pillan was expressly

mmmissioned by Ramanuja to write the commentary. Pillar) was Ramanuja’s

I45



cousin and one of his first disciples, entrusted to Ramanuja by his father. .‘s‘ll

Saila Purna or Periya Tirumalai Nampi, who was Ramanuja‘s maternal unclt-
Nampi had been a disciple of Yamuna and then had settled in the northernmmt
temple recognized by Srivaisnavas, the “sacred mountain” (Tirumalai) ahuw
the small city ofTirupati. Pillan is said to have become a disciple of Ramanum
at the same time as his brother Empar (Govinda Bhattar).‘

In the earliest prose biography, The Splendor, composed about a ccntuw
after Ramanuja‘s death, Pillan is said to have been honored by the other tlls
ciples as Ramanuja’s “spiritual son” and to have been delegated by them In

request Ramanuja to write a commentary on the Tiruvaymoli and other worlu
of the alvars, and (thus) “protect” or “save” them. After considering the l'l'

quest Ramanuja is said to have refused on the grounds that if he wrote a cum
mentary, he would encourage the impression among those “dull of intellect"
that “there is only this [single] meaning."

This would be improper; the songs of the alvars will increase according
to the understanding of each person. [If] should write a commentary] it
might seem as if I had marked a boundary for the “graciously spoken
words” [ Tiruvaymoli]. You write the commentary!4

A later biography attributes to Filling the insight that Nammalvar was think
ing of Ramanuja’ssacred incarnation or descent (tiru avataram) when he sang.
“Behold, even Kali will be destroyed” (5.2.1).5 This notion that Ramanu‘in
himself was a divine descent or partial incarnation is widely found in late!
Srivaisnava tradition but is not characteristic of the earliest biography. How
ever, the claim that Ramanuja has fulfilled Nammalvar’sprophecy of the dc
struction of Kali, the demonic power keeping our present age in thrall, is

found in the ode in praise of Ramanuja that may well have been written by ("W

of Ramanuja’s “converts" and disciples, Amutanar. In the later hagiography.
however, it is Pillan who recognizes in Ramanuja the fulfillment of the proph
ecy. Ramanuja, overjoyedwith Pillan‘s words, takes him to the inner sanctum
of the Srirangam temple, accepts Pillar) as his special disciple by placing his
feet on Pillan’s head, and commissions Pillan to write a commentary on the

Tiruvaymoli.
Whatever basis in accurate oral tradition these hagiographical accounts

may have, it is clear from the vocabulary of Pillan’s commentary that without
attributing his interpretation to Ramanuja explicitly, he is seeking to ac—

complish in a different genre what Amutanar had attempted in his ode: the
firm linking of Ramanuja with the alvars and especially with Nammélvar‘s
Tiruvaymoli.

In the tanian (reverential verse) for Pillar) composed by one of his disciples
it is said, “He knew the essence of the Tamil Scriptures (dravidagama); he hatl
resorted to the feet of Ra'tmanuja."6 It is the link between these two statements



Ilmt is our concern here. In still another hagiography, it is said that one time
\\llt‘l| Rfimanuja was meditating on the meaning of the alvars’ verses (pra-
lmlltlllll), Pillar) was having the same thoughts. When Pillan disclosed this,
Itmiuinuja was first startled and then, attributing Pillan’s wisdom to his being
lmll of the spiritual lineage going back to Nathamuni (Natha's clan), em-
Ium'cd him and declared, “You are my spiritual son (jfianaputra)l” 7

In some of these hagiographies, and particularly in the last one, there is an
I‘Vlthlll concern to show that Raman ’a had bequeathed his spiritual leader-
'Illl't lo Pillan, who thereby had the right to pass this office on to his chosen
.hwiplc. and so on in each following generation. By the time of the definitive
'u'llll between the Tenkalai and Vatakalai groups, about two hundred years
ullrr Ramanuja’s death, the Vatakalai claimed that Pillan was Ramanuja’s
niii‘ccssor, while the Tenkalai gavelthis honor to Parasara Bhat‘tar, the son
nt I'illz'in's close associate, Karattalvan. Considering the names of the two
wnups, there is a certain irony to these opposite claims. The northern culture
iVntaikalai) or “Sanskritic” sub-sect claim succession from Pillan, who de-
\lllt'tl himself explicitly to the Tamil Veda, and the southern culture (Tenkalai)
III "'l'zimil” sub-sect look back to Parasara Bhattar, who not only did his writ-
ing in Sanskrit but is said to have been commissioned by Ramanuja to fulfill
Ilu- dying Yamuna’s wish for a commentary on the Sanskrit Thousand Names
nl Visnu.

The stories themselves, however, are not concerned with questions of dy-
llllNllC succession but with the spiritual affinity of Pillar] with Nammalvar and
wtlh Ramanuja. With the exception of a rather recent move by part of the
lvi‘ikulai leadership to reject the authority of Pillan’s commentary, both groups
ul Viiisnavas have always agreed on the importance of Pillar), and especially
on his knowing the minds of both Nammalvar and Ramanuja. In a modern
lll\l()rlCfll investigation such a traditional assumption can be neither unques-
Iinningly accepted nor lightly dismissed. Certainly with our present awareness
at the differences between Tamil and Sanskrit cultures it is clear what a diffi—

lllll task is taken onin thmtha‘WdantanotfiSanskrit and Tamil Scrip‘-
hues are said to reveal a single truth. The demonstration of this claim was the
hisk Ramanuja is said to have given to Pillan. The later Tenkalai theologian”
Munavala Mamuni, strikingly affirms this link: “By the overpowering grace
nl Ramanuja, Pillan, so wise, so clear, made translucent, with loye,_t_he inner
meaning of Nammalvar’sVedas. This is the joyous Six Th0usand.”"

Reflections of Ramanuja’sTeachings in Pillan’s Comments

I'hc characteristic Sanskrit phrases of Ramanuja are so frequent in Pillan’s
.mnments that they seem at many points to overwhelm the Tamil framework
ml the sentences. Not only are many of the Tamil words in the poem glossed
wnh Sanskrit equivalents regularly used by Ramanuja, but at times the sen-
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tences are filled with long Sanskrit compounds very close to Ramanuju'n
' phraseology.

Because Pillar) has no general introduction to his commentary, his com
ment on the very first verse (1.1.1) is all the more significant.

The alvar with his holy soul experiences the Supreme Person as he
really is. This is the Supreme Person who has transcendent, extraordi-
nary, [and] divine ornaments, weapons, consorts, and attendants and
whose sport is the creation, development, [and destruction] of this uni-
verse. The alvar speaks as he experiences the love that arises from
his being with the Lord. . . . : [The Lord] is wholly opposed to all
faults . . . [and] is an immense ocean of infinite bliss . . . and other
auspicious attributes. . . . He . . . further has that great quality . . . of
making himself known to me, without reason . . . such that there is not
even a trace of ignorance. [He arouses in] me unsurpassed bhakti toward
his sacred feet. . . . His flowerlike feet have the inherent nature of dis-
pelling all sorrows of his devotees. Serve these feet at all places, times.
and conditions [as befits] a sesa. "

(1.1.1)

With the exception of the “without any reason” (nirhetukamay) discussed in

chapter 9, every phrase occurs prominently in Ramanuja’s writings, many
of them in the following auspicious verses at the beginning of the Veddrthu
Sarhgraha and Sribhdsya respectively.

Obeisance to Visnu, who is the treasury of auspicious qualities, which
are infinite and untainted by any impurity, who is the owner (sesi) of all
entities without exception, both spiritual and material, and who reclines
on the primordial serpent Sesa.

May my understanding attain the nature of devotion to the Supreme, the
abode of Sri (Laksmi), the Brahman who is luminously revealed in the
Upanisads, whose sport consists in such acts as the origination, mainte-
nance, and destruction of all the worlds, who has dedicated himself en-
tirely to protecting and saving (raksa) the hosts of various kinds of
creatures who bow before him.l0

A second point of comparison is in the use of scriptural quotations. At first
there seems considerable difference here, for such quotations from the Sanskrit
scriptures abound in Ramanuja’s writings, whereas in Pillan’s commentary
they are found in only a few places. In particular, they are concentrated in
Pillan’s comments on 1.1.7 and 4.10.1. The relative absence of such quota-
tions may be explained by the assumption that Pillan felt he was commenting
on a self-authenticating and self-interpreting sacred text, whereas Ramanuja
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nlul not write a commentary on any particular Upanisad. The latter‘s three
mmmcntaries 0n the Vedanta Sutras were dealing with an authoritative sum-
mary of Sruti, not with those sacred texts as such. To some extent this was also
line of his commentary on the Bhagavadgita, for even though the Gita con-
tmncd the teaching of God incarnate as Krishna, it was generally regarded by
Vt‘tlilnllC scholars as smrti rather than s’ruti, as containing the essential teach-
tng of the Upanisads in a form that could be shared with women and Sudras.
lllc Gita needed no authentication from sruti, but the meaning of individual
verses could be illumined with the aid of other scriptures, both Sruti and smrti.
The long string of scriptural citations at the end of 1.1.7 appears when

I’lllan comments on the verse that he takes to express the central metaphysical
doctrine of Srivaisnavas, the sarira—sariri—bhava: God is related to all finite re-
ulily as the soul is to the body1 it ensouls. While Pillan does not mention
Rmnanuja by name, it is significant that he quotes the same verses, in some
tuscs even in the same order, as Ramanuja when seeking to establish the
u'riptural basis of this central doctrine. What is equally significant is Pillan’s
agreement with Ramanuja in what they do not quote as authorities. The Up-
nnisadic and epic texts quoted are those that are recognized by all orthodox
Ilmhmins, and among the Purfinic quotations, almost all are from the Visnu
I'urz‘ina. Later Srivaisnavas would quote with approval from the Bhagavata
l'uraina, which soon became for Vaisnavas all over India the most popular and
mtlucntial of the Purinas. It is impossible to tell whether Ramanuja leaves out
the Bhagavata because he does not know it, does not agree with its emphases,
m considers it too sectarian to be useful evidence in arguing with scholars of
ulhcr schools. In any case, it is significant that Pillan, who was not writing a
polemical document for outsiders but a meditation for the Srivaisnava com-
munity, either observes the same principles of citation as Ramanuja or simply
lollows his actual citations in what seemed to him the most similar contexts.
Here. too, he seems to be a faithful disciple.

Most of the specific doctrines of Pillar) presented in chapters 6, 7, and 10
are in close agreement with Ramanuja's teachings, often expressed in almost
the same words. Pillan’s comment on 3. l0. [0 is a brief credo reminiscent of
Ius teacher’s utterances.

With great case he [the Lord] pervades everything, and he mles every-
thing. He is the cause of the universe. Knowledge is his form, and his
nature is different from everything else. He is distinct from the souls he
pervades; he is not held captive by the sense organs. He is untouched by
the defects of the objects he pervades. He possesses a unique divine
form. The celestial elements (earth, moon, sun, and planets) form his
body. With his unsurpassed radiant form he descended to Vasudeva’s
house [to be born as Krishna]. By clasping the auspicious feet of this
Lord, no harm shall ever befall me.

(3.10.10)



The supremacy of the Lord, here expressed in metaphysical and devotiolml
terms, is also put in sectarian Vaisnava terms: the supreme Lord is Visnu
Narayana and the other gods, including Brahma and Siva, are merely htn
devoted servants. Pillan does refer to them in 5.2.7 as “mediators“ (put
usakara), a concept that Ramanuja does not employ. A use of that term which
is more significant for future developments occurs when Pillan calls the Lord‘s
consort Sri (Laksmi) the “mediator.”" Pillan’s comments are similar to
Ramanuja’s in the Veddrtha Sarr'zgraha; this includes the interpretation of "W

trimCtrti conception, “God in three forms,” in which Visnu seems to be co
equal with Brahma the creator and Siva the destroyer. In this case Nam
malvar’s verse itself (3.6.2) poses the paradox: “Praise the lotus-eyed LUI'tl

who is the essential form of the three gods and is the first among the first
three.” Pillan simply clarifies the hierarchy: “The Lord . . . is thus in the
form of the trimurti. He brings forth Brahma and Siva who bring forth all lllt'
worlds." Ramanuja’s treatment of this subject is more elaborate. Narayana in

the supreme cause; scriptural references to the supremacy of Brahma and Sivu
ultimately refer to Narayana, who is their inner soul; like lndra and other
lower deities, they are only Narayana’s crcaturely manifestations (vibhfiti)
There is the statement in the Visnu Purana: “That same Bhagavan-Janardanu
assumes three names, Brahma, Visnu, and Siva, to create, sustain, and dc
stroy." To the objection that this statement tells us that the members of the
trimfirti are equal, Ramanuja replies,

Not so. The passage means that “Janardana (Visnu) is the inner soul of
the whole phenomenal world consisting of these three deities and all
other beings. The Visnu with the same status as Brahma and Siva is a
descent or incarnation (avatara) of the Supreme Visnu into the created
world, by his own choice and for his own sport (ma)? '1

We have already noted in chapter 6 the close though not complete simi-
larity between Ramanuja‘spresentation of the soul-body relationship and that
of Pillan. The latter does not seem to bring out what for Ramanuja is an

equivalent relation: that of an adjectival mode to its underlying substance.
or in grammatical terms, of any predicate adjective to its subject (noun). Yet
Pillan makes clear that he is grounding his understanding of the soul-body re-
lation on the concept of coordinate predication (samanadhikarana). “Now this
coordinate predication says that the union between the universe and the Lord
is that between the body and the soul" (1.1.7). The passage that follows is a

summary of many basic doctrines of Ramanuja, and it concludes with a great
oddity in Pillan‘s commentary. a list of seventy-three scriptural quotations—
most of them frequently cited by Ramanuja. There is. moreover, a special
reason for Pillan‘s interest in the substance-mode relation to which we have
already referred in chapter 6. Pillan utilizes the ambiguity of the Tamil past



putticiple (iv. which as a verb means “having become” but frequently has the
mtse of “as." Pillan consistently chooses the latter interpretation, which
nwans that every reference to the Lord's “having become" some other (finite)
rnttty can be interpreted: the Lord as this entity. All such entities depend on
the Lord just as adjectival qualities depend on their underlying substance.

I’illfin‘s doctrine of the Lord’s incarnation (literally, descent, avatara) is the
'ttllllc as Ramanuja's. To expel Kamsa and other demonic enemies of his devo-
tvt-s the Lord assumed a unique divine podily form, and was born in this world
in ll human being. He is not born like persons determined by karma; his incar-
llttlt' bodies do not have even a whiff of the faults of material nature (3.5.5 and
l 5.6). Both Ramanuja and Pillan set the doctrine of incarnation in the con-
text ol‘ the devotee’s amazement at the Lord’s accessibility to those he loves,
rvrn though by others, no matter holy high born or skilled in yoga, he cannot
lw known. Pillan refers to the same qualities as does”Ramanujain referring to
the two sides of the divine nature: on the one hand, God is high above all finite
thngs. not so much distant as superior, for the Lord pervades all finite reality
wuthout being affected by that fault-ridden reality. On the other hand. God is

mprcmely accessible to his devotees, loving them passionately; among the
qualities expressing his loving nearness none is more important than the cap-
tivating beauty of his bodily form.

l’illan’s presentation of the means (hita) to salvation seems less close to
ltumanuja than the references to God’s nature, but in part this is due toadif-
Icrcnt concEptiorTof the texts on which they are commenting. Ramanuja has a
polemical concern to establish the correct interpretation of the nature of real-
tty. though he accepts the three—fold division of subject matter into ontology
ttttttva), soteriology (hita) and eschatology (purusartha). The same three-fold
division is understood by Pillan, but he sees most of the poem as concerned
Wllh hita, the path to salvation, since it reflects the alvar’s vivid experience as
'lt‘lllg on the way to and finally reaching salvation." This may similarly be the
t-xplanation of the relatively greater emphasis in Pillan‘s commentary on emo—
tional expressions of devotion to the Lord. Ramanuja, too. has some vivid
statements of the character of the devotional relationship, but they do not
loom as large in most of his writing as do such sentiments in Pillan‘s effort to
mnvey something of Nammalvar’s “experience” (anubhava).

A final point of comparison is the significance given to service. Both
Ramanuja and Pillar] agree that service is at once a means to salvation and a
poul in itself. Service is indeed so important that we shall return to it later in
the chapter.

Some Possible Differences in Emphasis

l'hc distinctions we can clearly draw are between Pillan‘s Commentary and
Ramanuja‘s Sanskrit writings. Whether the historical Ramanuja also is re-
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sponsible for the dimvtinctive featuresof Pillans interpretation as the tradition
‘affirms is very difficult for the historian to determine. The fragments ol

Ramanuja s interpretation of a few verses of the Tiruvaymoli reported in the

hagiographies and later commentaries are too uncertain as evidence, but even
here some differences in emphasis might indicate the distinctive personalitivn
of teacher and disciple.

The more obvious differences between disciple and teacher relate to the
distinctive character of Nammalvar’s Tamil poetry and to the later tradition'n
belief that Nammalvar is the one through whom the Lord speaks so clearly and
powerfully as to make Nammalvar’spoem the Tamil Veda. Pillan’s bhakti In

emotional, and at many points the physical attachment—or the yearning to:

metaphor. Since Pillan uses so much of Ramanuja’s language, it is striking
how little he uses the Vedantic terms that Ramanuja so closely links with
bhakti: updsana (meditation) and vidyd (meditative knowledge or insight). It
is possible that this is simply because the specific Upanisadic paths of medi
tation mentioned in the Vedanta Sutras have no obvious connection with
Nammalvar’s intense emotional expressions of devotion. It is also possible.
alternatively, that Pillan accepts a distinction between two kinds of bhakti that
his younger contemporary Parasara Bhattar makes explicit: on the one hand.
disciplined devotion (bhaktiyoga) calling for regular meditation on a series ol
Upansadic texts; on the other hand, the simple chanting of the names ol
God. "' There is an obvious reason for Bhattar to make this distinction explicit.
since he is writing a commentary on The Thousand Names of Visnu, and it

may be that his elevation of the easy bhakti, the chanting of the names of God.
is a necessary rhetorical emphasis. It is striking, nonetheless, that Bhattar.
who like Ramanuja writes in Sanskrit and who acknowledges his discipleship
to Ramanuja explicitly, deemphasizes the Vedantic bhakti that Ramanuju
spends so much time and effort to elaborate.

ln Filling the shift away from Vedantic bhakti is less explicit than in Bhattar.
but its most important dimension is the musing questioning that we explored
in chapter 9 as to whether effort on this path of bhakti is possible if one relics
totally on the Lord's grace. That questioning seems to be another approach to
the same issue taken up in fimuna’s brief summary ofthe Bhagavadgita, later
greatly elaborated by Ramanuja. Krishna is understood to be teaching in the
Gita that one must abandon the idea that the self can do anything for its salva-
tion. The climax is verse l8.66, understood by the entire Srivaisnava tradition
as the key or final verse (caramaéloka) of the Gita. “Abandoning all duties.
adopt me as your sole refuge. I shall rescue you from all sins; be not grieved!“
Ramanuja gives two interpretations, the first of which most clearly follows
Yamuna’s interpretation. “All duties (dharmas)” means all the paths to moksa
previously taught, not only karmayoga and jfianayoga but also bhaktiyoga.



Abandoning," however, is not to be taken literally; all these disciplines are
In he performed as worship pleasing to God. What is to be abandoned is the
Inn mic “fruit" from this performance. One needs to give up the idea that such
wligious acts are one’s own or that one is their real author. “Adopting me
an your sole refuge" means recognizing that the Lord is both the actor and
"Ir ()nc worshiped through the action, the means (upaya) as well as the goal
min-ya). The Lord thus worshiped will deliver his devotees from their accu—
mulated sins." ‘

'l'his verse is understood by the Tenkalai tradition to be the basis of the
doctrine and practice of prapatti, which both later schools regard as an alter-
mmvc to bhakti. Vedanta Des’ika, articulating the Vatakalai position, consid-
m Ramanuja’s interpretation of this key verse to provide only a hint of the full
doctrine of prapatti as an indeperidentmeans or alternative path to salvation,
mmle clear only in Ramanuja’s Saramigati Gady'd.
Ramanujas statements in his solemn prayer of Surrender in the Sarandgati

(I'm/m. however, do not themselves explicitly set a path of Saranagati or pra-
pnlli (abject surrender to the Lord) in contrast to a distinct path of bhakti,
llmugh the three later extant commentaries on Ramanuja’sSaranégaliGadya
msume such a distinction. On this important point Pillan agrees with Ra—

mamuja. He doesnotsgell9111apath of surrender distinct from bhakti, but like
lllmuar and other immediate disciples of Ramanuja, Pillar]moves the empha-
m away from tranquil meditation on passages on the nature of Brahman1n the
llpunisads towards emotional identification with the Supreme Lord in one of '1

his incarnate or image forms. At the same time Pillan shifts the emphasis from
disciplined effort to acknowledgment of one’s helplessness.

In both Pillans and Ramanujas teachings there is a paradox of Divine
m: ice but Pillar)s emphasis on the unmerited character of grace is greater
than Ramanuja s. The paradox from our later perspective is that Pillar)1s com-
menting on a poem in which every eleventh verse, following a widespread
lmlian convention, describes the fruit or benefit of reciting the previous ten
wrses. Such concern with gathering merit or spiritual benefit might seem to
us as the opposite of dependence on Divine grace. Pillar), however. does not
wcm to notice any problem with these phala s’rutis, perhaps because he af—

firms the verses’ emphasis on the Divine gift (blessing) conveyed through the
vcrses, rather than recognizing the devotee‘s effort in reciting them.

Perhaps “paradox" is not the right term to describe either Ramanujas or
I’lllan’s own sense of the mysterious Divine initiative in rescuing and protect-
ing finite beings, but both repeatedly express their amazement. ln Pillan’s
ruse, since he is writing a commentary, it is his sense of Nammalvar’s amaze—
ment—and occasional perplexity—at the wonder of Divine grace. He puts in
the poet‘s mouth a question that does not occur explicitly in Ramanuja's San—

skrit writings: how can this be? The later commentators and systematicians



were to be largely concerned with that question; their inability to agree on lllt'
—answer contributed to a widening split within the community of Nammalvtli
and Ramanuja.

Some Possible Influences of Nammalvar’s
Tamil Veda on Ramanuja’s Vedanta

Although our initial concern in this chapter is with Pillan‘s interpretations.
the major question for historians of the Srivaisnava tradition is the relation
between Nammalvar and Ramanuja, that is, between Pillan’s two most sip
nificant gurus. For Pillan himself the two are gurus, not in parallel but in se

quence. Nammalvar is the more elevated, standing at least as close to the

source of Divine revelation as the Vedic seers (rsis), while Ramanuja is hlh
immediate teacher; Pillan certainly shared the traditional view that both gurm
had the same insight into Divine reality, though each had his own distinctivr
personal experience of the Divine love.

The modern historian must attempt to reconcile the hagiographies’ strong
emphasis on Ramanuja’s intuitive grasp of the meaning of Nammalvar'».
verseswith the complete silence of Ramanuja’s Sanskrit writings about any at
the alvars. Pillan’s commentary needs to be used positively to address lhlh

question; we should certainly not allow the commentary to obscure the histu
rian’s critical question.

One line we might pursue is to try to determine where the Ramanujar
sounding emphases in Pillan’s commentary are faithful to Nammalvar’smean-
ings and where, on the contrary, the doctrinal emphases of Ramanuja's
Vedanta lead to forced interpretations of the Tiruvaymoli. Such an attempt
does make a modern assumption that it is possible to penetrate behind the in»

terpretation of this and other commentaries t0 the author’s conscious inten-
tions and/or (since they may not be the same) to the “grammatical sense" of
the text. Contemporary Western hermeneutics is learning to be self-critical
about the modern Western notion of the “original text” and is thereby regain~
ing some appreciation of the assumption of multiple layers of meaning in
medieval commentaries. Nevertheless, there are in many cases fairly clear in-
dications, grammatical and literary-historical, of the meaning of the text it-
self. This is certainly the case with the verses of Nammalvar.

Despite the prominence of the image of Lord Visnu reclining on the milk-
ocean in South Indian Vaisnava temples (as, for example. in Srirangam), the
predominant picture of Visnu-Narayana in Nammalvar’s poems is not of an
immovable Supreme Being in yogic trance but of an active protector and sav-
ior. This same emphasis on the active lordship of Visnu-Narayana is certainly
also present in the theology of Ramanuja. lndeed, by utilizing two different
terms for the essential nature of God (svariipa and svabhdva), Ramanuja is
able to do justice both to the Upanisadic tradition of Brahman’s nature as pure



musciousness and to the active nature of God in relation to all finite beings.
llr does this despite an inherited philosophical language that stresses unchang-
my being rather than becoming and that is expressed in a host of Sanskrit sub-
uttutttves or nominal phrases rather than in Nammalvar’s finite verbs.

When we look at the stance of finite beings in relation to the Lord, and in
pmttcular to the stance of the human devotees of Visnu—Narayana, a related
theme is clearly present in both Nammalvar and Ramanuja. This is the theme
nl wrvanthood or service. The poet’s usual substitute for “l” is atiye‘rg, which
um perhaps best be translated as “your servant” or “1, your servant," but
Wind] in Tamil is simply the word for servant or slave (art), which also means
tool," with a first person singular ending.
In the latter part of chapter 10 we have already seen the prominence of this

thrtne of service in Pillan’s understanding of Nammalvar. Here, however,
Nummalvar’s own words express a theme that is equally prominent in the
\unskrit writings of Ramanuja and is perhaps clearest where Ramanuja is not
muply commenting on a particular Sanskrit text but developing the meaning
ut the whole. Ramanuja’s allowing his hypothetical opponent to quote the line
hunt the most authoritative work of jurisprudence, the Dharma Sastra of
Mnnu. “Service is a dog‘s life,” ”‘ is a clear enough indication that Ramanuja
knew the difficulty of persuading his proud Brahmin readers that service to
timl is a cardinal virtue.

Interestingly, in the oldest Tamil biography, Ramanuja is represented as
having to be reminded by his (also Brahmin) secretary Kurattalvan that be-
lnuging (sesatva) to God, which implies servitude or servanthood, is part of
the definition of the finite soul.l7 According to the story, Ramanuja was in the
nmlst of dictating his great commentary on the Vedanta Sfitras, called the
thluisya. He had used a definition for the finite soul: “whose essential na-
ture is wholly consciousness (jfianaikasvarupa),” a definition that applies both
In the Supreme Soul and to the finite soul.” Ramanuja had given his brilliant
lllltl devoted secretary permission to stop writing down his statements if
ltutnanuja dictated anything with which Kurattalvan did not agree. Nonethe—
less, when the latter did stop at this point, Ramanuja became very provoked.
"Sir. if you wish to write the commentary on the Vedanta Sfitras, you may do
w,“ he cried, and after giving his secretary a kick he left the room. After
some reflection in solitude Ramanuja realized why his secretary had refused to
t-nntinue, for the Vedantie commentator had omitted from his definition some-
thing quite essential, the fact that the finite soul belongs to the Supreme Soul.

This is a curious story, not least because in the VedarthaSan'zgraha. a work
written before the Sribhdsya, Ramanuja so frequently refers to the finite soul’s
heing owned by God. Yet whatever the problems with historical accuracy of
the story, the point would not be lost on a Tamil-speaking audience. The
teacher had acted the part of an imperious master, using his foot (ati) to kick
his disciple and servant (ati), which as the acknowledged guru he was no



doubt entitled to do. In his definition as in his action. however, Ramanuja mu
'rnentarily forgot one of Nammalvar’scentral emphases: before God we are all

servants. The obvious business at hand in this story is the production ul
Ramanuja’s magnum opus, the authoritative interpretation of the summary til

the Upanisads. Yet the interest of the story is clearly in the lesson the teachm
learns from his disciple, the master from his assistant, the professor from IN-

secretary. In this popular strand of the Srivaisnava tradition the Ubhaya Vr
danta is affirmed and the Sanskrit scriptures are highly honored, but it is clout
at many points that the crucial lesson of humility, of embodied servitude In

God, is one proud Brahmins must learn from the Tamil Veda, that is, from lilt‘

Sudra saint, Nammalvar.
The close connection between the devotee and the Lord is also a thcnw

common to Nammalvar and Ramanuja, but there are some obvious dil'l'ct

ences in the mode of expression. The poet is more dramatic in his movitw
back and forth between God’s presence and God’s absence. The theologian
frequently writes in a mood of praise for God’s presence. This may seem in

more distant presence than Nammalvar’s intense experience of union. yt'l
occasional comments of Ramanuja, especially in his commentary on the

Bhagavadgita, make clear that he too knew the pain of yearning and the joy ol
union. The stance of servanthood (dasya) or readiness to serve (kaimkaryn)
may seem to suggest a more distant and less intimate relationship with God
than the erotic longings and satisfaction of Nammalvar’s lovesick maiden. but
the same intensity of emotion is there in both. The comparison here made in

with the Ramanuja we know from his Sanskrit writings. The Ramanuja of the
hagiographies is closer to Nammalvar and very close to Pillan’s mood in hin

interpretation of Nammalvar.
Ramanuja seems especially concerned with the simultaneous reality of di

rect Divine-human contact and Divine purity. That concern with God's “un
sulliedness" (amalatva) is a striking characteristic of Ramanuja’s writing; it

is much less evident in Nammalvar’s poetry. As might be expected, Pillau‘s
comments fall in between. He frequently cites Ramanuja’s characteristic epi-
thets affirmingGod's utter purity, while he also shares Nammalvar’sinterest in
the actual physical contact between the devotee and the Lord.

One important mode of the Divine presence in material objects is in consc-
crated images. Neither Nammalvar nor Ramanuja use the Pancaratric expres-
sion arcdvatdra. “iconic incarnation,” but Nammalvar devotes many of his
verses to praising the Lord present in a particular temple and sacred place. It is
mainly in his prose hymn, the Sri Rariga Gadya, that Ramanuja has a compa-
rable emphasis on the Lord present in a particular temple. Ramanuja’s silence
in his other works is probably attributable to the character of the sources on
which he is commenting. Neither the classical Upanisadsnor the Bhagavadgita
refer to the Lord‘s presence at particular temples or in particular consecrated
images. Since Ramanuja interprets the Vedanta Sutras as accepting the ortho—



duty of Pancaratra texts. there does not seem sufficient reason to consider
lhtmamuja an iconoclastic exception in the midst of the Srivaisnava tradition,
hut II is worth considering the possibility that Ramanuja and Nammalvar
Inllnwcd an ancient South Indian tradition in seeing the Lord‘s presence more
ut‘lll'l'illly in sacred places, not restricted to sacred images. The icons of vil-
ltme goddesses in South India right up to the present day may be one in—

I'llllllUn of this view of sacred place. Another is provided by the frequent
II‘lt‘l'CnCCS in temple histories (sthalapuranas) to the discovery of an ancient
It mt buried in the dirt on the site of a new temple. Through such discoveries it
ha possible to think of a favorite temple site as perpetually sacred or at least as
young back to some specific Divine visitation. The sacredness of the place
thus does not depend solely on the act of consecrating new sacred images for
its temple. By the time Srivaisnava‘ institutions developed their characteris-
ttt medieval forms, the ritual texts of both the Pancaratra and Vaikhanasa
Mamas had blended in various ways with both the Vedic and alvar traditions,
and the power of the devotee quite literally to handle the Lord in his image-
hunt could be seen by Pillai Lokacarya as a striking example of the Divine
mntlcscension: the all-powerful and all-gracious Lord places himself in the
humls of his devotees.
The most complex question concerns the metaphysical relation of Nam—

mttlvar’s and Ramanuja’s positions, for it is here that those within the com-
munity have powerfully sensed and emphatically affirmed their complete
agreement while those viewing the tradition from the outside have sometimes
lwen struck with the appearance of substantial differences. Pillan’s commen-
tury is a respected statement of what the tradition takes to be the same truth in
lmth Sanskrit and Tamil Vedas. For that very reason, however, it is important
to lind a way to look at the distinctive metaphysical insight of Nammalvar that
does not depend on Pillan‘s “translation" of Nammalvar. That we shall at-
tempt in the next chapter.

It is worth noting here, however, that both Nammalvar’s and Ramanuja's\
metaphysical positions arebrelated to the ancient Hindu compromise or syn-
thesis kngav’n athedabheda (“difference and non-difference"). Brahman and
the universe are one in the primordial state before creation that periodically
teeurs as pralaya (“dissolution"). Brahman and the universe are different in
the state of creation or emanation (srsti). Brahman projects itself into a multi-
llltll.‘ of forms of which it remains the primordial substance. The soul seeking
enlightenment thus attempts a return to the state of undifferentiated unity be-
lore creation. Such attainment of the primordial unity is possible only after
death when the enlightened soul realizes itself as an undifferentiated part of
the infinite consciousness. Until death the soul must live and act in a bodily
turm thoroughly involved in all the moral and immoral structures of the cre-
ated world.

Ramanuja criticizes the Bhedabheda for involving the pure Creator in the



impurities of creation, and he seeks to demonstrate that a right understandttw
‘ of the Vedic texts acknowledges that Brahman is both distinct from and m

.__/’

separably connected with the universe (including all finite souls) in both tluv

state of creation and the state of dissolution. Ramanuja believes that a stuhlu

ontological relation of the Supreme Self to its cosmic body persists throughout
the cosmic cycles of creation and dissolution. Being is more important than
becoming.

Nammalvar appears to emphasize the element of becoming in the ancient
bhedabheda position. Certainly he alludes to many of the stories about tlw
Lord who actively creates and dramatically destroys, who can change his own
form and who causes changes in all things. But as in the bhedabheda in

terpretation of the Vedanta, and indeed in almost all forms of ancient lnditm
philosophy, the cosmic “history" is chiefly important as a backdrop for metlt
tation on the journey of the soul, which in the Vedanta means the journey tn
union with the primordial source of the created universe, Brahman. Pillttn
presents the Srivaisnava belief that the same journey is described in the pillty
Sanskrit aphorisms of the Vedanta Sfitras and in the dramatic Tamil verses ut
the Tiruvaymoli. According to the tradition, Pillirr’sjommentaryViis/implv
the written form of the dual7theology,,taugh{orallybyNithaflmi,Yamunu.
a?d__hi$§ih__@a_c\lfer, Ramflmja. Can we find our own way to comprehfid lllt‘

unity of the two Vedas that seemed so self—evidentto Pillan?That is our task In
the next chapter.
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Looking Behind Pillan’s Commentary:
“Swallowing” as a Metaphor in the Poem

(1,!“ \ytv" /

Union and the Theme of Swallowing

In chapters 5 through 9 we discussed the themes of the Tamil poem in the light
at lhc earliest commentary, which was greatly influenced in words and con-
u-pls by the Sanskritic tradition. In chapters 4 and ll we discussed the mu-
tuul influences of the Tamil and Sanskritic traditions. We turn now to the
liruvaymoli itself to elucidate twin themes found in it: the union between the
lord and the universe, and theflon between theFlfld'and the alvar. For
Nnmmalvar, and later for Ramanuja, God‘s inclusive nature establishes a fun-
tllllllcntal connection between both cosmos and God and devotee and God.
lhl'l'crcntiation is a reality in the cosmos and separation is a reality in the de-
volcc's experience, but neither of these realities is fundamental or final. For
Nummalvar and Ramanuja, the union between the Lord and the universe, and
Illt‘ Lord and the devotee, is both a cosmic reality and a devotional experience.
The importance of this theme of union requires an interpretation quite dif-

lt-rcnl from the one that Friedhelm Hardy recently proposed. Hardy claims:

In the ideal, the l and you would meet in complete union which . . .

would imply the fulfilment of the whole person. Empirically this is

clearly impossible, since a contingent being cannot ‘unite' with the Ab-
solute. . . . [Als soon as the 1 opens itself to the full emotional impact
of these manifestations, it is thrown into a state of emotional awareness
which is felt by the Major Alvars to be more ‘separation’ than union.I

llardy repeats this point several times. He claims: “Empirically no mystic
has obtained physical union with Krsna on earth, and theologically Krsna’s
nature as the Absolute precludes such a union with a contingent being." 3

We feel that Hardy does not present the whole picture. The Tiruvaymoli
hcgins and ends with statements of triumphant union between the Lord and
the devotee: a cosmic reality that is realized afresh by the alvar in a devotional
rxpcrience. One can try to show this fundamental and final unity that the poet
t-xpcriences in the course of the Tiruvaymoli by studying one dynamic meta-
phor in the poem. At the base of the metaphor is the myth of Visnu swallow-
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ing the universe during the time of dissolution. There are references to llllh
‘story in the Mahabharata and the Matsya Purana, for example, but the
Tiruvaymoli references are unique in mythological, philosophical, and em”
tional appeal, and include in their development a direct analogy to the Lord 'n

relationship to the alvar.
In the first five Hundreds there are many references to Visnu swallowing:

and s_pew_ing out the worlds and a few references to Krishna swallowing
butter. At the end of the Fifth Hundred comes the first claim that the Loul
swallows the poet. From then on, this second kind of swallowingIncreases in
frequency, along with the alvar’s claim that he, too, now swallows the Lord
As sub-themes, images of taste and food are introduced; the Lord tastes IIII

sweet as nectar and the poet requests “the nectar of the [Lord’s] mouth" (

euphemism for a kiss). A study of the images of swallowing in the poem sup
ports our interpretation that the_finalreality (which is, in fact, experienced by
the poet on earth)Is union rather than separation. In his commentary, Pillan
does not elaborate thisImage6f swallowing. At times heIgnores it, at times
translates the relevant words into Sanskrit or Tamil,am interprets ll\ as Visnus protection of the universe. Pillan's occasional expansions COIIW

when the reference13 to the Lord5 swallowing the alvar and he certainly does
'44" ”()0)“!unot interpret swallowingIn an allegorical or esoteric way. The relative lack
30AM».
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' of prominence of the image of swallowing in Pillan’ s commentary makes
it easier, without interpreting the verses in the light of his commentary, to
trace the various uses of this image throughout the poem. We thus gain a van
tage point independent of the commentary from which to look “behind” it III

Nammalvar’spoem itself. After that we can again consider Pillan‘s most sig
nificant “translation" of the swallowing image which in turn clarifies the
metaphysical similarities and differences between Nammalvar and Pillan's
teacher Ramanuja. “

The Lord’s Swallowing of the Worlds

In the first decad of the Tiruvaymoli, Nammalvar says that the Lord has gra-
ciously bestowed wisdom and love upon him; he then proceeds in the first ten
verses to talk of the intimate relationship, the senseof union between the Lord
and the cosmos. Many of the themes which become fundamental and charac-
teristic of the Srivaisnava theology as a whole in later centuries are introduced
and revealed in the first ten verses. The Lord is beyond all senses and thought;
he is space, sky, fire, wind, water, earth, and what is beyond them; he is the
support of everything; he is diffused in everything as life is in a body; he is all
men, women, all things, all time. This is the supreme one spoken of in scrip-
ture. And this is the supreme Lord who swallowed all the worlds. He is in

everything, and everything is in him.
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Many of these themes, so pronounced in the theology of Ramanuja, are
lwsl suggested and expressed in the myth referred to by Nammalvar—initially
m the context of cosmic unity in 1.1.7, 1.1.8, and 1.1.9, and subsequently
u-vcrul times in the poem. The reference is to the time of dissolution when all
the worlds and the entire universe are swallowed by and are inside the Lord:

Becoming all things
spread on open space, fiqe,
wind, water, and earth,
He is diffused through them all.
Hidden, he pervades, , ,\
likefif} in a body. Bax-L -

The radiant scripture [speaks]
of the divine one who ate all this.

(l.l.7)

Beyond the range of the divine ones' intelligence,
He, the first one of the skies and everything thereon,
Cause of the creator, most Supreme One, ate them all!
He indwells; as Siva and as Brahma,
He burnt the triple cities, he enlightened the immortals,
He destroys, and then creates the worlds.

(l . 1.8)

Nammalvar refers to this event that repeats itself in the cycles of cosmic
rschutology in a typically simple line, hailing the Lord as “0 you who swal-
lowed the seven worlds!" or, “0 you who lie on a banyan leaf with the worlds
In your stomach!" The lines bring together in a distinctive form elements
hour the stories recounted in the Mahabharata (The Book of the Forest, 187
pussim) and the Visnu Purana (Vl, chapters 3 and 4).J
There are brief but numerous references in the writings of Nammalvar and

the other alvars to this act of dissolution. The composite picture as presented
by the alvars includes the following themes. Nammalvar refers to all of them
except the first, which is mentioned at some length and several times by
l'u'umankai alvar:

I. There are times of dissolution (pralaya) when the entire universe is
submerged in water and floods cover the worlds.‘
2. Visnu in the form of a baby swallows/eats the worlds, the skies, and
everything in between (2.2.1); or the seven worlds (2.2.7); or the three
worlds (2.2.8, 10.8.2).
3. Visnu keeps them in his stomach (2.3.5).



4. Visnu has room to spare/is not yet satisfied (l0.8.2).
5. This wonder (maya) can not be comprehended by even the celestiuls
(2.2.7, 6.2.5).5
6. Visnu lies on a banyan leaf (22.7)."
7. Visnu later spews out the worlds (3.4.9).

Unusual combinations of all these elements are found in the writings of tin-
alvars. While the Mahabharata and Matsya Purana contain many of these elv

ments, they are found in the context of a particular hierophany revealed to llw

sage Markandeya, who is not mentioned by the alvars (except possibly in our
verse of Poykai alvar) in the context of dissolution.7The alvars do not includr
all elements in a single reference; often only one or two of the above element»
may be found in any given verse. Finally, the alvars frequently mention in ”w

same verse both swallowing (untu) and spewing out (umijntu) the worlds; tlu'
theme of spewing out or disgorging the worlds does not appear in the Purfinm
or the Mahabharata.

Tiruvaymoli 2.2 is a decad that focuses on many of the above themes; out
of eleven verses at least six allude to the various elements listed above. Con
sider the following verses:

Becoming the first one of fixed heaven,
and everything else,
My Lord, greater than all thought,
Gobbled up the earth and skies, all at once.

There is no support other than Kannan."
(2.2.1)

The great Lord,
his strong stomach holds
the flood of the seven worlds.

His bed is the banyan leaf,
Who can transcend his deceptive wonder,
And know his innermost [self] as he is?

(2.2.7)

The image itself is curious in that it at once combines the Lord‘s supremacy
and accessibility. The picture of a little child playing on a banyan leaf, float-
ing on the waters of dissolution, and holding the universe within himself, is
paradoxical, to say the least. The paradox is intensified in another verse ol
Nammalvarwhere he juxtaposes the Lord‘s act of swallowing the worlds with
the one (in the incarnation as Krishna) of stealing butter from the cowhertl
girls and swallowing it. The contrast between might and mischief, between
the all—encompassing Being who contains everything as part of the cosmic
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process and a divine child who steals butter for his pleasure is emphasized in
"Its whimsical verse:

Lord of Wonder!
Long ago, you ate the seven worlds,
you disgorged them and by your amazing power,
you entered them. And then,
you took on the mean body of the lowly human.
Even if the mud lingered in your system,
from your swallowing of the worlds,
was that butter an antidote
to dissolve the earth
that remained in your stomach, ‘
[or] to avoid the afflictions of being human?

(1.5.8)9

The picture of the Lord who contains all the worlds in his belly dynamically
portrays what Ramanuja elaborated as a key doctrine, that the universe sub-up, UJQ‘
ants in God, being contained by him and controlled through him.

—

v Ah
- Qw’u‘l‘

The Lord’s Union with the Cosmos and the Alvar ,11‘
'6 ’9 ‘

54V
the Lord not only swallows and contains the worlds, but also enters unto
them, pervades, and fills them.

Deftly, without letting slip
from his net even a tiny spot,
He swallowed the seven worlds
and kept them inside him.
He entered, having entered,
He becomes a radiant flame
of incredible knowledge,
slashing my grief.
He becomes nectar.
He does not look anywhere;
he knows naught else [but me].

My lotus-eyed Lord!
(2.6.2)

this idea is closely associated with the Lord’s act of entering and filling the
nlvar's soul. The general pervasion of the Lord throughout the universe (and
the name Visnu itself means “all-pervader") now becomes particular; the ex-
Icrnal presence is internally, personally, and immediately experienced. ln sev-
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‘
eral verses, Nammalvar speaks of the Lord’s swallowing and pervading tlu
worlds with the immediate act of the Lord's piercing through, entering. uml
filling the alvar’s mind.

Is there anything else now that I cannot do?
He who ate the seven worlds, came with esteem
and entered inside me, his servant.
And now, he cannot move away.
Destroying the troubles that grow like weeds,
for seven generations above and below me,
He prevents them from entering fiery hells.

(2.6.7)

He who entered me,
His perfect mouth—red like the lotus.
The eyes, feet, and hands
of this radiant flame, huge as a mountain,
are lotus blossoms.
All the seven worlds are inside his stomach.
And there is nothing
that has not united within him.

(2.5.3)

The supreme Visnu eating the worlds in dissolution and the accessible uml
playful Krishna swallowing stolen butter are both superimposed on the Lord‘-
mingling with the alvar.

Long ago, he ate butter,
mixing it with his hand.
[Today] without any falsehood,
In truth, he mingled with me.

Mingling with my soul,
The Lord took it as well.
[Earlier], as a dwarf.
with subdued senses,
He took the earth.

He conquered the seven beasts,
He ate the seven worlds,
He created the beautiful heaven,
He became my very thought.

(l.8.5, 6, and 7)
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Nmnmulvar closely associates the ideas of the Lord’s swallowing and pene-
mmng the worlds with his coming now and uniting with the alvar. The ideas
un- I'requently presented in consecutive verses, as above, or sometimes within
a xmgle verse:

You mingled with my soul and for that great aid,
1 rendered my soul to you.
Can I retrieve it? You are the soul of my soul,
0 Lord who devoured the seven worlds!
Who is my soul? Who am I?
You who gave have now claimed it again.

(2.3.4)
1

The erotic dimension of eating the worlds is suggested in yet another way
by Nammalvar. He mentions two myths in a single line, thus revealing a
while connection in his mind and creating an association in the mind of the
nmlience. He links the myth of the Lord’s swallowing and disgorging the earth
WIlil the story of Visnu rescuing Earth (personified as agoddess) in his incar-
nution as a boar, and then marrying her.

. . . the other day,
You created, ate, disgorged, strode over,
retrieved, and married Earth . . .

(5. [0.5)

The description of the cosmic union brought about by the Lord’s swallow-
mp, lhe earth and the rapturous union between Visnu and the alvar are domi-
muted by imagery of taste and food. Consider the following verses:

Catakopan sings about \V‘ u\
the Lord who ate the worlds, \A .

and who is like
_ ,3 . WM. )A/

honey, milk, syrup, and nectar. \ “5"." Cfrxv-V‘JMA

”xx/x w W” w 811;! 1) r
My life! You who thrive in [my] flesh! ‘0

Rejoice! The great one of the celestials,
Madhusuda, my Lord, took you and then,
He and l and everything else,
mingled totally within him.
It was like a mi_xt_ure_of \
honey, milk, ghee, syrup, and nectar. \\ ”P\,a (2.3.l)



He made me him so completely.
He, who precedes everyone and everything,
he, the unique one, the first one
who became himself, Siva and Brahma,
made me sweet as honey, milk, syrup, and nectar.
He stood in my flesh, my life, my consciousness.

I reflect on him.
(8.8.4)

The analogy used to describe and celebrate this intimate union is not without

‘
precedent in Indian literature. The Kdma Sam: (The Manual of Love). tlv

«Ir/\q
scribes the closest and most intimate union as that resembling “the mixture ut

, 'V‘ ' milk and water." '” One may also recall that the analogy in the Chandogvu
1.x YA Upanisad which illustrates the relationship between Brahman and atma um./ ’\ the images of taste and food: Brahman pervades the universe and is diffused In

M” t/ \ ‘it like salt dissolved in water."
(V‘ \Lfi A large number of the verses which describe the Lord swallowing or cut
U" -

W ing the worlds occur within the first five hundred verses of the Tiruvaymolt3’“ In these verses the Tamil verbs vijunki (swallow) or un (cat) are used. Nam
malvar uses the verb un most of the time. If the verb un (to eat) is preceded ht
the word uyir (life), the phrase then has connotations of military conquest.
devouring a person’s life, and victorious overcoming.

Nammalvar uses the words for “to eat” and “to eat a life" several times in
the decad 5. l0. Both devouring and conquering are thus suggested by the int

age of Visnu’s swallowing the worlds. Nammalvar refers to the Lord ("I
Krishna) eating butter and sucking the life out of a demon.'2 But the most
important line occurs in the first verse; the Lord abides in the alvar’s heart and
when it melts, swallows it. We give a few verses from this decad where the
alvar remembers the various instances of the Lord‘s swallowing and eating.
and conquering in love and in war. These acts of accessibility and supremacy
include his devouring the worlds, butter, and the alvar, as well as the demons
The verb in; also occurs in the context of the myth of Visnu churning the

oceans in one of his incarnations; here he is instrumental in the divine beings'
eating of (un) life-giving nectar (amrta) which makes them immortal. Then-
are several connotations for the verb un and Nammalvar plays with all ol
them, sometimes within one set of verses:

It’s incredible——youwere born! You grew up!
You showed your strength at the great battle of Bharata!
You showed your valor to the five brothers!

The wonder of all this!
You enter my soul, stand within it, melt '-‘ it, and eat it.
0 radiant flame of the sky! When can I reach you?

(5. 10.1)
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With innocent demeanor,
you sucked and ate the life of the demon woman.
With the valor of your handsome feet,
you kicked and split [the demon who appeared] as a cart.
With lotus eyes filled with tears, you stood
frightened, as your mother appeared with stick in hand,
when you ate stolen butter.

My heart melts. \
(5. l0.3)

The way in which you consume the life of the demons!
You assumed a deceptive form, wandered abroad,

Causing confusion, creating turmoil.
The manner in which you portrayed
[the god] with a flood of water on his hair,
as one not different from you!

These acts pierce my soul,
melt and consume my life.

(5.10.4)

You consumed the food that the cowherds placed
for the king of the divine ones to cat.
You then held up the great colorful mountain
and shielded [the cowherds] from rain.
The wonder by which the other day,
you created, ate, disgorged,

and strode over Earth;
You retrieved and married her.

My heart melts like wax on fire
when l contemplate these deeds.

(5.10.5)

My mind cannot grasp
how you stood, sat, and reclined.

I stand contemplating the wonders
of your having many and no forms.
Tell me,

O radiant one who ate the worlds!
How am I to think of you?

(5. l0.6)

The way in which you churned those waters!
As the divine ones ate the nectar,
the demons were destroyed.
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I am consumed by these wondrous acts,
and my soul melts.
Tell me,

O Lord [who recline] on the poisonous serpent bed,
How am I to approach you?

(5.1010)

In 5.10.], comes the first indication of the Lord’s “eating" the alvar uml
uniting with him. It is in the hundred verses immediately following that Wt

have the largest number of songs indicating the grief of separation. After llw
sixth hundred, references to the Lord’s eating of the worlds begin to decreunv
and statements indicating that the Lord swallows the alvar begin to increum'
The sequence of these references are given in note 33. In 9.6 alone, this senll

r ment is repeated seven times. The connotation of victorious conquest lntll
‘Vr cated by the phrase “eating a life” (uyir untan), as well as the erotic union

( EV . . .

’\\r suggested by the act of a lover “eating-swallowmg” his beloved, are all

.fil—j‘r‘brought
out in this set of verses.

'PR-‘Vfl or‘ \ With gentle grace he conquers, and enters my heart;
‘ K» he sweeps me away, becomes, and eats, my life.
3,} My father, his color dark as a cloud,

Lord of the beautiful Katkarai, lush with groves.
I am ignorant of his thieving ways.

(9.6.3)

As if he were going to show his grace,
He entered into me

And, then, all at once,
Gobbled my body and my life!
These are the thieving ways of Kannan,

His form grows so dark!
My father, Lord of the beautiful Katkarai.
Fortune grows in its very groves.

(9.6.5)

1 praise Katkarai, I cry, 0 Karma of Katkarai!
I talk of my craving, l melt when I think of him.
My life was seized. He who takes me as his servant,
The wondrous one who ate my life,

enjoyed me.
(9.6.7)

He who seized me, came the other day
and ate up my life.
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Day after day, he comes,
and devours me, so fully.

Was that the day that I became his servant?
Oh what did my dear life experience!
My father, dark as a moisture-laden cloud,
dwells in beautiful Katkarai.

(9.6.8)

A. K. Ramanujan pays special atte‘ntion to this decad. noting that Srivais—
unva theologians frequently consider these verses to be the very life of the
I triivaymoli. '4

The Lord had swallowed and “put away the seven worlds within him; then
tns if this were not enough), he ate yogurt and butter” (4.8.11). But now the
«Ivar notices that the Lord’s hunger is not satisfied. He devours and gobbles up
the poet himself.

With all the worlds standing within him.
he, so close, stands within them.
Lord of the beautiful Katkarai,
I do not comprehend the grace
by which he ate my little life.

(9.6.4)

Where do these ideas come from? Certainly Nammalvar is strikingly unusual
in using the metaphor of swallowing and the idea of cosmic union to suggest a
personal and rapturously realized relationship with the Lord; but there are in-
rulcnts of “swallowing" in earlier stories where one entity consumes another.
A. K. Ramanujan has noted three important mythical events: lndra’s swallow-
ing of Vrtra in the Vedas, the swallowing of Markandeya by Visnu and the
NWAIHOWing of the demonic sage Sukra by Siva." One may add to this list
the stories of Krishna swallowingbutter (which has erotic connotations),"’ and
the god of fire consuming the Khandava forest in the Mahabharata. Biardeau
uml Hiltebeitel have shown quite convincingly that the myth in which the
Klizindava (“Sugar-Candy”) forest is consumed by Agni has striking parallels
With the myth of dissolution (pralaya); Hiltebeitel summarizes Biardeau:

. . the story emerges in outline as a very carefully constructed allegory of
the pralaya and .r’rs'ti"; the escapees from the conflagration “symbolize the
ingredients indispensible, after the pralaya, for a new Creation.” '7

We notice three suggestions in these episodes:

I. Swallowing denotes a conquest and overcoming, a takeover of the
other entity.
2. In the Markandeya story. there is a description of the ultimate ab—

sorption of the universe into the Lord after the cataclysmic fires and
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floods suffered by the worlds. There is also the specific instance of swal-
lowing Markandeya to soothe his agitation and to comfort him. The vi—

sion of Markandeya within the Lord is dramatic: the entire universe is
contained within Visnu, and Markandeya is self-consciously aware of
his being included and contained within the Lord.
3. As Krishna, he is the thief of butter, milk, and yogurt; he is also
depicted as the thief of love. As we have seen above, the erotic signifi-
cance of swallowing extends to the Lord’s swallowing of Nammalvar.

There is a fourth implication, quite different from the three just mentioned
This is seen specifically in the story of Visnu keeping the worlds in his slum
ach. Wendy O'Flaherty suggests that the being which swallows and then emiln
another person is in some ways considered female.” For some alvars there In

an element of protection in the act of containing the worlds, like that 01 u

mother protecting an unborn infant. Tirumankai alvar’s Periya Tirumoli makt'u
this point:

At the time when the monstrous floods sweep the skies, existing as a
mother, he placed you (people of the world) within his stomach, and
made you live. . . .

(Periya Tirumoli 11.6.6)

The first three implications are contained within the context of the divine
human union described by Nammalvar. The Lord conquers and takes oven
Nammalvar (9.6); by swallowing and uniting with him he puts an end to the
time of grief and separation that the poet has suffered; the union soothes and
comforts the alvar. The Lord often does this in secret, coming like a thicl
(2.2. IO, 9.6.6) and stealing his heart, even as he stole butter when he incur
nated as Krishna.

The Poet as Swallower and Mutual lnclusiveness

The act ofswallowing is notjust in one direction. Very early in the Tiruvaymolt
(1.7.3) we hear Nammalvar saying that he is “drinking" (parukutal) the Lord.
The taste of the Lord is as sweet as nectar; and he is addressed as nectar and
as ambrosia several times in the Tiruvaymoli. According to Srivaisnava hagi-
ography, it was this appellation, in fact, that first caught the attention ol
Nathamuni. When he heard the decad 5.8 sung by a group of wandering min-
strels. the first phrase described the Lord as “nectar that is inexhaustible" and
Nathamuni wanted to find out more about the poem and the poet who would
address the Lord in such intimate terms.”

The romantic-erotic suggestiveness of this term is not missing in the Tamil
context. The Tamil word for “nectar," “ambrosia” is amutu (from the Sanskrit
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umrlu. the substance that gives immortality) and the phrase “nectar of the
mouth" (Tamil vdyamutu) is used to mean kissing in Tamil literature?” This is
wen in the Tiruvaymoli itself; Nammalvar identifies himself with a cowherd
HII‘l who tells Krishna:

You were gone the whole day,
grazing cows, Karina!
Your humble wo ds burn my soul.
Evening tramplel like a rogue [elephant],
and the fragrance of the jasmine buds,
unleashing my desires,ll blows on me.
Embrace my beautiful breasts
with the fragrance of the wild jasmine
on your radiant chest. "
Give me the nectar ofyour mouth!
Adorn my lowly head
with your jeweled lotus hands.

(10.3.5)

l'he Tamil word amutu also means “food" and “enjoyment” and this word
In used over and over again by Nammalvar. ln 6.l0 alone (a decad ex-
tremely important in daily ritual prayers and meditations for members of the
Snvaisnava community, and the most crucial ten in which the commentators
mnsider Nammalvar to formally take refuge in the Lord),22 the word amutu
uppears three different times. This striking set of ten verses begins with the
phrase “0 you whose large mouth swallowed the worlds!“ (6.10.1); and in
verse 3, Nammalvar addresses the Lord as “O nectar that enters my mind,
lusting so sweet!" (6. l0.3). In the following verse, he tells the Lord: “unite
Ipunar, literally “to copulate") with me, so I, a sinner may reach your
llowerlike feet!” In the context of these ten verses, where Nammalvar desires
lmth erotic union and seeks refuge with the Lord, the analogy of eating seems
lo he prominent; but it is the Lord who is the food and the enjoyment, the Lord
who is called by Nammalvar “the nectar that I, who am at your feet, desire"
to. l0.7) and “My nectar forever and ever" (6.10.9). Amutu is nectar, food
that gives sustenance, and food which makes one immortal. It is the source of
nourishment and enjoyment, as is the Lord. Nammalvar says: “Kannan is the
Iood that l consume, the water that I drink, the betel that I eat” (6.7.1).

One may note in this context that the connotations of amutu are closely
allied to two other words. The Sanskrit word bhoga (Tamil po'kam) means
"enjoyment, pleasure, sexual enjoyment, and eating." 3‘ The Tamil version of
Ihe word pokam is used to mean eating (as in Kampa Ramayanam 1.48) as
well as sexual enjoyment (Tiruvacakam 5L3). Parimdrutal is another Tamil
word that shares the meanings of sexual and eating pleasures. This word



which means “to serve food" (and it is in this sense that it is used even today
by the Srivaisnava community) also means "to copulate with" or “to ex
change favors” (normally interpreted to mean those of a sexual nature). The
word parimdrutal also means “to enjoy" and “to partake of food and drink .

" "

By using the metaphor of taste and food, Nammalvar conveys the ideas at
the sustaining and life-giving qualities of the Lord along with the erotic and
sensual gratification that the Divine offers.
The reference to the Lord as food or as one who is consumed in the sucrt

ficial and sacramental context is not new in the history of religion; what in

interesting here is that the concept is being used with a strikingly erotic con
notation. Early in Hindu literature, the Taittiriya Upanisad speaks of the high
est entity Brahman as food. The sacrificer hails Brahman as food, talks ol
himself as food and as a singer of Brahman‘s praise. The mystical rapture ol
this person is expressed in the concluding paragraphs thus:

Oh, wonderful! Oh, wonderful! Oh, wonderful
I am food! I am food! I am food!
I am a food-eater! I am a food-eater! I am a food—eater!
I am a singer of praise, I am a singer of praise, I am a singer of praise!

I, who am food, eat the eater of food!
I have overcome the whole world! 2"

The comparison with Nammalvar is striking because he also describes himsell
as singing the Lord's praise (that is, the Lord sings his own praise through
Nammalvar). He is eaten by the Lord and the Lord becomes honey, nectar.
and milk for him. However, the Upanisadic poet has overcome the whole
world. while the Tamil poet here unites with the Lord:

Eloquent Poets! Guard your lives with care when you serve!
The conquering thief of Tirumaliruficolai, master of wonder,
came as an entrancing poet;
He mingled within my heart, within my life,
and stood oblivious of everything else.
He ate my heart, he ate my life.
He made them over to himself; he was filled.

(10.7.1)

He ate my life fully and was filled.
He became all worlds and all life
and he then became me;
he praised himself through me!
He then became, just for me,
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honey, milk, syrup, nectar,
and the king of the Tirumaliruficolai.

(10.7.2)

I'hc verses talk of a mutual inclusiveness: the Lord eats the entire universe
which of course contains the alvfir, and then becomes nectar, honey, etc., for
thc alvar to consume. In another decad, the point of mutual inclusiveness——
this time, the alvar claiming that he contains in his stomach the Lord who
mntains the seven worlds—is brought out rather sharply in the context of a
union between the Lord and the alvar.

1 keep within my stomach,
the dark Lord who holds

the three worlds in his stomach;"
worlds which hold in their stomach, everyone,
and all those rulers who protect people
[as if guarding babies within their stomachs.]

And I make the Lord stay,
by my will.

(8.7.9)

This “mutual cannibalism," of being filled, and filling, being contained and
containing, is intensified towards the end. The unions are passionate and ab—

wrhing; the analogy of eating becomes more rapid, more intense. Nammalvar
and the Lord both enter and fill and contain each other.

The Lord who dwelt in the City of Names
said, “1 shall not move from you!”
He entered and so filled my heart!
I have caught the Lord
whose stomach was not quite filled,
even when he ate the seven clouds, the seven seas,
the seven mountains and worlds,

and 1 contain him!
(10.8.2)

He of the sacred City of Names,
He, the resident Lord of the Sacred Groves
said, “1 am here to stay,”
and entered my heart filling it.
1 have obtained my love,
1 ate the nectar, and rejoiced.

(10.8.6)
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Transfixed, he stands within my eyes.
He who is

greater than comprehension,
the subtle focus of all thought,
the sweetness of the seven notes,

Lord of the sacred City of Names,
surrounded by pavilions,
studded with colorful gems,
entered my heart.

00.8.8)

Finally, in the last decad of the Tiruvaymoli, the victorious and ultimate union
of the Lord and Nammalvar is realized and described in terms of this eatinp
and enjoying of each other.

Just whom can I turn to,
if you let me stray outside your hold?
What is mine? Who am I?
Like red-hot iron drinking water
you drank my life to exhaustion 3" and
then, became nectar, never-ending for me.

(IO. 10.5)

Becoming nectar that never ends for me,
My love, you dwelt in my soul, within my life,
and ate them as if you could not have your fill.

What more can you eat?
You, dark as a kaya flower,

eyes like lotus,
lips, red as fruit,

are the beloved of the lady of the flower,
So fit for you.

(IO. [0.6)

Not only do the alvar and the Lord so consume and enjoy each other; extend
ing the metaphor further, Nammalvar claims that “the thousand verses” [the
entire Tiruvaymolil are like milk and nectar (8.6.1 l).37 And again, he says:

I, the servant
of the Lord of the immortals.

have sung garlands of words
so the beloved servants of the Lord
may eat the nectar.

(9.4.9)
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The Metaphor of Swallowing and the Concept of Pervasion
in the Theology of Pillar] and Ramanuja

What do the commentators make of all this? Certainly they do not acknowl-
t-ilgc “eating” as a “root” metaphor in the poem. When the alvar talks of the
l on! eating the worlds Pillan translates the wordeating" into Sanskritin his
putaphrase; sometimes heignores it and sometimes he interprets it as “protec-t/d 'w‘
Hun. ‘ "‘ Occasionally he draws it‘out as an elaborate word picture; but the
Interpretation is specific to one verse and refers to the particular emotional
ntutc that the alvar is in, rather than providing a framework for the entire
lmt'nl. For example:

0 Lord! You ate all the worlds.
[n a youthful form, you lie on thebanyan leaf.
The long darkness is with you. I drown,
not seeing your entrancing form.

Ina youthful form, he, childish, ate all the worlds. In a mighty flood, he
sleeps alone on a little leaf, without a [watchful] mother like the lady
Yasoda. Because there is no companion for you in that state and because
I long to see your beautiful form—a desire not fulfilled—l am sub-
merged in an unfathomable flood of grief. Each moment, this dark
night, crawls like an aeon.

(8.3.4)

I'Illan‘s commentary is quite striking in its comparing the loneliness of the
ulvar and the Lord on different occasions. Sometimes Pillar] is obviously
interpreting: Yasoda is not mentioned in the poem, but the child figure swal-
lowing mud—earth suggests to the commentator the myth of little Krishna
swallowing mud and Yasoda‘s vision of the entire universe within the child’s
mouth.“ The floods of dissolution become the flood of grief; the alvar is sub-
merged in the latter as the worlds in the former. The time of dissolution lasts
wvcral aeons; here the loneliness makes each moment crawl like one. The
mmparison is striking in the commentary; the emotional state of the alvar is
Interpreted by the commentator in a creative way, but it is limited to the verse
at hand.

Pillar), however, is not unaware of the erotic implicationsof the Lord’s eat-
ing the alvar. Usually, Pillar] simply replaces the Tamil word umu “eat” with
the Sanskrit bhuj “eat, enjoy a meal” when he talks of the Lord eating the
ulvair or vice versa. However, in 5.10.], the very first verse where the Lord
cuts the alvar, Pillar) is explicit:

The wonder of all this!
You enter inside my soul (dvi). melt it and eat it!
0 radiant flame of the sky! . . .

wK



I stood in the agony of separation and you entered the secret part of my
soul and did not leave it. You held it in close embrace, which never
seemed to end. . . .

(5.10. l)

Having made his point the very first time that the Lord eats the alvar, Pilllm
then simply ignores or paraphrases “eating" in Sanskrit in subsequent oeem
rcnccs of the theme. Thus in the entire decad 9.6, the ten major verses ul
mutual cannibalism, the Tamil words umu “eat” and parukuml “drink,“ and
vijunkutal “swallow" are paraphrased by the word bhuj. the Sanskrit word It»

“eating" and “enjoyment.” This is seen in the Six Thousand commentary I'm

9.6.3, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Pillar) is extremely concerned, however, about the metaphysical and philu

sophical implications of the Lord’s eating the universe and pervading it in
“life through a body" (l.l.7). Pillan and Ramanuja share the concern about
the relationship between the Lord and the cosmos; like l.l.7, this is compared
to the relationship between the soul/life and the body. Ramanuja considers
this relationship to be extremely important: the relationship that obtaim
between the Lord and the soul is like that which obtains between the soul and
the body:

The finite self(jivatma)has Brahman as its Self, for it is His mode (pra-
kara) since it is the body (sarira) of Brahman. . . . All things having
some particular structure, such as the divine form or the human form,
are the modes of finite individual selves, since they are their respective
bodies. This means that these physical objects, too, are ensouled by
Brahman. Therefore all words naming these objects . . . first signify the
objects they name in ordinary parlance, then, through these objects, the
finite selves dwelling in them, and finally these words extend in their
significance to denote the Supreme Self (Paramatma) who is their lnner
Controller (antaryami). Thus all terms do indeeddenote this entire com-
posite Being (samghata). Thus [this section of Scripture] explains in
detail that this entire created universe (prapafica) of intelligent and ma-
terial entities has Being (sat) as its material cause, its instrumental
cause, and its support (adhara); it is controlled (niyamya) by Being and
is the sesa of Being.”

This concept is seen earlier in the Upanisads; the Antaryami Brahmana in
the Brhadaranyaka and Svetasvatara Upanisads as well as the Taittiriya dis-
cuss this idea. ln the Gitdbhdsya, Ramanuja paraphrases the Lord as saying:
“I pervade the universe as its lnner Controller (antaryami) in order to support
it, and by virtue of being its Owner (Sesl‘). . . . I am the supporter of finite
beings. . . .”"' In the Veddrtha Saritgraha, Ramanuja explains the relation-
ship more fully.
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()ne of the connotations of this relationship is the closeness and insep-
.uuhility of God and the universe. This relationship is mentioned by Nam-
mnlvar in 1.1.7:

Becoming all things
spread on open space, fire,
wind, water, and earth,
he is diffused througl\ them all.
Hidden, he pervades,
like life (uyir) in a body.
The radiant scripture [speaks]
of the divine one who ate all this.

1 (1.1.7)

I’illan gives one of his longest comments on this verse, highlighting the
nature of the body-soul relationship and giving seventy-threequotations from
Sanskrit scripture to prove that this concept in the Tamil Veda is also treated in
nu elaborate manner in Sanskrit. We would like to suggest here that this rela—

tionship spoken of by Nammalvar as “diffused everywhere like life (uyir) in a
Imdy" has antecedents in classical literature, and in its flavor and use of par-
ticular words is distinctively Tamil. While we agree that the philosophical
locus of Ramanuja’saccount of the body-soul relationship is in Sanskrit litera-
ture. we would like to add that the Tamil simile provides a clue and an extra
dimension to the understanding of a relationship that Ramanuja perceives as
Imth a metaphysical reality and as one filled with mutual passion.

The image is used in an akam context in earlier Tamil works and with the
implication of a close, almost inseparable relationship. In the Akandmiru, a
bridegroom describes his wedding and his bride:

That night she, . . .

as close to me as my body to my life (uyir)
covered herself. . . .n

The analogy is also used in a romantic (akam) context in the Tirukkural
tl‘ourth to fifth century C.E.), one of the “Eighteen Short Classics” of the clas-
sical Tamil Anthology:

The relationship (natpu) between my beloved and me is like that be-
tween body and life (uyir).

(Tirukkura! 1122)

It should be noted that the Tamil word used for “life” is uyir. It is this word
that is found in the akam poem, in the Tirukkural, and in the Tiruvaymoli.
'l‘he Sanskrit word that would have the connotations of uyir is préna. Like



prdna, it is a “vital air, breath, pneuma." While in colloquial Tamil. uyir In
’ used to denote “life,“ in the Tirukkural itself, the word uyir is used in anutlwl
way, to mean “soul” (anma from atma):

All lives (uyir) on this earth will venerate the man who has gained (or.
can control) his soul (uyir).

(Tirukkura! 268)

In this context, almost all interpretations take the second occurrence of uyu
to mean “soul." The same Tirukkural also goes on to describe the relation
ship between two lovers as that between body and life (uyir); the usage of tlu‘
word uyir here being the conventional one, as found in the akam literature.

In Nammalvar’sverse I
. l .7 then, the word uyir could have a double menu

ing: life or soul. The third line in the verse points out that this concept is found
in curuti (from Sruti)—a direct reference to the Sanskrit revealed literature
There is no ambiguity in the meaning and Nammalvar is quite clear that he In

describing a relationship that was spoken of in Sanskrit literature. The com
mentators on this verse, in conformity with this line, interpret the word uyir m.
“soul," taking the second meaning of the word as found in the Tirukkurul
The centrality of the theme is so pronounced in the Sanskrit Brahma (Vedanlul
Sutras that this book is referred to as Saririka Mimamsa or “The Inquiry intu
the Embodied Spirit” which, in Ramanuja’s philosophy, means the Supreme
soul embodied in the cosmos.

Thus both Sanskrit and Tamil representations of the body—soul relationship
convey the idea of inseparability: metaphysical union between Divine and hu

man and ins‘epirabflifltybetweeutwo lovers. Both themes are vividly seen in
the Tiruvaymoli. Ramanuja and the commentators on the Tiruvaymoli inter
pret the Divine-human union as metaphysical reality; we suggest that by look
ing at this union from the perspective of Tamil poetry, we also apprehend the

intimacy that is felt between two lovers.
The first ten verses of the Tiruvaymoli contain two distinct references to the

Lord eating the worlds and other references to his pervading them (1.1.7 and
1.1.8). In the first hundred we hear Nammalvar saying that he “drinks” the
Lord; later we hear him talk of the Lord “filling“ him. From 5.10.] we have
references to the Lord “eating" the alvar—a claim made by no other alvar.“
In the last ten verses of the poem we return, almost as if the poem was written
thematically in the antati style, to the idea of eating and union. The experience
of union that Nammalvar talks about in the first ten verses of the poem is now
recalled after the long travels and travails of the poet. But here, the union
spoken of is not so much that between the Lord and the universe (the major
theme of 1.1, expressed through the analogy of the Lord eating the worlds and
pervading them), as that between the alvar and the Lord, who passionately
“devour” each other in their all-consuming love. The triumphant union with
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llu' poet and the cosmos in the first ten verses is realized again in the last ten
vrrscs when the Lord and the alvar paradoxically contain and fill each other.
When we look for parallels with Ramanuja‘s thought it is not hard to see
"swallowing" as a dynamic equivalent in the Tamil idiom of “becoming” for
lhunanuja’s more static Sanskrit notions of God including the world, pervad-
mg the world, and indwelling in the world. For Nammalvar, the cosmic situa-
Imn calls for replication in the experience of the devotee. For Ramanuja, the
tll'VOlee wants personally to feel all‘ three dimensions of being God’s body:
unpported, controlled, and owned by God. In the act of Nammalvar’s being
~wullowed, we find an experience of this kind. God‘s inclusion and pervasion
ml the universe and the poet is then the fundamental and final reality; and this
union is experienced by Nammalvar in the flesh, with full-blooded passion."

- 1

to
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Ubhaya Vedanta:

Two Traditions or One?

Recapitulation:Continuity and Change in the Dual Tradition

‘The focus of this study has been on the first written commentary on NaIII
malvar’s long poem, the Tiruvaymoli, composed by Tirukkurukai Pirutt
Pillan, a cousin and immediate disciple of Ramanuja. We have been con
cerned with the literary form and theological content of this commentary. III

both form and content there is an evidefi’effort to merge the Tamil POClit
tradition of the alvars with the Vaisnavacommentarial tradition in Sanskrit

l

on the Vedanta. fl.The broader parameters of this study thus include theQLverse traditiontb
brought together in Pillans commentary. Nammalvar is one of the lam
Vaisnava Tamil poets who lived between the sixth and ninth centuries C.I".
whose work has been collected and given scriptural status in the Srivaisnavu
community. These poets, coming from both high and low castes. were con-
temporaries of a considerably larger number of Tamil poets singing in praise
of Lord Siva, and both groups of poets were heirs to an earlier tradition ol
Tamil poetry ascribed to a circle of court poets in Madurai known as the Tamil
Cankam. The fragments of this “Cankam poetry” go back at least to the first
and second century B.C.E. and thus may be the oldest extant lndian literature
outside of the Sanskrit tradition. Tamil was used as a literary medium by Bud«
dhists and Jains in the early centuries C.E.. but among Hindus Tamil lacked
the prestige of Sanskrit, the sacred language passed down from generation to
generation by Brahmin priests and scholars.

A second literary tradition preceding and paralleling Pillan’s commentary
was the small collection of Sanskrit hymns of praise to Lord Visnu and
his Consorts produced in the previous two or three generations within the
Srivaisnava community. Their connection with Nammalvar‘sTamil poem was
discussed in chapter 4 above. Behind these stotras, in addition to the Tamil
tradition. are the traditions of devotional and court poetry in Sanskrit.

The third important tradition behind Pillan is obviously the interpretation
of the Vedanta articulated concisely by Emma and worked out in much
greater detail by Ramanuja. The tradition of commenting on the Upanisads
and Bhagavadgitamay/have started a thousand years before Pillan. In any case

180



II was crystallized before 500 (‘.E. in the brief and somewhat enigmatic
lhalnna Sutras (Vedanta Sfltras). This in turn became the object of com-
Im-nlaries by each distinct school of Vedanta. Pillan’s commentary is remark-
able because it is written on a Tamil work; it consists of a paraphrase 0f
Nmnmalvar’s verses in a language that is ostensibly not a translation, since it
h grammatically Tamil, but more than half the words are Sanskrit phrases,
mnilar or identical to those used by Ramanuja.

There is a fourth type of literary tradition that may have had some effect on
I'lllan‘s commentary, that of the sectarian Vaisnava ritual texts known as the»
Aganlas, especially those of the Pancaratra. By a few generations after Pillar)
the influence of the Pancaratra Agamas on all aspects of the Srivaisnava tra—

ulllion was marked. Yamuna and Ramanuja defended the orthodoxy of the
l’uncaratra texts, but it is not clear wlietherRamanuja adopts any characteristic
l'uncaratra terms. In this respect as in most others P'iuag follows Ramanuja‘s
lrud. It is hence all the more striking that his commentary itself is an exercise
Ilial might seem to fall outside the Brahmanical orthodoxy of Ramanuja‘s
Sanskrit writings. Unlike the later Srivaisnava writers and Vaisnavas of other
schools, Ramanuja restricts himself to a relatively small number of scriptural
authorities, in general those that would be accepted as scriptural by conser-
vative Brahmins in the Vedantic tradition. As we have noted above, Pillan re-
stricts himself to the texts on Ramanuja’s list in his remarkable string of
seventy-three citations following his comment on l.l.7. Yet the commentary
itself is a recognition of a non-Sanskrit work composed by a non-Brahmin
poet. recognition of the poem not simply as one authority among many, but as
it different kind of scripture equal in status to the Sanskrit Vedas (including the
llpanisads) themselves.
The audacity of this claim of dual scriptures is felt within the Srivaisnava

mmmunity; it is still more shockingly evident to those of rival sects and
whools. It is all the more remarkable that the claim is made by the Brahmin
leaders of the community. This claim, in effect, is that alongside the Sanskrit
Vedas, which may not even be heard by those who are not high caste (“twice
lmrn") Hindus, there exists a Divinely inspired poem that may be heard and
united by all, a poem that is not in Sanskrit but in the mother tongue, in
"sweet Tamil."
Modern scholars who do not automatically accept the traditional explana-

lmn are left with a puzzle. NathamunLis/sgpposedtg have institutedythisrdual
lradition, but only a few brief quotations from his teachings have survived
Ill later works. The only writings of his grandson Yamuna we have are in
Sanskrit, writings that include complex philosophical argumentation, hymns
of praise, and a verse summary of the Gita. While we may speculate on vari-
ous influences from the Tamil tradition, there seems to be only one reference
In Nammalvar, and that somewhat veiled, in his Jewel of Hymns (Stotra
Rama). The same absence of reference to the alvars characterizes Ramanuja’s
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more voluminous Sanskrit works, even the more devotional pieces. How nu
we to understand this silence in the light of the many linksmade by Ramanmu‘n
disciples between the two Vedantas, including the universal affirmation tlmt
Yamuna and Ramanuja themselves commented orally on the Tiruvaynmll'
Can we believe that Pillar: was commissioned by Ramanuja to make the hut
between the two Vedantas explicit, to put it down in writing?

Both the Tenkalai and Vatakalai branches of the Srivaisnava communth
have had no difficulty in affirming the Ubhaya Vedanta as the continuou-
teaching of the poet-saints and authoritative teachers (alvars and acaryas). uml
certainly as the teaching of Ramanuja. In recent years, however, there huw
been various scholars, most of them outside the Srivaisnava community, wltu
have raised questions of different kinds about the reality of Ubhaya Vedt'mtu.
orfmo‘r‘e specifically, whetherflammalvar, Ramanuja, and the later comment
tatorsgeally taught the same doctrine or derived it from the same sources. To
these questions we now turn.

Modern Scholarly Challenges to the Reality of Ubhaya Vedanta

The sharp and acrimonious debate between lndian philosophical schools In
the centuries between Sankara and Ramanuja continued in commentaries and
sub-commentaries for many centuries. There was an increasing tendency lo
rank opposing positions according to their closeness to the full truth reprr
sented by the school's own position. With the revival of Hindu learning in the
nineteenth century the old scholastic debates continued, but there were in lttl

dition new Hindu movements that approached the old controversies in a new
way, often with a concern for a pan-Hindu position that needed to be defended
against Islam, Christianity, and Western secularism. One of the most inllu
ential spokesmen for this neo-Hindu sensibility was Swami Vivekananda.
the leading disciple of Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. Vivekananda followed
Ramakrishna’s innovation of including Christian and Islamic paths among
those of which something good could be said, but he also followed the earliel
Advaita Vedanta in placing Advaita at the pinnacle of his pyramid. The devo
tional path was seen as a lower path that finally had to be superseded by those
seeking the highest truth. The interpreters of the Vedanta from the standpoint
of bhakti, including Ramanuja, were praised by Vivekananda for their ardent
devotion and their large-hearted intentions in trying to share the Vedanta with
the masses, but Vivekananda considered the bhakti_theo|ogiansto have failed
to recognize the higher truth of the Upanisads: the Reality beyond all name
and form, the Brahman who is not different from our true Self.

In the generations since Vivekananda there have been many South Indian
Advaitins who have followed his approach to the teaching of Ramanuja and
his followers, notably S. Radhakrishnan and T. M. P. Mahadevan. The entire
Srivaisnava tradition is considered to affirm the path of devotion sung by the
poet-saints in all parts of India and amply represented in the Sanskrit scrip—



Imvs themselves, but this devotional path is not believed to contain the final
1|th of Vedanta expressed in the “great sayings" of the Upanisads and the
Hun systematized in the Vedanta Sfitras. There is only a single, not a double,
Vt'tllllllfl, in this view, and this Vedanta is precisely what the bhakti theolo-
umns did not grasp; they mistakenly thought the Upanisads were teaching the
path of devotion. i

This view of Vedanta and of its relation to bhakti is not so much argued as
lake" for granted by many modern {lindu intellectuals, including both more
qulilional Advaitin followers of San ara and those who have been influenced
by many of the modern spokesmen for a renaseent Vedanta. Certainly this
modern Advaitin position is the mostcommon understanding of Indian wisdom
outside of India. Until two or three generations ago there were no Western
wholars who found any reason td challenge it. Rudolf Otto records his own
discovery from a Vaisnava scholar in Banaras that' Sankara's Advaita philoso-
phy is not “all of Hinduism.”'

When Western scholars did begin to study Ramanuja and other theistic in-
trrpreters of the Vedanta, it was quite natural that they should concentrate on
the Sanskrit side of the Srivaisnava tradition, and specifically on Ramanuja's
mmmentary on the Vedanta Sutras. George Thibaut, who translated both
Sunkara's and Ramanuja’s commentaries on the Vedanta Sutras, asserts in
his long introduction that Ramanuja's interpretation is not his own innova-
Imn “but had authoritative representation already at a period anterior to
Sankara." Z Thibaut concludes that in important respects the Sutras themselves
«lo not agree with Sankara’s commentary on them:

Upon Ramanuja’s mode of interpretation—although I accept it without
reserve in some important details—l look on the whole as more useful
in providing us with a powerful means of criticizing Sankara’s explana-
tions than in guiding us throughout to the right understanding of the
text. The author of the Sutras may have held vie__ws about the natuLLQf
Brahman the world and the soulrdjfierirg from those of Sankara, and
yet not agreeing inflpgints WEbthEWmEEJjfi. If, however, the
negatimnclusions stated above should be well founded, it would fol-
low even from them that the system of Badarayana had greater affinities
with that of the Bhagavatasand Ramanuja than with the one of which
Sankarabhashya IS the classical exponent.‘

()n the other hand, Thibaut maintains that if one is to make a philosophical
system out of the unsystcmatic reflections of the Upanisads. then Sankara’s
system is to be preferred.‘

While unable to allow that the Upanisads recognize a lower and higher
knowledge of Brahman. in fact the distinction of a lower and higher
Brahman, we yet acknowledge that the adoption of that distinction fur-
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nishes the interpreter with an instrument of extraordinary power for re
ducing to an orderly whole the heterogeneous material presented by the
old theological treatises.S

Thibaut thus considers Sankara's interpretation closer to the older Upanisml-
than that of Ramanuja, but he sees Ramanuja as following the theistic inlet
pretation of the Vedanta found in both the Bhagavadgita and the Vcdtmtu
Sutras, which is a minority position among “Brahmanic students of philorm
phy” but one more genial to “the wants of the human heart, which, after II".
are not so very different in India from what they are elsewhere":

The only forms of Vedantic philosophy which are—and can at any time
have been—really popular, are those in which the Brahman of the
Upanisads has somehow transformed itself into a being, between which
and the devotee there can exist a personal relation, love and faith on the
part of man, justice tempered by mercy on the part of the divinity."

Thibaut‘s position became well known to Hindu scholars. It is not surprin
ing that it pleased neither the followers of Sankara nor those of Ramanuja. II"
it denied the principle of interpretation on which all Vedantins agree: tlmt
all three foundations (prasthanatraya) of the Vedanta teach one consistent
doctrine. Advaitins are certainly not willing to concede that two of the three
foundations of Vedantic philosophy reflect devotional theism, but Thibaul'-
judgment about all the theistic interpretations of the Upanisads can be undet
stood as making the same point as some of the newer versions of Advaita: the
theistic versions of the Vedanta provide a religious path that has a much
broader appeal than the lonely wisdom of Sankara, but such theistic Vedaintn
fails to grasp the higher wisdomofthe early Upanisads. To this view Raménuttt
and all other Vaisnava interpreters of the Upanisads vigorously object, insist
ing that they are conveying the true meaning of the Upanisads, reformulated
in the Bhagavadgita and systematically presented in the Vedanta Stitras.

Twenty years after Thibaul's translation the Hindu scholar V. S. Ghate.
himself philosophically an Advaitin, wrote a doctoral thesis for the University
of Paris in which he studied the five principal commentaries on the Vedantn
Sutras and concluded that Ramanuja’s interpretations were generally closer to
the Sutras than those of Sankara though not, in Ghate’s opinion, so close its

the Dvaitadvaita philosophy of Nimbarka.7 Ghate‘s critical conclusion is de
cidedly unsatisfactory for any of the traditional schools. The more systematic
the interpretation, Ghate claims, the further away it is likely to be from the
meaning of the Vedanta Sutras themselves. The historian’s skepticism about
the supposed continuities of a religious tradition is here brilliantly expressed
by a modern Indian historian. The attitude is at least equally evident in the

approaches of later Western historians.



Until quite recently no Western historians of religion. nor indeed any
It'lltll'dl'S outside the community, gave any consideration to the Tamil compo—
ttcnt in Ramanuja’s philosophy. This is true even of Rudolf Otto. who was I

twrsonally acquainted with A. Govindacharya, the Srivaisnava scholar who
lttst provided English translations over the whole range of the tradition.“ Most
lutiropean lndologists were trained in Sanskrit and not in Tamil, but their lack
nl scholarly interest is certainly also due to Ramanuja’s silence about the
Iiiiiiil tradition. It may wellFetFt‘this silence was to forestall more ancient \/Vt isions of the position taken by modern Advaitins and partially concurredin
M lhibaut. Thereis no doubt that Ramanuja believed that his interpretation
was amply supported by Vedic texts that always refer to the Supreme Brahman
whose personal name is Visnu-Narayana. [t was certainly difficult enough for
Ramanuja to convinceBrahmin‘students' of the Vedas of his interpretation

apircd verses of a Tamil poet! iiiiii
A radical solution to the problem of Ramanuja’ssilence has been proposed

ltv the contemporary SrivaisnavascholarAgnihothram Ramanuja Thatachariar
ittitl has been further developed by Dr. Robert Lester.” This View affirms em-
phatically the Sanskrit side of the Ubhaya Vedanta: Ramanuja has correctly
wt forth the truth of the Vedanta in the major works attributed to him, but he
was a pure Vedic Brahman who would not have considered any Tamil work
its scripture and in fact did not even follow the sectarian doctrine of the
l’uncaratra Agamas. The small devotional works suggesting a closer link with
tcmple ritual and with the later ritual of surrender are not genuine, and the
t‘lllll‘C oral tradition of Ramanuja’s learning and teaching the Tiruvaymoli is an
invention of later Srivaisnavas in order to claim Ramanuja‘s authority for their
tIt-viations from the Vedic path.

This position rightly recognizes a difference between Ramanuja‘s view of
the path to salvation and those of the Tenkalai and Vatakalai theologians two
hundred years later. It has the advantage of explaining a number of puzzling
lucts. but the price is the necessity of maintaining an extensive inventiveness
on the part of the subsequent tradition. The stotras attributed to Yamuna and
hoth poetic and prose works of Ramanuja‘s disciples would also have to have
hccn composed by later generations. That certainly is not impossible. but in
vucw of the relative obscurity of some of these disciples. it seems improbable
that the innovators of the following centuries were systematic and ingenious
t-nough to write pseudonymous works and attribute them to Ramanuja’s dis-
t'lplCS. Why not attribute all these later works to Yamuna or Ramanuja, if the
Llllll was to lend them greater authority? One of these disciples is Pillar),
whose writing sounds so much the way we might have expected Ramanuja to
talk in Tamil that it is remarkable that the tradition does not at least claim that
the commentary on the Tiruvaymoli was dictated verbatim to Pillan. just as
the Sribhdsya was dictated to Kurattalvan.
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Agnihothram and Lester’s revision of Srivaisnava history also would tr
duire us to imagine that Yamuna and Ramanuja were staunch Vaisnavas in tlw
midst of a Brahmin community heavily influenced by the teaching of Sahkmu
and others, yet were not affected by the whole movement of popular 'l‘atutl
Vaisnavism of which the Tiruvaymoli is the climax. Again, this is n‘ot’iin
possTtTle: but it seems improbable. This radical solution of some historit'ul
puzzles seems to create even greater perplexities.

Agnihothram and Lester’s arguments do force us to recognize that the mml
ern historian cannot accept the uncritical believer’s view of a completely 1m

Changingfldition, but their approach suffers from the frequtmy lhr
modern historian has in recognizing genuine continuities within a religion»
tradition. The more we study the positions taken in the many extant writing.
of Ramanuja‘s immediate disciples and those ofthe followinggenerations. tlw
clearer it becomes that there wa_sflangradual process of change, at least in cm
phasis, but \one that differed somewhat from one author to another and from
one type of work to another. Eventually the differences crystallized into thI
conflicting sub-schools. What all these Srivaisnava authors seem to have In

common is the intention of holding fast to both the Sanskrit and Tamil scrip
tures and to the traditions of commentary attached to both.

The most recent scholarly challenge to the Ubhaya Vedanta goes in a differ
ent direction and deals for the first time, among scholars outside the commu
nity, primarily with the Tamil side of the synthesis, with the poetry of "W

alvars. This is the substantial work to which we have repeatedly referred.
Friedhelm Hardy’s Viraha Bhakti. Whereas Agnihothram and Lester see later
Srivaisnavism as overinfluenced by the Tamil tradition and abandoning the
strict Vedic or Vedantic position of Ramanuja, Hardy sees all Srivaisnavism.
beginning with Yamuna and Ramanuja, as abandoning the distinctive/emu
ifional‘bh'akti of the alvars (which he holds to have been preserved in the
Bhagavata Purana and later Krishna-bhakti) and returning to the normative
position of almost all Indian philosophies, in which the soul is radically distin
guished from a devalued material body.l0

In addition to an impressive marshalling of data on the history of Krishnu
bhakti and a large number of insightful comments on specific works of indi
vidual alvars, Hardy's interpretation has the value of reminding the modern
historian of Hindu religion that there are significant changes in the Srivaisnavn
tradition between the Tamil poet-saints and the organization, several centuries
later, of a Brahmin—dominated community invoking their authority. The histo-
rian must recognize important differences betweenNammalvar and Ramanuju.
and therefore also between Nammalvar’spoem and its first written commen-
tary by Pillar). This does not mean, however, that the entire commentarial tru
dition has to be seen as a systematic misinterpretation of the alvar’s bhakti.
Hardy follows the same style of thinking as the traditionalist if he poses an
“either/or." Pillan’s comments can be both like and unlike the text on which
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I111 is commenting. One who accepts the commentary as well as the sacredl'
lmt'lll believes that the continuities are more important than the changes and1
that there is therefofe‘an authentic tradition.

Such an affirmation of the tradition, even a critical reaffirmation of the tra-
1|1tion after modern historial study, is done within the community of faith and
1». 1111 act of faith. What we have tried to do in this study, particularly in the
lilt‘VlOUS chapter, is to show that modern literary analysis provides us with a
basis tor confirming the traditions copfidence1n its continuity and for reject—
11111 llardy’s characterizations of both the alvars and later Srivaisnavas, not as
totally wrong, but as one-sided and therefore misleading and inadequate. The
p11111ful sense of separation from God is certainly a deeply felt experience for
N11111malvar, but we surely misunderstand the poet if we isolate the viraha\ 1/
l111m thejoy of union with God or Heny the genuineness of the latter expen-
1111c lor the alvars.

Later Snvaisnavas certainly distinguish between their own experience and
that of the alvars by recognizing the special, even semi-divine, stature of their
~11111t|y predecessors. They feel themselves, however, in a continuous tradition
With that experience. The path of abject surrender to the unmerited mercy of
(iotl was, after all, developed by the same commentators who loved to savor at
wcond hand the alvars’ experience of God and gratefully to remember what
with of their saintly predecessors had remarked about each verse. Their vari-
ety of interpretationwas seen, not as undermining the reality of the devotional
vxpcrience, but as testifying to its richness and its power.

llardy does not deny Ramanuja’s connection with the Tamil tradition.
Rather he suggests that Ramanuja has reinterpreted and misinterpreted the
meaning of Krishnabhakti becauseofhis basic commitment to the ascetic
wmldview of the Vedanta. ” We agree that there15 a reinterpretation, indeed a
pmtound cultural as well as linguistic translation from the earlier Tamil to a
111w amalgam of Sanskrit and Tamil, of Brahmin and D_ravid1im_cultures The
111111slat1on1s incomplete and the cultural streams coexist like the celebrated
distinction1n color between the Blue Nile and the White Nile for many miles
11ltcr they have joined. Indeed, the philosophy of the community suggests that
the distinctions between streams of revelation somehow mirror the nature of
1111lity: distinction1n unity and unityin distinction. The twofoldVedanta1s the
doctrine of the unityiof that divine reality that is internallydistinguished:
11.1'i.,1_tadvaita.

The Widening Divide between the Tenkalai and Vatakalai Traditions

Perhaps the most obvious objection to the continuing reality of UbhayaVedanta
111 the Srivaisnava community is the division of the community into two sub-
1111nmunities, the names of which suggest the two sides of Ubhaya Vedanta.
It 1'1--kalai meaning “southern culture,” seems to refer to the Tamil tradition
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_just as Vata-kalai. meaning “northern culture," refers to the Sanskrit Irmlt
tion. ls it then the case that the Dual Vedanta only survived a few generation-
and finally broke into its original component parts?

Our final answer to this question will be “No” but it has to be admillml
that there are some distinctions betweenVatakalaiand Tenkalai Srivaisnuvu-
that do suggest emphases on one side or the other of the attempted synthesis
The tradition of Sanskrit learning has by and large flourished more vigormuh
in the Vatakalai community.There1s also a celebrated remark attributed to flu
Tenkalai theologian Pillai Lokacarya that he would only teach in Tamil. M11111

over, the Vatakalai community seems to have some closer ritual links With
other Brahmins (specifically the Smarta Brahmins) than does the Tcnkulut
community. One might even see in the Tenkalaiemphasis on Divine grate 11

reflection of thealvars sentiments; conversely,1nthe Vatakalai doctrine ol tlu
divine pretext (vyaja), a hint might be seen of the Vedic emphasis on just 11

ward according to the law of karma.
On closer scrutiny, however, these points prove to be only minor differ

ences in emphasis. What we see in both communities is a continuing effort I11

affirm and to r1§oncile the Sanskrit and Tamil Vedas. The development for flu-
first hundred years after Ramanuja and Pillar) seems to have been a common
one, and the delineation ofclearly distinctive and opposing positions by Pillm
Lokacarya (Tenkalai) and his youngercontemporary—Vedanta Desika (Vataku

1 lai) was an additional hundred years later. Even then the differences were int

tially between’dverflgafisafilarlypositions each of which was increasingly
elaborated by a group of disciples. The different initiation rituals and the s11

cial gulf between the two communities developed still more slowly, and t|11~

protracted and acrimonious litigation over the control of temples was a featurr
of the British colonial period, in which well-educated and socially promt
nent Vatakalai families challenged the control of most Srivaisnava temples by
Tenkalai families. A brief survey of some of the more celebrated court reports
suggests little that is characteristically “Dravidian” or “Sanskritic,” let alonr
anything reflecting the distinctive emphases of either the Sanskrit or the Tamil
Vedas. Even the scholastic formulations of opposing doctrines seem irrelevant
in these disputes, which instead revolve around the issue of inherited privilcgr
versus “fair” distribution of financial benefits and cultic honors between the
two parties.'2

There are, it seems to us, certain important differences in emphasis be»

tween the two schools that can best be understood as distinct developments ol
the same UbhayaVedanta. A modern history of later Srivaisnavism or even 11!

the decisive period of theological controversy has yet to be written, though
more and more contributions to this historical effort are now being made. Cer
tainly there are abundant literary materials for such a history, many of which
still figure in one or other line of scholarly interpretationor cultic transmission.

The more modern the historian, the more likely it is that he or she will be
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muck by the changes from one generation to another, developments that were
nltcn affected by political or economic circumstances, gradual changes in the
atructure of society, and new cultural and religious currents. We are not deny-
mg the importance of such changes, but we want to call attention here to the
Snvaisnava community’s sense of continuity with its own ancient past. To
11 considerable extent this was maintained through the guruparampara, the
"succession of gurus" linking the community in general and all initiated
Srivaisnavas individually (women 3 well as men) through their immediate
ttcaryas back generation by generation through Ramanuja, Yamuna, and
Nathamuni to Nammalvar, the Great Goddess Sri and Lord Visnu-Narayana
himself. This recognition of succession is both doctrine and ritual practice,
and the doctrine is one expression of the affirmation of the dual tradition. The
llrnhmin leadership of the community notwithstanding, it is the Sfidra saint
Nummalvar who stands in the succession betwee'h God and Goddess, on the
one hand, and the founding Brahmin teachers on the other. In other respects as
wcll the positions taken on doctrinal, ritual, and social questions in each gen-
rmtion are perceived within the community as affirmations of the Ubhaya
Vedanta.
'lo a considerable extent the commentarial traditions on the Sanskrit Veda

11ml the Tamil Veda are kept separate; hence the puzzling silence1n Yamuna’s
11ml Ramanuja’ s Sanskrit writings about the alvars. That separation is less pro-
nounced irnythe‘casegf TanfilIcgmrnEntaries,and the mixture of Sanskrit and
I'umil Words in a tradition in which words denote and even produce reality is a
clear indication of the commentators’ vivid sense of a dual perception of real-
ity, indeed of a dual reception of revealed truth. The ritual institution of the
initiation ceremony, the solemn act of surrender (called “humble approach,"
prupatti and “going for refuge," saranagati) is understood as an expression of
thc fundamental life stance required by the dual Vedanta. The twin themes of
later Srivaisnavadevotion are readiness to serve the Lord and the Lord’s ser-
vants. and enjoyment of the beauty of the Lord and his consorts. Both the
cthics of voluntary service and the new theological aesthetics were first of all
tlcvcloped in the meditation on particular verses or sets of verses in the
l'iruvaymoli.
Much of this development in the two centuries after Ramanuja is common

It) the entire Srivaisnava community; even the differing emphases were made
In a conversation with all other Srivaisnava scholars. Pillai Lokficarya and
Vedanta Desika both assumed one community to whom and for whom they
were teaching. What then was the distinctive difference in interpreting the
llbhaya Vedanta? It appears to us that the Tenkalai theologians were more ,

Inclined to make a rational system out of the commentarial tradition on the
:Ilvars‘ hymns and to insist that the more extreme metaphors be accepted as
systematic doctrine. The Vatakalai theologians, especially Vedanta Deéika,
who himself wrote a large number of works in both languages, objected to the



“exaggeration in Pillai Lokacarya‘s position," sought a balance between tlw
'Sanskrit and Tamil traditions and maintained that all the doctrines fitted to
gether in a harmonious whole. Both positions affirmed the Ubhaya Vcduntu
and preserved it through scholarly traditions that continue to the present day. "
The particular synthesis of each side was challenged by the other side, at first
within a single community and later between two sub-communities that be

- came in some parts of South India more and more separate. Outside of both
sub-communities were the large community of Smarta Brahmins, officially
Advaitins, and the vast majority of non-BrahminHindus in South India. Nonv
of them took the unique claim of Srivaisnavas seriously, and elsewhere in In
dia Srivaisnavas were known as followers of Ramanuja's interpretation ol' the
Vedanta, the Visistadvaita. Neither Nammalvar’s “sweet Tamil” songs not
the claim for a Tamil Veda were widely known.

Modern Challenges to the Dual Tradition

There are at least three different challenges at present to the continuing alllt
mation of Ubhaya Vedanta by Srivaisnavas. The first is the change in the
social situation. The movement for Tamil cultural revival has in its most ex
treme form told Brahmins to “go home” to North India! ” Even outside the
Tamil area where there is very little Dravidian consciousness, the change to
universal suffrage and the great increase in educational opportunities for

people from all castes and religious communities have ended the Brahmins'
near monopoly on types of work that require some formal education. It might
seem that the Srivaisnava affirmation of a Tamil Veda would be a great advan
tage under these circumstances, but from the outside Srivaisnavas are known
as a Brahmin-dominated community; the body of Tamil hymns and commcn»
taries is rarely read by other Tamils and is unintelligible for other South In
dians. The Dravidian movement has been in its extreme form against all

religion; at present it has some links with the non—Brahmin leadership ol
Tamil Saivism. The issue is complex. Can the Brahmin and non-Brahmin
Srivaisnavascontinue to feel part of the same community? Can non—Brahmins
come to play a much larger leadership role comparable to their present place
in Indian society? Will greater strains between Brahmins and non-Brahmins
affect their acceptance of and participation in a dual tradition of Sanskrit and
Tamil scriptures?

The second challenge is economic and affects all traditional religious
learning in India. At a time when educated Srivaisnavas can earn far more in
factories or banks, will the traditional learning continue to be passed on from
generation to generation, or can such learning by memorization be adequately
replaced by modern study of texts? The tradition is dual, and each side is part
of a vast literature in Sanskrit and Tamil, respectively. Will there continue
to be a community of scholars familiar with both the Sanskrit Veda and the
Tamil Veda?
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The third challenge is spiritual and affects every religious community in
the modern world. Can the claim that salvation is mediated through these
ut'riptures and traditions remain credible and vital for religious people in an
Increasingly secular world? If educated members of the community continue
to be religious, are they likely to adjust their practice to presently fashionable
lorms of worship and meditation for all educated Hindus and to adjust their
theology to a pan-Hindu version of Advaita, a philosophy that claims to affirm
rmlless variety but fipally transcends the central truths as well as all the spe-
rtlie precepts of the Srivaisnava tradition?

To use such words as “challenges” or “problems” may be to raise ques-
tions that are currently not of concern to most Srivaisnavas. Finding a job or a
jtood husband certainly are of concern. Thus far Srivaisnavashave not voiced
much fear that their traditional dobtrines and institutions are threatened by the
modern world. This does not mean, however, thaf nothing is being done about
these challenges, though we are too close to the events to see whether the
challenges and responses we have noted are really decisive.

There is some increase in the willingness of Brahmin Srivaisnavas to allow
non—Brahmins to play a significant role in the community. There is certainly
some effort to bring Terikalai and Vatakalai Srivaisnavas closer together to af-
lirm their common heritage. There is also a greater awareness of the alvars’
hymns as a significant part of a heritage of Tamil literature that includes the
Sniva hymns of the nayanmars. The decline in traditional learning is partially
compensated by the study of Srivaisnava texts in courses on history and litera-
ture. and at a time when young men seek better paying jobs in other profes-
sions a significant number of §rivaisnava young women are seeking to study
their own scriptures and commentaries, both inside and outside the uni-
versities. Since it is also the women in educated Hindu families who have
more strictly maintained traditional rites, the development of women scholar-
pruetitioners may be of considerable importance.

The most important questions are those that can only be answered from
within the Srivaisnava community, but the “within” and “without” is also
changing its meaning in the modernworld, and certainly educated Srivaisnavas
are in increasing conversation, not only with other Hindus, but with many
others of different religions—and of no religious persuasion—in the modern
world. The aim of traditional commentary was to help the persons reciting the
verses to understand their full significance in a community in which their hu-
man author could be honored, their Divine inspiration recognized. and the
many facets of their Divine-human interaction explored and enjoyed.

In the case of the Srivaisnavacommentaries on the Tiruvaymoli, there must
he an additional aim: of reconciling the high regard for this sacred poem with
the corpus of Sanskrit scriptures embodied in the Hindu tradition. How can a
poem by a human author be given equal status to Vedic scriptures without
human authorship? In a recent article Francis Clooney has sensitively ex-
pressed the commentators’ task: “to explain how the Tiruvaymoli is both the
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transcendent word of the Lord to a world of ignorance and suffering, and yet
’ at the same time the very human word of a man in that world." '5 Clooney n'
marks in conclusion that modern students “in the field of modern world thcul
ogy and dialogue of religions" are “in closer affinity to the commentators and
thinkers of various religious traditions than to the religious poets and aulhnn
themselves . . . we like the commentators are confronted with the task ol~ inI

parting a contemporary intelligibility and expression to ancient texts . . . wr-
also must grapple with the notions of revelation and inspiration while yet
seeking to preserve the very human, finite aspects of religious scripture." "‘

Both intra-religious and inter-religious interpretation of sacred texts in ”w
modern world need finally to recognize both Divine and human dimensions nl
scriptural inspiration and authority.

ForWestern students of Ubhaya Vedanta there is also a duality of tradition».
that provides an analogue and forms the context of their study: the continuing
dialogue between “Athens and Jerusalem." Now both Indian and Western
scholars are several centuries into an intellectual encounter between India and
the West. This encounter has already led both to sharp clashes and to attempts
at synthesis. From the many vantage points of cultural dualities within boll:
civilizations and between them we can now look back appreciatively at the
effort of Pillan and his successors to understand Nammalvar's inspired poem
as the “Tamil Veda.”



Part Four
Translation of Selected Decads

from the Tiruvfiymoli



1.1

1.1.]

Who is he possessing the highest good?
Who is he, who slashes ignorance, “

by graciously bestowing wisdom and love?
Who is he, the commander of the never-tiring' immortals?
O my mind!

'\
Worship his radiant feet \ W31,
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rthat destrby all sorrow, , {vA [f W1 M/, \MMAkoV
and rise. [11" K “1‘\" . \‘w “ ,rv 1
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/ w = .th WThe alvarwLhhis holy soulcxpenences the Supreme Person as he
really15 This15 the Supreme Person who has transcendent, extraordi-
nary, [and] divine ornaments, weapons, consorts, and attendants and
whose sport is the creation, development, [and destruction] of this
universe.”
The alvar speaks as he experiences the love that arises from his being

with the Lord. [The alvar says]: [The Lord] is wholly opposed to all
fault, and [is characterized] by the statement “He who has the bliss a
thousand times that of human beings” [Taittiriya Upanisad 2.8.1]. [The
Lord] is an immense ocean of infinite bliss that is multiplied a thou-
sandfold‘1 and other auspicious attributes He who has this bliss and
other auspicious attributes further has that great quality, like gold
having a fragrance, of making himself known to me, without any reason
(nirhetukamay), so that there is not even a trace [literally, “whin”] of
ignorance. [He arouses in] me unsurpassed bhakti toward his sacred
feet. This Lord who has all auspicious attributes shows his generosity to
Sesa, Garuda, and other innumerable divine beings who are naturally
and wholly without fault and who have unflickering wisdom. His
fiowerlike feet have the inherent nature of dispelling all sorrows of his
devotees. Serve these feet at all places, times, and conditions [as befits]
a sesa and live. Thus speaks [the alvar] to his holy soul.

l95
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1.1.2

Beyond the reach of the inner mind, freed of filth,
full blown and rising upward,

beyond the grasp of sense organs,
He is pure bliss and knowledge!

There is none like him
in the past, present, and future.

He is my life!
There is none higher than he.

[This verse] talks about the wondrous divine nature of [the Lord] who is
the abode of all these [above mentioned] qualities. [This verse] also dis—

cusses the difference between that which is opposed to everything defil-
ing and that which is wholly and infinitely auspicious.

[The alvar] says: 0 my mind! Bow before the radiant sorrow—
dispelling feet of my Lord,

Who is different from the non—sentient things that are known by our
sense organs;

Who is different from the essential nature of the extremely pure soul.
known by the inner organ that has been made extremely pure by the
practice of yoga;

Who has no equal in the three times;
Who has no equal or superior;
Whose essential nature is wholly wisdom and bliss; and
Who is my support.

1.1.3

He has this, and not that,
precious but elusive to the mind.

The earth and the firmament are his;
He is with form, the formless one.

In the midst of the senses, he is not of them.
Unending, he pervades.

We have attained him who has bliss.

[This verse] talks about the wealth of the universe which belongs to the
Lord whose essential nature, auspicious qualities, and glorious realm
are distinct from all other entities.“

[The alvar] says: We have obtained the Lord who is the soul of every—
thing including the earth, firmament, all worlds, animate beings and in-
animate things; who is the owner (sesi) of all things; who is the soul of
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the universe, but who is free from their shortcomings; who is pure;7 and
whose [dominion] is such as to control the universe. which is his body,
but who is different from everything. Oh my mind! Worship his radiant,
sorrow-dispelling feet and rise.

[.1.4

We here and that plan, this man,
and that other in-between,

and that woman, this woman,
and that other, whoever,

those people, and these,
and these others in-between,

this thing, that thing, ‘

and this other in-between, whichever,

all things dying, these things,
those things, those others in-between,

good things, bad things,
things that were, that will be,

being all of them,
he stands there. [Translated by A. K. Ramanujanl"

The previous [three verses] of the tiruvdymoji [i.e., this decad] are now
explained. The essential nature of all the objects mentioned with various
descriptive [phrases] is said to be that of dependence on the Lord.

1.1.5

Each one according to his intellect.
and in his own way,
attains his god’s feet.

These gods do not lack anything.
The Lord has determined
that each person will attain his destiny.

The alvar says: The key to accomplishing [good] works is dependence
on the Lord.

Those men who practice rituals (karma) like Jyotishoma as a means
(sadhana) [to attain] paradise (svarga) propitiate Indra and other deities
to the extent of their knowledge. To fulfill their wishes they use appro-
priate rituals to resort [to various deities]. Those who resort to lndra and
others who follow the prescriptions of the holy texts do indeed get what
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they desired; therefore, we can say that Indra and the other deities Wllu
are thus resorted to do not lack [the power] to fulfill their devotees‘ (lc
sires. It is the Supreme Person himself who is the inner soul of Indra and
other divine beings and becomes the one propitiated by all rituals.

If you ask for the authority for this we have [several statements] from
sruti and smrti.

1.1.6

[He pervades] those who stand, sit, lie, and wander,
and those who do not stand, sit, lie, and wander;
He changes constantly, he is elusive to the mind,“
he is constant, he is unchanging;

he stands strong.

The [alvar] says: All action and non-action of sentient beings and non-
sentient things, and all other objects are incumbent on the will of the
Supreme Person.

1.1.7

Becoming all things
spread on open space, fire,
wind, water, and earth,
He is diffused through them all.
Hidden, he pervades,
like life in a body.
The radiant scripture [speaks]
of the divine one who ate all this.

In the earlier three verses it is said by samanadhikarana [grammatical
coordination, which assumes the predicate shares the substance of the
subject] that the creation and movement of the earth are dependent on
the Lord. Now by Samanadhikaranawe say that the union between the
universe and the Lord is that between the body and soul.

Just as this soul rules this body and pervades it, the Lord also per-
vades and rules (niyantr) the world, the five elements, and all other ob-
jects. This is established irrefutably by valid sources of knowledge
(pramana). He is different from all objects in the two states of cause and
effect, as well as from the beings who are bound, free, and eternally
free. His essential nature consists of wisdom, bliss, and purity. He is

opposed to all filth, and possesses unlimited, auspicious, glorious at-
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tributes; his pastime is the sport of creating, protecting, and destroying
the worlds; he is the soul of the entire universe; his body is the entire
universe. He who is without any karma has as his body all souls and
matter, and is their soul. He is pure and not affected by the happiness,
sorrow, change, and the imperfections of all other things. This is the
Supreme Person.

[Here there are seventy—threescriptural quotations] So say smrti and
itihasa. These [statements] are also found in radiant revealed literature
(sruti) which has not been composed by human beings and which is ir-
refutable. Thus, Lokayata, Mayavada, Bhaskara, Yadavaprakasa, and
other sectarian viewpoints (camayam) different from the Vedas are
rejected.

1

1.1.8

Beyond the range of the divine ones’ intelligence,
He, the first one of the skies and everything thereon,
Cause of the creator, most Supreme One, ate them all!
He indwells; as Siva and as Brahma.
He burnt the triple cities, he enlightened the immortals,
He destroys, and then creates the worlds.

'l‘his verse refutes those who hold heterodox doctrines and who identify
the Lord described in sruti with Brahma who creates or Rudra who de-
stroys. [Four scriptural quotations]. These sentences say: Within the
egg, Brahma was born; to this Brahma was born Rudra. Brahma and
Rudra, born within the egg, do not know about primordial matter, intel-
lect (mahat), egotism (ahamkara), and other things outside [the egg];
they cannot create or destroy them. It is the Lord who both creates and
destroys. This is stated in the following quotations. . . . Just as the
Lord, by being within the four-faced one [i.e., Brahma], instructed the
immortals and by being within Rudra destroyed the triple cities, so by
the same logic, he, by being within Brahma and Rudra, creates and de-
stroys everything within the egg. Even they do not know that it is the
Lord within them who is responsible for this. By all this, says [the
alvar], we know that our Lord is the ruler of Brahma and Rudra.

1.1.9

If you say he exists, he does;
his forms are these forms.
If you say he does not,
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his formlessness
is of these non—forms.
If he has the qualities
of existence and non-existence,
he is in two states.
He who pervades is without end.

This verse refutes the [Buddhist] sfinyavadinwho clings to a wrong in-

terpretation of the Vedas and who says: “There is no authority to be
ascertained; everything is sunya (empty). Therefore, there is no Veda.
no God who is made known by the Veda or the universe which is his
wealth."

We ask you, the sunyavadin:You who insist that God does not exist.
how can you declare that he exists or does not exist? Either way, we
cannot establish the negative thing that you think of. If you ask how.
[we say]: In this world, words of existence and non-existence, as well as
self-evident ideas of existence and non-existence, are made known by
being discernible [in some way]. Therefore, to say God exists is to say
he is the substance qualified by existence; if not, he is the subject (or
substance) qualified by non-existence. Thus when we say there are
negative terms about the existence of God, we can only say they indi-
cate his existence. Even if there are no terms of negation, we can say
they are subjects qualified by non—being. These words for being and
non-being (astinastirupa padarthankal) are the form (rupa) of the Lord
according to the authoritative texts (pramanas) quoted earlier. By saying
he has qualities (guna) of being and non-being, if you say he is (asti), he
exists; if you say he is not (nasti), he still exists. [The alvar] says: Even
where he does not seem to be, he is the inner soul of all and therefore he
exists. Thus the sunyavadin is refuted.”

1.1.10

He is diffused in every drop of the cool expansive sea,
and over this expansive earth,
all the lands and all of space, not missing a spot.
He the steady one, who ate all this,
is hidden, in every shining place.
He pervades everything, everywhere.

[The alvar] says: Oh my mind! Worship the radiant sorrow-dispelling
feet of my Lord. This Lord is in the waters of the sea, in the smallest
atom, in the earth, the firmament, and the worlds. He pervades the most
subtle of material objects, as well as all sentient beings, with the ease
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and independencewith which he pervades the material world. This Lord
is declared to be so by irrefutable authority.

1.1.11

These ten verses out of the thousand
composed in the right order by Kurukfir Catakopan
on the feet of the Great‘One who stands strong

in space, fire, air, water, earth;
in sound, strength, force, grace, and sustenance

[will grant] heaven.

This tiruvdymojimakes one reach the Lord who is distinguished by his
[dominion] over the two realms that he has for his sport and enjoy-
ment." This meaning is suitably [proclaimed] by saying that it makes
one obtain his sacred feet.

In this tiruvdymoji we find beauty of words, beauty of structure,
beauty of melody, and richness of meaning. The combination of all
these factors has the potential of giving birth to immense love. The
[words] are not sung with any falsehood. Because of [all these reasons]
“people of the Tamil land, musicians, and devotees” '1 spread the word
[abroad].
The alvar sings out of his deep love for the Lord whose auspi-

ciousness is unsurpassed. Because he wants [his praise] to be un-
bounded, he graciously sings a thousand verses about the Lord.

W
1.2 ,

Introduction

Through the intense love that rises from the soul’s experience of the Su—

preme Person, there is born [in the alvar] a wish to talk about, listen
to, and experience the essential nature of the Lord, his qualities and
glorious deeds, with those people whose exclusive enjoyment is the
Lord. Since there is no soul in this world whose sole desire is to enjoy
the Lord, [the alvar] says: We should transform them into people whose
only enjoyment is the Lord, and with them experience [the glories of
the Lord]. So, to those souls, he preaches bhaktiyoga, which is the way
(upaya) for the sole enjoyment of the Lord.
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1.2.1

Relinquish all;
having relinquished,
submit your life
to him who owns heaven.”

Relinquish (vitumin) everything, and having relinquished it, abandon
yourself to the owner of vitu (heaven). Relinquish your association with
all objects that are distinct from the Lord. Make a worshipful offering of
your soul, for it is his property (sesa). When you offer it, offer it to the
one who possesses it. By offering, we mean that the soul is his property.

1.2.2

Think for a moment:
your bodies inhabited by your souls "
last as long
as a lightning flash.

If it is asked, can we relinquish everything that we have [been associated
with] for a long time? [the alvar says]: When you understand that the
body and other earthly things connected with this soul are temporary
and have other faults, you can easily relinquish them.

1.2.3

Pull out by the roots
thoughts of “you" and “yours."
Reach God; there is nothing
more right for your life.

He [the alvarl says: Discard the notions of ego and individual ownership
that destroy the soul. Take refuge in the Supreme Lord, who is the soul’s
greatest wealth.

1.2.4

His form is not
that which exists
or that which does not exist.“
Cut your bonds;
embrace "’ that bliss
that has no end.
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The alvar says: If what we seek as our refuge is inferior to the lowly
earthly objects with which we are connected, we would find it difficult
to relinquish earthly associations and cling to the other. [But this is not
so; the Lord] is opposed to all filth and is wholly auspicious; he is by
nature very different from animate beings and inanimate things. He is
qualified by unique, auspicious qualities and is the supreme object of
enjoyment; therefore, sever your connection with filthy [earthly] things
and take refuge in him. ‘

1.2.5

If you desire [heaven] after death,
loosen [earthly‘ties];I7
hold fast to the Lord. "
If your bonds are loosened
for sure, your life
will be in liberated.

He [the alvar] says: When you sever your connection with [earthly] ob-
jects, the soul which is free from earthly nature and which has the nature
of happiness (sukha rfipa) will manifest itself; do not get entrapped in it.
If you want to know your essential nature, which consists entirely in

being a sesa to the Lord, grasp our Lord at the same time that you sever
your connection with [earthly] objects.

1.2.6

The Lord, too, has no bonds.”
He exists as everything.
Without attachment,
submit yourself
to his encircling love.

If it is asked, if we grasp the Lord, will he pay attention to us; is he not
the Supreme Lord? [the alvar replies]: Even if he is the Supreme Lord.
his nature is to be a friend to all those who take refuge in him. There-
fore, you can also show friendship to him and take shelter in him, who
is the abode of all sesas.

1.2.7

Behold all, all this
beautiful wealth!
Knowing it all
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to be the Lord‘s glory,
include yourself
within his fold.

[The alvar] says: If you ask, can we approach [the Lord] who has this
quality of friendship, and also has this glorious universe as an instru-
ment of his sport and has the wondrous, eternal, supreme realm (nityu
vibhuti) as an instrument of his enjoyment? we say: Contemplate all this
wealth and say “this is the wealth of my Lord" and without hesitation
go near the Lord. Contemplate this, and serve him without hesitation.

1.2.8

Just reflect:
thought, word, and deed,
you have these three.

Destroy them.
Submit yourself

to the Lord’s embrace.

The alvar says: If you ask, what shall we use to serve him, [we reply]:
You do not have to acquire anything. Consider this: you have your mind.
speech, and body. You have had these for a long time; [now] make them
God-centered. Sever their connection with ungodly things and focus
them on Divine matters.

1.2.9

Move to his side,
your bondage will loosen.
At the time your body falls,
think of him.

[The alvar] says: Now that all the sense organs have been restrained, all
the obstacles to serving the Lord will vanish. Then we shall see this
present body also disappear.

1.2.10

Infinitely good,
dazzling goal.
Without end,
his glorious fame.
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Reach
Naranan’s secure feet.

If you ask who is the Lord who is spoken of as the refuge of all, [we
suyl: It is Narayana who possesses innumerable souls; whose nature is
wisdom and bliss; who has eternal auspicious attributes. Take refuge
with his auspicious feet that never fail and that also protect and save
those who take refuge.

‘

1.2.11

Consider carefully
these ten [sangs]
from that fragrant garland ~
of a thousand [verses];
these words of Catakopan
from the beautiful Kurukur,
a fertile [land] of lakes.

Within these thousand [verses] which describes the Lord’s qualities, this
Iiruvdymoli understands and talks about the Lord.

W
4.10

Introduction

Thinking that it is preferable to die than to live with people who are not
Vaisnavas, he beseeches the Lord: “By your grace end [my life] as
quickly as possible.” The [Lord] does not do this; and so [the alvar]
says: “Since the companionship of [the non-Vaisnavas] is inevitable, let
me make them Vaisnavas and then live with them.” And so, to these
people, he proclaims the God’s lordship over all (sarveSvaratva),his ac—

cessibility etc., and graciously tells them to take refuge with him. That
is, [the alvar,] because of his union (samslesa) with the Lord, and out of
the wondrous love that was born out of this union, as well as the com-
passion (krpa) that he feels for all the souls who languish without the
Lord, tells them: “Take refuge in him.”
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4.10.]

Then, when there were no gods, no worlds, no life,
when there was nothing,

He created Brahma, the gods and the worlds.
He created life.

When this primordial God stands in Tirukkurukfir,
where jewelled terraces rise like mountains,
Can you worship anyone else?

[Seventy-one quotations]
Narayana is proclaimed by all smrti, itihasas, Puranas, and by scv

eral statements in all the Upanisads,
as one whose sport is to develop, preserve, and destroy Brahma.

Siva, and all other beings, the innumerable worlds, planets etc.,
as the owner (sesi) of Brahma, Rudra etc.,
as the support of all the worlds,
as one whose limbs (anga) are all the Vedas,
as one who is worshiped by Brahma, Rudra, all divine beings, and

all seers (rsis),
as one to whom all the divine ones pay homage,
as one who is the controller (niyantr) of all,
as one who pervades all,
and one who is extremely accessible.

And you seek some other god as your refuge? Is there a Lord other than
Narayana? So asks the alvar of those who are devoted to lesser gods.

4.10.2

People of this world!
Sing, dance, and spread the word about Tirukkurukfir,
a city surrounded by beautiful palaccs and towers,
where the Lord, who first created you,
and the gods you praise and worship,
The Primordial Lord, with infinite glorious qualities,
resides with love in the temple.

Statements in the Brahma, Vamana, Varaha, and other Puranas speak
thus about him who created you and the gods with whom you take ref-
uge. [Four quotations] Take refuge in the sacred city where this Lord
of all who has a host of unsurpassed countless auspicious qualities
(anavadhikatis’ayasankhyeya kalyana guna gana) '9 graciously stands.
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4.10.3

People of this world!
Say there is none but the Lord!
Speak only of his excellence.

The Supreme One of Tirukkurukur, who the other day
created the many divine ones,
the sprawling worlds, a d then
swallowed, hid, and spa them out.

He then strode over and bored through them.
The divine ones bow their heads to him.

Looking at the scriptural statements that establish Narayana’s Lordship
over all and looking at his divine acts—swallowing, spitting up, striding
over, and raising all the worlds—can you not know that only he is the
Lord of all? There is no other God but him; if there is, says [the alvar],
prove it by even one source of knowledge (pramana).

4.10.4

Lord of Siva, Lord of Brahma, he is the Lord of all.
Look: He freed Siva from the skull stuck on his hand.

This Lord stands in Tirukkurukur,
Surrounded by splendid, majestic towers.

Why should the followers of the Linga [purana]
Speak ill of him?

If you say that it is established by inference that Brahma and Rudra are
Lord of all, we say . . . [Three quotations]. By these scriptual quota-
tions, we know that Narayana is the Lord of both Rudra and Brahma
whom you declare to be superior.

4.10.5

He became and exists [as]
you, the devotees of the Linga Purana,
you, the Jains, Buddhists, you crafty debaters,
and your various gods.

This is no falsehood.
This Lord flourishes in Tirukkurukfir,
[city] filled with swaying fields of paddy.

Praise him!
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Narayana is the soul (atma) of you who stand steadfast in the Lingu
‘ Purana, you followers of Sakya [Buddhists], Ulukyaf" Aksapz‘ida.’l the
naked Jain (Ksapana), Kapila and Patafijali sects, and all your gods. It

you ask, what is the authority? [Scriptural quotations.] These are the
scriptural statements. So, take refuge in him, he says.

4.10.6

If all obtained heaven, there would be no more earth,
and so he made you worship and praise other gods.
Today, your mind has been made clear.
Look at the wonder of the mighty Lord! Know him!
Know and run to him who stands in Tirukkurukt'ir,

where the red paddy grows in fertile fields
and the lotus blossoms thrive.

If you ask, thus, if Narayana is the controller of all, why should he
make us take refuge in other gods instead of making us take refuge in
him alone? [the answer is]: He made you worship and praise other gods
and showed you other directions; and today he clearly showed [the right
path]. for if everyone were to get liberated, then this earth, when:
people who do good and evil deeds experience the fruits of their karma.
would cease to function. Thus, to ensure the continuation of this world.
the omnipotent Supreme Lord himself graciously made it so that you
who have done evil deeds (asat karma) will, as a result of your demerit.
resort to other gods and go through births and deaths. Know all this.
says the alvar; go immediately and take refuge in him, so you can stop
the wheel of birth and death and obtain [the privilege of ] loving servicc
(kaimkarya) to the Supreme Person (parama purusa).

4.10.7

Running, rushing into several births, singing, dancing.
you worship other gods in myriad ways; you have seen it all.
Serve the Primordial Lord on whose flag is the soaring bird!
He stands in Tirukkurukur;

the celestial beings praise him there.

If it is asked, will we not get liberation (moksa) and achieve other goals
if we worship other gods? the answer is: What have you achieved by
resorting to other gods from beginningless time? Leave them; take ref—

uge with the sacred feet of the flourishing Lord.
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4.10.8

When Markandeya sought his feet as refuge,
The naked god 32 gave him life

through Narayana’s grace.
The supreme, primordial Lord stands in Tirukkurukt'ir,

Where cranes perch
on fences of fragrant blos oms.

How can you talk of other gods?

II. it is asked, did not Markandeya have his wish fulfilled by taking ref-
uge with Rudra? [the alvar] says: His wish was fulfilled by the grace
(prasada) of Narayana. There, Ruhra was only a mediator (purusakara);
therefore, what other god can you celebrate, other‘thanNarayana who is
the Lord of all?

4.10.9

Neither the six systems that are proclaimed.
nor others like them,
can know or gauge
the Primordial Lord who resides

in cool Tirukkurukur
amidst fertile fields of paddy.

Be wise to this, be mindful of this,
if you want to live.

[The alvar] says: If you want to live, leave the lowly deities and take
refuge in the sacred city where the Supreme Person resides. His essen-
tial nature, [beautiful] form, and wealth of attributes cannot be tar-
nished by all the false doctrines preached by heretics outside the pale of
the Vedas.

4.10.10

With all gods, all worlds, all else as his faultless form.
He stands radiant in Tirukkurukur.
abundant with fertile red fields of paddy and sugar cane.
He came down to earth as [only] a little dwarf;

he is the dancer with the tall pots.
Serve him.
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All the worlds which depend on him form his unique body. He exists as
' one whose essential nature is to hold everything.“ It is fitting to do scr
vice to him who graciously exists in Tirukkurukt'trwhere the red paddy
and sugar cane grow in fertile fields. This is the Lord who became ljustl
a little dwarf and who later danced with the tall pots.

4.10.11

Those who say these ten verses from the thousand songs
Composed through the ardor of Miran Catakopan—
on whose chest is the fragrant garland of makil blossoms,24
[a poet] who comes from the beautiful city of Tirukkurukur,
and who by his service, reached the Lord—
Will obtain the kingdom of heaven,
from which there is no return.

Those who master these ten verses out of the thousand spoken from the
unsurpassed devotion (niratisaya bhakti) for the Supreme Person by the
alvar, whose body and essential nature of the soul is delighted by bathing
in the cool ambrosia-like pool of loving service to the Lord, and whose
chest is adorned with the exceedingly fragrant blossoming red flowers
will retain mastery [these ten verses]; that itself is the supreme goal. If
they also want the sacred land (heaven), that is also in their hands!

W
Introduction

He sees those who became Vaisnavas [after hearing] the verses “When
there were no gods . . [4.10]. Seeing them, [the alvarl is filled with
unsurpassed happiness and through this happiness he sings a benedic-
tion (timpallantu) wishing them many happy years.

5.2.]

Rejoice! Rejoice! Rejoice!”
The persisting curse of life is gone,
the agony of hell is destroyed,
death has no place here.
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The [force of| Kali is destroyed.
Look for yourself!
The followers of the sea-colored Lord
swell over this earth, singing with melody,
dancing and whirling [with joy].

We see them.

All the sins of all the souls have gone; the hells where the fruit of these
sins are experienced become powe less to cause torment; Yama is left
without any work to do. Now the non-Vaisnava people tormented by
hells like Raurava, etc., are not here. Only Srivaisnavas who have pro-
cured the experience of the Lord’s immeasurable auspicious qualities
like profundity and generosity come and fill this earth. We see them
singing about and acting out the Lord’s essential-nature, forms, quali-
lics, realms, and actions. This good fortune must become established
for all eternity, he says.

5.2.2

We saw, we saw, we saw what is joyful to our eyes!
0 servants of the Lord! Come here!
Serving, worshiping joyfully,
the followers of Madhavan,

who wears cool tulasi leaves
that are surrounded by humming bees,

sing with melody, dance, and spread [the word] abroad.

We saw, we saw, we saw what is joyful to our eyes. 0 servants [of the
Lord], come here! We shall stand here serving continually. If you ask,
what is all this, [the alvar] replies: The followers of Madhava, who
wears cool tulasi leaves surrounded by bees, now spread out all over this
earth and wander about singing melodious songs.

5.2.3

The whirling age of Kali ends;
the divine ones also enter [the earth].
The golden age dawns
and floods of great joy sweep [over the land].
The followers of

him who is dark as a cloud,
my Lord, the sea-colored one,

Fill this earth, singing with melody.
They are all over this land.
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The followers of the sea-colored one, my Lord, who is dark as a cloud.
‘

fill this earth. They sing with such melody that the age of Kali, which
is the antithesis of Vaisnava dharma, ends. The age of Kali is stopped
for all time and only the golden age (Krta Yuga) exists. “The never
tiring immortals" enter here and floods of great joy sweep over the land.
They worship continually and rejoice. 0 all you servants [of the Lordl.
come here!

5.2.4

Pulling out like weeds
all other religions of this earth,
becoming the followers
of the Lord who reclines on the deep sea,
they fall on the ground, sit,
rise, and sing many, many songs.
They walk, fly, bend,
acting out the drama.

All the religions (camaya) that are outside the Vedas and that are spread
over the world are plucked out like weeds; the world is full of the fol-
lowers of the Lord who reclines on the deep ocean. They are intoxicated
with the nectar of the Supreme Person’s unsurpassed auspicious at-
tributes; they fall on the ground as if in a swoon, they rise, they sing
several songs, they fly in ecstasy, and act in a way that is wonderful to
watch. 0 servants, come here to serve continually and rejoice!

5.2.5

The followers of the Lord of heaven
dwell wondrously (maya) on this earth.
If you are born among demons or ungodly folk
you have no chance of survival.
They will destroy you and a new age will dawn.

There is no doubt about this.
Only this will meet my eye.

Only this will meet my eye. If you ask what? [the alvar] says: The fol-
lowers of the Lord of Heaven spread [abroad] in an astonishing manner.
They live everywhere and you non-Vaisnavasfind no way to live. 0 you
who desire things other than [the Lord], you are destroyed; it is like
creation being shaken. There is no doubt about this.
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5.2.6

Those beloved
of the discus-wielding Lord
uproot disease, hatred, poverty,
and suffering,

which kill and conquer this earth.27
Singing melodiously, the jump,
dance, and fly all over thi earth.
0 servants [of the Lord]!
come, worship, and live.
Fix your minds [on him].

1

The Supreme Person has divine weapons like the conch, discus, bow,
etc., to remove the afflictions of all souls. The Srivaisnavas, whose real
nature is to serve him lovingly, enter this world. You, too, should leave
other divine beings and, with no other goal, take the Lord as refuge;
then you will live.

5.2.7

Know that the gods whom you place in your thoughts
make you live [with help] from him.

Markandeya is the proof.
Do not let your minds be darkened [by doubt]:
there is no God but Kannan.
Offer all you can to those beings

who are but his [outer] form."

If you ask, will not Brahma, Rudra, and other divine beings with whom
we take refuge be our protectors? [the alvar] says: The divine beings
with whom you take refuge are merely mediators of the Lord’s protec-
tion. Markandeya also is the witness for this meaning. Narayana is the
Lord of all; there is nothing to doubt about this. Therefore, take refuge
in him. If you say, scripture says that Agni, lndra, and other divine be-
ings are worthy of being worshiped, [we reply], it means only that the
Supreme Person is the inner controller of Agni, Indra, and other divine
beings. He has them as his body and he receives all [sacrificial] action
(karma) and worship. Therefore, [says the alvar], in all your acts of wor-
ship, daily and occasional rites, and optional rites to obtain personal de—
sires (m'tya naimittika kdmya rupa karma), take refuge with the Supreme
Person, who is the inner controller of Agni, Indra, and all divine beings.
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5.2.8

It is he, the Lord of the gods, who established
[the divine ones] who make up his body.
To these [gods], one makes offerings
and enjoys [the benefits].
The followers of the Lord
who has a mole on his sacred chest
sing songs.
Without any suffering they crowd all over the land.
Worship with love and live!

If it is said, it is only by worshiping lndra and other gods with ritual acts
that one gets the fruits that one desires like sons or cows, [the alvar rc-
plies]: It is the Supreme Person, the Lord of all, who graciously makes
lndra and other gods. who are members of his body, receive all worship
and fulfill the desires of the worshipers. So it is he who is the Lord of
all. Since he is the Lord of all and since the world is made perfect by
Srivaisnavaswhose sole enjoyment is the Lord, [the alvér says], without
any motive [other than this enjoyment] you too should also take refuge
with the Lord and live.

5.2.9

Worship with love and live.
This world is filled with servants

who worship with desire,
whose tongues [chant] the pure verses of the Rig [Veda],
who don’t deviate from the way of wisdom,”
who take flowers, incense, lamps,
sandalwood paste, and water,

and worship Achyuta with desire.

This world is now filled with beings
who recite the very pure Rig [Veda], which describes the Lord‘s na-

ture. form, qualities, and wealth;
who. without deviating, follow the way of bhakti, carrying with

them flowers, incense, lights, water. and other aids to worship the Lord,
holding him to be the sole goal;

who are followers of the Lord, rendering service to him;
whose only enjoyment is the experience of the Supreme Person’s

deeds.
[The alvarl says: You should also think of the Lord as the supreme

exclusive goal, do service to him. and live.
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5.2.10

All over the worlds,
the naked one (Siva), Brahma. lndra,
and the hordes of immortal beings,
worship the sacred form of Kannan everywhere.
0 servants [of the Lord]!
If you worship him,
there will be no more age of Kali.

Brahma, Siva, Indra, and other divine beings, by taking refuge in the
Lord became guardians of the world. So. if you should also take refuge
in the Lord, there will be no mo‘ke Kali Yuga.

a

5.2.]!
These glorious ten verses of the thousand
[which speak of] the radiant Lord.

the entrancing Lord.
who shows grace to his servants.
such that there is no more age of Kali

composed by Catakopan Karimaran,
of the beautiful Kurukur,
surrounded by paddy fields.

will destroy the strains in our thoughts.

This Iiruvdymoji which describes the Lord, who has the nature of
graciously changing Kali Yuga to Kna Yuga. will (if it is the wish of
his devotee) expel all the obstacles that exist in [the path] of being a
Vaisnava.

W
5.8

Introduction “’

Thus. the alvar, who was in Cirivaramankalam. could not obtain his de-
sired goal and is sunk [in grief]. Now thinking deeply (anusandittu)
about the divine knowledge (divyajr'iana) that he has gained. that is. that
the Lord’s sacred flowcrlike feet are his way and his goal. he becomes
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calm and goes to Tirukkutantai. Not gaining a union with the Lord here.
either, he falls down [in grief] and cries aloud.

5.8.1

0 nectar that never satiates!
You cause your servant’s body,

so filled with love for you,
to sway restlessly,
like the waves of a sea
dissolving the shores.‘l

1 saw you, my Lord!
Radiant, you reclined with incredible beauty

in sacred Kutantai,
where fragrant, luxuriant
[fields] of red paddy
sway like fans,
blowing a gentle breeze [over]
rich waters.

[The alvar] says: You are so enjoyable that even if there were no dif-
ference between you and others, and everyone were to have equal exper-
ience of you for all time, it would still not exhaust your [glory]. By your
beauty and other incomparable auspicious attributes you have made even
my material body melt. So extraordinary is your servant's passion for
you. yet you remain inaccessible to me. I have seen you: you reclined,
radiant and incredibly beautiful, in sacred Kutantai where fragrant, lux—
uriant [fields] of red paddy sway like fans, blowing a gentle breeze over
rich waters. [But] I did not see you graciously glance at me with your
divine eyes, nor do I [hear] you graciously say even a word to me.

5.8.2

My Lord! My [Lord] with white form!'12 My ruler!
You easily assume any splendid form that you desire.
O handsome bull!
You close your huge flowerlike eyes,

in sacred Kutantai,
where large red lotus blossoms
open their [petal] eyes and bloom.

What am I to do?

My Lord, your form is opposed to all that is defiling and is entirely aus-
picious. By your divine beauty, you captivate me and make me your
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servant. To protect those who seek your refuge you assume a desirable
and suitable form, and are graciously born [in this world]. You are an
extraordinary exalted flame."3 Even though all the lotus flowers in
'l‘irukkutantai blossom, the lotus blossoms that are your sacred eyes do
not open wide. What shall 1 do, asks [the alvar].

5.8.3

What am I to do? th‘) is my support?
What are you doing with me?
I desire nothing

that anyone other than you can fulfill.
You reclined in Kutantai

that is surrounded by beautiful W'alls.
Glance at me; resolve that all the dear days

that 1, your servant, have yet to live
shall pass with my holding your feet.

There is nothing that I can do, there is no goal other than you. Can lever
reach your sacred feet by my effort (yatna)? Look at me with grace. I do
not want anything but your sacred feet, la privilege] that should be
granted only by your mercy (hp?!) and in no other way. So, for as long
as this soul exists, graciously see that it is never separated from your
sacred feet.

5.8.4

Your glory spreads as far as sight,
and then extends beyond the horizon, too;

your body includes all the worlds,
0 [Lord,] there is none comparable to you.

You recline in Kutantai,
that prospers with virtuous people.

Longing to see you, I scan the skies.
I cry, I weep, and l bow.

ln distress, I cry to see you who are a great ocean of unsurpassed, ex-
traordinary, infinite, auspicious attributes. You can captivate all souls
by your beauty and by your sacred body can make them your slaves.
You recline in Tirukkutantai that prosperswith virtuous people. [Saying,]
“Show yourself to me as you showed yourself to Sri Gajendra alvan,“ 3“

I scan the skies, weep, and bow [in worship].
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5.8.5

I weep and l bow, 1 dance to see you,
I sing and I call, I search everywhere.
My sins cling to me, I cringe with shame.
[Lord] you recline in Kutantai

amidst fertile, bounteous fields.
[Lord] whose eyes [bloom wide] like a red lotus flower,
show me, your devotee, [the way]

to reach [the splendor] of your feet!

I weep to see you, I bow down to see you, 1 dance to see you, I sing to
see you, I shriek to see you, and still I do not see you come. Not seeing
you, I stand ashamed, looking at the people of this world who say evil
[things] about you, and I think: this is because of my sins. O Lord who
reclines in Kutantai amidst the fertile, bounteous fields, [Lord] with red
lotus eyes, graciously think of a way for me to reach your sacred feet.

5.8.6

0 king of the sky lords! Sweet music of the will“
Nectar, fruit of the intellect, monarch of lions!“
Cut through my ancient sins and embrace me.
How long am 1 to be away from you,
knowing the direction "7 [to reach] your feet,

yet trying to fill an endless pit
of [senses] that cannot be gratified?

You recline in Kutantai,
a [town] that prospers
with people of far-reaching fame.

You must banish my bondage and provide the means (upaya) for me to
reach your sacred feet. While you do it, you must make sure that know-
ing about the upaya I do not get caught in it. Do it so that 1 do not know
it is an upaya." Since [the alvar] does not see [the Lord] fulfill his de—

sires, he says, “Knowing the great enjoyment of union with your sacred
feet, you who have a host of infinite, auspicious attributes like affection
to your devotees, perfect conduct, accessibility and enjoyability, 1 am
only enjoying these earthly objects through my corrupting sense organs.
How much longer am I to be away from your sacred feet?
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5.8.7

Monarch of lions, my golden flame,
dark as a cloud, eyes red,
[form that glows]

like a coral mountain ablaze,
Lord with four shoulders!
Through your grace you t k me,

as your inseparable slave,
sacred, entrancing Lord of Kutantai!
[Without you] I cannot survive.
Give me your feet

and destroy my [cycle] of births.

Through your grace, you showed me your beauty and graciously made
me one who whose soul's only delight is to serve you; now I cannot
survive even for a moment if I am to be separated from your sacred feet;
so first give me your sacred feet and later remove my bondage.

5.8.8

Perhaps you will destroy my sorrow, perhaps not,
but I have no support other [than you],

O Lord who hold as your weapon
the discus with a whirling mouth,

When it is time for me to pass on,
my body will be limp, my soul will falter;

you then must will that I should not be weak
but clasp only” [the splendor] of your feet.

The [alvar] says: Perhaps you may destroy my sorrow, perhaps you may
not. Do as your divine will pleases; l have no other refuge but you. It is
to banish my sorrow that you lift aloft the sacred discus and that you
recline in Tirukkutantai! So, before my body becomes weak and my
soul falters, before this soul ceases to exist,“‘) graciously, quickly, rescue
me to your sacred feet.

5.8.9

Lord. consent [to my plea]; place me beneath your feet.
Leader of the chief of the strong immortal ones!
Great primeval Lord!“1
You recline, without moving, in Kutantai
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where huge glowing gems
flash rainbows in all directions.

so the world may adore you.
0 come so I may see you!42

Telling me that this soul is only your slave, you made me one whose
happiness and sadness [is incumbent] on [my] union and separation with
your twin feet. Though those feet are served by your commander in
chief [i.e., Viévaksena], the leader of Sesa and Garuda, and by count-
less divine attendants, and though you are the Lord of all, you came to
sleep [in image form] in sacred Kutantai so that you may be the refuge
of all. 0 come [Lord], so I may see you!

5.8.10

You do not come,
and then you come without form [in my heart],
my Lord of entrancing form!
Nectar that never satiates,

you taste so sweet within my soul!
You ruled me so my endless sins came to an end,
Lord who dwells in Kutantai!
Having become your servant,

why do 1 still wander astray?

You come not to elate my eyes but to appear to [in] my heart; showing
your exceedingly beautiful body, you became extremely beautiful to
me; no one else but you could destroy the obstacles to my finding all my
enjoyment with you; [since] you graciously entered Tirukkutantai to
make me an object of [your grace], why do I who have been your ser-
vant still wander?

5.8.11

Those who [recite],
till their confusion clears,
these ten verses of a thousand
(sweeter than the melody of a flute)
spoken by Cataképan from Kurukur
who took as his refuge
the feet of [the Lord]

([the Lord] who ate the breast and swallowed the life
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of the demon-woman with bones
as tough as a crossbar)“—

[those devotees] will be loved
by doe-eyed [women].

Those who are capable of [reciting], till their confusion clears, these ten
verses of the thousand, sweeter than the sounds of the divine flute
played by the Lord of beautiful Pvaraka, said by Kurukur Cataképan
who considers as his way and his goal the flower[like] feet of the Lord
whose sole pleasure is to expel the enemies of his devotees, will become
enjoyable to the Lord just as the lovers of doe-eyedwomen are enjoyable
to them.“4

1W .

6.3

Introduction

The Lord of superlative beauty who is present in Tiruvinnakar has just
united with [the alvar]. That beauty and the alvar’s weariness in waiting
for such a union combine to overcome the alvar’s anger, which is caused
by his frustrated passion and his [resolution] not to show his feelings for
the Lord. Thus the alvar does gain union with the Lord, and that union
generates such an excessive love that the alvér talks excitedly of see-
ing [the Lord] in Tiruvinnakar and of experiencing union with him. The
alvar continues by describing the Lord’s domain and [his] treasury
of countless auspicious attributes, like beauty, which are opposed to
all filth.

6.3.1

Being
poverty and wealth,
hell and heaven,

Being
enmity and friendship,
poison and ambrosia,

The great Lord, diffused everywhere,
is my ruler.
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1 saw him
in the Sacred Celestial City,

a city of wealthy people.

He says: My Lord is the inner soul (antaratma bhuta) of poverty and
wealth, hell and heaven, enmity and friendship, poison and ambrosia.
and all the different things that have been brought forth. He is the Lord
of all (sarvesvara). Being all this, my great Lord (emperuman) united
with me. I saw him at the Sacred Celestial City (Tiruvinnakar), a city
filled with rich divine people who enjoy serving this Lord with love.

6.3.2

Being
the joys and sorrows that we see,
confusion and clarity,

Being
punishment and grace,
heat and shade,

The great one, rare to behold,
is my ruler.

His is the Sacred Celestial City;
a good city,
surrounded by clear waters
and waves.

[The filvar] enjoys the sacred city, saying that this is the sacred town
of Tiruvinnakar, where he was able to see with his eyes, serve the
Lord who is the inner soul (antaratma) of the joys and sorrow that
we perceive, disturbance (kalusya) and clarity, punishment and favor
(nigrahanugraha), cold and heat, everything that goes forth, and that is
like a womb (udyanyonya):45 the Lord who is so rare to behold.

6.3.3

Being
town and country,
wisdom and idiocy;

Being
the all-surrounding incomparable light;

Being darkness;
Being

the earth;
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Being
the firmament;

The Lord resides
in the Sacred Celestial City,
surrounded by terraces
that rise like mountains.

There is no virtue,
other than his brilliant glory.

He says: There is no other means for existence except the incompa-
rable compassion of the Lord who, being the controller (niyanta) of
town and country, wisdom and ignorance, darkness and light, earth
and sky, and everything else, resides in the Sacred Celestial City
(Tiruvinnakar) that is surrounded by towering terraces. Saying this, he
experiences (anubhava) the attribute of compassion which is the means
for his existence.

6.3.4

Being
virtue and sin,
union and separation,
and all of these;

Being
memory, being forgetfulness;

Being
existence, being non-existence;

Being none of these,
The Lord resides

in the Sacred Celestial City
that is surrounded by lofty mansions.

See the sweet grace of Kannan,
[Can this be] false?

He says: Being the inner controller (antaryami) and pervading good
deeds, bad deeds and their consequences, the desired unions, separa—
tions, memory and forgetfulness, existence and non-existence (bhavab-
hava) and all other things, touching them, but being free from their
faults (dosa), is the Lord who is in the Sacred Celestial City surrounded
by lofty mansions. By his grace (krpa) we can see all things that flow
from the sense organs, that are the means for all goals of life (pur-
usartha) in the Sacred Celestial City.
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6.3.5

Being
crooked and straight,
black and white,

Being
truth and lies,
youth and old age.
the new and the old,

the Lord lives
in the Sacred Celestial City
that is surrounded by strong walls.

Look! the garden that he created forms
the three worlds of the great gods

He says: My Lord whose form (rfipa) is straight and crooked, white and
black, truth and lies, youth and age, new and old, etc.. is the protector
of Brahma and others as well as of all the established worlds filled with
all beings.

6.3.6

Being
the three worlds,

Being
nothing,

Being
love, being anger,

Being
the Goddess [Fortune] who dwells on the flower,

Being
her sister [Misfortune],

Being
praise, being blame,

the Lord resides
in the Sacred Celestial City,
where the divine ones worship with love.

The supreme radiant flame
abides in my mind;
[the mind of me,] a sinner!

He says: He is the indweller (antarvartti) of all the worlds, love and
hate, Laksmi and anti-Laksmi, praise and blame; he fills all auspicious
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(kalyana)and filthy (heya) things; and he is their inner soul (atmabhman).
Being the indweller of all auspicious objects, he is not affected by any
evil (dosa) and though he is the indweller of all filthy (heya) things, he is
without stain (nirdosa). If it is asked, how is this possible? [the alvar]
says: It is because he has entered my filthy heart and is still not affected
by the evil (dosa); he is the unsurpassed flame.

6l3.7

Being a supremely brilliant body;
Being a body encrusted with filth;
Hidden and manifest,
Standing erect and doing crooked deeds,
the Lord resides in the Sacred Celestial City.
The Celestial ones bow their heads,
to his feet that fulfill all desires.
These feet are our sole refuge.

He says: There is no other protection for all souls than the sacred feet of
the Lord who has a divine form of exceeding radiance, who has all the
filthy worlds as his body, but who is totally without filth, who is hard to
know but who was born for the sake of his devotees, who unites with
them and does crooked deeds towards those who are against him, and
who lives in the Sacred Celestial City where the celestials bow their
heads in worship.

6.3.8

Being,
the sure refuge of the celestial ones,

Being
wrathful destruction for the demons,

Keeping the world in the shadow of his feet,
and not keeping them there,

the Lord who resides in the Sacred Celestial City,
refuge of the southern direction,

is my refuge, my Kannan, my father
who has me as his servant.

He says: He has the nature (svabhfiva) of banishing all the sins (papa)
which stand as obstacles in the path of a devotee obtaining his feet and
then keeps him there. The great Lord who prevents the enemies of his
devotees from reaching his feet and who is death for them, resides in the
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Sacred Celestial City which is the refuge of the southern direction,
There he exists as my goal (prapya), as my vision; he took me gru-
ciously as one who could do all the [service] that befits one who belongs
to him and became my master.

6.3.9

Being
my father,

Being
my companion,

Being
the mother who gave birth to me,

Being
gold, gems and pearls,
and my father,

the Lord resides in the Sacred Celestial City,
that is surrounded by glowing turrets of gold.
My father knows no equal,
he gives us the shade of his feet.

He says: Having the sacred body which has “the glow of molten gold"
and unmoving; all these are his modes (prakara). Since the Sacred Ce-
lestial City is the place where he was able to unite with me, he says, “I
shall never ever leave this place" and graciously stands there. Other
than this great Lord‘s sacred feet, we have no refuge (gati). [The filvfirl
clearly tells everyone: “Before he glanced at me [with grace], I did not
have existence; since he graciously glanced at me. I exist; and so, other
than he, there is no other refuge."

6.3.10

Being
shade and sunshine,
mean and great,
short and tall,

Being
all that surrounds one,
and more,

Being none of these.
The Lord resides

in the Sacred Celestial City.
where bees sweetly hum and prosper.
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Look! there is no support,
other than his feet.

[The Lord] is shadow and light, mean and great, short and tall, moving
and unmoving; all these are his modes (prakara). Since the Sacred Ce-
lestial City is the place where he was able to unite with me, he says,
”I shall never ever leave this place" and graciously stands there. Other
than this great Lord’s sacred feet, we have no refuge (gati). lThe alvar]
clearly tells everyone: “Before he glahced at me [with grace], I did not
have existence; since he graciously glanced at me, I exist; and so, other
than he, there is no other refuge."

6.3.]1

Look! 0 people of this world!
Those who can [recite] these ten verses
on the Sacred Celestial City.
out of the thousand
composed by Kurukfir Cataképan

in praise of him who, as everyone gazed,
kept growing in height,

will become advisors
for even the celestial ones.

He says: Not heeding the difference betweendevotees and non-devotees,
telling all souls to look and to live, the Lord's legs grew tall in front of
all eyes. Those who say this Iiruvdvmoji which speaks of the Lord’s
control of everything (sarvaniyantrtvattai), out of the thousand verses
sung by Kurukfir Cataképan in praise of this Lord, will be the people
most respected by the "never-tiring immortals."

W
6.10

Introduction

And so, though [the alvar] calls the Lord so loudly that it could be heard
in heaven. he does not obtain a vision of the Lord. He thinks: The only
way (upaya) to see him is to seek refuge at his sacred feet: there is no
other way. Speaking of the Lord’s qualities such as compassion (ka-
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. runya) and motherly love (vatsalya) as his support, with the Divine
Mother as the mediator, he takes‘refugegtthe sacredfeet of the Lord in

Tiruvénkatam—the Lord who is the refuge of all the worlds.

6.10.]

0 you
whose large mouth ate the world!

My Lord of incomparable glory and radiant form!
0 tall one,

dear life of me, your servant,
My great Lord of the sacred Vénkata

that adorns this world,
Summon me, so that I,
who come from a clan of your servants,
may reach your feet.

[The alvér says]: You have compassion, motherly love, and countless
other infinite, wonderful, auspicious qualities. By your radiance you
hold up the entire world as your body and you are my sustainer. You
dwell in the highest heaven, which is remote from our sense organs,
[but] came to this sacred hill, which is an ornament for the entire world.
and graciously stand there in order to become accessible to our senses. I

am your servant and come from a family of [people] who have been
your servants. For all these reasons, you must unite me with your feet.

6.10.2

0 you
whose hand holds the fiery sacred wheel
that chops, razes, and reduces to the ground
entire clans of wicked demons!

0 king of the divine ones!
0 Lord of the Sacred Vénkata

where blossoms of lotus, red as fire,
grow in the muddy banks and pools.

Show your grace
so that l, your servant,
filled with unending love,
may reach your feet.

If the Lord says, only when the sins which are obstacles disappear can
one obtain a union with me, [the alvar replies]: Just as you, with your
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sacred discus, destroyed the demons (asuras) who were the enemies of
the divine ones, who are your devotees, please destroy the obstacles
which [stand between us]. Graciously make it happen that 1, your ser-
vant, who am submerged in the ever-increasing, swelling flood ofdivine
desire for all that is connected with you, may reach your sacred feet that
stand on the sacred hill; the hill that is adorned and made brilliant by the
rays emanating from the clusters of sun-lit lotuses that spring daintily
from willowy stalks.

‘

6.10.3

Grace is your hue,“
O Lord whose color isthat of a beautiful cloud;
My Lord of wonder! .
Nectar that seeps into my mind and tastes so sweet!
Lord of the immortal ones!
Lord of the Sacred Vénkata,

where the crystal"7 waterfalls crash,
carrying gems, gold, and pearls!

My Lord! Only say the words for me,
your servant, to reach your feet.

If you ask, should this be done without cause, [the alvar] says: While
there are the “never-tiring immortals" for you to unite with, by sheer
grace (kevala krpa), with your exceedingly attractive, wondrous, di-
vine form that is similar to a dark cloud, you came, entered, filled my
heart, and became very sweet to me. Similarly, again. by your grace,
My Lord, graciously make me reach your sacred feet which stand on
the sacred hill that is made so splendid with delightful, clear waterfalls
and streams flowing with treasures of pure, radiant, diverse gems, gold,
and pearls.

6.10.4

0 you
whose bow lets loose arrows that spit fire
on the lives of the wicked demons
who show no mercy to the world!

0 husband of the supreme Sri! O divine one!
0 Lord of the Sacred Vénkata
desired by the immortals
and the hordes of sages,
Unite‘“ with me so that l a sinner
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may always be at your feet
that are adorned with flowers.

He petitions: You were unable to tolerate the suffering of the world
when it was assaulted by the merciless demons. So you rained licry m

rows that burnt the bodies of the demons and you saved the world from
their oppression. Similarly, by your grace, make my sorrows vanish by
providing an unparalleled means (upaya) meant only for me to rem'lt
your exceedingly enjoyable sacred feet. You abide with your consort on
the sacred hill that is even desired by the eternal ones. Through tlm
means, graciously enable me to join you.

6.10.5

O Victorious one!
The other day
with your bow, you knocked down the seven trees
that grew so close together.

0 First One who crawled
between the two intertwined trees!

0 Lord of the Sacred Vénkata
where the rogue elephants
gather like the dense clouds!

Lord of the bow called Carnka!
When is the day

when 1 your servant
may reach your feet?

If it is asked, can a suitable means be adopted successfully, even if there
is no precedent for it? he says: By one sacred arrow you felled the seven
trees that were like mountains, such that the mountains and nether re-
gions [shook] in fear. ls there anything that you cannot do? The other
day you went between the two trees without harm, banished my fear.
and gave me life. So when will you make me reach your feet and give
me life? You graciously stand on the sacred hill which is the refuge of
all beings, with innumerable divine weapons, starting with Sri Sirnga
the bow; these weapons are capable of banishing [the fears] of all your
devotees.

6.10.6

Crowds of immortal beings wonder
when they may see the twin lotus feet
that paced the worlds.
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They praise and worship you every day.
0 Lord of the Sacred Vénkata

they serve you
with body, tongue, and mind!

When is the day
when 1 your servant

may, in truth, reach your feet?

If you should ask, is it not the goal (if everyone to do all kinds of service
to the Lord of all who lives in the highest heaven, [the alvar answers]:
liven the “never-tiring immortals" who live there ardently wonder,
“When is the day when we can see the sacred feet of the Lord of
'l‘iruvénkata?" So they flock here and by thought, word, and deed do
every kind of service at your sacred feet. That is‘also my goal; so, [tell
me] when is the day that I, who eagerly want to come to the sacred hill,
can really come here and serve your sacred feet with all my senses, for
all time?

6.10.7

O nectar that 1, your servant, desire and love!“
Lord of the immortal ones! Master of the ferocious bird!
Great Lord, with lips like a tender fruit!
Medicine to end my sins that grow like weeds!
My great Lord of the Sacred Vénkata!
I cannot endure

even for a split second
not to see your feet.

lf you say, we can only obtain this goal by performing an upaya, the
alvar says: In spite of being surrounded by the supreme angels in the
highest heaven, you graciously mounted on the shoulders of Garuda,
[whose picture] is on your victorious flag and whose essential nature is
to expel the enemies of your devotees. You came to the sacred hill on his
shoulder, for my sake; you banished all the hindrances on my side [that
were barriers to our union]; you graciously came into my heart and
through [showingme] the beauty of your corallike lips, you conquered
even me who craved worldly pleasures and made me your servant. You
gave me the joy of contemplating you continuously, without break, be-
cause [you knew] that my soul could not bear to survive if it was sepa-
rated from you even for a moment. And since I cannot survive unless l

see you, graciously show yourself to me, even though I have not per—
formed any upaya.
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7.9 “A

Introduction

Thus, [the alvarl is extremely astonished while thinking deeply of the
[Lord having] the wondrous form of the universe [as his body], his tram
scendent, extraordinary divine form. and his uniting with him. [The
alvarl is also elated because of his great love, and with all his Cfll‘lit‘l

distress being expelled, he talks of the wondrous, unsurpassed enjoy
ment [of his union]. As he saw it, all this was the Lord’s doing; thinking
about it, he exclaims, “How can he take me who am so despicable and
graciously say the Tiruvaymoli?” He experiences the Lord’s auspicious
attributes such as omnipotence, gracious condescension, and motherly
love. Through the excessive love that was born of this experience. in
which [the Lord] took the [alvarl and graciously sang the Tiruvaymoli.
[the alvarl now speaks.

7.9.1

What can I say of the Lord
who lifted me up for all time,
and made me himself, every day?
My radiant one, the first one,
My Lord, sings of himself,
through me, in sweet Tamil.

He takes my soul as his own; every day, he makes me extremely pure.
What can I, in the end, say about his taking me as his instrument, about
his omnipotence that enables me to sing the Tiruvaymoli, and about the
exceeding radiance which was the cause for creating this work? Even il'
I talk of all the truths in time will I be satisfied?

7.9.2

What can I say of him,
who unites with my sweet life today?

He makes my words, the sweet words 1 say,
seem as if they were mine,
[but] the wondrous one praises himself

through his own words.
The Primary one of the three [divinel forms
says my words ahead of me.
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Making even me an object [of his grace], saying that the words that l
have said by my verses are mine, he took me as an instrument and gra-
ciously sang the Tiruvaymoli. Likewise, as the soul of Brahma, Rudra,
and other deities, he [causes] creation [and destruction]. What can I say
in the end of this quality [of the Lord]?

7.9.3
\

Entering my tongue first,
he made clear to me that,
yes, he was the primeval one.
Would I forget any day
the father who, througfi my mouth,
spoke about himself
to the foremost, pure devotees
in fine sweet verse?

Yes, it is he who is the Lord of all; thus he made himself known to me as
he is. Ruling my tongue and entering it. he uttered fine verses about
himself, sweet to the mouth, enjoyed by “the never—tiring immortals."
Will I ever forget this great favor of his?

7.9.4

The wandering Lord [intent] on protecting me
made me, an incomparable sinner, live.
Having seen his good qualities,
will I ever forget my father,
who became me and speaks of himself
in faultless verse?

[The alvarl says: He not only takes me as an instrument, saying poems
through me, but makes the verses faultless; though I was an incompa-
rable sinner, he takes my soul as his endless servant. Having seen the
good qualities of my father who wanders, lavishing favors (nanmai) on
me, would 1 ever forget him?

7.9.5

When I saw his wealth,
sweet poems, worthy and good,
came about as I said them,
even though there is none comparable to me
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in my lowliness.
Making me one with him,
the great one sang about himself, through me.
sweet verses that this earth celebrates.

Seeing his auspicious attributes as they really are, I sang worthy fine
poems. No one can compare to my lack of goodness. He made me, who
have not even a trace of a [good] quality, be like him and possess [such
qualities] as omniscience and being wholly opposed to any filth. Through
me he sings sweet poems with which all the worldswill praise him—how
can I ever forget him?

7.9.6

Not just singing poems to exalt himself
through the great poets who sing sweet songs,
today he came so joyously, made himself [one] with me,
and through me sings mighty songs about himself.
My Lord of heaven!

Though there are many great poets within [his embrace] singing sweet
poems, he does not sing about and exalt himself through them. How can
I ever forget the Lord of Heaven, who came today, so happily, entered
me, and sang verses which could be contained neither by the Vedas nor
within himself?

7.9.7

[Known] as Kuntan, the Lord of heaven
cuts through and destroys my powerful sins.
He became me; and through me
he [sang] of his own glory, as the heavenly one.
Will I ever be satisfied thinking of him,
[God] who composes graceful nectarlike songs?

[The alvar] says: In spite of being the master of heaven, he destroys my
powerful sins, and so gets the sacred name Kuntan. He makes me pure
like himself, and through me composes graceful nectarlike songs, prais-
ing himself as the heavenly one. Will I ever be satisfied even ifl were to
experience (anubhava) him for all time?
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7.9.8

Will I ever be satisfied, if I were to
to drink deep the glory of the Lord
who holds the discus in his handsome hand,
along with the earth, the skies,
the waters and all else—
The [Lord] who made me, a worthless one,
one with him, so that he may through me
utter sweet poems and obtain renown?

[The alvar] says: Even if I were to use all the words of the innumerable
souls who dwell in this planet and1all the words of “the never-tiring im-
mortals" as means to experience (anubhava) the quality (guna) by
which he took me and made me as one with him and sang songs, would
I ever be satisfied?

7.9.9

Through me he uttered so many sweet poems.
praising himself.

He made me [one with] him,
me who am without forgetfulness.52

To celebrate this great aid,
Would I be satisfied if I were to drink deep

in all times past and times yet to come
The glory of the handsome [Lord],

sacred and entrancing,
Whose powers befit the occasion?

[The alvar] says: I am like non-sentient matter because I am not even the
abode of ignorance; yet he made me like himself. Taking me, he and the
Divine Mother sang the Tiruvaymoli. Even if I were to experience this
great aid with all the means that I spoke of earlier [i.e. , the words of the
inhabitantsof this earth and heaven, spoken of in the previous verse] for
the past, present, and future ages, would I ever be satiated?

7.9.10

I thought that I would offer my life in return for his help,
but even that was not to be, for it was ever his own.
There is nothing I can do here [on earth]
or there [in heaven] for my father,
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who through me sang ol‘ himself
in [fine] words and sweet verses.

Thus you took me and graciously sang the Tiruvaymoli; for this great
aid, I thought I would give my soul as recompense—but even that soul
has been owned by you since the earliest times. So there is no recom-
pense possible, neither here nor there. Saying this, he directly experi-
ences (anubhava) the Lord’s great aid.

7.9.11

Catakopan from cool Kurukur
who saw that without Tirumal
there is no existence, anywhere,
spoke these thousand verses
here, [on earth].
Happiness will ensue
when these verses are recited,

in any way.

The alvar, elated by the feeling that there is no other helper than Sri‘s
Lord, has uttered the riruvdymoji. which speaks of the great act by
which [the Lord] made him sing the Tiruvaymoli. Regardless of how
they are said, [these verses] will bring about happiness.

W
9.8 ""

Introduction

So he sends messengers, but still does not see the Lord coming and is
depressed.

9.8.]

Is there a way for me, the wicked one,
to get close to the sacred [city of] ships,“

[the city] encircled by groves.
covered with fragrant cool flowers;
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[the city] that cuts the sins of those
who only think of keeping him in their minds?

He asks: “Is there a way (upaya) for me to approach Tirunavay (sacred
ship), [a place] that banishes the sorrows of those who desire to have a
vision of the Lord?

9.8.2

He is the husband of
the lady of the fiery lotus,
whose waist is slender as a liana.

He is the bridegroom of 1
the young Pinnai with sharp piercing'byes.

When can 1, his servant,
get close to the city surrounded by groves,
sacred city of ships,

Where the tall one dwells?

When can I reach and enter Tirunavay where he graciously stands with
the Great Lady and with Lady Nappinnai?

9.8.3

When is the day when I may get close to him?
Ceaselessly my mind wonders,
fixed on that single path without distraction.“
A flood of tears flows [from my eyes].
Flawless, the sacred Naranan dwells

in the sacred city of ships.
1 do not know on what day

I may enter the sacred court [of the Lord].

When can I reach Tirunavay and be close to it? This is my only thought.
Tears flow from my eyes. Still I do not know when 1 can enter the sacred
court of Tirunavay where stands the sacred Naranan. the Lord who is
opposed to all filth.

9.8.4
1 do not know what days are allotted to me.
1 long to render ceaseless service
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at the sacred city of ships,
lcityl surrounded by groves of large fragrant flowers.

0 Bridegroom of young Pinnai
whose large eyes pierce like a lance!

I enter this place longing to do unending service for you, who are en-
joyed by the incomparably beautiful Lady Nappinnai, but 1 do not know
on what day 1 can serve you.

9.8.5

He is the bridegroom of the lady of the flower
and the lady of the earth.

My dear one, the life of the world and the divine ones,
reigns over heaven [but] desires to dwell
in the sacred city of ships.
When can I see him
and drink him in with my eyes and rejoice?

The Lord of Laksmi, Bhumi, and Niki is the controller of all the world.
from the divine ones down to every blade of grass. He abides in heaven
and [yet] lovingly resides in Tirunavay. [The alvar] asks: When can I see
[the Lord] with my earthly eyes and become intoxicated?

9.8.6

When may my eyes behold you and rejoice—
my king of cowherds who seizes and dwells

in the sacred city of ships,
[a city] surrounded by groves
where bees [hover] over exquisite flowers?

1 have become your servant; I am free from grief.

[The alvar asks]: 0 King of cowherds! Formy sake, you took Tirunavay
as your temple and abide there. I have great affection for you and desire
nothing else. When can these eyes of mine see you and rejoice?

9.8.7

You took the land from Mahabali, the king,
0 you who destroyed the divine ones and demons,55
My holy entrancing Lord! My perfect Naranan,
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who dwells in the sacred city of ships!
Say: “He is my servant” and show me your grace!

Narayana, the Lord with all good qualities is
he who grants the desires of his devotees,
he who is opposed to the enemies of his devotees,
he who has tender mother love (vatsalya) for his devotees,
and he who descended (avatirna) tp Tirunavay in order
to be accessible to his devotees.

Please show your mercy to me, says [the alvar].

9.§.8

You may not show your grace to me—
perhaps you just might

make me, who am your servant,
the focus [of your favor]
and keep me under your golden feet.

My Lord of the sacred city of ships,
give me the wit to keep you
without any confusion
in my heart.

By your grace (krpa) you graciously gave me the divine knowledge
without a trace of ignorance about your essential nature, form, at—

tributes, and wealth. Now again, by your mercy you may mark me and
say “he is my servant,” and keep me under your golden feet; or then,
perhaps, you may not do so. Just graciously do as you will. So speaks
[the alvar] to the Lord.

9.8.9

Elusive to the eyes of the divine ones,
he is the first one of the three,
and ruler of the three worlds.
The divine Lord desires and resides
in the sacred city of ships—
0, just who is it who cannot go near him now?

The Lord is inaccessible to the eyes and all other faculties of Brahma,
Rudra, and other gods. His sport is to create, protect, and destroy all the
worlds from Brahma and other gods down to every blade of grass. This
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making my wits drown in the flood.
And then it recedes like a dream.

My passion permeates my inner life
and throbs in every cell of my body—
my soul cannot bear this burden.
lf 1 am to be separated from you,
every time you go to graze the cows,

I shall die.

If one should ask, why does [the cowherd girl/alvfir] feel so [distressetll
even while the intense satisfaction brought about by the union still re
mains? [the cowherd girl] replies: That unsurpassed union has less value
than a dream. Because of my extreme love for you, I feel I am ready to
die if you are separated from me when you go to graze the cattle.

10.3.3

I shall die if you go to graze the cows,
for my soul is ablaze with the fire of my breath.
I have no companion:
I shall not live to see your dark body move.
When you leave me, the day never ends,
my twin eyes, shaped like kayal fish,
swim in tears that never end.
Born in this humble state,
cowherd girls in a herder clan,
our loneliness [seems] death.

1 shall die if you go to graze the cows. My soul is scorched by the fire
of separation. l have no other companion, [for] 1 live alone expect-
ing a relationship with you; I shall not [live], my companion, to see
you come. If you move away even slightly, this morning will not end
and my tears will not stop. When [suffering] this unrequited love, it is
not bad to die.

10.3.4

Not feeling the loneliness suffered by the lowly ones,
and the grief of one parted from a friend,

Govinda, you seek the company of those cows in the barn,
leaving us [to lead the lives of] ascetic folkl‘“

Thinking of your sweet words that flow from your lying lips,
lips as sweet as a ripened fruit,
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floods of sweetness, the quintessence of soft nectar,
deluge my mind, sinner that I am, and then burn my soul!

You only hold your cows in great esteem, and go to graze them, not
heeding the loneliness of us, your servants, or the great sorrow that we
feel when separated from you. When [the Lord] graciously says some-
thing comforting, such sweet and passionate words as “Will I who am
only supported (dharaka) by your glances ever be separated from you?"
she replies, “It is these words that des my me as I think of them!”

10.3.5

You were gone the whole day, 1

grazing cows, Karma! ..,

Your humble words burn my soul.
Evening tramples like a rogue [elephant],
and the fragrance of the jasmine buds,
unleashing my desires, blows upon me.
Embrace my beautiful breasts
with the fragrance of the wild jasmine
upon your radiant chest.
Give me the nectar of your mouth,
and adorn my lowly head
with your jewelled lotus hands.

When he asks, “Why do you suffer so when I haven‘t even gone to graze
the cows," she says, “Didn‘t you go to graze the cows? When you went
to graze the cows, the whole morning ended and evening came tram-
pling like a rogue [elephant], spreading the fragrance of jasmincs that
unleashed my desires.“I To end the sorrow that l have felt from being
separated from you all this long morning, make love to me.“ make me
live by your sacred words, which are like nectar (amrtakalpamana) and
which give life to the dead (mrtasanjivanamz‘ly)."‘IGraciously place your
beautiful sacred hands on my head so all my desires are ended."

10.3.6

Adorn our lowly heads,
0 you with eyes [dark] as the deep cool sea!
There are many who would gladly massage
your splendid feet in the midst [of your work].
Be that as it may. We cannot bear to be women [without you].
My eyes are like twin lakes filled to the brim
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and llow with tears that do not stop.
My heart pounds; it will break if you go to graze the cows.
and my life shall melt and burn like wax in hell.“

When she says again here. “Graciously keep your beautiful sacred
hands on our heads, on us who are your servants, and gaze at us com»
passionately with your sacred eyes," he replies, “1 shall only be gone
for one morning to graze the cows and it is for this [short] while that I

will be separated from you.” She says, “Instead of grazing cows, you
will be making love to the girls you desire and will be enjoying them
Can you then ask [us], should you suffer so much? Let that be; since we
have been born as [people] who cannot survive without holding on to
you, if we are separated from you, we shall not live. These tears will
also not stop. Our hearts are feeble. So, we cannot bear it if you go to
graze the cattle. Our lives will be scorched by the fire of separation.“

10.3.7

My life shall burn like wax in hell.
My bright bracelets and my jewelled belt
hang loose [on my pining frame], slip, and fall.
Tears drop from my eyes
like pearls from two soft flowers;
my breasts lose color; my shoulders droop.
0 you, who are the color of a priceless gem!
Your tender feet, soft as a red lotus flower,
will hurt when they trudge to graze the cattle
whose company you delight in and esteem.
What if the demons were to come near you now?

Because of the fire of separation, our lives will burn; because of our
astonishing suffering, bangles and jewelled belts will loosen and fall.
Because they cannot see you. my shining eyes let loose cascades of tears;
my twin breasts lose their glow. More than that: you walk [through thorn
bushes so] that your sacred body and your soft feet are hurt, just to de-
light in your cows and graze them because you hold them so dear. What
will come to pass if the demons come near you now?

10.3.8

If the demons [strike] first, what then?
I ask, and my dear life is sunk in [fear].

Don’t go behind the cows!
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Sweat and lust mingle within me
[in such anxiety that] even our union hurts.

Don’t let go of my hand!
Show your lotus eyes, mouth, and hands,
show your golden robe to those [other] cowherd girls;
charm and captivate those young maidens you hold so dear,
with waists so frail, they seem to snap.

Dally with them! ‘

She says, “0 Lord, I tremble, wondering what will befall if the demons
were to come near you there. Don’t go behind the cattle! If you go, the
attachment (sneha) l have for you, my desire (abhinives’a) which is part
of my affection and which makes me feel that [ cannot survive without
seeing you, and the union (kalavi) we have now Will all hurt. Don’t let
go of my hand." When he remains silent, she says, “[At least] come
with those [girls] who are immersed in your beauty, girls who are so
desirable, and stay within my eyesight.”

10.3.9

Dally with those good women you hold so dear,
until the restlessness of your heart is removed.
We shall be surprisingly gratified.
We cannot bear our womanly nature,

Just don't go to graze the cows!
Demons abound; they assume any form they desire;

they shall accost you with Kamsa’s incitement.
If you should get caught,

awful things will come to pass,
Do heed my words, 0 great Lord!

Wanderwith those other women who are so attractive until your desires
are removed. We shall deem that to be more sweet than the unions we
have had. We do not want that feminine nature which cannot bear it if
you unite with other women.

Many demons, who are incited by Kamsa and who can assume any
form they desire will roam [the forests]; if you were to get caught in
their hands, awful things would happen. 0, heed my words, she says.

10.3.10

Awful things will come to pass, heed my words!
Those demons are strong-armed; incited by Kamsa,
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they harass even the holy men.”
You relish your solitude,
you don’t wander with anyone or stay with Balarama,
so my flesh and my spirit are ablaze [with fear].
Grazing cows seems more important to you than heaven,
0 Lord with tender red lips,

our [Lord] of the herder clan!

The strong demons, including Kamsa, disturb even seers. My soul
burns because you do not even wander with [Balalrama, for in his pres-
ence one cannot do mischief. When [the Lord] smilingly asks, “It is

only if I were to go that you should feel afraid; what kind of affection
is this?" she says, “For you, grazing cows is more important than even
the Sacred Land (heaven), Lord of the cowherds! So, you did go.
didn’t you?”

10.3.11

These ten [verses]
on the sacred feet, the sacred feet
of the Lord of the cowherds,
Lord with the tender red lips

of the thousand said by Catakopan,
who lives on the banks of the Porunal,
adorned with shells,
in the beautiful southern Kurukfir,

were said in the [guise] of the herder girl
who was distressed at the other herder girls
being separated from him
there, [in Vrndavana].

[These words] that were said to stop [Krishna]
from going to graze the cows

[will have the effect] of those said by the girls.

He says, these ten verses of the thousand said on the sacred feet, the
sacred feet of our Lord of cowherds, with lips red as fruit, by the good
Cataképan from the beautiful Kurukur, a resident on the banks of the
Porunal river decorated by conches, [in the guise of] the woman who
could not bear the separation felt by the cowherd girls when the [Lord]
went to graze the cows, and tried to prevent him, will make one reach
his sacred feet.

W
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10.5 \\ )

Introduction

This [set of verses] talks about bhaktiyoga.

10.5.ll

0 you who desire to obtain
Kannan‘s feet:
think of his sacred name.
Naranan is the mighty refuge.

Those who want to obtain the sacred feet of our Lord should only say
the Tirumantra; they will definitely reach his sacred feet.

10.5.2

Narana is my Lord;
He is the husband
of the goddess of the Earth.
He is the Cause [of all],
He, who destroyed the elephant.

If you ask, who is the Narayana who is obtained by the tirumantra, the
alvar replies: He is the Lord of all, the cause of this world, the destroyer
of the elephant.

10.5.3

He is all the world:
he created it himself,
he bored through it,
he swallowed and spat it out;
he shall reign,

himself.

The one who controls all the worlds, who creates, protects, [and de—

stroys] is the one who destroyed the elephant.
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10.5.4

He who reclines on the deep waters
on the serpent which has a fearful mouth:
He shall reign.
Approach him every day;
place flowers at his feet.

Obtainmy Lord’s auspicious feet by worshiping them daily with flowers;
say the tirumantra at the sacred flowerllikel feet of my Lord who lies
half asleep upon the ocean of milk, having come there in order to pro-
tect the world.

10.5.5

Come near him every day.
Bring flowers
that do not wilt or fade.
Sing his name:
you can even gain release.

By saying the tirumantra, carrying flowers that do not wilt, by bowing
daily before his sacred flowerlike feet, one can gain his sacred flowerlikc
feet. This is definite.

10.5.6

He lives in Vénkatam—
he. who has the color
of a kaya blossom.

This is Madhava
whose mouth sucked
the breast of a demon-woman.

“The one who is on the high hill,” the one who is Sri‘s Lord, is he
whose mouth sucked the she-demon’s breast. [f you say. we can only do
service at his sacred feet if he is the object of our eyes and other sense
organs, [the alvar] replies: He is the Lord, who, to become the object of
all human eyes, became extremely accessible by graciously entering
into and standing on the sacred hill (tirumalai).
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10.5.7

Chant the name Madhava,
repeat it;
no evil will stick [to you];
suffering will never come near.

Those who are not qualified for bhaktiyoga should say the sacred name
Madhava. Say it with intense excitement; as you say it all the sins (papa)
which are obstacles to your doing loving service to the Lord will be
destroyed.

10.5.8

Suffering will never come near you.
He has the color
of the dark rain cloud.
Those who say his name
will become immortal.

[f it is asked: are we beings, imperfect as we are, qualified to say his
name? the alvar replies: Those few who are capable of saying the sacred
name are certainly highly qualified to say it. It is said that for those few
who say this sacred name, all their obstacles will vanish and they will
obtain service at his sacred feet.

10.5.9

Sins will not rest on them
who worship him with [passionate] desire—
[the Lord] who is beyond the reach of the immortal ones,
[the Lord] who is so accessible to his devotees.

He is beyond the reach of even the divine ones and others who are his
devotees, but accessible to his [human] devotees.M Consider him to be
the only goal; only fold your hands in obeisance and all obstacles [in the
path of] loving service will vanish.

10.5.10

Strong sins, which cause darkness
and fearsome enemies will flee;
offer beautiful flowers that grow in pools

and think of the tall Lord.
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Say the lirumantra and take beautiful flowers to his sacred feel; ol'l'ct
them and think of him with love. Thus [the alvar] concludes his discus
sion of bhaktiyoga.

10.5.11

Those servants [of the Lord]
who say these ten verses
of the thousand spoken by Catakopan,
who was crowned by the tall Lord's grace,
shall also receive his grace.

Those who say this liruvdymoji shall, like the alvar. obtain the Lord‘s
grace. W

\

10.10 x '

Introduction

Thus the alvar who is with “the servants whose bliss knows no end,”
longingly calls [on the Lord] to see the state that he was in while in this
material world. ‘

10.10.]

0 Sage! O four-faced god! 0 three-eyed father!
My cruel one, with eyes like the lotus and lips tender as fruit,
[Lord] dark as a gem, my thief!
Dear life of me, a lonely [soul].
You came [and placed your feet]

on the crown of my head;
and I shall not let you go.
Lord,

don’t tantalize me even more!

“You consider as your sport the creation, protection, and destruction of
all the worlds; you showed your ocean of qualities like infinite beauty,
tenderness, charm, youthfulness, and immeasurable generosity. Show-
ing such qualities as beauty, you conquered me, made me your servant,
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and made your qualities my support. [Thus] you filled my heart, and I

shall not let you go. You shall not again reveal your qualities and actions
as of old in my heart, and yet deceive me and make me forget. You must
come in truth and graciously unite with me." Thinking thus. he calls
loudly, with such intense desire that the Lord cannot abide in heaven
unless he fulfills the alvar’s desire.

10.10,2

Don't entrance me any more!
I swear,

by the lady whose hair is fragrant with flowers,
by her, who is like a garland of blossoms
by your sacred chest! .

I take a sacred oath on you,
You loved me,

and took me without hesitation, so
my life was one, not different from yours.

0 come, beckon me to you!

Long ago when I desired to see you and felt sorrowful when I could not
get to see you, you showed yourself within my heart so that I appeared
to be visualizing you with my eyes. You thus alleviated my grief. You
should not act like that now. Now, I swear that you should not deceive
[me] by hiding yourself; I swear on her who is your unlimited wealth,
who is of supremeenjoyment to you, who is esteemed even by you—the
divine mother with beautiful sacred locks who dwells on your sacred
body. I bind you with an oath. Instead of loathing me, who am so filled
with filth, you showed your intense affection to me and graciously
mingled with me in such a way that I could be said to be one with you;
so it cannot be said to be [wrong] for me to swear by you. It is not
enough to say that you will [fulfill my desire] in the future. Come with
haste, and beckon me to you.

10.10.3

Now come call me to you, my dark, bewitching gem!
I know of no stake for my soul to lean on,

other than you.
0 First Cause, from whose navel comes the lotus flower!
[Creator] of Brahma, Siva, lndra,

and all others who worship you with ardor!
0 Cause of the heavens!
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The [alvarl says: The nature, accomplishments, behavior, and wealth ol
Brahma, Siva, and other gods are dependent on your favor; therefore. I

see no other way (upaya) for me to exist than you. Lord, you must your:
self bring me to your sacred feet; graciously show me your divine beauty.
divine beauty.

10.10.4

0 you who are exquisitely fertile cosmic matter“!
0 you who mingled inseparably within it!

0 glorious flame of the skies!“
You are Brahma and Siva within [this domain],
0 sage who created the divine ones and human beings!

How could you abandon me with my burden
and let me stay here?

You are the support of the essential nature, condition and activity of
matter (prakrti), spirit, intellect (mahat), ego (aharhkara), earth and
other beings, all animate beings and inanimate things from Brahma,
Rudra, and other divine beings down to blades of grass. If you think that
I am bearing my entire burden, it is as though you are letting me go.

l0.l0.5
Just whom can 1 turn to
if you let me stray outside your hold?
What is mine? Who am I?
Like red-hot iron consuming water
You drank my life to exhaustion“ and
then became nectar, never-ending for me.

The [Lord] asks, “If I don’t carry your burden, can’t you carry it your-
self?” The [alvar] replies, “If you let go of my hand and ignore me,
then what can I ever accomplish? And with whom? Is there such a thing
as l or mine for me to accomplish something? Just as a red-hot iron
drinks up water and quenches its thirst, you became such inexhaustible
nectar for me that all the heat vanished that had been built up by [the
anguish of ] my separation from you. You did all this yourself.”

[0.10.6

Becoming nectar that never can end for me,
My love, you dwelt in my soul, within my life,
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and ate them as if you could not have your fill.
What more can you eat?

You, dark as a kaya flower,
eyes like lotus,
lips, red as fruit,

are the beloved of the lady of the flower,
so fit for you.

He [the alvar] says: Just as you belcame the one who can be enjoyed by
the beautiful lady of the flower who is so fit for you, you became one
whom I could enjoy. Not only that; Lord, you, with exceeding passion,
graciously consumed my body and my life. Now don’t let me go.

1

10.10.7 "

My love, you became the beloved
of the radiant lady of the lotus flower.
Like a blue mountain that clutches

and lifts up two crescent moons,
my father, you, as a resplendent boar,

raised your tusks, carrying [the Goddess] Earth.
0 you who churned the deep blue sea!

I have obtained you.
would I now let you go?

[The alvar] says: You ate and enjoyed me, showing me the passion that
you display to the divine mother [Sri] and to mother earth. Now that I

have obtained you, will I ever let you go?

10.10.8

I have obtained you.
Would I now let you go,
my unique exalted life?

You are the two kinds of deeds,
you are life, you are its consequence;
you are in the dense thicket
in all the three worlds.
0 my first matchless seed [of creation]!

Pervading this dense thicket,
you are hidden, diffused.

[The alvar says]: You who are the inner soul of karma which is of the
form of good and evil deeds (punya papa rfipa karmankal), sentient be-
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ings which enjoy their fruits and all the worlds, you who are the cause ol
the worlds and invisible, graciously showed yourself to me as you really
are: now will I ever let go of you who are my support?

10.103

0 unique primordial seed,
cause of the three worlds

and everything else!
There is none your equal.
You are here, there, on everything;

in life and matter.
You surround all that is

vast, deep, and high,
infinitely.

When shall I reach you,
0 first one, 0 matchless one?

If [the Lord] should ask, you have seen me with the world as my form;
what more do you desire, the [alvar] would reply: That is not enough for
me. Even though you have the world as your form. without my being
distracted by that [vision], I must see you as you are in the sacred land
(heaven).

10.10.10

0 supreme cosmic matter
that surrounds, spreads wide,
dives deep, and soars so high!

0 supreme transcendent, flaming flower
that encompasses [creation]!

0 incomparable blazing fire of wisdom and bliss
that pervades [the universe]!7”

Greater than these was my desire
that was quenched
when you filled and embraced me.

Pleading in such fashion that the Lord could not deny him anything,
swearing by the Divine Mother and on [the Lord] himself, compelling
the Lord, he called in the voice of a devotee and the Lord graciously
appeared [in front of him]. Beholding him, [the alvar] says: You who
pervade the cosmic principles of intellect (mahat) and ego (ahamkara),
the primordial matter which is greater than they. the liberated souls
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which are greater than they, are indeed the soul of the even greater
wisdom of your resolve (samkalpa jr'iana). Greater than all these was my
thirst“—despite your being the cause of the universe, you engulfed me
so that my thirst vanished. My heart’s desire was finally fulfilled.

10.10.11

Those who know these ten ssionate linked [verses]”
which conclude the thousangapassionatelinked [songs]
said by Kurukur Catakopan

whose craving ended,
who attained liberation,
who called on Ari [Visnu],

[Lord] who destroys desires,
who encompasses Ayan [Brahma] and Aran [Siva]

will be born, so high.

.

Those who say the thousand antati verses of Kurukur Cataképan who
obtained the Lord and who passionately spoke of the Lord

as the inner soul of Brahma, Rudra, and all other souls;
as one who is opposed to all filth;
as one who has unsurpassed, countless, auspicious qualities;
as one who has a transcendent, wondrous, divine form, [as well as]
jewels, weapons;
[who is accompanied by] his consorts and followers,"
as one who banishes all obstacles

and know these ten verses in which [the poet’s] desire was fulfilled and
his thirst was quenched—
though being born [as mortals], are greater than “the never-tiring
immortals."



Notes

Full references to the works cited briefly here will be found in the Bibliography, which
follows this section.

The Tiruvaymoli is referred to in tlle notes by the abbreviation TVM. Citations to
parts of the poem are given, in both the text and these notes, by numbers alone to the
Hundred-decad-verse in question; the abbreviation TVM is added only if confusion
might arise in the particular context. Pillan‘s commentary is likewise cited by the TVM
Hundred-decad-vcrse numbers.

Chapter 1

l. The word vdymoji also means “Veda.“ according to the Tamil Lexicon.
2. Nathamuni calls the TVM a “Dravida [Tamil] Veda" in a short verse composed

in praise of the poem. This verse is recited by Srivaisnavas everyday. prior to the ritual
chanting of the TVM in daily worship.

3. One of the earliest occurrences of the concept of the Dual Vedanta is around the
late eleventh or early twelfth century C.E.. in a poem called Yalirfiju Vaibhavam(The
Glory of the King (JAxcerics‘). written by one Andhra Purna. in honor of his teacher.
Ramanuja. The first verse of this biographical poem describes Yamuna. Nathamuni's
grandson. bequeathing the two-fold Vedanta to his disciple Saila Purna. an uncle and
teacher of Ramanuja. The Sanskrit phrase used for “Dual Vedanta" is s’ruryanm
yugma. S'ruryama is a synonym for “Vedanta:" both terms mean "the end of the
Vedas.“ The word yugma means “confluence."

4. Norman Cutler discusses the notion of the Tamil Veda in his Songs of Expert'-
ence, 7-10. Indira Viswanathan Peterson examines this concept in connection with
the Tamil Saiva poetry in chap. 5 of Poems I!) Siva.

5. Sec Fitzgerald. “India's Fifth Veda.“
6. On this issue, see Smith. “Exorcising the Transcendent." esp. 47—48.
7. The Splendor, 98. The Koil 0_I_uku. a document that was compiled over several

centuries and which sometimes tried to fill in the gaps for previous times when entries
were not made, gives another version of how the TVM came to be held high in esteem
as a Veda. According to this work. Tirumar'ikai alvar. one of the twelve alvars. peti-
tioncd the Lord at Srirangam to have the TVM chanted in that temple and to give it

equal status as a Veda. The Lord had been pleased with Tirumankai alvar and appar-
ently acceded to the request. In commemoration of this. the TVM is chanted once a
year. over a period of ten nights staning on the eleventh day after the new moon in the

259
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month of Markali (December 15 to January 14). This festival is called the Festival ol
Chanting (adhyayanotsava) and it is significant that the Sanskrit word adhyayunu (lit
erally, “learning, study, especially the Vedas”), which is traditionally reserved only
for the study and chanting of the Vedas, should be used in this context. Koil ()luku.
trans. Hari Rao, 9— IO, 33-35.

8. This set of poems is translated in Part Four.
9. The Splendor, 1 l7— I9.
10. The poems of the Saiva saints are also chanted when the festival image of Sivn

is taken in procession around Saiva temples, but here, apparently, reciters of the
Sanskrit scripture lead the procession while the chanters of the Tamil hymns follow
behind the deity. Indira Peterson reports that this procedure is interpreted in different
ways by Saiva devotees; the Brahmins understand it to show the primacy of the Sanskrit
Vedas, but others understand the Tamil recitation coming at the end of the procession
as symbolizing the “final" word on the matter. See Peterson, Poems to Siva, chap. 5

The details concerning the recitation of the Tamil and Sanskrit Vedas in Srivaisnavu
temples are found in Tiruvallikke'ni Sri' Pdrractirathi .rvdmi revastdna véta arydpuku
késri cirappu malar.

l l. The liturgical dimension of the TVM will be discussed in Narayanan, The Ver-
nacular Veda (forthcoming).

12. Desika, Srimad Rahasyatrayasa‘mm, l: 3 and 7.
l3. Tiruvarar'ikattu Amutanar, a contemporary disciple of Ramanuja, wrote a work

in honor of his teacher in which he states that certain alvars convey the meaning of the
Vedas in Tamil. A few of these statements are given here:

“My Lord Poykai gave in Tamil the meaning of the Vedas (marai)."

“My Lord Pan rendered into sweet Tamil the meaning of the four glorious
Vedas. . .

“Cataképan [Nammalvar], in a thousand sweet Tamil verses, gave to the world
the Vedas that were beyond comprehension. . . ."

“. . . The Vedas that Miran [Nammalvarl established. . .

(Tiruvarankattu Amutanar, [ramanuca Nfirrantati (Ramanuja Nfin'antati). vv. 8,
Ii. 18, and 46.)

A single laudatory verse (usually called a tanian in Tamil) and traditionally
ascribed to Ramanuja, refers to a short poem by Tirumankai alvar as a Veda:
“[Tirumar'ikai alvar] has taken all the meaning from the beautiful Vedas and
without faltering, proclaimed it through the good Tamil work Tiruvelukfirriruk—
kai, so that the world may live. . . ln liturgical settings, tanians are usually
chanted before the recitation of the poem, and in books, printed before the text.

14. The TVM of Nammalvar is referred to as the Veda or Upanisad more
often than any other work. Frequently, the TVM and the Tiruppavai of Antal,
the only woman alvar, are singled out for this distinction and the word upanisad
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is used for them. DeSika summarizes the TVM in a work called The Gem-
Necklace of the Meaning of the Tamil Upanisad (Dramidopanisad Tfitparya
Ramdvali). Periyavaccan Pillai, a thirteenth-century commentator-theologian,
calls the Tiruppavai of Amid a Tamil Upanisad. See Periyavaccan Pillai‘s com-
mentary on v. 30 in Tirruppdvai, Mfivayirappazi vyakydnam Kfigiyatu, 202.
Chronologically, the earliest statement which compares the TVM with a Veda
comes from Nammalvar’sdisciple Maturakavi alvar. Maturakavi refers to Nam-
malvar thus: ' ' ”Aw»--~~~ —‘

l
He proclaimed the meaningofthe Vedas that are so difficultto understand. . . . kvHe sang the inner meaning of the Vedas in such a way that they became

firmly established in my mind. . . .

( ”The Short Knotted String: vv. Bland 9.) T" ‘

Other early references to this theme are: (a) The laudatory verses on Nammilvar
and the TVM attributed to the acaryas Nathamuni, lsvaramuni, and Parasara Bhanar;
(b) Laudatory verses on Maturakavi alvar's “The Short Knotted String." attributed to
Nathamuni; (c) Ramanuja Nurrantati, vv. l8, 46, and 54; and (d) Laudatory verse on
the Tiruvaciriyam of Nammalvar, attributed to Arulalapperumal Emperumanar.

The Splendor describes the TVM as the Sama Veda, which is considered to be the
most important of the four Vedas, and equates the other three works of Nammalvar
with the other three Vedas, excluding all other hymns from this count. Later icaryas,
includingVedanta Desika and Manavala Mamuni, have expounded this theme at some
length. Alakiyaman/mflaperumfil__l§l§yanfir in the thirteenth century and Manavala
Mamuni in the fifteenth century affirm that the four works of Nammalvar are the four‘;
Vedas and the six works of Tirumankai alvar are like the six ancillaries to the Vedas

l

(vedangas). (See Acdrya Hrdayam, sutra 43; and Upades‘aramamdlai, v. 9.) Equating
the six works of Tirumankai alvir with the six ancillaries of the Vedas (vedangas) is
a rather strange claim. perhaps acceptable only in a limited numerical sense. On
the reconciliation of these statements in recent scholarly works, see Venkatachari,
Maniprawila Literature, 4—25 and Subbu Reddiar, Religion and Philosophy of the
Ndhiyimm, 680—93.

l5. For a translation of this set of verses, see Part Four.
16. However, the authorship of these tanians, modeled on the earlier lauda-

tory verses in Tamil, is sometimes questioned. For a full discussion on this issue, see
Venkatachari.Manipravdla Literature. 9— l l. Other than the tanians. we have few ref-
erences to the alvars in works of the early acaryas. Yamuna and Ramanuja. Yamuna
was a grandson of Nathamuni, the first acarya, and was also the teacher of Ramanuja's
teacher. Both Yamuna and Ramanuja wrote only in Sanskrit. Yamuna, in his Jewel of
Hymns. v. 6. pays homage to “the one adorned with vakula flowers," a line that is said
to refer to Nammalvar. Other than this, there is no formal mention of the ilvirs in any
other of his or Ramanuja‘s works. Yet the Srivaisnava biographical tradition clearly
recounts stories of their involvementwith the Tamil works, their efforts to institute the
recitation of these hymns in temples and even the various interpretations that they gave
for the verses of Nammalvar. Furthermore, the Sanskrit hymns of Yamuna and the

t-)



Gadya Traya of Ramanuja are strongly reminiscent of the sentiment of the alvars. Wu-

discuss this topic in chapter 4.
17. One of the earliest Tamil commentaries was Nakkirar‘s commentary on

lrayanar‘s Akapporu! written about the eighth century C.E. This work was a common
tary on the secular love poetry of the classical era. For further details. see Zvelchtl,
The Smile ofMurugan, 26; for his list of the main commentaries on the Tamil grammm
Tolkdppiyam, see I35; for his comments on the commentarial tradition in Tamil In
general. 247—63.

l8. ln the later commentaries on the TVM (the Twenty-four Thousand of Pen
yavaccan Pillai and the Thirty-six Thousand of Vatakku Tiruviti Pillai). there are svv
eral verses where the special interpretation of Yamuna is quoted. There are about
thirty-five instances in these two commentaries alone where the opinions of Yamuuu
are quoted. These verses are cataloged in Narayanan. The Way and the Goal. I70
Some of these instances are repeated in The Splendor.

l9. Udatta: “High. elevated; acutely accented"; anudana: “not elevated or raised.
accentless" |in chanting]. Meanings taken from Apte‘s The Student's Sanskrit-English
Dictionary.

20. The Splendor, l22 and [24. The Koil Oiuku. 34. states that Nathamuni estuh
lished classes in which the TVM was taught.

2l. The Splendor. 199—200.
22. The later commentaries are also believed to be as long as certain Sanskrit

works. The Onpatinayirappati (TheNine Thousand) was the commentary of Nafijiym
and was rewritten by Nampillai who is said to have lost the original work of his teacher.
This work is said to be numerically equivalent to the Sribhdsya of Ramanuja. The
Irupatinalayirappati (The Twenty-FourThousand, written in the thirteenth century by
Periyavaccan Pillai) was said to be as long as the Ramayana and the ifu-Muppul
tarayirappati (The Thirty-SixThousand) written by Vatakku Tiruviti Pillai, a content
porary of Periyavaccan Pillai, to be as long as the Srutaprakas’ika, the commentary on
Ramanuja‘sSribhdsya.

23. Pillar}. The Six Thousand. 10.9.l0.
24. Venkatachari. Manipravala Literature. 4—5 and [67—71.
25. This of course is a complex issue and we use the terms “lndo-European“ and

“Dravidian" in a very general sense, recognizing that neither of these are monolithic
concepts. Even the earliest lndo-European literature of India is influenced by the au
tochthonous culture. Recently, Parpola has noted: “The Rgveda itself provides evi
dence of words and even phonological and syntactic features that indubitably spring
from a Dravidian substratum and influence upon lndo-Aryan." (Parpola. “The Enr
counter of Religions.” 26—27.) It is noted even in introductory studies on Indian cul-
ture that “the Aryans were not uninfluenced by the early inhabitants. . . . One result of
this contact of Aryan and non-Aryan is evident even in the earliest stratum of the R3
Veda. the language of which is appreciably affected by non-lndo-European influ-
ences. . . ." (Basham. The Wonder That Was India. 3|). In recent years, Clothey has
given a brief survey of some earlier positions taken on the Aryan, pre-Aryan and non-
Aryan sources of Hinduism. (See Clothey, The Many Faces ofMurukan, 45 and 2l2.)
In the last few years. scholars have been studying the “synthesis" of lndo—European
and indigenous cultures at several levels; Solomon has written on the autochthonous
heritage of Vaisnava bhakti (Solomon, “Early Vaisnava Bhakti and Its Autochthonous
Heritage") and Zvelebil has traced the early history of devotion (Zvelebil, “The Be-



ginnings of Bhakti in South India“). Parpola has studied the complex encounter be-
tween lndian religions before 1000 B.C.E. and two distinct waves of lndo-European
immigration—the earlier band known in literature as vrfiryar and the later band
the Aryans of the Rg Veda (Parpola, “The Encounter of Religions"). See also Hardy,
Viraha-Bhakti; and Shekhar, Sanskrit Drama. esp. chap. 2, “Confluence of the
Aryans and the Non—AryanDravidians," 14—32. The coalescence between the San-
skrit and Tamil cultures has been recognized in recent years by Clothey and Yocum in
connection with the emergence of the gods Murukan and Siva as centers of Tamil
devotion. Clothey, The Many Faces of urukan, 45—72 sees Murukan as a product of
a Tamil-Sanskrit coalescence. Yocum, in his excellent study of Minikkavacakar’s
Tiruvacakam, discusses the figure of Rudra-Siva in the Vedas, bhakti in early San-
skrit sources, and the classical Tamil poems as the background to understand the
Tiruvacakam. Yocum deals with the image of Siva that Manikkavacakar experienced
and refers to the Sanskrit myths and local tradition that inform the poet‘s bhakti
(Hymns to the Dancing Siva, [37-66). It is importantjo note in this connection that
both the Tiruvacakam and the figure of Siva can be seen as products of a two-
fold heritage, like the Tiruvaymoli and the figure of Visnu. The Srivaisnava tradition
takes this two-fold heritage seriously and acknowledges the dual sources very self-
consciously in the commentarial tradition where the medium (that is, the manipravala
language) is itself the message. The Tiruvacakam, however, was not subject to written
commentaries.

Frits Staal's article, “Sanskrit and Sanskritization," examines the word “Sanskrit-
ization," as used by lndologists and anthropologists, and the concept of Sanskritiza-
tion. Staal also suggests a linguistic model for the process of Sanskritization in that the
history of bhakti and the god Visnu can be seen as analogous to the development of
semi-tatsama and tadbhava/deri words respectively in the modern lndo—European lan-

guages of India. (Staal. “Sanskrit and Sanskritization," 26l—75. esp. 272—75.)
26. Garuda is portrayed in several myths to be antagonistic to the serpent. See

Sathapatha Brahmana 3.].13—16 and Visnu Purina 5.7. For a complete list of these
myths see O’Flaherty, Hindu Myths. 332.

27. Pillar], The Six Thousand. 1.1.1.
28. Garuda is said to be the personification of the Vedas in Hindu mythology.

Yamuna mentions this in Jewel of Hymns, v. 41. In the first verse of his Four Verses
(Catuhs’loki ), a work written in praise of Visnu’s consort Sri, Yamuna refers to Garuda
as the “soul of the Vedas" (vedatma), repeating an idea found in the later sections of
the Vedas themselves. The relevant verse from the Vedas is:

suparna ’si garulmdn. Trvrte s’irah. Gdyatri caksu. . . .

This line is identified by the Srivaisnavas as Taittiriya Yajus Samhita 4.1.42. The
Gayatri, the most sacred verse of the Vedas for all Hindus, is likened to the eyes of
Garuda and other parts of the Vedas are identified with the rest of Garuda’s body.
Later, in the thirteenth century, VedantaDeSika wrote Fifly Verses on Garuda (Garuda
Paficasat),which actually contains 52 verses, and in v. 3 elaborates on this identifica-
tion of Garuda with the Vedas in some detail. On Puranic identification ofGaruda with
the Vedas, see Danielou, Hindu Polytheirm. 60—161.

29. While the Srivaisnavas after Ramanuja did not comment directly on the
Bhagavadgita or the Brahma Sfltras, they commented on Ramanuja’s commentary of
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these works. Sudarsunu St'iri wrote a commentary on the Sribhdo‘ya, which was
Ramanuja's commentary on the Brahma Sfitras, and Vedanta Deéikawrote a comnwn
tary on Ramanuja‘s commentary on the Bhagavadgita. These later commentaries only
elucidated and elaborated Ramanuja’scommentaries, which were considered to he thr
authoritative and only correct interpretation of the Sanskrit works. The Bhagavudgttn
and the Brahma Sutras, therefore, have had only one primary commentary. ()n tltr
other hand, there have been several direct commentaries in manipravz'ila on the 'I‘VM
Most of the manipravala commentaries are directly on the poem, though there are very
few that comment on a commentary. The TVM and the Sacred Collect were probably
at the center of many direct commentaries, primarily because they were considered In
be anubhava grantha or works which could be “experienced" and “enjoyed“ directly
by the audience.

30. Visnu, for instance, mounts and rides the Garuda to help the elephant whmu'
legs are caught in the jaws of a crocodile. See Bhfigavata Purina VIll.2 and Vlll..l.
esp. Vlll.3.32.
3|. Zimmer. Myths and Symbols, 76.

Chapter 2

I. An example of this occurs just before the E-minor theme in the development
section of the first movement of Beethoven’s Third Symphony (mm. 248—80). Here.
the destruction of the rhythmic organization, the weakening of melodic motion. and
the arrival at a harmonic impass create a musical situation bordering on chaos. Meyer.
Music: The Arts and Ideas, 10— l 1.

We are indebted to Professor Reid Poole, Professor of Music, University of Flor
ida, for his time and suggestions on the first part of this chapter.

2. Meyer, Music, 26.
3. There are twenty-four or twenty-fiveworks that form part of the Sacred Collect.

Author Work

F1'er Thousand
l. Periyalvar Tirupallantu
2. Periyalvar Periyalvar Tirumoli
3. Antal Tiruppavai
4. Antal Nacciyar Tirumoli
5. Kulacékara Perumfil Tirumoli
6. Tirumalicai alvar Tiruccanta viruttam
7. Tontaratipoti alvar Tirumalai
8. Tontaratipoti alvér Tirupalliyelucci
9. Tiruppan alvir Amalanatipirin
l0. Maturakavi alvar Kanninun Ciruttampu

Second Thousand
ll. Tirumankai filvér
12. Tirumankai alvar
l3. Tirumankai alvar

Periya Tirumoli
Tirukkuruntantakam
Tirunetuntantakam
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Third Thousand
l4. Poykai alvar Mutal Tiruvantati
IS. Putat alvar lrantam Tiruvantati
l6. Péy alvar Munram Tiruvantati
l7. Tirumalicai alvar Ninmukan Tiruvantati
18. Nammalvar Tiruviruttam
l9. Nammilvar Tiruvaciriyam
20. Nammalvar Periya Tiruvantati
2|. Tirumankai alvar Tiruvelukfirrirukkai
22. Tirumankai alvar Ciriya Tirumatal
23. Tirumankai alvar Periya Tirumatal

Fourth Thousand
24. Nammfilvar 1 Tiruvaymoli
25. Tiruvarankattu Amutanar Ramanuja Nun‘antftti.

We have listed twenty-five works here. The Vatakalai Srivaisnavas usually count the
two works of Periyalvar as one and call the Ramanuja Nfirrantati (twenty~fifth in this
list) the last or twenty-fourth work of the corpus. The total number of works is said to
be twenty-four, so as to correspond to the number of syllables in the Gayatri Mantra,
the sacred line that many Hindus meditate on everyday.

4. Ramanujan, Hymnsfor the Drowning, 132.
5. Ramanujan, The Interior Landscape, l 15.
6. For legends on Agastya and discussion on the comparatively late occurrence of

his name in Tamil literature, see Zvelebil, Tamil Literature, 6| -65; the Buddhist ver-
sion is given on p. 62.

7. Zvelebil, Tamil Literature. l 10; for a complete discussion on the Cankam leg-
ends and dating, fact and fiction, see 55—6l. See Zvelebil, The Smile ofMurugan,
45—64 for a discussion of works of this period.

8. Zvelebil, Tamil Literature, 68—7l and The Smile ofMurugan, l30—51.
9. Zvelebil. The Smile ofMurugan, 143.
l0. lbid., I40.
I I. For translations of poems from these collections. see Hart. Poems from

the Tamil Anthologies, and Ramanujan, The Interior Landscape and Poems of Love
and War. On akam and puram as interpretive categories for Indian folklore. see
Ramanujan. “Two Realms of Kannada Folklore."

l2. Zvelebil, Tamil Literature, 8l—82.
l3. lbid., l08—l09.
14. To these five situations of love two more are added: peruntinai and kaikkilai

which have no corresponding landscapes. Peruntinai indicates mismatched love and
kaikkilai, unrequited love. For discussions of the landscapes, see Ramanujan. The In-
terior Landscape. l04—l 12; Zvelebil. Tamil Literature, 98—99 and The Smile of
Murugan. 85—llO.

l5. Fora complete list ofthese 102 loanwords, sec Zvelebil. The Smile ofMurugan,
169—71.

l6. Paripatal lll.63—68. Translated by Zvelebil in “The Beginnings of Tamil
bha_kti"; quoted by Ramanujan in Hymns/or the Drowning, 1 IO.»



l7. Literally “()ur Alvin.“ This is an affectionate title given to the poet by tlw
Srivaisnava community. According to one of the traditional accounts, the Lonl ut

Srirangam graciously bestowed this name upon him. Kai! Oluku, IO.
18. The Vellalas are landowners and are sometimes considered to be “high-cush-

Hindus" (Manickam, Slavery in the Tamil Country. 20). However, despite Burton
Stein's comment that "their ubiquity and prestige . . . has been a marked feature ol
agrarian society until the present time" (quoted in Ramanujan, Hymnsfor the Drown
ing, ix), as far as the Brahmin community was concerned, Nammalvar was ol' the
“fourth class,” that is, a Sfidra.

l9. Nammalvar, in 6.10.], claims that he comes from a clan of devotees who
served the Lord. The biographical account in the following pages is summarized from
the lives of Nammalvar and Maturakavi alvar, as narrated in The Splendor, 87~ llll
Other biographical accounts which agree on most of the important points are in the
Divya Suri Caritam (circa twelfth century), the Caramépdya Nirnayam and the Pl'rl_\'tl
Tirumuti Ataivu (fifteenth to sixteenth century). For a discussion on the sources I'm

Nammilvfir's biography, see Hardy, “The Tamil Veda of a Sfidra Saint." On the
importance of biological ancestry to emphasize the importance of a devotee. see
Narayanan, The Way and the Goal, 74—76.

20. Venkatachari in his foreword to Ayyangar’s translation of the TVM gives both
interpretations. Ayyangar, TiruvaymaliEnglish Glossary. xiv and xv. For a discussion
of the eating symbolism, see chapter 12.
2|. The equation of Nammalvz'tr’s works with the Vedas has only numerical signili

cance as we noted in chapter I. See Venkatachari, Manipravala Literature, 42—43.
22. Arunachalam, Nammalvdr (varalarum nuldrayicciyum). ll.
23. See, for instance, Pillan’s introduction to 6—3, translated in Part Four of

this book.
24. Arunachalam, Nammtilvar, 15.
25. “Vedam Tamil ceyta Miran, Catakopan.” Miran and Catakopan are other

names of Nammalvar.
26. Arunachalam, Nammdlvar, 7 and 11— 12.
27. The annual Festival of Chanting will be discussed in detail in Narayanan, The

Vernacular Veda: Revelation, Recitation and Ritual, forthcoming.
23. Pillar) uses the word tiruvdymoli to indicate a set ofeleven verses. In this book.

we have spelled the word in italics and used a lower case “t" to distinguish this usage
of the word from the title of the entire poem.

29. For details on the various meters used by Nammalvar, see Damodaran, The
Literary Value of the Tiruvdymoli. 202—34 and 324—44.

30. These ragas do not date back to more than two hundred years. Many classical
singers and dancers do use sections of The Sacred Collect verses. The Tiruppavai ol'
Anti] is probably most popular with classical musicians and it has also been choreo-
graphed by leading Bharata Natyamdancers. Large segments of the PeriyalvarTirumoli
have recently been set to music and performed in dance. Most of these performances
are not continuous with the araiyar tradition. In the Srivaisnava community, the ara—

iyars sang and enacted certain sections from The Sacred Collect; this art was hereditary
and the traditional forms of portraying most of the songs have practically vanished
now. These araiyars are male and the art has been confined to a few families. A few
songs are regularly enacted at three of the Srivaisnava temples, coinciding with the



annual Festival of Chanting. At this time, the entire Sacred Collect is chanted. On each
day and night designated verses are remembered with their commentaries and certain
verses are enacted by araiyars in a traditional manner. The enactment of the TVM be-
gins with the elucidation of 1.1.1 on VaikunthaEkadasi day (the eleventh day after the
new moon); and the following verses are enacted by the araiyars over the next nine
days: 2.10.1, 3.3.1, 4.10.1, 5.5.1, 6.10.1, 7.2.1, 8.10.1, 9.10.1, and 10.10.1. Two
of these verses (5.5.1 and 7.2.1) are spoken by Nammfilvar from the viewpoint of a
girl. The traditional araiyar cévai has been adapted by some Bharata Natyam dancers
in recent years. In her araiyar cévai perfomiance of some TVM verses, Mrs. Usha
Narayananportrays emotions based on traditional cues, but wears the garb of a Bharata
Natyam dancer.

31. A complete list of the myths alluded to by the alvars and references to the
verses in the Sacred Collect are given in Narayanan, The Way and the Goal, Appendix
1, 153—69. For use of some Sanskrit Purinic stories in the TVM, see Damodaran,
Literary Value of the Tiruvfiymoli. chap. 8. ~

32. See Hardy, Viraha-Bhakti. 481—547; 637—52.
33. The Splendor, 100—101.
34. Forother accounts of akam influences on Nammalvfir,see Damodaran, Literary

Value of the Tiruvaymoji, 58— 127; for puram elements, see Cutler and Ramanujan,
“From Classicism to Bhakti.”

35. Ramanujan, Hymnsfor the Drowning, 8. Cutler and Ramanujan quote several
varieties and categories of praise to the king. in “From Classicism to Bhakti."

36. 1 am quoting only fifteen scattered lines from Hart‘s translation of the poem in
his Poets of the Tamil Anthologies, 171—72; two other poems (Purandnuru 123 and
164 on pp. 170 and 175) are also striking examples.

37. Vinai literally means “action, deed, work" or “karma, as the accumulated re-
sult ofdeeds done in former births. of two kinds,” e.g., rial vinai. ti vinai. Nal vinai is
good karma/deeds, and ti vinai is bad karma/deeds. Sometimes, the alvar refers to his
“two kinds of vinai,” at other times, simply refers to his “strong vinai" (valvinai).
Vinai may also refer to “evil deeds” and so we have translated the word as “sins,"
“karma," or “deed“ depending on the context.

38. Zvelebil, The Smile ofMurugan. 56.
39. The dating of the Tirumurukarruppatai is somewhat problematic. Zvelebil in

The Smile ofMurugan (1973) places it between 700—800 C.E., but. subsequently, in
Tamil Literature (1975, p. 107) and "The Beginnings of Bhakti in South lndia" (1977,
p. 251) places it between 250—300 C.E. “at the latest." Clothey, in The Many Faces of
Murukan, 208 n. 14, is inclined to place “the major portion of the Tirumurukdrrup-
patai and the Paripdtal somewhere in the late fourth or fifth century, with some por—
tions of the Tirumurukarrupatai possibly being even later."

40. Balakrishna Mudaliyar, The Golden Anthology ofAncient Tamil Literature.
2: 18.

41. lbid. 1: 48—49.
42. On the importance of a “local deity" and a god in the immediate vicinity, see

Bolle, “Speaking of a Place." Bolle says (p. 129) that . . unless one understands
the primacy of place, the nature of the sacred in most of Hinduism remains in-
comprehensible, and the plurality and the variety of gods continues to form an un-
solvable puzzle.”



43. Muduliyut'. 'I'he (in/den Anthology ofAIu'ient Tamil Lileralure. 2: 20.
44. The twelve alvars sang about 108 places, most of them located in South lmlm
45. For a list of dramatis personae in Cankam poetry, see Ramanujan. Inlrrtm

Landscape. [3, l l2— l3. In the Tiruvaymoli, Nammalvar speaks through three chmm
ters: the heroine, the heroine’s mother, and the heroine's friend.

46. Hart, Poets of the Tamil Anthologies, HO and 118.
47. For a recent discussion on the concept of ananku in classical Tamil literuluw.

see Rajam. “Ananku: A Notion Semantically Reduced to Signify Female Sucml
Power."

48. Ramanujan. Hymnsfor the Drowning. 72.
49. Ramanujan. Interior Landscape, 27.
50. Hart. Poems ofAncient Tamil. 246.
5l. Zvelebil, Tamil Literature. 109.
52. Ramanujan. Interior Landscape, 19.

Chapter 3

l. Our account of Nathamuni’s life is based on The Splendor, I 14—26.
2. For a discussion on Nathamuni as reflected in Yamuna’s works see Neevel.

Ydmuna’s Vedanta and Pan'carfitra. 195—202. Neevel also discusses the fragments
from Nathamuni‘sworks quoted by later acaryas in 77—82.

3. For a systematic discussion on Yamuna, see Neevel‘s Ydmuna’s Vedanta uml
Pane-ardtra. Narasimhachary‘s Contribution of Yamaha contains discussions on
Yfimuna as well the later commentators‘ interpretation of Yamuna’s works.

4. Yamuna never did comment in detail either on the Bhagavadgita or on the
Vedanta (Brahma) Sfitras. According to Srivaisnava hagiography, these were consid
ered to be his unfulfilled wishes which Ramanuja rectified several years after Yamunu's
death. The Splendor. 164.

5. For a discussion of the works of Ramanuja, see Carman. The Theology 0/
Rdmdnuja. 15—22 and 49—64.

6. Pillar] refers to other schools of interpretation in his comments on I. l .7 and
4.105 in but does not engage in debate with them.

7. Ramanuja refutes the Prabhakara school in his Veddrtha Sarngraha, paras,
ll6—26. See also Lipner, The Face ofTruth, 14—18.

8. For an account of the Pfirva Mimamsa, see Clooney, Retrieving the Pdrvu
Mimarnxa ofJaimini .

9. Ramanuja gives Bhaskara’s view in his Veddrtha San‘rgraha. para. 8 and dis-
cusses this pnilosophy in paras. 54—57. See also Carman, The TheologyofRamanuja,
“0—H; and Raghavachar, Introduction to the Vedarthasangraha of S'ri' Ramdnu-
jacharya, 6| —69.

10. For an account of Ramanuja becoming an ascetic. see Carman, The Theology
ofRamanuja, 31—33; and Narayanan, “Renunciation in Saffron and White Robes."

II. For further discussion see Lipner. The Face of Truth. l8—24; Raghavachar.
Introduction. 7— ll. Ramanuja discusses the nature of the Vedas in his Vedartha
San'tgraha, paras. [37—39.

12. Carman. The Theology ofRamanuja, l27—28.
l3. The expression Iatrvatraya occurs as the title of a brief treatise by the major

Tcr'tkalai theologian Pillai Lokficarya and as the fifth chapter in the larger work,
Rahasyatrayasdra. by his younger contemporary, the leading Vatakalai theologian



Vedanta Desika (see Bibliography). Lokacarya begins his treatise by stating that “the
soul aspiring for salvation (moksha) must acquire the knowledge of the three funda-
mental principles at the time of attaining salvation" (M. B. Narasimha lyengar’s trans-
lation, p. 1). S. M. Srinivasa Chari has recently explained tattvatraya as “the three
fundamental real entities—matter (acit), soul (cit) and God (13vara)." Ramanuja fre-
quently used the individual terms, but not the collective expression “three realities,"
perhaps because he is at such pains to emphasize that matter and finite souls are lesser
realities subordinate to God. See, for example, the auspicious verse at the beginning of
his VeddrthaSan'rgraha, quoted in chap. ll, p. 148.

14. Carman, The TheologyofRfimdnuja, 129—33.
15. For a discussion of Ramanuja‘s understanding of bhaktiyoga see Narayanan.

The Way and the Goal. 79-87.
16. Carman, The TheologyofRdmdnuja, 176—79, 190—98, and 257—58.
17. 1bid., 88—97. 1

18. lbid.. 98—108. The summary here draws on Cannan, “Ramanuja’s Concep—
tion of Divine Supremacy and Accessibility," 99— 100.

19. Ramanuja, Sribhdsya. trans. Thibaut. 305.
20. On paratva and saulabhya as interpretive concepts, see Carman, The Theology

ofRdmfinuja, 77—87 and 257—58.
2|. For a complete translation of the introduction and further discussion of the two

groups of attributes see Carman, The TheologyofRdmfinuja, 77-81.
22. Ramanuja defends the Pancaratra Agamas in his Sribhdsya. 2.2.43.
23. Robert Lester questions the authenticity of the Gadyas in “Ramanuja and Sri-

Vaisnavism: The Concept of Prapatti or Saranagati." For discussions of the authen—

ticity of the Gadyas, see Carman, The Theology ofRdmdnuja. 298—300 and 306—7;
Narayanan, The Way and the Goal, 88—93; and Venkatachari, Manipravdla Litera-
ture, 96- 102.

Chapter 4

1. See Neevel. Ydmuna’s Vedanta and Paficardtra, chap. 1 and app. I.
2. The commentaries on the TVM alone record about fifty-seven different verses

where Ramanuja had a definite opinion or interpretation for the verses. There are other
verses where he is mentioned. The verses where Ramanuja is either mentioned or
quoted in the four most authoritative commentaries are:

1.1.1 2.9.8 4.4.10 5.10.6 8.7.3 1. 10.2.1
l.2* 2.10* 4.5.7 6 1 10

8.9.3 10.4*
1.2.9 2.10.4 4.7.5 6.7.1 9 4 3

10.6.1
1.3* 3.2.1 4.8.2 ' '

9:5": lO.7.|
1.4.3 3.3.6 4.10* 7.3.10 95.“) 10.8.3

2.1.7 3.4.10 5.1.9 7'9'3 9.6.9
2.3.1 3.6.6 52* 7'16 5

9.7.5
2.3.3 3.6.8 5.2.6 7'10'“ 9.8.1
2.5.1 3.7* 5.3.6 :

' 9.9*
2.7.5 4.3.5 5.10* 8.4.5 9.9.8
* = introduction



3. Ramanuja Nurruntt‘tti. v. 1.

4. Kflrattalvz'tn, Sundarabahu Stava. v. 12; Varadaraja Stava, v. 102.
5. These are Saranagati Gadya (Hymn of Surrender), the Sri Ranga Gudyu uml

Vaikumha Gadya. For a discussion of these Gadyas. see Venkatachari. Manipruwtlu
Literature. 99— 102; Carman, The Theology ofRamanuja, 230—37. Narayanan. 'I'hr
Way and the Goal, 88—93.

6. The five stotras of Kfirattalvan are Vaikuntha Stava. Atimanusa Stavu. Sim
darabahu Stava. Varadaraja Stava. and Sri Stava. For a discussion of Kfirattalvflu'n
works, see Narasimhachary, “The Par'tcastava of Kuresvara." 57—79. and Narayutmn.
The Way and the Goal. 95— 1 12.

7. Srirangaraja Stava. Pts. 1 and 2; and Srigunaratnakos’a.
8. However. it must be noted that the acaryas never do address the Lord directly to.

a beloved. The eroticism is seen occasionally in a veiled manner in the physical tlt‘

scriptions of the Lord or in the rendering of alvar phraseology into Sanskrit. but we do
not find verses in which the poet identifies himself as a girl pining for “her" beloved

9. According to traditional commentaries (The Nine Thousand. The Twenty-four
Thousand. and The Thirty-xix Thousand) on 1.3.1, the incident of Krishna’s stealing
butter and being tied to a mortar is seen to be the best example that the am: can give to
illustrate the Lord‘s saulabhya or accessibility. While commenting on the following
verse (1.3.2), the author of The Thirty-six Thousand says that after Nammalvar sang
about this incident, he was in a trance for six months, overwhelmed at the thought 01
the Lord allowing himself to be bound by a silly string to a mortar.

10. These verses, in the format of a conversation. end with the refrain cajalwhich
has no particular meaning in Tamil. Manikkavacakar, an important Tamil Saivaitc
saint. also composed calal poems. Glenn Yocum describes them as “consisting of u

two-line challenge and a two»1ine response as the question and answer eajal game for
girls; each verse ends with the exclamation (Illa/6" (Hymns to the Dancing Siva. 214).

1 1. The Sanskrit phrase rasotsava has been translated here as “the festival of the
dance." The exact words come in the verse preceding the one quoted in the text of
the chapter.

12. Sundarabahu Stava. v. 5. This follows 2.9.1; Tirumankai alvar‘s Periyu
Tirumoli 9.9.4.

13. Sundarabahu Stava. v. 128. This follows Periyalvar Tirumoli 4.2.7.
14. Sundarabahu Stava. v. 8 after Pcriyalvar Tirumoli 4.2.5.
15. Sundarabahu Stava. vv. 6 and 12 after PcriyalvarTirum01i4.2. 1. The “Anklct

river" (Cilampfiru) flows near Tirumaliruficélai. However. the Tamil word cilampu
which usually means “anklet” is used occasionally to mean “mountain“ as is seen in

Péyalvar's MunramTiruvantati 89 and Kurattalvan uses this meaning in Sundarabahu
Stavu, v. 12.

16. For further references sec Narayanan. The Way and the Goal. 62—75.
17. 1bid.. 178.
18. Visnu Purina. 1.100.117 to 133.

Chapter 5

1. See chap. 11. 148-49.
2. For a full discussion. see Venkatachari. ManipravziluLiterature.
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3. In his introduction to 10.4 he says that the following decad concludes the dis-
cussion of the easy nature of bhaktiyoga that the poet started to sing about in 1.3. I.
This would imply that only the first two decads of the First Hundred deal with tattva
and only the last six decads of the Tenth Hundred deal with purusartha. However, in
his introduction to the following decad (10.5) Pillan says that the decad talks about
bhaktiyoga, and in the introduction to 10.6 he comments that in this decad Nammalvar
relives (or experiences. anubhava) the grace that the Lord has given him. This is fol-
lowed up in the introduction to 10.7 with the statement that the :1le speaks out of
unsurpassed love (priti). and in the introdllction to 10.8 Pillar: says that the Lord is
dwelling in the 2'1le and asks, “What is the reason for the Lord showing his grace
now?" Only in his introduction to 10.9 does Pillan say that here the alvar speaks “in a
different statement about his ascension to heaven."

4. See discussion of 1.1.7 in chap. 6.
5. Pillén’s list in 8.2.7 is as followszl

-<

Mal the one who loves his devotees (asritavatsalan)
Ari [Hari] the one who destroys the pain of his devotees

(asritartiharan)
Kécavan [Kesava] the one whose nature is to destroy those who op-

pose his devotees (asritavirodhinirasana svabhavan)
Naranan [Narayana] omnipotent (sarvaéakti)
Ci [Sr-1] a treasury of auspicious attributes (samastaka—

lyinaguna nidhi)
Matavan [Madhava] husband of Laksmi (sriyahpati)
Kovintan [Govinda] supremely condescending (paramaéilavan)
Vaikuman [Vaikuntha] the one whose home is Vaikuntha (vaikuntha

nilayan)

Chapter 6

1. 3.5.10. Cf. also 4.5.1 cited in chap. 5. pp. 63—64. and 3.10.10 included in
chap. 11, p. 149. Another striking example is 8.1.1.

Laksmi (Tirumakal) and Bht'imi are your consorts (devi);
other immortals serve you.

You dwell in the three worlds and rule them.
Whatever form is desired, that is your form.
1 am a sinner. 0 you with lotus eye and coral lips.

gem who captivates me.
My life! My master! My father who churned the

ocean with water!
Graciously will that 1 may see you.

Please graciously will that 1 may see you. who are Lord of Laksmi, Bhumi,
and N115;

whose feet are attended by [the serpent] Sosa. ViSvakscna. Garuda. and vari-
ous other “inlinitc followers":



whose lilu is the creation, sustenance, and destruction of all the worlds;
who with the object of protecting [your] devotees has an image-form that is

desired by them;
who has beautiful eyes like lotus petals that fascinate all human eyes;
whose lips are like coral;
whose divine form is like a blue gem;
who is my support and my enjoyment;
whose nature is solely to fulfill the wishes of the people who bow before

him.
(8. l . l)

2. The twelve names of God are: Kécavan, Narayanan, Matavan, Kovintun.
Vittu, Matucfitanan, Tirivikiraman, Vamanan, Ciritaran, lrutikécan, Tamotaruu.
Parpanapan.

3. “Extremely pure soul" is a translation of paris‘uddhdtmd, which in modern
times has been used by Protestant Christians as one translation of “Holy Spirit." It is
clear that for Pillfin the actual goal of yogic practice, whether the metaphysical as
sumptions are those of Samkhya-Yoga. Jainism, or Sankara’s Advaita, is the “ex
tremely pure” finite soul detached from its material nature. Were the Brahmin pandits.
many of them Vaisnavas, assisting the Bible translators, having a little joke at the Pro!
cstant missionaries' expense. or was the concept of Holy Spirit given a more yogic or
advaitin flavor than the missionaries realized? The Roman Catholics did not adopt this
translation but simply transliterated the Latin SpirituxSanctus. An alternative explanat-
tion of the Protestant translation reflects better on the pandits but rather poorly on the
missionaries: they might have translated “holy" and “spirit" separately without both-
ering to check whether in combination these terms would have the appropriate mean-
ing. 1 have discussed the use of Indian terms meaning "pure” and “auspicious" as
alternative translations for “holy” in Carman, “Conclusion: Axes of Sacred Value in
Hindu Society,” ”7—18.

4. The entire decad of 5.2 is included in Pan Four.
5. 8.1.l. Periyalvar mentions Rukmini. the bride of Krishna after he became king

of Dvaraka. and in present day Srivaisnava oral tradition, Rukmini is identified with
Sri. Nammalvar also mentions Rukmini in 7.10.6. When the goddesses are mentioned
together. Nappinnai, the wife of the adolescent cowherd Krishna. is placed third after
Sri and Bhfi, and sometimes only Sri and Bhu are mentioned. Nammalvar, however.
refers frequently to the story of Nappinnai and the seven bulls. Nammalvar does not
use the name Nila, which is Pillan’s standard gloss for Nappinnai and is the name of
the third consort recognized by Sfivaisnavas of Visnu Narayana. Pillar] sometimes uses
the Sanskrit Sri as the equivalent of Nammalvfir‘s Tamil and Tirumakal, but more
frequently refers to the primary consort as Periya Piratti. (See Hudson, “Pinnai.
Krishna's Cowherd Wife," 238-61; Edholm and Suneson, “The Seven Bulls and
Krsna’s Marriage to Nilé/NappiNNai," 29—53.)

6. Translated by Ramanujan. Hymnsfor the Drowning. 3 (see also 122—26).
7. Ayyangar thinks that Uliikya means Cdrvdka (TiruvfiymoliEnglish Glossary, l:

41 l). Monier—Williams thinks he is a preacher of the Vaisesikas.
B. The full translation of the verse and commentary of 1.3.5 is as follows:
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The Lord has no beginning, no end.
He who has countless good [qualities]
explained the real way
to resolve the strife between the six systems.
Stand in the worshipful path of tapas:
and remove the weeds of the path outside.
Know his teaching, know [him];
cut through and dry up
your sticky attachmerl [to the world].

If it is asked, How can we establish the reality when there are so many divergent
views? [the a[var replies]: He who naturally possesses omniscience, and all
other auspicious attributes has himself graciously set forth in Sri Gita the real
meaning of the Way of the Vedas: thal he is the person discussed in all the Vedas
and their subordinate parts [anga] and that since the other camayas are opposed
to the transhuman and faultless Veda, they cannot be valid sources of authority.
He [revealed] then to the people six camayas that are averse to him and to those
followers of the Vedas who are favorable to him in such a manner that the con-
troversy between them is resolved. The Lord has this great quality of making
manifest the real meaning of the Vedas; stand steadfast in bhaktiyoga on his
side. Remove the weeds that are worldly objects; discard any association with
them. If it is asked, How do we leave them? [the alvarl says: Through the Gita
that he graciously revealed, be conscious of him whose soul [atma] has all the
auspicious attributes and discard the association with everything that is distinct
from him.

(l.3.5)

9. Pillar) seems to be closely following Raménuja‘scomment in Sribhdsya 2.2.30.

Chapter 7

I. Devotion (bhakti) towards [the Lord] and detachment towards [worldly] ob-
jects will not be born unless one can perceive the Lord with one's eyes and other
sense organs. Some dispirited people say, “The Lord spoken of in the song 'ln-
side the mind . . .’ [1.1.2] is described as one who ‘is not within the scope of
the outer sense organs or the mind that has been made extremely pure by
the practice of yoga.‘ One cannot approach such a person; would it be fitting
to draw oneself near to him?" The alvar answers them thus: The Lord is acces-
sible to those who wish to see him. He is very elusive [lit.. “rare,” ariyalJ] for
his adversaries. He is invisible to some and accessible to his devotees; this is his
wonder. Thinking thus [the alvar] begins to talk about the Lord’s accessibility to
his devotees: the Lord stealing the freshly churned butter, being caught and tied
by his chest to the mortar, huddling close to the stone and gazing out wistfully.
Contemplating this accessibility and being greatly moved by [lit., “involved
with"] this great attribute of being accessible to his devotees, the alvar asks:
If you want to show that you are dependent on those dependent on you, is it not
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enough to be born and thus be equal? Should you also start trembling, bound to
a mortar? O my Lord, what are you doing? Why are you doing this?

(1.3. l)

2. The alvar starts to talk about the Lord who thus descends (as avatara) to the
earth and becomes accessible. To gratify his sense‘of being accessible he be—

comes bound to the mortar and trembles. Contemplating this unsurpassed ac-
cessibility, the alvar who is not normally agitated becomes physically agitated
for a long time and then graciously talks about the celebrated accessibility. ln
becoming accessible, the Lord does not see [regard] the superiority or in-
feriority of birth; he becomes equal in class to his devotee, takes innumerable
births. and becomes accessible. When he is born, he does not discard his eternal
auspicious qualities. his complete joy. his very real form and ability to grant
liberation. his being the Lord of all and all his attributes; he brings them all and
is born. Thus being both, with friendship to the devotee he gives his soul and
becomes accessible.

(1.3.2)

Narayana. the goal of the entire unsurpassed, meritorious path, higher than all
the other human goals. who has dominion over the creation, preservation, and
destruction of the perfect worlds, who is the soul of the perfect Brahma, Rudra,
and other divine beings and also of conscious and non-conscious beings, who is
indifferent to all wealth. was born as an equal and became accessible: can any-
one grasp this wondrous quality?

(1.3.3)

3. Since Pillar) does refer to these omitted features of the two verses in his com—

ments on many other verses, the omissions here are not because of disagreement with
the poet. It may be that he considers the words he does not paraphrase to have so ob-
vious a meaning as to require no comment. It is more likely, however, that the subjects
omitted do not fit in with what he regards as the major theme of the decad.

4. For the sake of human beings,
he was born in this earth

and suffered as never before.
He went after the demons

who tormented [this] world
and destroyed them.

He protected this earth
and made it live.

Hearing of this,
can a person born in this earth
be a servant of anyone
but Narana?

ls it a virtue that he made his feet the support, sustenance, and enjoyment of all
the beings who lived in the sacred city when he descended? book at his great
quality by which he graciously destroyed the enemies of men. because he could
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not bear [to see] mankind suffer. He was beseeched by the devas who wanted
Ravana to be destroyed and so he graciously descended to this world of human
beings, which is so unlike his [Divine] nature, as one equal (lit., “of the same
genus,“ sajati) to them. If [even] a single man was distressed, he, too, was ex-
tremely distressed. On the pretext of fulfilling his father‘s word, he searched out
and killed all the demons who were dependent on Ravana. [When Brahma
prayed for him to return,] he did not immediately set out [for heaven] but went
back to the city, which because its separation from him was preparing for
death, and gave life to all animate beings and inanimate things. He then went to
heaven with them. If a person with any perceptivity hears of this great quality,
can he be a servant of anyone but Narayana, the son of Dasaratha.

(7.5.2)
1

5. Srfbhdsya 2.2.3. p. 250; Thibaut, The Veddrfta Smras, 488—89; cf. Carman,
The TheologyofRdmdnuja, 189.

6. ln l0.2.8 Pillan uses a phrase of Ramanuja‘s to express the Lord's beauty: “a
treasury of such auspicious qualities as beauty, tenderness, and youthfulness (saun—
darya lavanya yauvana kalyana guna nidhi).”

Chapter 3

1. Cf. chap. 7, p. 94.
2. Gftfibhfisya7.16—l7, 28—29; 8.3, 8, 13—15, 21—22. See van Buitenen, Rama-

nuja on the Bhagavadgl'td, 24 (including nn. 62 and 63) and 30—32.
3. See Sfinivasadasa, Yatinclramatadl’pikd, chap. 8, para. 16, pp. 1 12—13; Sri-

nivasachari, The Philosophy of Vis’isgddvaita, 347—49; Sampatkumaran, The Girdbh-
(ishya ofRdmdnuju, xx, and 24ln., 407.

4. See translation of 10.3 in Part Four.
5. This is the major theme of his entire book. Viraha in Nammalvar‘s poetry is

discussed in Hardy, Viraha-Bhakti, 331—71. See chap. 2, pp. 27—31. Nammilvar is
following a convention of classical Tamildove’poetry, which is also followed by some
of the other alvz'trs. There are one or two other decads in which Nammalvfir identifies
himself with one of the gopis, a poetic device that, while similar in its intent, takes a
different literary model and implies participating in a relationship with Krishna that is
collective as well as individual.

6. She [the alvar] decides: Though I have been separated (vislesa) from him for
a long time and have sent him messengers, the Lord does not come; contemplat-
ing my inferiority, he abandons me; because of his exceeding love (prematisaya)
for [other girls] he cannot survive if he is separated from them.

And so, she is depressed and filled with the anger that is felt by lovers. Be-
cause of this anger, she, with her friends, parrots, mynas. and playthings de-
cides: “Now, even if he does come, we shall not see him” and is determined
that even if [the Lord] himself comes, he cannot come close to her.

The Lord is also depressed because of the intense grief of being parted from
her; he comes and though her friends do not change their minds, he approaches
them, wanting them as mediators. Then he falls at her feet and [requests] that
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she forgive his fault (aparadha) and unite (samslesa) [with him]. Since the pur
rots and mynas that are her playthings have been raised chanting his name and
they are also of determined mind, he goes to them, lifts them, cajoles them to
chant his name [and tries] to get some comfort. Because the lady [the alvar] is ol
determined mind. he cannot get close to her, unite with her. and live; and so
without having a support for his soul. in order to gain love (lit., “to support his
soul“). he lifts up her playthings. like her ball and anklets, looks at and touches
them and is comforted. She glances at him from the corner of her eye and says
[the following verses].

(6.2 intro.)

7. Thus he brilliantly contemplates the Lord and mentally perceives him, but
when he seeks physical union and does not obtain it, he is depressed, like a lady
who mingles with the Lord and is separated. He speaks his sorrow through her
songs. This lady, at the time when she is separated from the Lord, hears some
cuckoo birds chirp, and thinks alone: “The Lord wants to finish me off,“ she
decides. Since he cannot do so except through separation; and separation cannot
be arrived at without union with the object of separation. he unites, and then
separates [from her]. He then thinks. “She is not finished even by this separa—
tion" and so he sends the cuckoos, telling them. ”Talk about my gunas in her
proximity; this is even more cruel than separation; you can thus finish her off."
So she thinks.

(9.5 intro.)

8. The girl is griefstricken at being separated from the Lord. Because of the
overwhelming nature of that grief and her inability to bear the heartbreak (Iit..
“soul-tearing." atma-darana) to console herself she resolves. like the sacred
cowherd girls (gopis) to “imitate the divine actions and works like the creation
of the world by beautiful Dvaraka‘s Lord." She concentrates on this. booking at
her. her mother says to those who have come to enquire about her daughter.
“The verses she says are astonishing. Examining her unworldly action I cannot
diagnose her state as some specific malady (‘such and such‘) other than wonder
whether the Lord has possessed her."

(5.6 Intro.)

9. This set (9.8) has been included in Part Four.

l0. See translation of 9.8 in Part Four.

ll. The little insects that live on the jasmine flowers [adorning] her hair are her
friends. She addresses them thus: "If you want to eat honey from flowers you
should see the Lord who showed me a magical disappearing act (indrajalam)
which he calls ‘union‘ (sar'nslesa). Abandoningme. he sits in Heaven (Tirunatu)
under a great canopy of gems (tirumamanimantapam) in a divine court filled
with ‘ncvcr-tiring immortals' and others who are his servants because of his at-
tributes even as Laksmana said. ‘I am his servant because of his qualities.‘ See
him: drink from the flood of honey that is contained by the sacred basil leaves in
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his hair. Ask him: A girl pines for you, she calls your name. Do you display
your mercy by not thinking of her?“

(6.8.4)

l2. Her mother says: At the appointed time when she can see the Lord and unite
with him. she does not gain the union. Her eyes are filled with tears; she cries
“O Lord. 0 Lord." Now the grief that this tender [girll feels is by her separation
intense; she is extremely distressed; and is listless. I cannot see her walking and
entering Tirukkolur where the Lord reqlines.

(6.7.7)

l3. Not having the patience to remember the qualities of the Supreme Lord.
whom she has experienced, her mind is in a turmoil through the night; she is
extremely depressed. As soon as the day breaks. she becomes conscious; she
remembers the beauty of the Lord‘s city; this is the<Lord with good qualities
whom she had earlier seen and experienced. She also remembers his countless
innumerable auspicious attributes such as beauty. fragrance. softness, tender-
ness. youth, etc.. his divine jewels. and divine weapons. The girl is distressed
by the love that is born from this remembrance and the love that is connected to
not having a union and wanting it. . . .

(5.5 intro.)

This introduction continues but the latter part is not relevant to our discussion.

[4. Cf. chap. 5, pp. 68—69.

IS. “The Hill and Grove ofthe Holy lord." I said.
and the Holy lord entered and filled my heart.
This is the Lord who dwells
in the southern City of Names.
where the river Kavéri glides along
swelling with lustrous gems of brilliant hue.

[just said the words, “The Grove and Hill of my Lord Visnu" (Tirumélirufi-
colai). There is no further reason (hetu) on my pan [to have obtained the Lord‘s
grace]. Thinking that i said these words in truth and using this as the reason. the
Lord who usually lives in the City of Names (Tiruppér). which lies south of the
Kavéri. the river that washes huge gcms ashore. came together with the Su-

preme Mother. lilled my heart fully. and mingled with me! 0. how great is
one's love!

(10.8. I)

16. Hardy. Viraha-Bhakri, l4—l7. 46. 480. ‘
17. lbid.. 308—7l.
l8. Gilabhris'yu, 9.29.
19. Cf. Carman. The Theology ofRtimtinuja. chap. IS, “The Inner Mystery of

God‘s Love." 187- I98.



20. In the first song [verse], [the alvar] says that connection with Ithc Lord'sI lL'l'l
is better than release of any kind. He then says, “I do not have any desire for blessml
Vaikuntha. which is the highest goal."

(2.9.“

Chapter 9

Van Buitcnen, Rdmdnuja on the Bhagavadgild 2d ed.. 9— l2.

Damodara,
His feet are the support

[for those who walk]
on the path of meditation (tavaneri ).

He. whose color is that of a stormy cloud,
who has eyes like a lotus flower.
who holds the discus.

became water, sky, fire. and time.
Renowned celestials

babble about his fame.

Despite being perfect because of his beauty, lordly power and divine wealth (or
heavenly realms) with the intent of becoming accessible to |his| devotees he de—

scended and became their equal. We can grasp this Lord‘s sacred feet by bhak- 4/
tiyoga. There is no doubt about that.

(10.4.1)

There is nothing else—
we have said it briefly.

There is no fear
for any life on this great earth.

Look! The thought will come by itself.
and there is no blemish in this.

The cowherd who gave birth to us
was born in Northern Mathura.

Learn about his faultless qualities,
and see days of prosperity.

This is virtue.

There is no condition applying to qualification. time, or place for this. Do not
grieve. thinking, “This upaya is difficult.“ A certain amount of remembrance
will happen. If you ask. Will this not be fruitless? he says: If you do this, it will
not fail. Therefore think of the qualities of the cowherd grazing cattle who was
born for the sake of the devotees of Northern Madurai (Mathura), being op-
posed to filth and having auspicious qualities. Since this happens by itself, it
will be enjoyable and esteemed.

(9.1.7)



Only a generation later, in the Nine Thousand, Nafijiyar can no longer interpret this
verse as referring to bhaktiyoga. ror him the verse describes “the ease and sweetness
of taking refuge in the Lor

4. This is a condensed version of the commentary on 1.6.1. The verse is as
follows:

Singing about the Lord who knows no grief,
0 you who desire to grow.*

Ceaselcssly sprinkle pure watetl
And ofier incense and flowers [to the Lord].

[*The Tamil word translated “grow" is virivatu which literally means to expand, to
bloom or blossom] 1

5. I am neither here nor there. Having fallen
into the desire of seeing you. I am nowhere.
0 Lord who killed Lanka. 0 Lord with discus
and conch dwelling in Cirivaramankala,

show me your grace!

l have not obtained your sacred flowerllike] feet; I do not have the upaya to
deserve it. In my eagerness to see you I do not have the patience now to observe
any upfiya. In spite of that, just as you the other day banished all obstacles and
[rescued] Mother (Sita) from Ravana’s garden (Asokavana), you should now,
without having any reason. banish the obstacles [hindering] your servant and
show your grace to me, who am alone.

(5.7.2)

ls it fitting for me to cry out to obtain [you]?
You stand amidst your wretched enemies;
as a cowherd you stand; you act with deceit. my dark-hued Lord!
You [also] live in the city of Cirivaramankalam
where the divine ones of the earth
perform rituals and adore you.
Even I saw that!

[t is only while you are in the midst of your enemies that you should not mani-
fest yourself! Should you be difficult to grasp [attain?] even by those who desire
you? You should still fulfil my desire. If you ask, “Can you do the upaya in
order to obtain your desire?" [the alvar] replies [says]: “I cannot do any upaya
that is good enough to come near your feet.“ [The Lord says,] “What more can
I do? 1 have entered Cirivaramankala so that all those who have me as their sole
enjoyment can see me with their eyes and “experience me." The alvér replies.
“Even I saw that—but that is not enough!"

(5.7.5)
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6. Here is the verse. followed by the complete paraphrase:
'

Approach the Entrancing Lord,
worship him and arise!
Your [sinful] deeds will be destroyed.
Night and day,
place lotus flowers at his feet.
He, who [reclines] on the banyan leaf
in the floods [of dissolution]
[also] dwells in the sacred city of Kantian,
where the waves crash against the tall walls
that surround the city.

The Lord who is the refuge of all and graciously stands in Tirukannapuram.
Grasp the Lord as the protector, place a lotus flower at his feet, and worship him
in such a way that your [sinful] deeds will be destroyed. For this there is no
injunction concerning the [appropriate] time, he says.

(9.10.1)

7. For all those who reach his feet, the refuge,
he is the Lord who gives heaven when they die.
He, who rules the earth from Tirukannapuram,
surrounded by mighty forts.
Is all love for his beloved ones.

(9.10.5)

8. And so. though [the alvar] calls the Lord so loudly that it could be heard
in heaven, he does not obtain a vision of the Lord. He thinks: The only way
(upaya) to see him is to seek refuge at his sacred feet; there is no other way.
Speaking of the Lord’s qualities such as compassion (karunya) and motherly
love (vatsalya) as his support, with the Divine Mother as the mediator, he takes
refuge at the sacred feet of the Lord of Tiruvénkatam—the Lord who is the ref-
uge of all the worlds.

(6.101ntro.)

0 you on whose breast resides the lady of the flower
who says: “I cannot move away from him even for a second!”
Unmatched in fame. owner of the three worlds! My Ruler!
O Lord of the sacred Vénkata

desired by the peerless immortals and sages!
1, your servant, who am without shelter,

sat at your feet and entered [your safe haven].

You are "an ocean of unbounded compassion." Because of your qualities you
are my master. [You dwell] on the Sacred Hill that is desired even by the
peerless. perfect eternal beings whose only enjoyment is to serve you and expe-
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rience your qualities in heaven. Deeming you to be “the refuge of all the worlds
and all entities without distinction,” l, your servant, who am without refuge,
without any other goal, having the Divine Mother as mediator, took refuge at
your sacred feet. And now, immediately, with all my obstacles gone, I, your
servant, desire at all times to do all possible loving service.

(6.10.10)

9. Through his grace, I placed him in my mind—
He, who is most exalted among conscious [beings],

So that l may be close to him.
Even this [desire] was through his grace.
My mind. life, and body are useless—
I realized this when transcending [all]
He himself became me. 1

If it is asked. what is the reason (hetu) for the Lord to do this, [the answer is]:
with only desire as a reason, he graciously did it. The alvar says: Look how
much he has done for me. Not content with captivating me by his beauty, lest
there be any obstacle to continuing our union, he acted in a manner that I could
do nothing about, saying that he is the meaning of that which appears as ‘l‘. He
also graciously gave this soul its ultimate goal: the intuitive knowledge that its
sole essence is being a servant at his disposal (s’esa).

(8.8.3)

10. For a complete translation of the verse and commentary of9.4.7, see chap. l0,
page 130.

ll. ljust recited the words, “The Grove and Hill of my Lord" (Tirumdlirufi-
c'élai ). There is no further reason (hetu) on my side. Thinking that I said these
words in truth and using this as the reason, the Lord who usually lives in the
City of Names (Tiruppér) that lies north of the Kavéri river . . . came along
with the Supreme Mother, filled my heart fully, and mingled with me. 0 how
great is one’s love!

(10.8. I)

Chapter 10

l. Becoming the first one of fixed heaven.
and everything else,
My Lord, greater than all thought,
Gobbled up the earth and sky. all at once.
There is no support other than Kannan.

[The alvar] says: “The Lord of the beautiful Dvaraka" [4.6.|0[ who gives
moksa and other goals to all those who are his servants (s’esas). the one who has
auspicious qualities beyond the reach of mind and word. my master, the one



who is the protector all souls is the Lord of the world; there is no other Lord.
There is no doubt about this.

(2.2. I)

2. Vitu: literally, “emancipation, freedom, liberation." It also means “heaven.
as the final release or liberation." Meanings taken from the Tamil Lexicon.

3. Cf. the discussion in chap. 8, pp. 98—99.

4. Even the unthinking clouds, by adorning and filling the sky, applaud the
Srivaisnavas proceeding heavenwards; the seas danced with their waves. [The
alvar] says: Thus all the worlds did auspicious deeds.

(10.9.l)

As some [residents of heaven] gave the fruit of their sacrifices, others worship-
fully offered fragrance and lamps; some blew trumpets and conches. Women
with beautiful eyes, out of the intense love of seeing them, for there is no greater
fortune than their arrival, said: “You who are the discus—bearing Lord‘s own
people, rule this sky. This is our auspicious wish that is to be [will be]
accomplished.

(l0.9.6)

The strong “never—tiring immortals" with unfliekering knowledge, thinking that
[the Srivaisnavas] have arrived because of their good fortune, washed their sa-
cred feet in their own homes. Like a mother overjoyed at the sight of a long
absent son. [the Lord‘s consorts] are filled with love at seeing [the new arrivals].
With the wonder of this love, the Divine Mother. the auspicious Goddess of the
Earth. and Nappinnai, who all have auspicious faces as beautiful as the full
moon in the rainy season, come with their divine attendants. bringing with them
their greatest treasure, which is Sri $athak6pa, along with fragrant powder.
large lamps, and other auspicious articles with which to honor them.

(l0.9. l0)

5. See Pan Four for a translation of 5.2.
6. Cf. chap. 6, pp. 7l—74 and Note 4.
7. Caramopaya Nirnayam, pp. 527—28.
8. See his introduction to 7.] discussed in chap. 9, pp. 1 [8—19.
9. Cf. the sentiments expressed in the verses and commentary on 3.2. 3.2.1 is dis-

cussed in chap. 2. p. 23.
IO. Vedfirlha Sarhgraha. paras. l42—44; cf. Carman. The Theology ofRdmdnuja.

l52—53.
See Part Four for a translation of l0.5.

l2. To some extent this resembles Ramanuja's second interpretationofGita l8.66.
in which the “dharmas” to be abandoned are interpreted as expiatory rites. Arjuna is
thus instructed to take refuge in the Lord without trying first to expiate his sins, with
the promise that Lord Krishna himself “will remove the sins that prevent Arjuna from
undertaking bhakriyogu." Carman, The TheologyofRfimdnuju. 215— I6.
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13. Nityakin'tkara. “eternal servant“ appears in Yamuna‘s Stotra Rama, v. 46. and
in Ramanuja’s S‘riRarigaGadya, and the abstract noun kaimkaryu is a key term in both
the Sri Rariga Gadya and the Saramigati Gadya. (Kin'rkara in secular usage has suf-
fered the same kind of development as the English word “knave,” which has changed
in meaning from boy to servant to scoundrel, for kirr'tkara in recent times is understood
to mean “thief"!)Whether for that reason or not, Srivaisnava usage has concentrated
on the abstract noun kaimkarya, which we might also translated as “loving service.”
and which is always understood as the goal of the religious life. rather than the means
to that goal. (Note Carman. The Theolqu of Rdmdnuja, 221—22.) Pillan does once
use kimkara. In 7.9.1 he says: “[The Lord] takes my soul as his own having the desire
to serve (fitmdntakin‘tkaradvena) . "

l4. Translated in Part Four.
15. Veddrtha San‘rgrahu. paras. 121 —22. Cf. Carman, Theology of Rama-

nuja. I48. 1

16. In the Sanskrit text of Sribhdsya. 1.1.1. edited..by Lacombe (La doctrine mo-
rale et métaphyxiquede Rdmdnuja). this is in para. 230. p. 129. Cf. Carman, Theol-
ogy ofRfimdnuja, 149.

17. M. R. Rajagopala Ayyangar. trans., Srimad Rahaxyatrayasdru ofS‘ri Vedanta-
des‘ika. 30. Cf. Carman, The TheologyofRdmdnuja. 150.

18. Cf. 5.8.8. translated in Pan Four.
19. Carman. The TheologyofRdmdnuja. chap. 1 1, esp. 147—49 and nn. [-7.
20. lbid., 127. quoting Sribhds‘ya, 2.1.9; Thibaut. The Vedtima Slilras, 424.
21. lbid.. 128 n. 10; Vedértha Sarhgraha. para. 76.
22. 1bid.. 128 n. 11; Gitdbhdsya 10.20, 13.22. 13.28.
23. Except for his comments on the first two dccads. Pillar] does not follow

Ramanuja’s frequent use of the correlative .s‘es'i, even where the Tamil term could
easily be glossed in this way, especially uluyavazi (“owner").

24. The Tamil may also be understood to mean. “my having Kannan."

25. Who gave your feet as a refuge
for me? 1 do not have any recompense
for you! Even my soul is yours! . . .

You graciously made it part of my nature [to know] that your sacred flowerllike]
feet are both the way and the goal. For this great aid 1 have not done anything in

gratitude. If it is asked, “Can you not give your self as a recompense? [the an-
swer isz] “Even my soul is yours. ls there anything that 1 can do for you, who
are perfect in every way?"

(5.7.10)

26. For my happiness. you placed your feet
on the crown of my head.
For that great aid.
1, in return, caressed [your] shoulders,
and fully gave away my life for a price.
0 radiant flame!
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|l.ord| with a thousand shoulders
and a thousand heads!

[Lord] with a thousand flower-like eyes—
perfect companions for each other!

[Lord] with a thousand feet
and a thousand names!

0 great father ofmine
[of me] who am all alone!

Even though all the people who are in the cycle of birth and death have material
things as their support, sustenance, and enjoyment, you graciously made your
sacred feet my support, sustenance, and enjoyment. Can this great help last?
The alvar says: “As a recompense for this great aid l have given my soul to you
as your servant" and [then he] gives it with his love. He gives his soul as his
ultimate act of service and says, “Can I see you who have done this great aid?"
If it is asked, is it easy to see him? [the alvar] answers: ls it not for the devotees
who desire to see him that he has innumerable divine forms and innumerable
auspicious qualities? Can you will that even I do not have to spend even a mo-
ment without your name? 0 my Lord!

(8.1.10)

27. Cf. the last verse of Isaac Watts‘s great hymn. When I Survey the Won-
drous Cross:

Were the whole realm of Nature mine,
That were an offering far too small;
Love so amazing, so divine
Demands my soul, my life. my all.

Chapter II

I. The three dying wishes of Yamuna have been discussed in Carman, The Theol-

ogy ofRdmdnuja. 30. See also The Splendor, 164—165.
2. See for instance Kfirattalvan’s“Sundarabahu Stava” .l; “VaradarfijaStava,"

v. l02;“Vaikur_1tha Stava" vv. 1 and 90; and Parasara Bhattar’s “Srirangaraja Stava
(first hundred),“ vv. 3 and 6.

3. Andhra Puma. Yarirdja Vaibhavam, W. 65, 77 and 78.
. The Splendor. 359.
This decad is translated in Part Four.
Caramopdya Nirnayam. printed with The Splendor. 527—28.
Andhra Puma, Yan'rdja Vaibhavam. vv. 8| -82.

. ManavalaMamuni “Upadesaratnamalai “ v. 41.
9. The commentary is given in fullIn Part Four.
I0. Vedarrha San'rgraha. para. I; and Lacombe SrI'bhagya I. l. I.
II. The Six Thousand 6. IO intro. and 6.10.10.
l2. Veddrtha Surhgraha. para. I 12. See also Carman, The TheologyofRdmdnuja.

164—66.
13. From Pillan‘s introduction to |O.4, it is clear that he considers his discussion

«Dwayne



on bhaktiyoga to have begun from 1 .3. Pillfin‘s commentary on the first twenty (+ two
phala Srutis) verses of the TVM (LI and l.2) deals with the nature of the deity and the
last two sets of The Six Thousand (l0.9 and [0. l0) talk about Nammalvir's ascent to
vaikuntha. However, Pillar) is not and, in fact, cannot be too meticulous about his
scheme, because Nammalvar did not follow the classification that Pillar) sees. Thus
Pillan’s comments on several verses that he has said are concerned with the means to
salvation (hita) do in fact discuss tattva, i.e., the nature of God and the Divine-human
relationship.

14. Pariéara Bhattar, Bhagavadguzhdarpanékhyam Srivisnus‘ahasrandmabhd-
syam, l6—lS, 23—24. .

lS. Ramanuja, Gitdbhdsya. l8: 16 in Rdmfinujagramhamdla, ed. P. B. Annan-
garacariyar, 236—37.

16. VeddrthaSarhgraha. para. I43.
17. See Carman. The TheologyofRdmdrmja, 95—97.
18. lbid., 96 and 286 n. 18. See Govindacharya, Life ofRdmdnuja. 135—36.

Chapter 12

I. Hardy, Viraha-Bhakti, 466.
2. lbid., 443.
3. The Visnu Purina (Vl, chaps. 3 and 4), Matsya Purina (chap. CLXVll) and the

Mahabharata (The Book of the Forest, 3.186) contain accounts of the annihilation of
the worlds. The Mahabharata and the Matsya Purina accounts are similar and involve
the adventures of the sage Markandeya who is roaming on the waters of dissolution.
There he sees the Lord in the form of a child, under a banyan tree. The Lord swallows
Markandeya, who sees within the Lord’s belly, the earth, the oceans, mountains, etc.,
complete with members of the four castes fulfilling the duties that are incumbent upon
them. For a hundred years he explores the entire universe within the belly of the Lord
and sees no end to it.

The Visnu Purina’s account of doomsday is more abstract and places the anni-
hilation as part of the cycle of creation and destruction. It distinguishes between “in-
cidental," “elemental," and “absolute” destruction. The last of these is the final
liberation of the soul (moksa). The earlier two destructions occur at the end of each
Brahma day and at the passing of each Brahma. For a discussion on the exact num-
ber of years after which these destructions occur (either 3| l.O40.000,000,000 or
100,000,000,000.000,000 years), see Visnu Purina trans. Wilson, 494.

An abbreviated account of the Mahabharata version of the doomsday picture is
given here. The following passage is from van Buitenen’s translation of The Book of
the Forest, 3.186, pp. 586—88:

Markandeya said: At the end of the Eon . . . when little time remains of the last
thousand years, all men in general become speakers of untruth. . . .

When the close of the thousand Eons has come and life has been spent, there
befalls a drought of many years that drives most of the creatures . . . to their
death. . . . Seven scorching suns drink up all the water in the oceans and rivers.
The Fire of Annihilation then invades. . . .

Wondrous-lookinghuge clouds rise up in the sky. . . . some are shaped like
grand cities, others like elephant herds, still others black as collyrium, others in
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crocodile shapes—clad in garlands of lightning, the clouds rise up. In their ter-
rifying shapes. with their horrible echoing blasts, the clouds cover the entire
expanse of the sky. . . .

Then sudden winds whirl around the skies and under their hurricane gusts
the clouds are torn to shreds. And the self-existent God, drinks up these winds
and lies sleeping on the Lotus of the Beginning. . . .

In this desolate mass of nothing but the ocean, . . . I alone wander about
with grave concern. . . . Then one day I see in the flood of the waters a tall,
wide banyan tree. I see a child sitting on a spreading branch of that tree, in a
cradle made up with divine coverlets. I am greatly amazed: "How can this babe
lie here, when all the world has come to an end?"

The lotus-eyed and radiant child says: “I know that you are very tired.
friend, and desirous of rest: sit here, Markandeya Bhargava, for as long as you
wish. Enter my body, good hermit, and rest here, sir, I shall make room for you
as a favor." When the child says this to me 1 become tired of my long life and
my human estate, Bharata. On a sudden the child opens its mouth wide, and
powerlessly I am translated into it by an act of fate. And when I so suddenly
enter the hollow of his mouth, 0 king, l behold all of earth overspread with
kingdoms and cities. the rivers.

I see the ocean, teeming with fish. I see the heavens illumined by sun and
moon and blazing with lights that are like sun and fire; I see the earth, king,
adorned with forests. The brahmins are giving worship.

Having entered into his belly, and roaming all the quarters, I see all the hosts
of Gods. . . . Whatever creature, either moving or standing, which I had seen
before in the world I see again in the belly of the Large Spirit. Living off fruits I

explore this entire universe inside his body for more than a hundred years, and
nowhere do I see an end to his body, however far I roam while I am thinking,
lord of the people.

Suddenly a wind gust expels me from the wide open mouth of the Large
Spirit, he sits on the branch of that same banyan tree, holding the entire uni—

verse, where I see him of boundless luster, marked with the Sfivatsa, while he
sits in the guise of a child. With the beginning of a laugh, 0 hero, that radiant,
Srivatsa-wearing, yellow—clothed child says to me, “Have you dwelled restfully
today in this body of mine, good hermit Markandeya? Tell me!”

Having witnessed the limitless power of the boundlessly august God I hum-
bly fold my hands and approach him eagerly. I see the lotus-eyed God as the
soul that has become elemental, and folding my hands and doing homage I say
to him, “God, I wish to know yourself and this supemal wizardry! I entered into
your body through your mouth, 0 lord, and saw all the worlds together in your
body. . . . Faultless, lotus-eyedone, I wish to know of you why you stay here in
your own person as a child. You drank up the entire universe, therefore pray tell,
for what purpose does the universe survive entire within your body, blameless
one? . . . For what I have seen, my lord, is greatly beyond my understanding."

It should be noted that in all the Sanskrit sources mentioned here, the situation is more
complex than the brief summarizing line that the alvars use so frequently: “0 you who
swallowed the seven worlds“ or “0 you who swallow and spew the worlds."



4. Tirumankai alvar describes the time of dissolution several times. The floods are
described in some detail:

The floods of dissolution. the foaming oceans
bubbled over and covered the seven worlds.
the encircling mountains, everywhere.
They swept over the eight directions
and over the planets.
The Lord kept all this,
tucked inside the lower half
of his belly

that day.
(Periya Tirumoli 4.4.9 [partial])

1

5. One of the principal themes enunciated in the account of Markandeya in the
Mahabharata and the Matsya Purina is the wondrous power of Visnu‘s maya. See
Wendy O‘Flaherty. “Inside and Outside the Mouth of God: The Boundary between
Myth and Reality," and Zimmer, Myths and Symbolsof Indian Art and Civilization,
35—47.

The Sanskrit accounts speak of the play between reality and illusion of the vision in
the mind of the sage Markandeya. The alvars seem to be aware that there is some ques-
tion whether the vision was an illusion (which is one meaning of the word maya), be-
cause in several instances when this story is mentioned. they are at pains to add that all
this is true (mey). Poykai alvar’s Mutal Tiruvantati V. 10 is typical: “They say that it is
true (mey) that he swallowed die earth, the mountain, the seas. the wind, and the sky.”
The word mey describing this event of swallowing the worlds is repeated in Mutal
Tiruvantati W. 34 and 69. In v. 94, Poykai alvar describes the Lord who reveals the
worlds to the “one learned in the Vedas" as “wondrous“ (mayavan). Other alvars also
use the word mey “true" to describe the act of the Lord‘s eating the worlds (as is seen
in Periya Tirumoli 3. | .3 and Munram Tiruvantati. v. 33) and sometimes call him “the
wondrousone” (mayavan) in that context. The alvars therefore, preserve both the real-
ity and truth (mey) of the Lord’s containing the worlds in his stomach (this is not un-
real) and the wondrous nature of the divine (maya) by which all this is made possible.
This is sharply seen, for instance, in Periya Tirumoli 3.1.3:

Having eaten the seven worlds.
the wondrous one (mayavan)
passes time on the banyan leaf.
The true one (meyyan)
the Lord of the divine ones
dwells in the place
Tiruvayindrapuram. . . .

6. The image of the baby Visnu, lying on a banyan leaf on the waters of dissolu-
tion, is an image evoked several times by the alvars. Lynn Ate has remarked that this
story. along with the idea of the Lord swallowing the worlds, is one of the themes most
“difficult to notate." (Ate. Periyalvar‘s “Tirumoli,” 379.) In the Mahabharata account



as well as in the Matsya Purana account (which Ate does not mention). we read 0!
Visnu lying under a banyan tree. In oral tradition as well as in iconographic accounts.
this figure of the baby Visnu is identified with the baby Krishna. Gopinatha Run (in
Elements ofHindu Iconography, 215) summarizes the description of this image:

“Another form in which the child Krishna is often sculptured is as lying upon a
leaf of the vata (lndian fig) and is hence known as the Vata-patra-sayi. This form
is symbolic of God brooding over the ocean of the chaos caused after the dc»
struction of the universe at the end of an aeon. . .

The similarity of this image. in principle, to that of Visnu reclining on the serpent
Ananta (“Without End”) or Adi Sesa is seen in Hindu myth. In several Srivaisnavu
temples, Visnu is represented in this form known as Anantasayin or “he who reclines
on Ananta." lconographically. a kind of the Anantas’ayin image may be classified as
the Jalasayin variety. Gopinatha Rao (ibid., 263) describes this image as follows:

.lalasayin: This aspect of Vishnu is the one conceived to be assumed by him at
the end of the maha—pralaya of the great deluge of the universal dissolution. The
.lalasayin is an image of Visnu shown to be lying in the midst of waters, resting
on the Adisesha. his serpent-couch. . . .

Both the images of Vatapatrasayi (on the banyan leaf) and the Jalasayin (described
above) depict Visnu on the waters of dissolution. We suggest that the banyan leaf as a

support of Visnu evolved possibly as an alternate way of depicting Visnu Anantasayin
during the time of dissolution. Solomon, in “Early Vaisnava Bhakti“ indicates that the
banyan tree and serpent symbolism is part of the autochthonous heritage of Vaisnava
bhakti.

We may also note that the banyan leaf seems to be a variant or substitue for Ananta.
In the temple at Srivilliputtur in South India, Visnu is known as Vatapatrasayin or
“he who reclines on the banyan leaf.” The actual image however shows him as reclin-
ing on the serpent Ananta and not on a banyan leaf as his name indicates. In fact.
Soundararajan (“The Typology of the Anantasayi Icon." 76) says that this is one of
the two shrines of the Anantas’ayi type that has full iconographic completeness, to the
extent permitted by the Agama text. Soundararajan however does not speculate as to
why a Lord called “he who reclines on a banyan leaf” is depicted as reclining on a
serpent. Our hypothesis that the banyan leaf is an alternate way of depicting Visnu-
Anantasayin is lent credence from the writings of two traditional Srivaisnava theolo-
gians and commentators. Annangaracariyar writes in an appendix to his edition of the
Sacred Collect: “In the end. when all the words are sunk in the sweeping floods of the
great dissolution (mahapralaya) the Lord with Sri (Tirumal). by the wondrous nature of
his power, keeps them all in this little stomach and is in a meditational slumber (yoga
nidra) on a banyan leaf which is an arr'u’a ()fAdis‘esa" (p. 68. italics mine).

Sri U. Ve. Uttamfir Viraraghavacariyar, commenting on PcriyalvarTirumoli 2.6.6,
pays special attention to the first line of the verse. “He who is on the banyan leaf, He
who is on the serpent . . He writes (on pp. 2l4— l5):



Only the banyan tree was there. He (the Lord) was lying down on one of those
leaves. It is .raid that Adi S‘em himself stood ax the banyan tree. Since he lies
down on the middle of the sea on a banyan leaf (and), on a serpent, he is called
“He who reclines on the ocean,” “He who is of the banyan leaf." and “He who
reclines on Ananta." These names apply to the first line of this verse. . . . In
the same verse the alvar calls the Lord "He who lies in Kutantai" [modern
Kumbakonam]. The alvar began the verse by calling the lord as “He who is of
the banyan leaf The Lord reclines (on a serpent) in the form of a worshiped
image (arcavatara) in Kumbakonam and this picture also crosses the alvar‘s
mind. When the alvar says “He of the banyan leaf." he may also be thinking of
his own native holy city, (Srivilliputtur) where the Lord is called Vatapatrasayi
or “he who reclines on a banyan leaf.“ But even there, the Lord lies on AdiSesa.

ln myth and folklore, both the serpent and the banyan tree have been associated with
conceptions of immortality and growth. The very name Ananta suggests infinity and
Zimmer has discussed the symbolism of the serpent at some length. The banyan tree is
described by Monier-Williams (Religious Thought and Life in India. 337) as follows:

. . . Of holy trees and plants, the Vata or Banyan (botanically Ficus lndica) is
sacred to Kala or Time. This and the Pipal tree are supposed to enjoy a kind of
immortality. When a man plants either of these trees he repeats a prayer to the
following effect: “May I abide in heaven as many years as this tree continues
growing on the earth." The method by which the banyan tree propagates itself is
too well known to require description. . . . In the underground passage of the
Allahabad fort there is the stump of a tree called the Akshaya—vata or the “un—

decaying Banyan". . . .

While Monier—Williams relies on folk tradition in this case for his information. the
Srivaisnava theologians and commentators quoted earlier also seem to be aware of the
close connection between the serpent and the banyan leaf.

7. According to Saivaite mythology, Markandeya was saved from death and given
the boon of a long life by the grace of the Lord Siva. The alvars allude to this story
frequently (Nammalvar refers to it in 4. l0.8) saying that it was Visnu's grace that en—
abled Siva to grant life to Markandeya. However. the myth of Markandeya‘s vision
during the time of dissolution (as recorded in the Mahabharata and in the Purinas) is
not mentioned by the alvars. except possibly Poykai alvar's Mutal Tiruvantati v.94
where he says that “the Wondrous Lord showed the seven worlds and everything else
to the one learned in the Vedas."

8. The word translated as “support" in this verse is the Tamil kan which means
“eyes." The commentators have taken it to mean support. and this is in fact one of the
meanings given by the Tamil Lexicon. The Lexicon however. quotes this TVM verse
as the authority for its meaning. A more literal rendering would be “There are no eyes
except Kannan's eyes.“

9. This verse is similar in sentiment to Poykai alvar's Mutal Tiruvantati, v. 92. It
should be mentioned at this point that art historians sometimes posit a connection be-
tween Krishna's eating butter and Visnu's eating the earth as a child. Walter Spink, for
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instance notes: “And in the Night of Brahma, within the sacred Yamuna, within the
cosmic ocean, a luminous baby floats, sucking upon his toe . . . . or playing with a
stolen butter ball. which represents the earthly orb . . (Krishnamandala, 106). Roy
Craven makes the same point: . . Bal Krishna does not suck his toe in this painting
but sits on a throne holding a butterball (the earth/cosmos) in his right hand . .

(“The Sarna Collection," 69). l have neither been able to trace the origins of Spink‘s
statement on the baby playing with the stolen butterball during the night of Brahma.
nor find any textual sources which identify the orb of the earth with the orb of butter.

10. Burton, trans., Kama Sutra. pt. 2, chap. 2.
1|. Chandogya Upanisad 6.13: I to 3. The metaphor of “eating" or “drinking" is

used in an erotic context in Harivarhéa, chap. 63. W. 19, 31, 32. Hardy translates the
relevant verses ( Viraha Bhakti. 72—73):

Those lovely cowherd women drank with their glances his charming
face. . .(v. 19).

Other women, with laughing faces . . . drank Krsna with eyes wide open
with emotion, without getting their fill . . . (v. 31).

Other cowherd girls, eager for sexual pleasures. became thirsty when ob-
serving his face, and drank it when during the night, they had occasion to make
love . . . (v.32).

12. The reference is to the story of Putana, a demoness sent by Kar'nsa to kill
the infant Krishna. Pfltana gave her breast which was covered with poison to Krishna.
but, miraculously, Krishna, knowing her true identity. sucked her very life from her.

13. On the concept of “melting" in Manikkavacakar‘sTiruvacakam, see Yocum.
Hymns to the Dancing Siva, 168—73.

14. Ramanujan, Hymnsfor the Drowning, 150—52.
15. lbid. This is discussed under the heading of “Mutual Cannibalism."
16. See Hawley, The Butler Thief. 81—83, 144—50. The erotic overtones in steal-

ing and eating butter are seen dramatically in Periyalvar Tirumoli also.
17. The reference is to the burning of the Khandava Forest, Mahabharata 1.226.

The god of fire (Agni) came to Arjuna and Krishna claiming that he was starving and
wanted something to eat. The Khandava forest, protected by the lord lndra (the deity
presiding over rain) was donated to Fire who proceeded to swallow it, i.e., destroy it.

Arjuna and Krishna protected Fire from lndra. See also Hiltebeitel, “The Burning ol'
the Forest Myth,” p. 219.

18. O’Flaherty, “Inside and Outside the Mouth of God: The Boundary Between
Myth and Reality.” On the element of protection see It. 28(d) below.

19. The Splendor. 117—18.
20. The phrase "nectar of the mouth" (vayamutu) occurs several times in the alvar

literature. See Periya Tirumoli 1.3.5, and also the distinctive erotic suggestion of
Periya Tirumoli 6.1.2 when Visnu is described as “eating the nectar (amutu) of Sri."
The erotic suggestion is then carried over into 10.4.1 of the same poem where
Tirumankai alvar claims that he is “eating you, (i.e.. the Lord) or Nacciyar Tirumoli
2.10 where Antal says that the Lord eats the vayamutu of Sita (in his incarnation as
Rama).

Related phrases occur in Nacciyar Tirumoli 7.3. 7.9, and 13.4. Among the alvars.
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Periyalvar uses this phrase very often to refer to kisses (as in Periyalvar Tirumoli
1.2. 14 and 2.2.7) and also to refer to the drool from the mouth of the baby Krishna
(Periyalvar Tirumoli l.4.5, 159, etc.). It should be noted that Periyfilvar's verses,
spoken frequently from the view of Yaéoda, Krishna’s foster mother, and therefore
considered “maternal," are perhaps also the most erotic and that the line between ma-
ternal love and sexual passion is thin.

2]. 0r, “jasmine flowers, loosened from the [plants].”
22. See The Six Thousand 6.10 intl'o. and 6.10.10. See also chapter 9.
23. Meanings taken from Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary.
24. The Srivaisnava commentators use the word parimdrutal to indicate the ex-

change of sexual favors. Pillan, for instance, uses it while commenting on the “mutual
cannibalism" verses (quoted above). See Pillan's commentary on 9.6. l , 9.6.4, 9.6.9.
The Tamil word vétkai, which Nammalvar uses in 2.l.lO, 4.9.9, 9.6.7, and 10.3.8,
also has a double meaning and could indicate an appetite for food or sex. Thus, végkai
in conjunction with tunaivi (companion) means “wife." When used in conjunc-
tion with air (water), the compound means “water to quench one’s intense thirst."
Vépkainéy or “desire-disease“ (2. l . IO and 9.6.7) may mean either craving for love or
for food.

25. Taittiriya Upanisad. 3.10.6. While commenting on this verse, Frits Staal says
(in “Indian Concepts of the Body," 32):

But it is not far-fetched to assume that “food" stands, at least in part, for the
object of desire. A child wants first of all food, and if it were to inquire about
brahman, the best way to explain what this concept involves is to introduce it as
food, viz., the ultimate object of desire . . . at the end of the hierarchy, when
explanations have also come to an end, the highest object of desire is again re-
ferred to in terms of food, which is still at the core of the eater’s concern.

I am indebted to Professor Gene Thursby, University of Florida, for this reference.
26. The Tamil words are ambiguous and the line could also read thus: . . like

red-hot iron sucking water/ I drank you, my life, to exhaustion."
27. The analogy is used by modern Srivaisnava theologians also. Thus, Sri R.

Rangachari says:

The stanzas of Nammalvér are not intended to be read through in a hurry. Apart
from ritual recitation in centuries, each stanza has to be pondered at leisure, if
we are to enjoy the nuances on a single theme. Would a person gifted with a fine
palate, gulp down a cup of nectar, as if it were a bitter medicine? Would he
not sip it drop by drop, relishing it more, with each drop? This applies to Sri
Des'ika’s Slokas too. We should enjoy each sloka separately. . . .

Sri R. Rangachari, Introduction to Vedanta Desika’s Dramidopanisad Tdtparyu
Ratndvali and Sdra, 2.)

28. Pillar) deals with the verses where the concept of “eating" occurs, in one ofthe
following ways: (a.) the Sanskrit word for eating/enjoyment (bhuj) is used; (b.) the
concept is ignored in the commentary (2.3.8, 8.10.4): (c.) when the alvar claims that



the Lord is “eating" him. Pillan occasionally uses the word surhilvw (sexual union) to
describe it (10.7.2); (d.) when the Lord is described as “eating“ the worlds or as keep
ing them within his stomach.Pillar_1 calls it “protection” (2.2.1. 2.2.8. 2.3.5. 2.7. I 2.
3.6.1. etc.).

2.2.8 is quite explicit. noting the protective qualities of the Lord to be similar to
that of a mother:

Who but the wondrous Lord
Who by his will creates
the divine ones and all things
and firmly sustains
the three worlds within him,
and keep and protect (us)?

1f it is asked, are not creation and protection different acts? Can we say they are
but one act for the Supreme Being? the alvar replies: Just as the one mother who
gives birth to the child also protects it. the one who creates also protects. There—
fore. the Supreme One protects; the two acts of creation and protection are one
act (for the Lord).

(2.2.8)

(e) paraphrases and expands the Lord eating the worlds in Sanskrit words, quoting
occasionally from Sanskrit sources, (as in 7.4.4, with a quote from Visnu Purina
4.1.84). The word for “eating" (Tamil: untu) is paraphrased with the Sanskrit word
cum (to suck) in this case.

29. Pillan is evidently thinking of the story in which Yasoda catches her son eat-
ing mud. She asks him to open his mouth. and there sees the whole universe inside.
Periyalvar Tirumoli, 1.1.6. See also Bhagavata Purana X.8.32—45.

30. Veddrtha Sarhgraha. 17b—18a, trans. Carman in The Theology of Rama-
nuja. 124.

31. Gitcibhdsya 7.12 and 9.4, quoted in Carman, The TheologyofRdmdnuja. 123.
32. Akanamiru, 136. trans. Hart in Poets of the Tamil Anthologies. 121.
33. Nammalvir is the only alvar to directly claim that the Lord swallows him.

Tirumankai alvar and Periyalvar claim that they “drink" and consume the Lord but not
vice versa. to the best of my knowledge. In a review of a recent book. Vi_t_tu Chitan
Virilta Tamizh by Dr. N. Subbu Reddiar, the reviewer, Prema Nandakumar, says that
“The concluding chapter deals with some of the important images (olfactory, gusta-
tory, visual and auditory) handled in the hymns [of PeriyfilvirJ" l have not been able
to get a copy of this book to check on Periyfilvar’s use of the “gustatory” image.

It is interesting to see that Glenn Yocum has noted that Manikkavacakar, the
Saivaite poet-saint who probably lived about the ninth century C.E. uses notions of
taste and food to describe the lord Siva in the Tiruvacakam. See Yocum. Hymns to the
Dancing Siva, 109— 11. Yocum also mentions (ibid.. 132 n. 16) that Edward Taylor
(1642—1729), a pastor of a Puritan church on the Massachusetts frontier used the no-
tions of eating and drinking. God‘s grace is apparently referred to as “sweet junkets,”
“my soul’s plum cake.“ “sugar mill." and “honey hive." The following chart gives
the references to various ways in which the “eating” and “drinking” analogy is used
by Nammalvar in the TVM:



God Eats
Butter

1.3.1
1.5.1
1.5.8

1.8.5

2.3.8

2.10.6

3.8.3

4.4.6

4.8.11

God Eats
Worlds

1.1.7
1.1.8
1.1.9

1.5.8

1.8.7
1.9.4
1.10.5
2.2.1
2.2.6
2.2.7
2.2.8
2.2.10
2.2.11
2.3.4

2.5.3
2.6.2
2.6.7
2.7.12
2.8.7

3.1.10
3.4.9
3.6.1
3.6.8
3.7.10

3.10.9
4.2.1
4.3.2
4,3.6

4.5.10
4.6.4
4.7.1
4.8.9
4.8.11
4.9.8
4.10.3

Notes to Page I78

Alvar God Eats
Eats God Alvar

1.7.3 1

2.2.10

God Eats Misc.
Enemies References

2.9.8

4.4.6

5.2.6
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God Eats
Butter

6.2.11

7.7.2

God Eats
Worlds

5.4.1
5.6.1
5.7.7

5.9.7

5.10.5
5.10.6

6.1.2
6.2.4
6.2.7

6.4.11
6.6.3

6.9.11
6.10.1
7.1.3
7.1.4

7.2.2

7.3.9
7.4.2
7.4.4

8.1.5
8.3.4
8.4.11
8.5.5
8.7.8
8.7.9

8.9.4
8.10.4
9.1.1

Nolm' I0 Pug? I 78

Alvin God Eats God' Eats Misc.
Eats God Alvfir Enemies References

5.2.8
5.3.8

5.8.10
5.8.11

5.10.1
5.10.3
5.10.4

5.10.5

5.10.10 5.10.10

6.4.4

6.6.11
6.7.1

7.1.7

7.2.3

7.7.1

8.7.9
8.3.4
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God Eats God Eats Alvar God Eats God Eats Misc.
Butter Worlds Eats God Alvar Enemies References

9.3.2
9.4.9

9.5.9
9.6.3
9.6.4
9.6.5

1 9.6.6
9.6.7
9.6.8
9.6.10

9.9.2
9.9.11 1

9.10.1 "'

10.2.3
10.3.5

10.4.4
10.5.3

10.5.6
10.7.1

10.7.2 10.7.2
10.7.3

10.7.6
10.7.9
10.8.2 10.8.2

10.8.6
10.10.5 1010.5
1010.6 1010.6

34. It is interesting to note that the metaphor of food is used in the first words said
to have been uttered by Nammalvar. For details see chap. 2. p. 00.

Chapter 13

. Otto, Vischnu-Narayana, 2.

. Thibaut. “Introduction.“ The Vedanta-Stitras, 34:xxii.
lbid., c.
lbid.. cxxii.
lbid.. cxxiii.
lbid. cxxvii.

7. Ghate The Vedanta 156—70. Ghate states the Nimbarka“ is supposed to have
lived a few years after Ramanuja. The date of his death is probably 1162 A. D. “

(pp. 19— 20). citing as his reference footnote 4 on pp. 62— 63 of R. G. Bhandarkar.
Vai._s'r_Iavi.I'm. Saivixm and Minor Religious Systems. Encyclopedia of lndo-Aryan Re-
search. 1913.

8. Otto, India’s Religion of Grace and Christianity Compared and Contracted.

ewes“:—
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See the Bibliography for the titles of Govindacharya's translations and paraphrascs ol
traditional texts.

9. Pandit Agnihothram Ramanuja Thatachariar‘s arguments are summarized in

Carman. The Theology of Rémdnuja. 298—300 11. l. The same note also refers
to Robert Lester‘s unpublished Ph.D. dissertation submitted to Yale University. en
titled “The Nature and Function of Patanjalian-Type Yoga as the Means to Release
(Moksopaya) according to Ramanuja.” This dissertation has since been published as
Rdménuja on the Yoga (Adyar. Madras: The Adyar Library and Research Centre.
1976).\See also Le$ter‘s article, “Ramanuja and Sri-Vaisnavism" read at the Fifth
lntemational Conference-Seminar of Tamil Studies, Madurai, l98l, and his article
“Ramanuja and Sri—Vaisnavism: The concept of Prapatti or Saranagati." History o]
Religions: 5: 266—82. Carman‘s entire chap. l7. entitled “Ramanuja’s Relation to his
Successors: The Problem of the Gadyas" (2l2—37) considers issues related to the
points raised; see also 306—7 11. 54.

10. Hardy. Viraha-Bhakti. esp. 13—17. 36-38. 436—80. 489, 546—47. 579—83.
ll. lbid., 479—80.
12. For a full discussion. see Appadurai. Worship and Conflict under Colonial

Rule.
13. This is discussed in Vasudha Narayanan's Ph.D. dissertation “Bhakti and

Prapatti in the Srivaisnava Tradition." which is expected to be published under the
title. The Widening Divide. See also Mumme. “The Theology of Manavalamamuri."

I4. Cf. Carman. “Report from South India," in Religious Situation: I968, edited
by Donald R. Cutler (Boston: Beacon Press. 1968). 395—434.

l5. Clooney. “Divine Word, Human Word," 5.
l6. lbid.. l4.

1 .. 1

l S:
i

4

1 »1

l. Ayarvu orum. The word ayarvu may be translated as “fatigue, forgetfulness. or
sorrow." All these meanings are given by Uttamfir Viraraghavacariyar in his commen-
tary on this verse.

This phrase is quoted frequently by Pillan and is used to describe the “immortal
ones" who serve Visnu.

2. This list is an abbreviated version of Ramanuja‘sdescription of Visnu. See. for
instance, Gitdbha'sya, “Introduction"; VedérlhasaIngraha ed. van Buitencn. para.
127. (All subsequent references also cite the paragraph numbers in van Buitenen‘s text
and translation.)

3. Nikhilajagad udaya vibhava tidi lilandy. Ramanuja frequently uses this phrase.
See Gitzibhdsya. “Introduction.“ Veddrrha San‘igraha. para. l3.

4. Pillar) employs a phrase that Ramanuja uses in the description of bliss. See
Sribha'sya 1.1.13.

5. As'arikhyeya kalyzina guna mahodadhi. Perhaps the most frequently used phrase
by Ramanuja in talking about God. See. for instance, Gildbhfisya. “Introduction."

6. Svemra sumaxlu vuslu vilaksana svarupa. The same phrase is used by Ramanuja.
See Veddrlho Sarngruha. para. l Sribhdsya 2.1.23; seen with a slight variation in
Gitdbhdsya 2.29.

7. The major thrust of the first few paragraphs of Vedcirtho Sanigraha (pp. l—2) is

Part Four
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to talk about (a) the Lord’s “purity and opposition to all filth,” and (b) his distinct
nature. separated from spirit and matter while being their inner controller. Pillan ad-
dress both these points early in the commentary.

Filling, in his comment on l.|.3, talks of the Lord being the inner soul [of the uni-
verse which is his body], the owner (se’sl), and the controller. The same list is used by
Ramanuja in Gitébhzisya l0.20, 13.22, and [3.28. Ramanuja adds one more term of
description in his commentary and says that the Lord is the support (adhara) of every-
one and everything.

8. Ramanujan, Hymnxfor the Drawping. 3.
9. 0r, “It is difficult to comprehend him as having one nature."
10. Pillan uses terms very like Ramanuja‘s in his refutation of the sunyavadin. See

Sribhésya 2.2.30.
l l . “Instruments of sport and enjoyment" (Iilopakarana. bhégopakarana). Phrase

used often by Ramanuja, Vedfirrha Sarhgraha para. 132.
12. Phrase from TVM l.5.|l. ..
[3. pru: Literally, “emancipation, freedom, liberation." It also means “heaven,

as the final release or liberation." Meanings taken from the Tamil Lexicon.
14. The second line may also be translated as “gold, life. body.”
[5. “That which exists or that which does not exist." Commentators interpret

these lines as “that which is sentient and that which is non-sentient.“
l6. Pulku. which has been translated as “embrace,“ is a rather unusual Tamil

word. All later commentators discuss this term and say it means “to take refuge.”
17. All the later commentators interpret the lines “if you desire heaven after death.

loosen earthly ties” as “Destroy the experience of kaivalya which your soul will enjoy
when you gain liberation from the body."

18. Commentators say that the Lord is bound to his devotees.
19. This is a phrase used frequently by Ramanuja.
20. Ult'ikya is sometimes understood to be the school of materialism (Carvaka).

Others like Monier-Williams think that it is the name of a preacher of the Vaisesika
school. ‘

21. Sri Satyamurti Ayyangar. in his TiruvdymojiEnglish Glossary (p. 41 1), \says
that “Aksapada” is a school of Logic or Nyaya. 1

22. A reference to Siva. i

23. Ajahat .rvabhdvandy. Ajahat is “not dropping or losing." V"

24. Makil blossoms are known as vakula in Sanskrit.
25. Polika: from poll. “to be abundant, overflow, to be auspicious, to live long, to

shine." The common factor is the happiness or joy of auspiciousness, wealth or long
life, and so I have taken the liberty of translating the word as “rejoice."

26. Or, “the [old] age will be displaced.“
27. Konru uyir unnum . . . The phrase uyir unnum literally means “to eat [one’s]

life." i.e., to conquer or overwhelm. See chapter 12 for the connotations of “eating"
and “swallowing."

28. The Tamil word mini is translated as "form."
29. Jfidna Viti has been translated as “the way of wisdom."
30. This introduction is a typical example of Pillan‘s finding a connection between

two sets of verses.
According to Sfivaisnava tradition. Nathamuni heard this set of songs and was so



overcome by its beauty that he wanted to retrieve the other “thousand verses.“
3l. Or, “you make my body wander like water. melt, and dissolve.“ The word

karai can be translated as "melt" or as “bank, shore."
32. Vellai marti: literally, “white form or image."
33. Pillan has interpreted the Tamil words e_lil e're' (“O handsome bull") as (Ii/Hi

yuktan. Dipta in Sanskrit may mean flame or lion and dipri is splendor or radiance. l

have translated dipri as flame in the commentary.
34. Gajendra Alvin is the name given by the Srivaisnavas to the elephant-king

Gajendra, whose legs were caught by a crocodile. Gajendra took refuge with Visnu.
who appeared in the sky, riding his mount Garuda and quickly hurled his discus and
destroyed the crocodile. See Bhagavata Purana, Vlll.2 and Vlll.3.

35. Yd]: a stringed instrument of the lute family.
36. Literally “bull among lions." Interpreted by commentators as “best" or

“king" of the lions.
37. U_I. Literally, “rule, old karma." 1 have translated it in a general way as

“direction.”
38. Pillar) carefully paraphrases the alvar as saying that the Lord should success-

fully execute a “means" for the alvar to get salvation. without him knowing about it. If
the alvar knows that he is undertaking a “means" (updya) to attain the goal, this may
count as self-effort and possibly compromise the Lord’s independence and initiative in
the process of redemption. Pillar] wants the Lord to take full responsibility to accom-
plish the updya without making the alvar feel self-conscious that he is practising a
“way” which will accomplish a goal. The thought of the thirteenth-century acarya,
Pillai Lokacarya, a leading theologian of the Tenkalai community, is very close to
Pillan’s position on this issue. For a discussion of this issue in Tenkalai Srivaisnava
literature, see Mumme, The Theology ofManavdlamdmuni, 140—66; and Rajago-
palan, “The Srivaisnava Understanding of Bhakti and Pruparri," 352—63.

39. l have translated the Tamil word orunkutal as “only.” The Tamil Lexicongives
the meaning as “to be concentrated, to have singleness of aim or purpose.“ but refers
to this TVM verse as the authority for this meaning.

40. lvvdrma mutivamrku munné . . . Literally, “before this soul ends." This
phrase may be understood as an intense plea, with the alvar stating that his soul may
cease to exist if he does not obtain the feet of the Lord.

41. Mini: literally, “form, image."
42. Or, “Come to see me.”
43. U_lalai: literally. “crossbar.” The Tamil Lexicon also states that this is a

“block of wood suspended from neck of cattle to prevent straying."
44. The last line of the verse promises that those who recite these verses will be-

come the beloved of doe-eyed women and the commentators interpret this in differ-
ent ways. Pillar) says that the Lord will enjoy those who [recite] these songs like a
doe-eyed woman enjoying her lover and in a later commentary (The Nine Thousand),
Nafijiyar says that those who [recite] will be appreciated (“enjoyed”) by other
Srivaisnavas.

45. Pillar; uses Sanskrit terms for all the Tamil words to indicate polarities. Some
of these words have slightly different connotations; the Tamil kalakkam, “confusion,
agitation,” for instance, is translated as kalusya, which means “disturbance." but also
“turbid, dirty" and “foul." The Tamil tanmai. which means “grace, gentleness,“ is



translated by the Sanskrit anugraha (“favor,” “grace"). He also introduces a new
word which is not in the verse: udanyonya, which means “everything in the womb and
what issues from it."

46. Vannam has been translated as “hue” in the text of the poem. The Tamil word
means “color. pigment" and also “nature. characteristic or quality."

47. Tel: literally. ”extremely clear, shining.”
48. Punar-tal: literally, “to join, unite. to copulate; union of lovers, appropriate to

Kurinci. one of the five landscapes." Kuririt'i denotes the landscape of hills (see chap.
2) and the reference here to the Vénkata hilI makes the landscape suitable for the act
of union.

49. The words translated as “desire and love” and mévu-ral and amar-ml. Both
words mean desire; mévu-ml also means to eat, to love or to be united with. Commen-
tators usually paraphrase it as “to enjoy."

50. A reference to Brahma the creatol.
5|. Sec n.30. a
52. Uttamfir Viraraghavacariyar. a twentiethvcentury commentator. paraphrases

the words marappu ild. which we have translated as “without forgetfulness," as “not
having even a [trace of] a good quality, like having had intelligence and later not
having it.”

53. Nammalvar talks about the city of Tirunavay in this entire decad. Tiru = Sa—

cred, mivdy. ships, boats. rafts etc.; hence I have taken the liberty of translating it as
“Sacred [city] of ships.” At least one contemporary commentator pays attention to the
name of the city and writes: “Ndvfiy means ‘boat.’ Since even the city. like the Lord,
[provides] the way to cross the sea of life and death, [the poet] says that it cuts through
[our] sins" (Uttamfir Viraraghavacariyar, commentary on TVM 9.8.1).

54. l have translated the Tamil words kavayil inri (literally, “not on a forked
path”) as “single path.” The words imply that the poet only thinks of reaching the
sacred city and no other thought distracts him.

55. l have translated the Tamil phrase te‘vdcura cerravane‘ literally as “you who
destroyed the divine ones and the demons.” Pillar], however, interprets this rather
loosely.

56. The phrase “emit the fragrance of jasmine" in the text of the verse is inter-
preted by the commentators as meaning “to enjoy the pleasures of heaven." The fra—

grance of jasmine is associated with the Lord and the implication is that one acquires
this fragrance by intimate association with him.

57. This set of verses is spoken by the alvar in the guise of a cowherd girl who
swears that she will die if Krishna leaves her to graze cows in the morning. At times we
see a single cowherd girl talking and, in other places. she seems to represent a whole
group of girls who feel the grief of separation. In the distress and confusion of the
impending separation, “she" speaks as though Krishna had already gone for the whole
day (verse 5), though he is standing in front of her.

58. This verse has the refrain did occurring five times. It is an exclamation of sor-
row and grief and has no exact meaning. I have translated it as “alas" to indicate the
agony felt by the cowherd girl.

59. Takavu illai: literally, “suitability, fitness, worthiness, mercy, kindness, jus-
tice, equity, impartiality, morality, virtue.” We have translated it as “unfair” but com-
mentators, like Pillar], interpret the word as “without grace (krpd)."
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60. 'I'uruvu: "rclinquishment. renunciation of the pleasures of life. asceticism."
Uttamur Viraraghavacariyar interprets this line as “leaving us to be like ascetics
( sunnydxis) . “
6|. l have translated the phrase pini avi_l mallikm' as “the jasmine that unleashed

my desires." Pini means both “desire" and "buds" and so one may either translate it

as l have. or as “the jasmine buds that are loosened.“ Nafijiyar clearly interprets pinl
avi_l as loosening or unleashing of flower buds in his Nine Thousand commentary.

62. Pulki: literally. “to copulate."
63. Notice that some of the erotic nature of the verse is obscured by this line. The

alvar‘s plea to “give me the nectar of your mouth" is interpreted by Pillan as “sacrcd
words which are like nectar."

64. The word a_lal can mean great fire or hell.
65. Tavalravur: literally. “those performing tapas.”
66. Pillar] is somewhat inscrutable at this point; later commentaries believe that the

divine ones are his devotees. but are devoted to him so as to realize other wishes; to
them the Lord is still distant. He is. however, very close to those agritas who worship
him with no other goal in mind.

67. deé: primordial matter or soul; commentators take it as both and say that it is
that which is capable of growth; that which has potential for creation.

68. Commentators take the two words “flame" (HM) and “skies" (amparam) to
mean fire and ether and as indicative of the other three primordial categories. water,
earth and air.

69. The Tamil words being ambiguous. the line could read:

. . . like red-hot iron sucking water.
I drank you. my life. to exhaustion.

70. This verse is marked by repetition of words. The word ell/mu occurs five times
and l have translated it as “surrounds." “encompasses.” “pervades," “filled“ and
“embraced." The word periya (“big“) occurs four times and l have rendered it as
“supreme,“ “incomparable“ and “great."

7l. Vita'i: literally. “thirst, desire. weariness."
72. The word translated as “linked” is anldti (“end-beginning"). This is the style

in which the last word of a verse becomes the first word of the next one.
73. This is a condensed rendering of Ramanuja's favorite litany and description of

Visnu. Pillan began his commentary with a similar description and ends it by re-
capitulating the essential points.
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General Index

References are to discussions of the subjects cited, with the exception of certain words or names
which are simply mentioned in the verse or commentary quoted. These are of interest as examples
of Tamil versions of Sanskrit names or of {he emphasis given certain epithets. Such words in-
clude, for example, “auspicious attributes," Cataképan, fee‘t, Kanna(1_1). sacred names. and
sacred places.

acarya(s), 3, 6, 7, 8, 9— 10, 34, 42, 45, 48,
50, 54; as mediators, 53, 135. See also
Ramanuja

accessibility (saulabhya) of the Lord, 39, 40,
41, 46, 47, 86, 87, 90,91,101,151,162,
269n.18, 270n.9; to his devotees, 71, 112,
113, 115, 129, 132, 251, 274n.2. See also
inaccessibility

acit (nonsentient matter), 38. 55, 72, 87, 137
Advaita Vedanta, 36, 83, 99, 182, 191

Advaitin(s), 84, 183, 184, 190
Agamas, 4, 34, 36, 54. 181. See also Paa—

caratra Agamas
Agnihothram Ramanuja Thatachariar, 185,

186, 296n.9
akam (romantic) poetry, 14, I6, 21, 26, 29.
See also tinai; Tiruvaymoli

Akamigifiru, the, 28, 177
Alakiyamanavalaperumal Nayanér, 261n.14
Alavantar. See Yamuna
alvar(s), 3, 34,42, 48, 50, 52, 154; and
Tamil heritage, 14— 17', devotion of, 107,
183; poems of, 20, 22, 44, 45, 46, 51, 53,
54; references in early Srivaisnava litera-
ture to, 43—44. See also Nammalvar;
union

amalatva. See purity
Amutanas, I46
ananda (joy or bliss), 40
ananku 51me See possession
Ananta-Sesa, 18,64, 70,71, 168, 195,

271 n.1; and sea of milk, 73, 88, 90, 92.
212, 250; as paradigmatic servant, 48, 49.

220; iconography of, 11—12, 288—89n.6:
in temples, 90, 102, 116, 154, 216

anantatva (infinite), 40
Andhra Puma, 259n.3
Anti], 31, 75, 100, 119. 290n.20. See also
Tiruppavai, the

antaryami. See inner controller
antati (end-beginning) xvi, 20, 60, 67, 257
anuraga (tender affection). See Divine
attributes

araiyar cévai, 267n.30
araiyars, 266n.30
A-rziyirappan', the. See Six Thousand Pan's
arcavatara (iconic incarnation), 48, 89, 102,

156, 289n.6
arruppatai, 24, 25. See also Tirumuru-
kdrruppatai

arul. See grace
aSraya (refuge), 128
asrita (those who have taken refuge), 78, 95
asritavatsalya (motherly love for the devo-
tee), 95

Ate, Lynn. 287n.6
atimai. See service
Alimanusa Stava, the, 47, 48
atma (finite soul or souls), 39, 40, 41, 117,

166, 178', and body, 18, 38. See also soul
audarya (generosity). See Divine attributes
auspicious attributes or qualities. 41, 50, 71,
72, 80, 93.103,105.133,135,148,212.
217, 277 n. 13. See also Divine attributes

avatz‘ua (incarnation or descent). 40, 41,
36—89, 151; alvéss as, 6, 18: as boar



avatara (continued)
(Varaha). 75, 95. 165. 167, 249. 255'. as
dwarf (Vamanan-Trivikrama). 91, 167.
240; as Man-Lion (Narasirhha). 29, 92.
130; as one of Trimfirti. 150; as Rama.
88—89. 108, 274n.3; as tortoise (Kfirma).
167. See also Kanna(l_1);Krishna; Rama

avi (soul). 104, 140. See also atma; soul

Badarayana. 183
bard(s), 22. 26
Basham, A. L., 262n.25
beauty. See Divine attributes
belonging. See s’esatva
benediction (tirupallantu). 210
Bhagavadgita, the, 12, 60, 62, 68, 83, 99,

156. 180. 183. 184, 263n.29, 273n.8; and
Ramanuja, 42. 54. 108. 138; final verse of,
[52-53. See also caramaéloka

bhagavata(s). the. 133. 134. 183
bhakti (devotion), xii. 14. 16. 39, 70, 111,

112, 210; absence of, 50. 51, 54; and
Vedanta. 183; in the Tiruvaymoli. 129.
195; modes of. 105. 129. 152; Nam-
malvar‘s, 107; includes jfiz‘ma, 97; Pillan
on, xiv, 111, 112. 152; problem in, 96

bhaktiyoga. 54, 60. 83,99, 132, 152. 201,
249—52. 271 n.3, 273n.8. 278n.3.
282n.12; alternatives to, 42. 111, 112,
114—16, 137, 153. 279n.3; and Ramanuja,
269n.15; as means to attain God. 113.
278n.2; considered a divine gift, 1 14;
Pillin‘s interpretation of, 111—22

Bharata war, the. 22. 89, 166
Bhaskara, 35, 36. 37, 199. 268n.9
Bhedabheda (Difference and Non-difference),
37, 80, 157; Ramanuja's criticism of,
157—58

Bhfi (Bht'Jmi or Prthivi). 55, 75, 76. 95. 102,
104, 165. 240, 249. 255, 272nn. 1. 5,
282n.4

Biardeau, Madeleine, 169
body, 119, 137—38; of God, 39, 80, 128,

214', and the soul. 78, 118, 178. 198. See
also soul

Brahma. 73. 74. 87. 90, I41. 206. 213, 224.
232, 235, 241. See also Brahma and Siva

Brahma and Siva. 31. 35, 41,105,108.128.
I38. 166, 215, 253. 254, 257: as media-
tors, 150

Brahman, 36. 37, 38. 40, 41. 99, 158, 166',

as food, 172; is Visnu-Narayana, 35, 55

Brahma Sutra(s). the, 4. 12. 35. 178. 181.
263n.29. See also Sriblldsya; Vedanta
Sfitra(s)

Buddhists. 35. 83. 180, 207. 208

calal games and poems, 47, 270n.10
Camayas. the (philosophical or religious pos-
session), 82—85. 127. 273n.8

Cankam(s). 15. 16. 20. 21. 32', legends,
265n.7; poetry, 180. 268n.45. 275n.5;
“seat", 21

caramasloka, 152. 282n.12
Caramopaya Nimayam, the. 266n.19,
282n.7

Cataképan (Nammalvar) , 3, 26, 67. 74, 165,
201, 210. 215, 220, 221, 227. 238. 242,
248, 252, 257

Catakopar anta'ti. the. 19

“Catuhfloki” (“Four Verses"), the, 44, 52
chanting. xv, I9. 92, 152, 259n.7. See also
Festival of Chanting

cit (sentient beings). 38, 137. See also soul
City of Names. See sacred places, Tirupper
Clooney. Francis, 191—92
Clothey, Fred, 262—63n.25. 267n.39
commentarial tradition, xiii. 33, 63. 69, 180.

181. 182, 189, 191; and Sfivaisnava com-
munity. 8— 10, 189. See also Periyavaccan
Pillai; VatakkuTiruviti Pillai

commentary. Pillan's. See Six Thousand Patis
Commentary on the Bhagavadgita, 41
compassion (karunya), 51, 93. 205. See also
Divine attributes

consort(s), 71. 74—77. 230; Divine, 40,
41, 74—77, 102. 105. 107, 126. 148. 180,
271n.1, 272n.5; Rukmini. 272n.5. See
also Bhfi; Laksmi; Nappinnai; Nila; Ruk-
mini; Sri

coordinate predication. See Samanadhi-
karanya

cowherds. 64. 103, 171, 243—48
Cutler. Norman, 259n.4

Damodaran Pillai, S. V.. 16

dancing. 28, 29. 64, 71, 87. 88. 127, 134,
206

dasya. See kaimkarya or service
daya (mercy), 41, 93
detachment (vairagya), | 12
devotee(s). 39, 45. 50. 54. 133. 141; depen-
dence of Lord on, 39. 71, 86; dependence
on Lord. 197; inferiority of, 99; Lord dis-
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pels sorrows of, 71, 76, I48, 195; Lord
equal to, 86, 87,94, 113, 274n.2, 278n.2;
Lord inferior to, 108, 135; Lord as protec-
tor of, 72, 88, 89, 94, 116— 17; Lord
defeats enemies of, 87, 90, 93, 102, 105,
151, 231; Lord dependent upon, 39, 41,
71, 78, 86; Lord‘s love for, 87, 118. See
also devotion; Lord; sesa; service

devotion, 69, 94, 110, III; discipline of, 99,
119; exclusive, 54, 124, 128, 133; of a-
vars, 107; Vedic understanding of, I I I.
See also bhakti; bhaktiyoga; service

dharma, 50
Dharma Sastra(s), the, 4, 36, 155
dissolution, I61, 162, 169, 285—86nq,
287n.4, 288n.6, 289n.7

Divine attributes, 40—41, 85, 93—96, 218,
252; beauty, 41, 71, 85, 90, 95—97, 120,
I33, 151, I75, 189, 252; compassion!
mercy (karunya, daya, krpa), 39, 41, 53,
71,93,94, H6, 122, 132,206,217,
227—28, 243, 252, 280n.8; generosity
(audarya), 23, 4|, 71, 109, 195; good-
heartedness (sauharda), 41; gracious con-
descension (sausilya), 39, 41, 94, 109,
114, I35, 157; motherly love (vatsalya),
41, 55, 64, 76, 95, 105,228, 241, 280n.8;
tender affection (anuraga), 41 , 9|. See also
accessibility; grace; Lord

divyadeéa. See sacred places
Divya Sari Caritam, the, 266n. I9
Dravida Veda. See Tamil Veda
Dual Vedanta. See Ubhaya Vedanta
Dvaitadvaita, 184

Earth (goddess). See Bhfi
effort (yatna), 217
EightAnthologies, the (Euutokai) 15, 16

Eighteen Short Classics, the (Patinenkilka-
nakku), I6, I77

Empar (Govinda Bhattar), 146
Epics, Sanskrit, 54, 206
Ettutokai, the. See Eight Anthologies

faith (sraddha), 50
feet ofthe Lord, 31, 71, 75, 109, 126,131,

132, I48, 232, 249; as both way and goal,
130; as refuge, 113, 117, 227; auspicious
feet, 71, 90; flowerlike feet, 60, 61, 71,
129, 148, 250; golden feet, 50; lotus feet,
50, 51, 52, 55; sacred feet, 67, 69, 101,
113,117,118,121,129,141,218—19,

3'3

228—32, 249 (see also Tirumantra). See
also refuge; service

Festivalof Chanting, 19, 260n.7, 266n.27,
267n.30

“Four Verses” (“Catuhéloki”), the. 44, 52

Gadyas, the, xv, 44, 54; Saranagati Gadya,
the, 42, 55, 77, 119. 153.270.1561-
Rariga Gadya, the, 54, 156, 270n.5; Three
Gadyas, the, 35, 42, 53—55, 262n.l6.
270n.5; Three Gadyas, authenticity of, 42,
269n.23 ; VaikunthaGadya, the, 54,
270n.5

Gajendra, 104, 125, 217, 232, 298n.34
Garuda, 11, 12, 71, 195, 220, 231, 263nn.26,
28, 2§4n.30, 271 n.1

generosity (audarya). See Divine attributes
Ghate, V. 8., 184, 295 n.7
girl or heroine, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 98, 104;
lovesick, 65, 76, 96, 99, 104, 156

girl poems, 27, 99, 100, 102, 103
Gita. See Bhagavadgita
Gitabhasya, the, 111, 138, 156, 175
Gitdrtha Samgraha, the, 1 I 1, 152—53
goal (upeya), 60, 61, 69, 115, 120, 129, 131,
I32, I39, 278n.20; service as. 91, 132,
133—36, 231; realization of, 124, 153

God. See Lord; Visnu
Goddess. See consort(s]; Sri
golden age. See Kna Yuga
gopis, 100, 104, 105; enactment of Krishna‘s
deeds, 100, 276n.8. See also Krishna;
Nammalvar

Govindacharya, A., 185

grace, 39, 51, 61, 64, 93—95, 96, 120; ap-
peal for, 54, 117, 205, 219, 230; as bridge
between human and Divine, 97, I41, 223,
24l;ofLord,106,110,111,12|,122,
129, I41, 152, 209, 252, 271 n.3, 289n.7;
of Sri, 53. See also prapatti; saranagati

gracious condescension (sausilya). See Divine
attributes

Guruparampardprabhavam. See Splendor of
Succession

gurus, 154, 189. See also acaryas

Hardy, Friedhelm, xiii, 99, 107, 159, 187,
263n.25, 266n.|9, 275n.5, 290n.1|

Hart, George, 28, 267n.36, 268n.46
heart as the Lord’s dwelling, 91, 92, 120,

121, 130, 166
heaven, 91, 92, 103, 117, 119, 123, 125—26,



heaven (mnllnued)
138. 276n.11; nitya vibhflti (supreme
realm). 204; Tirunatu. 67. 68. 90. 96.
101. 109, 125—26. 132. 134.248. 256:
Vaikuntha. 55. 87.90. 91. 109. 125-26.
278 n.20; vitu (liberation), 123. 138. 202.
282n.2. See also sacred places

helplessness. 51. 116. 132
hierarchy. reversal of. 107— 10

Hiltebeitel. Alf. 169
hita. See way
humility. 54, 89, 103. 156. 189

inaccessibility. 87. 132, 241
inanimate things. See acit
incarnation (avatz'u'a). 41. 73. 88. 151. See
also avatara

inner controller (antaryami). 40. 175. 213.
297n.7'. niyantr. 70. 206

itihasas. See Epics

Jains. 35. 83.98. 180. 207
Jewel ofHymns (Slotra Rama). the. 43.

45—52. 111. 181

jfiana (unlimited consciousness or knowl-
edge). 40. 51, 97

jnanaputra (spiritual son), 147
jfianayoga. 117. 152
justice. Lord's sense of. 53. 76

kair'nkarya (loving service). 127. 128. 131.132.
133. 156. 208. 251. See also goal; service
kaivalya (isolation). 98—99. 124
Kalidasa. 31
Kalki. 126
Kali Yuga. 73. 126—29. 134. 146. 211. 212.
215. See also Krta Yuga

Kama 5mm (Manual ofLova). the. 166
Kampa Ramayanam. the, 7. 171

Kampan. 7. 19

Kanna(t;l) (Krishna). xvii. 21.65.75. 105.
138. 162. 168. 171. 213. 225. 243. 245.
249. 280n.6. 281n.1. 283n.24. 289n.8

Kanninun Ciruttampu (Short Knotted String).
the. 5. 45. 46. 261 n.14

karma. 40. 70. 81. 115. 132. 188. 197. 255
Karma Mimar'nsa. 35 11.. 136. See also Purva
Mimamsa

karma-sar‘nsara. 123
karmayoga. 117. 152
karunya. See compassion
Khandava forest. 169

K01! Qluku. the. 259—‘60n.7. 262n.20
Krishna. 62. 64. 65. 72. 88. 89. I49. 159.

167. 275 n.5. 282n. 12; and cowherd girls
(gopis). 47. 100. 101, 105; conquers seven
bulls. I64. 272n.5; destroys elephant.
249; kills Putana. 167. 220. 221. 250.
290n. 12; lifts Mount Govardhana, 64. 132.
167; steals butter. 47. 86. 162. 270n.9.
273 n.1. 289n.9; teachings of. 83. See also
Kannatn)

Krishnabhakti. B9. 186. 187
krpa. See mercy
Kna Yuga, 127. 215. See also Kali Yuga
Kumarila. 35
Kurattalvan. 44. 47. 48. 49—50. 51. 52. 53.
111.147.155.185.270n.4

Kurukur. See sacred places. Tirukkurukfir
Kurumokai. the. 16. 30. 32
Kutantai (Kumbakonam). See sacred places.
Tirukkutantai

Laksmana. 101

Laksmi. See Sri
Laws of Manu, 131. See also Dharma Sastra
Lester. Robert. xiii. 185. 186. 269n.23.
296n.9

liberation (vitu-moksa). 74. 86. 109. 120.
123—25. 152

1115. See sport
lilavibhfiti ([realm of] the Lord's play). 40
Lipner. Julius. 268 n. 10
Lokayata, 199
longing. 101—5. 141

Lord, the: as father and mother. 45. 102; as
indweller of all the worlds. 82. 122. 161.
199; as lover. 54. 64. 65. 98. 100 (see also
girl); as soul of everything. 72. 74. 80. 82.
86. 196—97. 198, 222. 255; as Sri‘s con-
sort. 55. 229. 238; as thief. 64. 168. 172;
auspiciousness of. 124. 203; difference
from Bhedabhcda. 80'. opposition to all
faults or filth. 71. 72. 80. 124. 203; powers
of. 73. 74. 119; speaks through poet. 67.
74. 234; universe subsists in. 163. 170.
See also accessibility; avatara; devotee(s);
Divine attributes; goal; grace; purity; ref-
uge; Sri: supremacy: swallowing; union:
Visnu

Mahabharata. the. 4. 7. 54. 160. 161. 169.
See also dissolution

Mahadevan. T. M. P.. 182
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Manavala Mamuoi. 7. 18. 147. 261 n. I4
Manikkavacakar. 263 n.25. 270n. lo.
292n.33

Manimékalai (Jeweled Girdle). the. 17

manipravala (gems and corals. Sanskritized
Tamil). xii, xv. 10. ll. 43. 59. 60

Manu. See Laws of Manu
Miran (Nammalvar). 17, 18. 26. 210
Markandeya. 162, 209. 213. 285—36n.3.
287n.5, 289n.7; swallowed by Visnu, 16?,
170

matal (riding a palmyra horse). 30
Maturakavi alvar. 5. 7, I7. 18. I9. 21. 45.
46. 53, 261n.l4

maya. 37. 162. 212. 287n.5
Mayavada. I99
Mayor]. See sacred names
means. See way
mediator(s). 54; other deities as. 73, 150.
213; Ramanuja as. 55; Srivaisnavas as.
134. See also acarya; purusakara; Sri

mercy: appeal for. 232; ocean of. 47; of Sn.
52. See also Divine attributes

milkmaids. See gopis
moksa (vitu). See liberation
motherly love (vatsalya). See Divine attributes
Mudaliyar. 24
Murukan (Muruga). 24, 25. 26. 30. 263n.25

Nakkirar. 262n. l7
Nalayira Tivyap Pirapantam. See Sacred Col-

lect of Four Thousand Verses
Nammalvar, 3. 4.10. I7. 19.21. 23. 30. 44.
45. 51. 53. 54; and Pillan. 35. 60. 61. 63.
66. 67. 69. 84. |26‘. and Ramanuja. 154;
and the Lord. 13. 20. 22. 23. 25. 31. 32.
7|; ascent to heaven of. 134. 285 n. 13; as
gopi. 100. 242—48. 275n.5; as incarnation
of the Lord. 18; as instmment of the Lord.
5.68. 70. 74.119. 125. I40. 152. I72.
237; in Srivaisnava tradition. 17—19. no.
145'. mentioned by Yamuna. 43; use of
phrase “six camayas". 82: viraha poems
of. 107. See also surrender; Tiruvaciriyam;
Tiruvaymoli

NammdlvtirTirulalldnu (Lullabyfor Nam-
mdlvar). the. 19

Nafijiyar. 8. 279n.3, 298n.44. 300n.6l
Nappinnai. 75. 76. 102. 104. 239. 240.
282n.4; and the seven bulls. 272n.5. See
also c0nsor1(s)

Naranam). 205. 239. 240. 249. 274n.3

Narusimhachary. M.. 268n.3
Narasimha. See avatara
Narayanam) (Visnu). 41, 54. 67.91. 133.

150. 205. 206. 207. 208. See also Lord:
Visnu

Nathamuni. 4. 34, 43. 45. 53. I47. 158. I70.
181; and recovery of lost poems. 4— 10. 20

nayanmars. I4. 16. l9l
Neevel. Walter G.. 268n.2. 269n.|
Nilz't, 55. 75. 240, 271 n.1, 272n.5. See also
consort(s)

Nimbarka, 184. 295n.7
Nine Thousand Palis. the. 10. 262. 278—
79n.3. 298n.44, 300n.6|

nirhetuka (without reason). ”3. 120. 121.
122. 148

'.
obeisance. 115, 116. 148. 251
O'Flaherty. Wendy. 170
Otto. Rudolph, 183. l85
ownership. See s'esa; sesi

Pancaratra Agamas. the. 34. 35. 36. 41 .

42. 89. 157. 185; orthodoxy defended by
Yamuna and Ramanuja. 181. 269n.22

paradoxical contraries. 66. 80—82
Parankus’a (Nammalvar). 44
ParaSara. 43, 45
Parasara Bhattar. 44. 51. 52. Ill, I36. 152.

261 n. 14

paratva. See supremacy
Paripalal. the. 17. 267n.39
Palinenkilkanakku. See Eighteen Short Classics
Palluppauu. Sec Ten Songs
Periya Tirumalai Nampi (Sri Saila Pfirna).

8, 34. I46
Periya Tirumoli. the. 62. I70
Periya TirumuliAgaivu. the, 266n. l9
Periyalvar. 47. 62. 272 n.5, 291 n.20
Periyalvar Tirumoli. the. 47. 49. 266n.30
Periya Tiruvantati. the. 18

Parpola. Asko. 262n.25
Periyavaccan Pillai. 8. 43. 52. 261 n. 14.
262n. l8. See also Twenty-FourThousand
Palis

Perumél Tirumoli. the. 46. 47
Peterson. Indira Viswanathan. 259n.4
phala sruti(s). 20. 26. 60. 67. 70. 74. 126.

129. I35. 153
pilgrimage centers. See sacred places
Pillai Lokacarya. xii. 157. 188. 189. I90.
26Bn.l3. 298n.38
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Pillan, Tirukkurukai Piran. See Tirukkurukai
Piran Pillart

Pinnai. See Nappinnai
play. See sport
possession, 28, 30; dancing under, 29, 134;
spirit possession, 100, 134

Poykai (alvar), 6, 287n.5, 289n.7
Prabhakara, 35—36. 136, 268n.7
pralaya. See dissolution
prapatti (humble surrender to God), xii, 42,
62, 112, 119, 137, 153, 189. See also
bhaktiyoga, alternatives to; grace; sarana-
gati', surrender

prayer: for gods' favor, 75; of surrender, 55;
of taking refuge, 1 l9

priti (unsurpassed love), 106
propitiation, 73, 197
protection (raksana), 93. See also devotee(s),
Lord as protector of

puram (heroic) poetry, 14, 16, 26, 27. See
also Tiruvaymoli

Purandgmru, the, 22, 23, 24
Purana(s), the, 4, 54, 162, 206; Bhagavata,
2| , 149, 186; Linga, 83, 207, 208; Matsya,
160, 162, 187n.5, 285n.3; Visnu Purina,
the, 10, 42, 43, 44, 52, 72, 149,150,161

purity, 40, 80, 82, 88, 156, 272n.3
purusakara (mediator), 76—77, 209, 233. See
also mediator(s)

purusartha (eschatology or goal of human
life), 60, 151. See also goal

Purva Mimamsa, 36, 268n.8
Putana. See Krishna

Radhakrishnan, S., 182
Rajam, V. S., 268n.47
Rama, 62, 75, 88, 89, 101, 108, 279n.5;
destroys Lanka, 73

Ramabhakti, 88
Ramakrishna Paramaharhsa, 182
Ramanuja, 3, 12, 54, 157—58, 268n.5; and
Bhagavadgita, 108—9, 138, 149, 282n.12;
and Nammalvir, 128—29, 145, 154; and
Filling, 8, 44, 59, 60, 62, 79, 80, 145; and
Sankara, 38, 99, 184; and the Tiruvaymoli
(oral commentary on), 145, 182, 269n.2;
and Vedanta, 39, 180, 185; and Yamuna,
34—35, 36; as avatéra, 146; as mediator,
53. 55; doctrine of, 36, 371., 40, 4| , 154',

in Srivaisnava tradition, 145; language of,
61 , 71, 136, 139; relation of disciples to,

53, 55, 70; relation to Tamil tradition,
question of, 42; Sanskrit writings of. 74,
145, 154. See also Gadyas; Gilabhasya;
Sribhasya; Veda'rlha Samgraha

Ramanuja Nurrantati, 261 n.14, 265 n.3,
270n.3

Ramanujan, A. K., 14, 78, 169, 266n.18,
267n.35, 268n.45

Ramayana, the, 62
reality, xiii, 38, 60, 79, 137, 151, 159; three
realities, 269n. 13

reason (hetu), 121. See also nirhetuka
refuge, 45, 51, 189; acaryas as, 53; in other
gods, 74; Lord as, 50, 55, 113, 128; with
Sri, 77, 95; with the Lord, 53,70, 74,
116—22, 124, 171, 202, 208. See also feet
of the Lord; prapatli; saranagati

renunciation (sannyz'tsa), 36
revelation, 5, 61, 67, 68, 74, 154; language
of, 62

Rudra, 73, 74, 199, 207, 209, 213, 235, 241.
See also Siva

Rukmini, 272n.5. See also consort(s)

sabda (eternal sounds), 38
Sacred Celestial City. See sacred places,
Tiruvinnakar

Sacred Collect of Four Thousand Verses, the,
6, 8,14,19, 20, 31, 266-67n.30

sacred names, 132, 141, 272n.2; chanting
of, 251; Damodara, 138, 278n.2; Hari,
91; Kesava, 67, 133; Kuntan, 236;
Madhavam), 113, 132, 211, 250, 251;
Madhusuda(n), 165; Mannanar (Visnu),
5, 34; Mayor), 20; Pillz‘tn’s interpretation
of, 271n.5', Ranga, 75; Tirumal, 20, 238,
288n.6. See also Thousand Names of
Visnu

sacred places, 125, 157; Arankam, 50; Brin-
davan, 34; Cirivaramankala(m), 50, 60,
116, 117, 215, 279n.5; Katkarai, 168,
169; Srirangam, 12, 18, 34, 44, 51, 75,
259n.7', Srivilliputtur, 288—89n.6; Tiru-
kannapuram, 9| , 117, 280m. 6, 7', Tiruk-
katittanam, 91, 92, 134; Tirukkolur,
277n.12; Tirukkurukt'tr,5, 18, 26, 67,
74, 201, 206—10, 215, 220, 221, 227,
238, 242, 248, 257; Tirukkurunkuti, l7;
Tirukkutantai, 61, 216—21, 289n.6;
Tirumaliruficolai, 48, 106, 121, I72, 173,
277n.15, 281 n.1 1', Tirumokur, 90, 96;
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Tirunavay, 102, 103, 239—42, 299n.53',
Tirupper (City of Names), 121, 173, 174,
277n. 15, 281n.11;Tiruvanantapuram, 91,
132; Tiruvanvantfir, 3 I; Tiruvayindra-
puram, 287 n.5; Tiruviyppéti, 243; Tim-
vénkatam (Tirumalai), 26, 9|, 109, 146,
228—33, 250, 280n.8; Tiruvinnakar (Sa-
cred Celestial City), 81, 221—27. See also
heart; heaven

sacrifices, 35, 37, 139; Vedic, 31, 36 ‘

Saiva, 16, 191

Sfikya. See Buddhists
salvation, xii, 60, 61, 93, 99, 110, 116,119,

123. See also goal; way
Samanidhikaranya (coordinate predicalion),
78, 150, 198

Samkhya, 83, 84, 99
samsz'tra, 110, 123, 125, 129
samslesa (sexual union), 85, 121, 242,
292n.28. See also Tiruvz'tymoli, akam ele-
ments in

Sankara, 35, 36, 37, 38, 99, 182, 183, 184,
186

sannyésa (renunciation), 36, 123
sannyasi(s), 37, 123
Sanskrit, 12, 54, 60, 62; and Tamil, xi, 11,

14, 60, 93, 131, 147—48, 190; authori-
tative tradition in, 34—37; high status
of, 4, 8, 10, 55; literature, 12, 31, 52, 189;
scriptures, 54, 59, 62, 63, 190. See also
manipravala

Sanskrit Stotras, 42, 43 ff.
Sanskrit Veda(s), the, 7, 8, 10, 54, 59, 61,

181, 139
saranagati (unmerited Divine grace), 42, 119,

189. See also grace; prapatti
sarim-Sariri-bhava(relationship of soul to

the body), 38, 52, 77, 80; and the three
realities, 137; Pillin on, 149; scriptural evi-
dence, 79

Salhapatha Brahmana, the, 263n.26
Sathéri. 10, 19

satya (true or real being), 40
Satyamurti Ayyangar , 272n.7, 297n.21
sauharda (good-heartedness). See Divine
attributes

saulabhya. See accessibility
sauéilya (gracious condescension). See Divine
attributes

scriptures, Sanskrit. See Sanskrit
separation (viraha, vislesa), 27, 28, 30, 31,

3'7

65. 96—97, 100, 102, 103, 159, 275n.5;
grief at, 103, 104, 107. 176, 275n.6', to at-
tain union, 94, 98, 276n.7. See also union

Serpent, Primordial. See Ananta-Sesa
servant. 32, 102, 117, 131, 156, 225, 252,
281 n.11

service, 102, 103, 114, 115, 118, 127, 138,
148, 155, 156; as goal, 91, 132, 133—36.
151, 231; as means, 133—36, 151; ofthe
human soul, 123, 140; privilege of, 54, 74,
113, 121; tolutu (to worship or serve), 138;
to the Lord, 131—36, 189, 214, 233. See
also feet; kaimkarya; sesa; sesatva; upaya

sesa (the owned), 38, 51, 52, 120, 124, 129,
131, 148, 203, 281 n.11; definition of, 136;
soul as, 123, 202. See also Sesatva; sesi

Sesa, 70, 271 n. I. See also Ananta-Sesa
sesatva (belonging or service), 85, 124,

136—41, 155
sesi (the owner), 38, 55, 137, 175, 195, 206;
definition of, 136. See also sesa

Shekhar, 1., 263 n.25
Short Knotted String, the. Se? Kanninun
Ciruttampu

Siddhirraya, the, 34 \sin, 45, 51, 115,117,127, 282n.12; confes-
sion of, 54

singing, 64. 71, 87, 88, 106, 111, 127, 206,
212. See also chanting; dancing

Siti, 75, 88, 101, 108, 279n.5, 290n.20;
Maithili, 52

Siva, 14, 15, 21, 232, 263 n.25, 289n.7. See
also Brahma and Siva; Rudra

Six Thousand Paris, the, 10, 11, 12, 42, 59,
60—61,74, 147, 151, 176; commentarial
style of, 60—61,62—63,65, 66, 119, 138,
147—48, 153. See also Pillan; Tiruvaymoli

smni, 149, 206
soteriology. See hita
soul (itmz‘i), 18, 41, 81; and body, 78, 79,
83, 137—38, 150, 175, 177; finite soul(s),
80, 84, 137; inner soul of, 52, 66, 73, 74,
77, 81, 97, 108, I40, 150, 165, 222'. Lord
mingling with, 51, 104, 106, 121, 165',of
everything, 72, 86; Raménuja’s definition
of, 155; submission of, 51, 108, 123, 139;
thirsty, 65. See also atma; avi; body

Splendor ofSuccession of Teachers. the,
4—6,8.9, 17, 18,20,21, 146, 259n.7,
260n.9, 261 n.14. 262nn. 18, 20, 266n. l9,
267n.33
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sport of the Lord. 55. 76. 80. 111. 100.
104—5. 148. I50. 204. 206. 236. 241.
252. 272 n.1

Sri. 3.44.55. 103. 118. 229. 239. 240.
272n.5;ac1'1ryason. 44; and Visnu. 4|. 53.
55. 81.102.118.174. 229. 250. 253. 255.
288n.6; as mediator. 45. 53. 54. 75. 76.
118. 150. 228. 233. 280—81n.8: called
Laksmi. 66. 74. 75. 76. 82. I48. 150. 224.
240. 272n. I; Divine Mother. 105. 106.
237. 255. 256. 282n.4; grace of. 53: hymn
to. 77; in the stotra tradition. 52—53;

mercy of. 52. 76'. ontological status of. 75.
148. See also consort(s). Divine

Sribhasya. the. 35. 42. 136—37. 148. 156.
185. 264n.29

Srigilnaralnakofa. the. 52
Srinivasachari. P. N.. 275n.3
Sn"Rariganija Slava. the. 51
Sri Saila Purna. See Periya Tirumalai Nampi
Sri Sathaképa. 126. 282n.4. See also Sathari
s’risiikm. the. 52
Srivaisnava(s). 3. 4. 11. 21.61. 127, 133; as
mediators. 134: hagiographics. 4. 18. 119.
I45. I47. I70. 268n.l: meaning of. 74.
134: temple practice. 10. 126; temples. 11.
19.43. 89—91. 126.188. 266n.30. See
also service

Srivaisnava community. 1 1. 33. 43. 53. 54.
I36; and bhakti. 15. ll 1; and Nammélvar.
I7—I9. 110. 119.145. 180'. and Pillar). 60.
61; and Ramanuja, 35. 54'. and Sri. 52: and
Tiruvaymoli. 7. 8. 12. 171'. and Visnu. 3.
12. 17. 127', significance of. 133—34: split
within. xii—xiii. 154. 187—90. 191. See
also Tenkalai: Vatakalai: worship

Srivaisnava doctrine. 6. 18. 44. 68. 70. 76.
89. 118. 119. 127. I60; and kaivalya. 99.
See also bhakti; prapatti; Ubhaya Vedanta

Sfivaisnava tradition. xi. 7. 11. 34. 42, 43.
63. 66. 69.125.145—47

s’ruti. I49. 178. See also revelation
Staal. Frits. 263n.25
Stein. Burton. 266n. 18
stotra(s): as assertion of exclusive devotion to
Visnu. 44; and alvars' poems. 45. 51. 54'.
tradition in Srivaisnava community. 44—
45. 185

SIoIra Rama. the. See Jewel of Hymns
Subbu Reddiar. 261 n.14
submission. 51—52. 108. 123. 139

Sudursuna Suri. 264n.29
Sum. 10. 17. 266n.18
Sukra. I69
Sundarabahu Stava. the. 48. 51
stinyavada. Buddhist. the. 33. 200
supremacy (paratva), 38. 39. 40. 41. 46; ot'

the Lord. 51. 62, 71—74. 83. 87. 98. 99.
162.205. 207. 213. 269n. 18. See also
accessibility

Supreme Mother. See Sri
Supreme Person. 35. 55. 69. 71. 73. 84; and
finite soul. 84. 96; will of. 79

Supreme Soul. 38. 39. 40. 99. 158
surrender. 51—52. 55.77. 88—89. 116. 137.

153. 185:0fNammalvar. 1'19. 129. 141.
See also prapatti; Sesa; submission

svabhava (essence or essential nature), 40.
154

svarfipa (essence or essential nature), 40,
127. 154

svarga (paradise). 197
swallowing. 27. 159-63, 165. 169. 170—74.
207; Pillar) and Ramanuja on. 175—79

Swaminatha Aiyar. U. V. . 16. 32

Tamil, 8. 10. 12. 120: and Sanskrit. 44. 53.
59—60. 61—63. 68. I90; language. 15, 78.
126. 13s; literature. 17. 20. 32; Saivism.
17. 180. I90; tradition. Ramanuja‘s rela-
tion to. 42: translating into Sanskrit. 61 —

63. 138. See also manipravala
Tamil poetry. 15. 27. 28. 54. 68.111.151;
classical. 14. 25. 30. 31. 32. 104; conven-
tions of. 98. See also Cankam(s)

Tamil Veda(s). the. 4—7. 145. 147. 156. 188.
189. I90. 259n. 4. 260n.l3. 261n.|4. See
also Tiruvaymoli

tanian (reverential verse). 146
Tantras. 36
lattva. See reality
teachers. See acaryas
temples. See sacred places
Tehkalai(s). 64. 75. 147. 182. 185. I91; doc—
trine of. 188—90; on surrender. 116. 139.
153. See also Pillai Lokacarya

Ten Songs (Palmptittu). the. 15. I6. 24
Thibaut. George. 183—85
Thirry-Six Thousand Falls. the. 10. 262n. 18
Thousand Names of Visnu. the (Visnu-
sahasranama). III. 141. I47. 152. 284n.26

tinai (five landscape settings). 16. 265n. l4



Iiru. xvii
Tiruccanta Vimttam. the. 50
Tirukkural. the. 16. 17, I78
Tirukkurukai Piran Filling. 7. 54: and bhakti.

112. 152; and Nammalvar. 61. 67—69, 71.
77. 84, 107. 118. 129. 146; and Ramanuja.
8. 34. 35. 44. 87.129. 145—46. 149.152:
as Ramanuja‘s spiritual son. 146. I47;
interpretation of the Tiruvaymoli. 151; on
service, 131'. use of term purusakara. 7 ;

use of term Srivaisnava. 133. See also
bhakti; Ramanuja; Six Thousand Pan's;
Tiruvaymoli

Tirukc'miyilr Nampi. 9
Tirumalai Antan. 9 1

Tirumalai, the. 50, 146
Tirumankai alvar. 14. 31. 47. 62. 161.
259n.7. 260n.13. 261n.14. 287n.4. See
also Periya Tirumoli

Tirumantra. 129. 249. 250. 252
Tirumurukarruppatai. the, 24. 25. 267n.39
Tirunatu. See heaven
Tirupallantfl ([Live for] many auspicious
years). 62. 63

Tiruppavai. the. 8. 43. 100. 260—61n.14.
266n.30

Tiruvacakam, the. 263 n.25. 290n.13
Tiruvaciriyam. the. 18. 261n.14
thumbnail. 20. 78. 197. 201. 215. 227. 238.
242. 266n.28

Tiruvaymoli. the. 3. 4. 6. 7. 9. IO. 13—14.
18, 19—21. 64; akam elements in. 27—33;
as divine inspiration. 140—41; as revela-
tion. 61. 68. 234—38; celebratory elements
in, 73; commentaries on. 8— I I; decad
6.10. 171; equated to Vedas, 4, 7. 10. I8.
69. 152.181. 259n.2. 261 n.14; impor-
tance of reciting. 67. ; Pillz’tn and, 62. 66.
70. 151. 152; power of. 13. 67. 242. 252;
puram elements in, 2| —26; themes in.
26, 52. 103. 129. 151. 155. See also
Nammalvar

TiruvaymoliNilrrantdu'. the, 7
Tiruvelukurrirukkai, 260n.13
Tiruviruttam. the. 18

Tolkappiyam, 15— I6
Twelve Thousand Patis. the. 10
Twenty-FourThousand Falls. the. 10

Ubhaya Vedanta, xi. 3. IO. 60, 68. 145. I47.
156. 182—87.188. 189. 190, I92; dual

heritage. 11. 53; dual theology, 158; dual
tradition. 181. 189

union. 14, 30.51. 54, 96. 97.103—7. 108,
109. 158. 218; and love. 99. 106; and
separation. 31. 94. 98. 242—48. 276n.7;
between Lord and 51m. 32. 105. 108,
159. 163—70173. 205. 253. 281 n.9;
erotic. 35. 103. 121. 171. 242 (see also
samslesa); not gaining. 61. 71. 100'. of
gods. 55. 76; of Lord and universe. 77.
159. 163—70. 177; Pillan‘s notion of. 106;
words for, 104

unworthiness. 44. 49—51 . 54. 98
Upades‘aratnamalai. the. 18— 19. 261 n. 14

Upanisads. the, 35. 37, 40. 61. 149. 153.
180. 184. 206; Brhadaranyaka, 176: Chan-
dogya. 166. 290n.ll; Svetésvatara. I76;
Taittiriya. 172. 176. 195. See also Brahma
Sfltra; Vedanta Sfitras

upasana (meditation). 152
upaya (means). 116—17. 132. 201. 227. 230.
231. 278n.3. 279n.5. 298n.38

upeya. See goal
Uttamfir Viraraghavacariyar. 8r? U. V..
288n.6. 296n.l. 299nn. 52. 53. 300n.60

Uttara Mimamsa. 36. See also Vedanta

Vaikhinasa Agamas, the. 36. 157
Vaikuntha. See heaven
Vaikumha Slava, the. 50. 51
Vaiéesika. 83
Vaisnava(s) and Vaisnavism. 16. 35—37. 154.

186
Vamanan. See avatara
Varadaraja Slava. the. 53
Vat-aha. See avatara
Vatakalai(s). 75. 147. 182. 185. I91; doctrine
of. 187—90; on surrender. 116. See also
Vedanta Deéika

VatakkuTiruviti Pillai. 262 n. 18; See also
Thirty-SixThousand Pan's. the

vatsalya (motherly love). See Divine attributes
vaymoli. 259n.l
Vedanta. 34 ff.. 42.154.158.180.181.187.

190; and bhakti. 183; three foundations of.
184. See also Ubhaya Vedanta

VedantaDes‘ika. xii. 6. 7. 52. 153. 188. 189.
261 n. 14, 263n.28. 264n.29. 268n. l3

VedantaSiltras. the. 35, 36.152.156.158,183.
184; commentaries on. 61 . 149. 154. See
also Brahma Stitra(s)'. Sribhasya; Upanisads
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Veda'rlha San'tgraha, the, 35, 131, 137—38,
148, 150, 155, 176

Veda(s), the, 5, 7, 34, 68, 92, 134; and Pil-
139, 69, 83, 206, 236; Atharva, 18; refer-
ences in Tiruvz'tymoli to, 28, 87; Rig, 15,
18, 214; Sama, 18; Sanskrit and Tamil,
12, 157; Yajur, 18. See also Tamil Veda;
Tiruvaymoli; Ubhaya Vedanta

Vedic hymns, 63
Vellala(s), 17, 266n.18
Venkatachari, K. K. A., 261n.14, 262n.24,
269n.23

vibhuti ([realm of] glory), 39, 119
vidya (meditative knowledge or insight), 152
vinai, 267n.37. See also karma; sin
viraha. See separation
Viraha Bhaku', 186
Vira Saiva, 92
visistadvaita, 38, 187, 190
vislesa. See separation
Visnu, 3, 14, I7, 20, 22, 23, 28, 148, 180;

and Nammalvar, 5, 19, 25, 27, 154; and
Ramanuja, 54; and Sri, 53, 76; as only ref—

uge for humans, 46; desire to serve, 44;
eating earth (mud), 289n.9; epithets for,
20, 46, 70; exclusive devotion to, 26, 44;
in alvars' poems, 45; powers of, 76,
287 n.5; rescues Earth, 165; Tamil and
Sanksrit literature in praise of, 11 ff.; su-
premacy of, 10, 35, 71—74, 109, 150;
swallows universe, 159—63, 171, 207,

249, 281 n. I. See also Ananta-Sesa; avu-
tara; Lord; §fivasnava community

ViSVaksena, 19, 271n.1
vitu. See heaven
Vivekananda, Swami, 182
Vyasa, Sri Veda, 8
vyuha (cosmic emanation), 40

way (hita), 60, 61,83, 151,227. See also
upaya

worship, 138, 214; act of, 114, 116, 250; de-
stroys sins, 115, 117, 134

Yadavaprakasa, 199
Yama, 127, 211
Yamuna, 8, 60, 77, 158, 180, 182, 185,
259n.3; and Bhagavadgita, 34. 35, 268n.4;
and Ramanuja, 54, 61, I45; and Sanskrit,
34—37, 42, 43, 147; and the stotra tradi-
tion, 44—52. See also Glta'rtha Saritgraha;
Jewel of Hymns

Yatira‘ja Vaibhavam(The Glory of the King of
Ascetics), the, 259n.3

Yocum, Glenn, 263n.25, 270n.|0, 292n.33
yoga, 83, 99,112,151
yugas (ages), 126. See also Kali Yuga; Kna
Yuga

Zimmer, Heinrich, 12

Zvelebil, Kamil, 16, 262n. 25
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